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experience in combat aviation.
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& Unique missions featuring real
world scenarios

Programmed by Simis Ltd.
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NEWS

ATARI ANNOUNCE
2.5 MILLION
STs WORLDWIDE
by Andrew Hutchinson

A t a r i have announced excel

The MIDI Faker
The trouble with producing
music via a sequencer is that
the end result usually has more
to do with how well you under
stood

the

manual

than

how

competent a musician you are.
"Hands On" MIDI Software hope
to remedy that problem with
some interactive MIDI software

for use with the Steinberg
Pro 24 sequencer.
There are

lent end of year sales
figures. The company claim
to have sold 200,000 STs over the
year, giving them an installed user
base of some half a million in this

country alone. Peter Staddon, Atari
UK's Marketing Manager, revealed
that "there are now two and a half

million

STs

worldwide,"

and

he

promises bigger and better things
for this year.
Atari are predicting a 30%
growth rate over this coming year,
mainly because of major new prod
ucts. They are currently evaluating
the Mega STE, so a launch date
some

time

within

the

next

two

months is expected. However, they
were very tight lipped about the
possibility of a new laptop and the
Panther games console which was
shown behind closed doors at the

CES show in Las Vegas.
Staddon pointed to the £6 mil
lion Atari invested in advertising dur
ing 1990 for the success of their
computers. He added that this kind

of soak advertising in all areas of the
media would continue this year.
Dealers are more than pleased
with the sales of the ST. Andy
Leaning, a spokesman for major ST

iA<* o
, «
P1 *
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•

Look familiar? Of course it does - there are now two and a half

million of these STs in the world, with half a million in Britain alone

the first batch of TTs

'The ST's sales

there's

one

by MIDI professionals. Songs
such as BAD by Michael Jack
son, Ride on Time by Black Box
and Toccatta and Fugue by MC
Bach illustrate how to program
a song. You can now purchase

available in this coun

are absolutely

more obstacle to be

four chart hits or two classical

retailers Silica, told ST FORMAT that
the ST's standing in the marketplace

had improved over the year. Silica
have started shipping

try, he said, and he
pledged Silica's sup

thusiasts. Its main strength has
proved to be its flexibility in
dealing with a broad range of
different tasks. Now

brilliant"

port for the Mega STE
able here.

A

spokesman

for

Evesham

Micros corroborated Silica's views.

"absolutely brilliant" and reckoned
that over the year, sales had risen
dramatically. What's more, he said,
this was over the whole range of
Atari computers, not just with the
Discovery packs.

There

just

negotiated
the

- Retailer

when it becomes avail

He claimed that sales of STs were

before

ST

rules

pieces for £19.95.
•

"Hands On"

MIDI

Software

supreme in the 16-

Ltd, 14 Lodge Road, Bedhamp-

bit market - Atari's

ton, Havant, Hants P09 3LL or

public image.

* 0705 452628.

are two

and

a

half

million reasons why Atari should
be making an effort to please its
public - after all, if you get

treated badly by a company, do
you return to them again? Up till
now, however, Atari have chosen

to ignore their mistakes rather
than tackle them - even though
the solutions would cost them

very little time, effort or money.
When the Mega STE is
launched in this country, Atari

ST FORMAT Comment

will be offering a range of com
puters which are second to

Atari's claimed sales figures bear

• Good news for Peter Staddon,
Atari UK Marketing Manager

programs,

Gig and Master
class, available now. These
include sequenced covers of
some famous songs, re-created

out what we've all known for a

none. It's to be hoped that they

long time, namely that the ST is a
superb machine which appeals
to a wide variety of computer en-

will manage to improve their
• The mould-breaking Mega STE: public image, which is currently
can it match the ST's popularity? second to everyone.

GET THE PICTURE WITH THIS LITTLE RIPPER
Imagine a cartridge which could break into
any program and enable you to monkey
around with the graphics, sound and code.
Sounds like another pirating cartridge,
doesn't it? Well, almost.
The Ultimate Ripper cartridge can do
everything but save a program to disk. The
unit, which plugs into the ST's cartridge port,
has just one switch - on and off. Flick the

switch, press Reset and you gain access to a
main menu. From here you can freeze the
program you're running and save graphics,
sprites and fonts to disk - or even search out

internal

We are currently testing Ultimate Ripper

music, either sampled or internally-gener

- watch for the full FORMAT review soon. If

ated, and save it to disk. Code can be viewed

in a memory editor and disks examined.
The French producers of the cartridge

you want one in the meantime, it's £44.95,
from MPH Software. MPH's other product the stereo sound cartridge - is available now

claim that rather than encouraging piracy it

for £24.99. MPH are on o 0603 503382.

NET £25 OF SOFTWARE issue 20-MARCH-91

will be an incentive to produce your own soft
ware, since it demonstrates the
workings of a program.

FREE! SEE PACE 136
ST FORMAT
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by
Andrew
Hutchinson

opulous

revisited

A MIDI EDUCATION
Germany's C-Lab have released
three new programs for the ST,
aimed at an educational market. C-

Lab are producers of the massively
popular Notatorsequencing software
favoured by most professionals.
Notator Alpha is a cut-down
version of the £499 Notator. The

program has been designed with an
educational environ
ment in

Bullfrog, said, "It's still very early in
development, but I can't wait to play
it. We're using our cleverest routines
yet, but we're concentrating on
gameplay - honing it into the ultimate
game." He added that the displays
are now working four times more
quickly than those in the original but
with ten times the depth.

mind,

but it would serve equally well as a
cheap, high quality sequencer for
someone who isn't very experi
enced with MIDI. It costs £199.

If you are thoroughly confused
by MIDI and don't know your quanti
zation from your transposer, then
you might find MIDIA useful. The
program operates as a normal
sequencer, but it also explains
everything as you go along. If you
change the velocity of a note, for
example, a graphical and
a
textual
explanation
appear on-screen. MIDIA
set you back £65.
In these days of
high technology

ifs all too easy
to forget that you
are actually making

A brand new divine being has
been introduced into the gameplay,
namely - and we've been trying to

music.

work this one out - an atheist. The

three deities in Populous 2 will have

intervals and melodies. A

Swamps

•

Volcanoes with fiery boulders

series

of

lessons

leads

you through the subject,
keeping tally of how many
mistakes you make. Plug
in a synth and as well as
seeing the
notes on
screen, you can hear

Earthquakes where the land
cracks open and people and

•

Tornadoes

programming

•

Tidal Waves

them. AURA costs £99.

team behind Populous, are

•
•

Lightning bolts
Plagues

•

•

Pestilence

•

A religious kamikaze maniac
Armageddon
.

main man behind Powetmonger,

houses fall in

Populous - and now the sequel

ullfrog,

the

currently working on the
follow-up, ST FORMAT can exclusively
Populous was the biggest

game

of

1989 and one of We're concentrating

the top five 16-bit
titles ever, selling
46,000 copies on

Qn gameplay
°
.
honing it into the

the ST, so news of
a follow-up is bound

ultimate game"
- Peter Molyneux

to create consider
able interest.

Populous 2 will feature com

pletely new code and is expected
sometime in September. Peter
Molyneux, the head programmer at

• With AURA, MIDIA and Alpha Notator,
you can train yourself in making music
with MIDI - and brush up on the basics

•

Druid Priests

Powermonger. The game will include

•

Paladins

over 200 different animations, com

• Parting seas
•

Fireballs.

Populous 2 is
actually being de
veloped on an ST,
and the Bullfrogs
have chosen to use a completely
new display routine in the program,
along with some ideas they picked
up while creating the acclaimed

from

MIDIA

Sound

are

available

Technology

a 0462 480000.

terrain-sensitive land blocks. Whafs

more, buildings and cities will literally
grow, rather than just transform into
another type as they did in the origi
nal Populous.
Electronic Arts distributed Popu
lous and will be handling the follow-up.
There

have

Electronic
Their PR
nell, told
were tied
Populous

been

rumours

in the

Arts are quick to deny this.
Coordinator, Sarah ShrapFORMAT that the Bullfrogs
under contract to produce
2 for EA. She added, how

ever, that the game is not expected
before the autumn.

Do you have any ST news for us?
Write to Andrew Hutchinson, News
Editor, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth

Street, Bath BA1 2BW - or if you
have access to the CompuServe
network, leave a message for ST
FORMAT, User ID 100012,2571.
Leads can be treated in strictest

• An exclusive sneak preview of Populous 2, the follow-up to one of
the best-selling games of all time. Remember, you saw it here first!

AURA, Notator. Alpha

and

pared to Populous's 20. The land
scape will also be fully animated with

games industry that Bullfrog will be
joining Renegade or setting up their
own marketing arm in the future, but

ST FORMAT

a

30 divine effects to choose from:

•

• Bullfrog Peter Molyneux, the

selling

is

•

and lava streams

reveal.

AURA

program which teaches
you all you need to know
about
chords,
scales,

confidence if you wish.

3-.-T"

• Not just maps, but statistical
databases for all countries

It's Jograffy Innit
Geography is one of those subjects which
is most interesting when you're stood on a
glacial moraine in Wales and least inter
esting when you're sat in a classroom.
Therefore any way of boosting interest in
the subject is bound to bring a smile to
any haggard Geography teachers who
can gain access to an ST, not to mention
their poorold students.
Geography Tutor is an educational
atlas program which includes maps and
information on every country in the world.
By clicking on a country you can access
information concerning the main religions
or the National Debt, for example. Frus
trated geography students can obtain the
program, which costs £29.99, from
Gralin International, 11 Shillito Road,
Parkstone, Poole, Dorset, BH12 2BN.
issue 20-MARCH-91
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6.9?

DRAKKHEN

THEKEEf

POPULOUS
16.49
POPULOUS PROMISED LANDS 8.99

8.99F PROPHFCY-VlKINGCHILD

DYNASTYWARS

SUZUKI
TEAM YANKEE .
TEENAGE MUTANT
HERO TURTLES
TEENAGE QUEEN .

POOtOF RADIANCE (1 MEG) 19.49 TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)..

(SUBLOGIC)

DUNGEON MASTER

PDTS)

1649

JINXTER (M SCROLLS;

DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO 59 99

\PB. HARD DRIVIN'

TOOBIN, DRAGON SPIRIT,

16 99

i$-4Q

...

(DATABASE)

TRINITY (INFOCOM^

DEATHTRAP

DRAGONSLAIR
DRAGON'S LAIR 2
DRAGONSBREAIH

STORM ACROSS EUROPE

PQLiCE QUEST 1 (SIERRA) ...22.49

DAMOCLES MISSION DISK2 ...8.49

DEJAVU
DEJAVU2
iLUXEPAINT. .

:::

1649
1649
6.99

\LANETFALL (BUDGET)

DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 1 ...8.49 JET+• JAPAN DISK
15.49

SUPER GRIDRUNNER
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 2

16.99

(ART PACKAGE)

1699
...„J4.49

IVAN STEWARTS SUPER

CURSE OF THE AZURE BOND

(1 MEG) (SS!)
CUTTHROATS (INFOCOM)

16.49
16.49

21.99

'HANTASIE 2 (SSl)

CRIME DOESN'T PAY
CRIMEWAVE
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE

18.99

STOS COMPILER
STUNT CAR RACER

., 1699'
9 99
1099

\..1599 PACMANIA
\16.49 PAINTWORKS

THE MOVIE)i

HORROR ZOMBIE?
HOUND OF SHAD
HUNTER.
IMMORTAL (1 MEG:.

STOS (GAMES CREATOR)

16.49

SWIV

24.99 HOME ACCOUNT^ (DIGITA)

CORPORATION
14.99
CORPORATION MISSION DISK 10.49
CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS) ...6.99
CRACK DOWN
7.49

STATIONFALL (INFOCOM) ....

SUPREMACY

HOLLYWOOD r-

(1 MEG) (SIERRA)

1399
15.99
10.49

\....699 OPERAIION THUNDERBOLT 13.49

CODENAME ICEMAN (1 MEG) 24.99 (BUDGEtf.

CONQUESTS OF CAMELOT

STAR RAY
STARFLIGHT
STARGLIDER2

19.49

COLONEL'S BEQUEST (1 MEG) 24.99 HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION K PANZA KICK BOXING
COLORADO
16.49 (ROBOCOP, QHOS" BUSTERS 2. j \ PARADROID 90
| COLOSSUS XCHESS
12.99 INDIANA JONES, BATMAN
j \ PAWN (M/SCROLLS)
CONFLICTEUROPE

13.99

36.99 NIGEL rAftjSELL SGnANDJJJJiX_.7.99

\.....1549 OPERATION STEALTH

6.99 HITCH HIKERS GUIDE

SPELLBOUND

19.99

NIGHTBRI

rr—

ROADWAR EUROPA (I
V.7.49 WONDERLAND (1 MEG)
ROBOCOP 2
./.15.99 WORLD CHAMP:.SOCCER
ROCKET RANGER
r.....5.99
WRATH OF THE DEMON
ROGUE TROOPER
....16.99
XENOMORPH
.TX.
S.T.U.N RUNNER
"5 ....16.49 XENON 2. MEGABLAST ..

SEASTALKER (INFOCOM) ..

SECRET OF MONKEYISLAND

17.99
4.99

£6.00

SPEEDBALL

SPELLBREAKER (INFOCOM) .

6.49

Confirmations sent when we receive each order.

Catalogue, Membership Card & Folder for NRG.
Refunds or change of order on request if delayed.
No Obligation to buy.

SPEEDBALL2

SPINDIZZY2
SPY WHO LOVED ME
ST ADVENTURE CREATOR ...

21.99

•

•
•
•

UK £6.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.00

6.99

12.99 WONTY PYTHONS

Release Schedules, sent bi-monthly
Sales hotline, open 7 days, to 8pm weekdays.
Fast despatch by first class post

ANNUAL UK MEMBERSHIP

...
...
...

16.49

16.49

KjIDWINTER

8.49

FUN SCHO0L 2 (2-6)

'

LORDS OF CHAOS

1649 FLAMES OFPRELJOM^S,
(MEAN UGLY DIRTY SPORT) 15.49
6.99 (MIDWINTER'S)
\ 19.49 Ml TANK PLATOON
19.49

BALLYHOO (INIOCOVi

BATTLESQUADRON

'6.49

SIMULCRA
SKYCHASE

SORCERER (INFOCOM)

CHALLENGE

8.99 LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO

=INAL BATT1E(PSS\

..

SIM CITY

19.49

6.49 ."INALCOMMAND \ .. . .13.99 LURKING HORROR

BACKGAMMONROYALE

BADLANDS
BALANCE OFPOWER
BALLISTIX

. ..16.49

2?49 -ERRARI FpRMUbA 1

B.S.SJANE SEVMOUR

15.99
16.49

19.99 LOOM

--29 RETALIATOR

I (WITH SOUND CARBJ .

SILENT SERVICE (SUB SIM)

15.99

Reserve members.

•
•
•

16.49 LEISURE SUITLARRY 1

ARCHIPELAGOS
/ten F16 FACCON MISS'ON DISK 1 "2.99 LIFE AND DEATH
ARMOUR-GECDON .. ..##»>**&S49 F16 FALCON MISS ON DISK 2 "3.49 LINE OFFIRE

| AWESOME

8.49

Prices include UK and EEC Postage and Packing.

EUROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE
EY&OF HORUS •

F16FRLCON

8.49

• NRG (Energy magazine) News, Reviews and Graphics.
Screen shots, pack shots, charts, latest Giga-Savers.
Game reviews in every issue. Night City Cybertoon and
the kill-or-die adventures of the Cyberpunk NRG street
gang - It's Cyber-fantastic! NRG - bi-monthly to all Special

XIPHOS
16.99

SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SHADOW WARRIORS

Z-OUT

7!***

ZORK 1 (INFOCOM)

__

Special Reserve or Official Secrets
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH

td. Reg. Office
'BJiiTiwiM

Existing members please enter

joysiicKs, Mice etc.
Quickjoy Superboard
16.95
Quickjoy Jet Fighter
72.95
Quickjoy Supercharger
9.95
Competition Pro Extra autofire
12.49
Naksha Mouse &Mat For Amiga or ST ...32.99
Mouse Mat (Quality soft mat)
4.99

your Membership No.

Atari .yn
Official UK Version. Free Special Reserve membership.

LynX colour handheld system +mains powerpack
••••••••I

&California Games
• FREESpecial Reserve
membership

Special Reserve £6 UK, £8 EEC, £10 World or
Official Secrets £29.99 UK, £34.99 EEC, £39.99 World

Corporation I

and Myth I

I or

1

with SimCity I

PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE [F~

£119.99

<s n bits

Lynx Software

5?1\ SONY
PLASIC STORAGE BOX, HOLDS TEN 3.5" DISKS ...1.30

30 BARRAGE ,...
720DLGREES
APB
BASKE IBRAWL
BLOCK OUT
BLUE LIGHTNING
CHEQUERED FLAG
CHIPS CHALLENGE
ELECTHOCOP
GATES OF ZENDECON
GAUNTLET3

27.49
27.49
27.49
27.49
27.49
21.99
27.49
21.99
21.99
21.99
27.49

3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER

GRIDRUNNER

27.49

KLAX
LYNXCASINO

27.49
27,49

3.5" DS/DD
DISK + LABEL

£19.99
2.99

DISK BOX 3.5" (100 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE ...10.99
DISK BOX 3.5" (80 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE
8.49
DISK BOX 3.5" (40 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE
7.49
CUMANA ATARI ST 3.5"720K EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE ...86.99

OUST COVER FOR ATARI 520ST (CLEAR PVC)

II

w

5.49

MS PACMAN
NFL SUPER-BOWL
PACLANU.
PAPERBOY

27.49
.....27.49
27.49
27.49

PfNBALL SHUFFLE
RAMPAGE

27.49
27.49

ROAD BLASTERS
ROBO SQUASH

27.49
27,49

RYGAR

S.T.U.N RUNNER
SCRAPYARD DOG

27.49

.

27 49
27.49

SHANGHAI
27.49
SLIMEWORLD
23.49
TOURNAMENT CYBERBALL ...27.49

TURBOSUB

27.49

VINDICATORS
WARBIRDS

27.49
27 49

WORLD CUP SOCCER
XENEPHOBE

27.49
27.49

XYBOTS

27.49

ZALOR MERCENARY

27 49

I STFORM9

and Myth I J

Software Prices include UK or EEC Postage.
World software orders please add £1.00 per item.
For non-software items such as joysticks or blank disks
please add 10% EEC or 25% World for carriage.

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

Credit card issue/expiry date
*CHEQUE/*POSTAL ORDER/*ACCESS/'VISA

ike, TornadormktSwaiatof0

^Ofc^oafcAtariST

HiSoft is delighted to announce, at last!, the immediate availability of ProFlight.
ProFlight; a supremelyaccuratesimulationof the PanaviaTornado militaryaircraft, a plane that is the
fastest aircraft in the world at ground level (Mach1.2)and one of the fastest at any level (Mach 2.2)
with advanced swing-wing technology that gives it a truly multi-role capability. ProFlight uses
complex and exact flightequations that allowyou to fly thispowerful fighter justlikeits pilots.
Everything is there ... you canflypeaceful reconaissance missions or roar intofullattackwith
cannons, bombs, heat-seeking Sidewinder and radar-guided Sky Flash missiles.

ProFlightcomes completewith a professional170-page, ring-bound flight manual which details every
aspectof flying this exciting aircrafttogetherwith a pull-out specification sheet of the Tornado.
ProFlight is available from all good computerstoresand costsonly£39.95 inclusive (UK only); if you
have difficulty locating your copy, please call HiSoft on 0525 718181 and ask to speak to Julie.

High Quality Software
The Old School, Greenfield
Bedford MK45 5DE UK
Tel: +44 525 718181
Fax: +44 525 713716

NEWS

Power
Failure
Saviour

DRUM FUN

by Vic Lennard
Its the stuff nightmares are made of.
You're busy working on your ST when
without warning the lights dim and
the screen disappears. Everything's
gone! Anything you've entered since
your last save is no more, and if you
happen to be saving to disk at that
moment the result could be a catas

trophe, with the entire disk ruined or worse, an all time high-score lost.
This

kind

of

disaster

can

be

prevented with a device called an
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS).
Time was, a drummer had to lug around these whopping great
round things, you know - but now it's all in this neat little unit

The unit, which sits between your

Anyone who uses an ST for MIDI applications knows how useful a
dedicated drum machine is. These pieces of hardware enable you
to build up complex drum rhythms from very high quality samples.

battery and a charger. The battery is

mains socket and ST, contains a
mains filter, a heavy-duty lead acid

Alesis have released a new drum machine, called the SR-16,

which retails for £299. The machine enables you to access 150
samples and 200 drum patterns. Something called "Dynamic Artic
ulation" has been incorporated into the samples, which means that
as you play the sample more loudly its timbral qualities change.

If you fancy getting your hands on some velocity sensitive drum
buttons then give Sound Technology a bell on « 0462 480000.

continuosly charged while the unit is
on, and if the voltage dips below a
preset level the battery kicks in and
takes over the supply of your 240

• The lights may have gone off
all over Europe, but with this

you can still complete that high
score or save that document

ter of that. The Accupower UPS unit
can supply electricity to your ST, a
monitor and a hard drive for between

much as £500, but now a company

eight and ten minutes after a loss in
power. A 90-watt model costs £153,
or, if you've got a lot of hardware to
keep running, a 480 watt model will
set you back £511.
• Accupower UPS units are available

called

from

volts instead of the mains.

These

units

Emerson

used to

cost as

Electric

have

released a UPS which costs a quar-

Emerson

Electric Company

o 0793 524121.

16-BIT COMPUTER FAIR
The ST was a very obvious force at the
16-BitComputer Fair which took place on
the 4th, 5th and 6th of January at the
Novotel, Hammersmith, in London.
The main exhibitors were hardware

or distribution companies; as in previous
years, thoughthere were plentyof games
in sight, the games houses themselves
stayed away. New products were being
shown on many of the stands. Amongthe
most interesting companies present were
American outfits such as Double Click

Software and Soft-Logik.
Double Click were sellingtheir brand
new DC Desktop, the only serious rival to
Neodesk 3, which comes from their fellow
American software house, Gribnif. DC

Desktopincludes advanced features such
as the ability to place file icons straight
onto the Desktop. Also on the stand was
the revised version of DC Utilities. This

utility disk includes programs for com
paction and extraction, as well as a

RAMdisk and a freeze frame facility.
MPH Software, who were doing brisk
business with TCB Tracker, were also

showing their brand new stereo sound
cartridge for the ST. The unit, which
retails for £24.99, is available now. It

enables a standard ST to play stereo
music, while at the same time speeding
up the processor. MPH » 0603 503382.
Hisoft, who are keen supporters of

the ST, announced a bevy of new
releases. They are phas
ing out Hisoft Basic and
•' ,r,

Power Basic and releas

ing one all-encompass
ing interpreter called
Hi'soft Basic 2.

The new BASIC is set

for

release

soon.

It

I She dives under the waves, into the
world below, where beauty and mystery,
can always be found... Stingrayee Stingray

Spectravideo have released yet another joystick for
use with an ST. The Sting-ray is a very cyber-punk
piece of hardware which looks more like a ray gun
than a joystick. It includes an ergonomic handle,

features a resource con

micro-switches and an auto-fire button. It costs

struction set, a multi-

£15.95 from Spectravideo n 081 900 0024.

• Not quite as busy as Piccadilly Circus, but

window editor and dialog
boxes. Devpac 3 - the
most popular assembly
language available for
the ST - is on its way
from the same company.

then Eros doesn't carry all this ST software

Hisoft ^0525 718181.
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THERE'S MORE ST
NEWS ON PAGE 15..
ST FORMAT 11
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Great Price

Choices to Keep you \

A

'

Spellbound at Truly IjVil

KJL N

Wizard Prices J^

%-\Non°z
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ATARI 1040 STE EXTRA PACK
Now youcanbuythat complete Business Package and...YOU'LL
SAVE MONEY TOO! With the NEW ATARI 1040STE EXTRA PACK

yougeta 1040STE andallthefollowing...

PACK

Great collection of NEW Atari games

WORK, LEARN & PLAY WITH YOUR NEW ATARI 520STFW

*

ST BASE Database

iftr STCALC Spreadsheet

in a BRAND NEW 520 STE PACK
IDEAL FOR CHRISTMAS!!!

Now you can buy the tried

* ST GRAPH Business Graphics
T@r ST WORD Word Processing Package

S.T.A.C
HYPERPAINT
PRINCE

and tested Atari 520STFM

with ALL of the following...

ATARI 520STC WITH BUILT-IN 1 Mb3.5" D/S DRIVE,
512/1 RAM, MOUSC, STEREO SOUND, 4096 COLOURS,

,V FirST BASICWrite your own Basic
Programmes- Easyto learn!
•St NEOCHROME Create stunning

f

•W)

Indiravc ofVAT, PoslojeondI'll!E ST BASIC

PORT FOR LIGHT PEN/GUN, UP TO 4Mb EXPANSION
I POSSIBLE (SIMMS), ABILITY TO USE GENLOCK DEVISES,

pictures on your own 520STFM

IP^-'A super bundle jus* right for Christmas... I

it S.T.O.S.Oreat games creation

ii

INDIANA iONES &THE LAST CRUSADE, IMPOSSIBLE 1

package, make your own games!
it ST TOURA complete 520STFM
tutorial, on screen step by step

MISSION li, SUPER CYCLE, HUMAN KILLING MACHINE,!

it 4 GREATGAMES Space Harrier,

OUTRUN, DRAGON'S BREATH, BLOOD MONEY AND

Bomb Jack, Carrier Command
& Outrun - Hours of fun for you!

PAINT II, MUSIC MAKER II, ANDCX40 JOYSTICK!

NEW

ntar/leacb/

•k

NEW

NEW

NEW

PHILIPS CM8833/ll/if'rf^;

ANARCHY abng withFIRST BASIC, STSS, HYPER-

14" COLOUR STEREO MONITOR WITH GREEN SCREEN SWITCH

Successor to the popularCM8833 the newMarkIIversion is

sleeker looking than the old model and with Merlin you'll get

(fre,atfilcui Padata L/i'&atCoal Price./

the exclusive 'Artist' pack.This designer version is colour
keyedand includes a kitto applyto YOUR keyboardto match.

"... o«k-..

iff
Atari

£249

PHILIPS CM8833/II (STANDARD)

£249

As abovebutwithout that designer touch.
ATARI BRANDED MONITORS...

PHONE

Prices fluctuate all the time for Atari SMI 24
FOR
12" Mono & SCI 224 12" Colour Monitors so... PRICES!

Add oneor more ofour 'S0RCER0RS PACKS' to extend your choice
and SAVE EVEN M0RE...0nly from MERLIN!

WE SAY CHOICE..
and we mean it.

Ten Blank Disks in

Library Cose

S0RCER0RSPACK2
10 GREAT GAMES

oooooo
© SORCERORS PACK 3
Q 22 SOFTWARE TITLES

(Worth £219.50)
Pipemania, Skweek,
. Rock'N' Roll, Asterix,

Rick Dangerous,
LiveandLetDie,

Chess Player 21SO,
Onslaught, Trivial
Pursuit a New

Beginning, Drivin'
i

nmUlewilhmVSH

only from MERLIN
you'll receive these...

(Only available when you buy anAtari seenotes onindividual packs*)

•ooooo loooooo
SORCERORS PACK1
Mouse Mat
ST Dust Cover

FREE with EVERY ST

n,L... Force!!!

® SORCERORS PACK 4
fk

Mouse Mot, ST Dust
Cover, Megublaster

imade only subject to

Joystick, Ten Blank
Disks inLibrary Case,

"ability (Check withus
iriorto ordering)

TenGreatGames(as
Pack 2), PLUS...your
choiceof one of our

:< HOLIDAY /

Vouchers S Book for UK

"Sorcerers Seven"

Qjf...

STAR LC24/200 Mono

£255

STAR LC24/200 Colour

ATARI EXTRAS

£

£159
£205

24 Pin Dot Matrix, 200/67cps MONO

THE ULTIMATE IN

*

STAR LC 10 Mono
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 120/25cps MONO
STAR LC200 Colour
9 PinDot Matrix, 180/45cps COLOUR

£289

24 Pin Dot Matrix, 200/67cps COLOUR
Merlin Express are a STAR REGISTERED DEALER
and a CITIZEN AUTHORISED DEALER

CITIZEN 120D+
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 120/25cps MONO

£139

CITIZEN 124D

24 Plin Dot Matrix, 120/40cpsMONO

Gomes!
BULK BUY DISCOUNT!
' your AtariSTWITH
ASKABOUT YOUREXTRA
DISCOUNT!

CITIZEN SWIFT 9
9 PinDot Matrix, 160/40cps MONO/COLOUR
MONO VERSION
COLOURVERSION

El 99
£229

CITIZEN SWIFT 24

24 Pin Dot Matrix, 160/53cpsMONO/COLOUR

ffiOLltMLDGQS ra§®L£(SH[M)D££ gSW@GODD
SEVEN OF THE LATEST SOFTWARE RELEASES BROUGHT TO |
YOU BY MERLIN EXPRESS ATA PRICE TO BEWITCH
Please note the titleslistedare advertisednowbased on the release dates

issued bysoftware distributors. Each title should beavailable onorbefore
thesaledateofthis magazine. We donot, however, accept responsibility
fordelays inrelease datesbysoftware houses ordistributors.
We strongly recommend youcheck availability before placing

-our order. Faulty software will ONLY

replaced with the sametitle,NO REFUNDS CAN BE GIVEN.

sodpeib ©sans ®ra aiPSEE/asH
SUPERBASE
PERSONAL

SUPERBASE
PERSONAL 2 V3.02

The original Superbase
Personal. A brilliant and

version with odded

easyto usedatabase
foryourAtari

features, excellent
up to date database!

£19.99

£39.99

ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS II, INDIANA
JONES & THE LAST CRUSADE, BATMAN
THE MOVIE all in ONE GREAT NEW PACK!

SOCCER CHALLENGE
GREMLINS II

£23.99

ROBOCOP II
OTHER TITLES MAV BE AVAIIABLE...ASK FOR DETAILS

£289
£319

2 YEAR WARRANTY WITH ALL CITIZEN PRINTERS!

Amore comprehensive

DICK TRACY
£19.99%
TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES £19.99
F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
BETRAYAL
INTERNATIONAL

MONO VERSION
COLOUR VERSION

CUMANA CSA 354i
CUMANA CSA 354

CUMANA CSA 1000

1Meg 3.5"Single Internal £65
lMeg. 3.5" SingleExternal £79
1Meg. 5 25"Single External El 35

lMeg.5i5" Single Extend £115

ATARI SF 354

ATARI MEGAFILEl

PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES AND

HARD DRIVES

ADD SOME POWER TO YOUR ST

I

DISK STORAGE BOXES

80 Capacity

£8.95

MOUSE MATS

£4.95

DUST COVERS...

ST'S, Star Printers, Philips Monitors
SPEEDKING-Autofire

£5.95
£10.95

ALL MERLINS PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND POSTAGE (UK Mainland)

HP&'*
0602441

Whilst every effort ismade toensure thai the information shown In our advertisement iscorrect, you should ALWAYS confirm any Offers, Prices, Availability etc. prior to placing
your order. We endeavour tosupply everything asshown and we will ONLY change anything should itbe forced upon usby manufacturers orour suppliers. Because our
advertising isbooked sofar in advance; Merlin therefore reserve the right toalter equipment specilications, withdraw any product/offer orupdate prices (and that can
beeither upOR dOWl}, Without prior notice. PLEASE CHECK DETAILS PRIOR TO ORDERING.
Merlin guarantee NEVER tosupply anything that has been subject tochange without you, the customer, being informed of, and agreeing to, that change.
ORDERING: Just phone our 24 hour order line using your Access/Visa card, OR,
WARRANTY: Goods thai prove faulty within 30 days will be exchanged for NEW. Alter 30 days,
send acheque/postal order with your requirement details. (Cheques
need clearance unless issued byBank/Building Society loryou)

andwithin 12months from purchase (6Months forsoftware), faults will be

rectified bytherelevant manufacturers' repair agenl andreturned toyou hycourier.
'Sorcerers Seven' s/wwill ONLY beexchanged fortheSAME TITLE; norefunds can
DELIVERY: Goods will bedespatched bypost FREE OF CHARGE toUK Mainland
begranted (...due topiracy ofs/ware byaminority who spoil things loreveryone)
addresses unless you request courier service (up lo25Kg) asfollows:
NEXT WORKING DAY...add £6Idorder, TWO WORKING DAYS...add £5 COLLECTION: Merlin Express arepredominantly amail order company bul wewelcome cuslomers
THREE WORKING DAYS...add £4, SATDRDAY DELIVERY...add £12

{Merlin will ALWAYS despatch goods day olotietunless otherwise discussed)

loourtrade/collection counter whowish topickupgoodsfrom us.Why notpayusa
visil,wewillalways hepleased lohelpyouwilh your enquiries.

MflRLlIN
EXPRESS

LIMITED

DEPTSTR9, UNIT C7, THE ROPEWALK INDUSTRIAL CENTRE,
STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE. DE7 5HX
TELEPHONE: 0602 441442

FAX: 0602 440141

INTIL CHRISTMAS: OPEN SAT & SUN (Phone for times)...THAT'S THE MAGIC OF MERLIN!
ALLour currently advertised offers su

any previouslyadvertised offer(s) and goods are NOT supplied on a trial basis.

TOP 40 charts

m

ST charts

£24.99-STF 19: 38%

Mirrorsoft

m

POWERMONGER
Electronic Arts

What's hot,

£29.99 - STF 19: 93%

© H SPEEDBALL 2

what's not.

Mirrorsoft

«•

What's in, what's
*

Turtles doing at

£24.99 - STF 14: 92%

GOLDEN AXE
Virgin

• Powermonger, the FORMAT Gold winner
from Electronic Arts and one of our Ed's

m

favourites, goes straight in at number two

number one?

£24.99- STF 18: 88%

KICK OFF 2
Anco

out and what's

£24.99 - STF18: 82%

mROBOCOP 2
Ocean

•

£24.99- STF 19: 84%

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER
Microprose

•

ST CHART
CHAT
Well, it had to happen. F19 takes a
negative six G dive down to num
ber seven after a prolonged high
altitude flight at number one. It's
replaced by those awful Turtles don't you lot read the reviews?

£29.99 - STF 12: 96%

LOTUS TURBO
CHALLENGE
Gremlin Graphics

•
m

£29.99-STF 18: 90%

TOURNAMENT GOLF
Elite

• Down from number eight, Supremacy is
still going strong at number nine

•

£24.99-STF20: 73%

POWER PACK

Beau Jolly

faces up there. The bodacious
Powermonger proves that quality
does count sometimes, while the

Bitmaps lap it up at number three
with the storming Speedball 2. All

£24.99 - STF 18: 86%

SUPREMACY
Virgin

It's nice to see some fresh

£24.99 - STF 17: 88%

TOYOTA CELICA RALLY

m

Gremlin Graphics

A

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

Ocean

£24.99 - STF18: 79%
£24.99 - STF: 76% *

STEVE DAVIS WORLD SNOOKER

these sequels, I don't know.

CDS

Pang drops in at a lowly 24,
which is a shame -

TEENAGE MUTANT

"" HERO TURTLES

£19.99"

CORPORATION

it's a wicked

game. Surprise of the month is

Core Design

definitely the re-entry of Rainbow

WHEELS OF FIRE

Islands at number 33:

a

lot of

people obviously realised what
they were missing out on.
Ocean, Mirrorsoft and Codemasters

remain

the

forces
behind
although Virgin
Graphics
next

could

month.

dominant

the
and
be

Will

games,
Gremlin
contenders

Domark

BACK TO THE FUTURE 2

Looks as though Turtles are here to stay

Mirrorsoft

ST BUDGET TOP TEN
l.

Pfl Fantasy World Dizzy

2.

•

Batman Caped Crusader
Hit Squad

4.

Have a look at this month's chart

5.

and see if you can predict what
the top three could be next month.
Get it right and win a game of
your choice from the top ten.
Send your three predictions

6.

and supplied by Gallup.
© European Leisure Software
Publishers Association Ltd 1991
issue 20-MARCH-91

Fast Food

Codemasters

Advanced Fruit Machine
Codemasters

£24.99 - STF 18: 58%

SUPER OFF ROAD

Virgin

Treasure Island Dizzy

CHARTBUSTERS

FORMAT. These full price and
budget ST charts are compiled

£24.99 - STF 16: 93%

Ocean

Codemasters

Are you feeling psychic, punk? If
so, we'd like to hear from you.

issue and score of review in ST

Mindscape

SHADOW WARRIORS

3.

• Main chart: STF refers to

£24.99 - STF 14: 62%

CAPTIVE

Codemasters

on a postcard to: Chartbusters,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,
Bath BA1 2BW, indicating which
month you're predicting for. Don't
forget to name the game you'd
like to have if you win.

£29.99- STF 19: 69%

• Oh my gawd, they're in at number one!

Turtle-mama

have subsided by then?

£24.99 - STF 18: 87%

£24.99 -STF 19: 68%

21

T

Ml Tank Platoon

Microprose

22

NE

Sly Spy

Ocean

Virgin

23

•

24

NE

World Cup Soccer '90
Pang

25

•

Shadow of the Beast

Psygnosis

26

•

Saint Dragon

Storm

Ocean

27

•

Soccer Mania

Addictive

3 After Burner Hit Squad

28

NE

Total Recall

Ocean

7.

| Silkworm

29

T

Turrican

Rainbow Arts

8.

| Hong Kong Phooey

30

T

International Soccer

Challenge

Microstyle

Hitech Software

31

•

Gremlins 2

Elite

Codemasters

32

NE

Special Criminal
Investigations

Ocean

33

RE

Rainbow Islands

Ocean

34

NE

Multi Player Soccer
Manager

D&A Games

35

RE

Cadaver

Mirrorsoft

36

NE

Platinum

US Gold

37

NE

Gazza 2

Empire

9.

T

Italia 1990

Mastertronic

10. P 1 Super Hang On
Hit Squad

*13, Hollywood Collection: not reviewed, but
Ed - played it, eaten it - Higham reckons it's
pretty good value for dpsh, hence the rating

"14, Sfeve Davis Snooker: again not reviewed
- in fact, nobody around here even remem
bers seeing it. Who on earth is buying it?

^^^J|

38

•

Cricket Captain

D&H Games

39

T

Lost Patrol

Ocean

40

T

Team Yankee

Empire
ST FORMAT 13

protar products ... your advantage

protar products include the fastest hard drives available for the Atari ST. The
fully compatible auto-bootable hard-disks are mounted in an elegant housing
which is perfectly at home with the ST design. They are
supplied completly ready for operation - no hidden
preliminaries.
The system software supplied provides access to such
features as 12 partitions per disk, selectable boot partition, —
write protection and password, all of which are fully
compatible with the numerous operating systems and emulators which are

prcrtar

offered for the ST.

protars' 40 DC, 80 DC and 160 DC models are additionally equipped with a
64 kB cache memory integrated on the hard disk; this cache memory reduces
disk accessing times by up to 50%.
Some other examples of protars' hardware include:

r

the R44 removable disk drives

the T60 and T150 tape streamers

- a safe option

a large scale monitorfor the Atari TT
There is a minimum guarantee of one year on all
components used in our products. We guarantee fast,

for the future

efficient, hassel-free technology at a price our success has

• ProScreen TT •

allowed us to offer.

protar products are leaders on the German market
which are now available to you nationwide.

We are currently renaming our hard disk series for copyright reasons. Also,
we are putting the final touches to our new U.K. subsidary. Until further notice
our products are available to you without delay, direct from Germany at
absolutely no extra cost. Definitely worth checking out!
For further information please contact:

protarGmbH Alt-Moabit 91D D-1000 Berlin 21 Tel: 010 4930 391 20 02 Fax: 010 4930 391 73 32

WORLD NEWS

Atari's very survival depen
ded on the ST's strong

Atari would have
sunk without

position in Europe, Atari US
General Manager Greg Pratt re
vealed to FORMAT at January's Con
sumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas.
"As a home office alternative we

offer a very strong product," he
says, but Atari is better known in the

• Greg Pratt, boss of Atari US,
spoke frankly to FORMAT at CES

Europe, General
Manager says

very exciting, and I think we're now
starting to swing the pendulum in the
other direction. But, you know, we
were only able to survive because of
our strength in Europe.

claims. "I think that the industry
seems to find out things and that's
unfortunate. I certainly think you're
right that one should only announce
when one is prepared to deliver."

US for such hardware as its hand

held Lynx games machine. In Britain
and Europe, the ST is recognised as
the versatile all-round machine it is,
but it is still perceived in a different
light in the States. Consequently, the
ST's fortunes - and those of Atari
itself - have been less secure in its

home country than in Britain.
"We

have certain areas where

we do very well with the machine,"
Greg says, "the music industry and
various

areas

of

desktop publishing,
for example. We will
continue to push
very much in those
areas," he insists,
but what of others?

can to assist European software,
whether we publish it ourselves or
direct it to other publishers. We would
welcome any of the strong software
packages here in the US and we are

very happy that we have a strong
market in Europe, because otherwise
we wouldn't get the software.
"We have had a fairly tough time
here in attracting and retaining the
best software developers, but I think
that's now beginning to change.
We've got new people on board,
we've got new machines that are

Minson

"It's all a matter of the size of

"We were only able
to survive because of
our strength in
Europe"

"More and more we're seeing the
benefit of our strong European pres
ence by virtue of software developers
transferring their products here,"
Greg says. "We in the States are
prepared to do whatever we

by

John

cumb to queries about forthcoming

The larger the base,

products, such as the eagerly antici
pated portable STs. "We're not say
ing anything until we're ready to

installed

the easier it is. Obvi

ously the United
States has been lag
ging behind. I think
that as we go for

ward with the newer machines - the

new 1040 STE, the Mega STE - we'll
start to reverse that trend."

Greg dismisses any suggestion
of a threat from the new, low-cost
Macintoshes in the home-productivity
market. "We think that anyone who
takes the time to compare that
machine and ours will consider the
Atari to come out ahead."

Greg

With this in mind he won't suc

base.

the

constantly refers

to

a

renaissance in the fortunes of the ST

come forward with something new."
And when might that be? "I won't say
until it's ready," he chuckles.
There was a strong showing of
CD-ROM programs at CES, but Greg
is similarly unforthcoming about CD
software for the ST. "Obviously it is
something that we are still interested
in," he says. "The
interface is ready it has been ready yesterday,
for a long time.
workto
There are existing
products on the

there seems to be

"There's

that

can

immediate

no

need to

rehash that

now," he says. "What is important is
what we will do in going forward.
With the Mega STE

"I can't apologisefor
I can only
improve

market

no

prospect of this. "In terms of Atari
producing something," Greg says, "I
am at this point not aware of any
thing. And it's the same old reason we feel prices are too high, so there
fore we're not coming forward yet."
There is, however, one thing that
Greg is only too happy to confirm
about future plans. After projecting a
somewhat distant image in past
years, is Atari changing its attitude?
"Withouta doubt," he grins.
He consigns to history the
initial hiccups Atari had with the STE.

tomorrow"

we talked about it

and we're shipping
it in Europe now.
Within six weeks of

showing

the

machine in Novem

Stateside, and he's determined that

interface with the Atari

so from a

ber at the Comdex show [see the full

Atari won't repeat its much criticised
practice of announcing products long

software development point of view
there's no reason for anyone to wait.
You'd merely buy the interface and
get going immediately."
However, there's little reason for
anyone to develop CD software with

show report in ST FORMAT last
issue], we were shipping it out. I
think this is precisely the type of
thing we need to do. We're exactly
on the right foot and I can't apologise
for yesterday, I can only work to

out Atari's mass-market support, and

improve tomorrow." stf

before they appear - though he sug
gests that it's not always been the
company's fault.
"You have to bring the products
to market as quickly as you can," he

PLAYING GAMES IN LAS VEGAS: CES PREVIEWS NEW RELEASES
The CES show featured a host of new games. With
Atari positioned more for serious applications
than games in the States, many leisure publishers
leave decisions regarding ST conversions to their
UK representatives. However, these new titles

from 1943 to 1945, Secret Weapons Of The Luft
waffe, is due in September, and the same com
pany's much-praised animated adventure Monkey
Island is also on the way, courtesy of US Gold.
Interplay, distributed by Electronic Arts, hope

previewed at the CES should be appearing here,

to convert the innovative Castles, an adventure

though in most cases not until the autumn.

game based on medieval architecture, govern

Konami's new deal with Mirrorsoft should see

ment and military skills. Broderbund showed The

an 3T version of Bill Elliott's NASCAR Challenge,
the only stock car game to receive NASCAR

Ancient Art Of War In The Skies - a thoroughly

•*- simulation of air warfare

researched, strategical simulation of WW One avi
ation. Accolade's

HoverForce is described as

"Top Gun meets Blade Runner," a shoot-'em-up
set in a huge city, promising fast vector graphics.
Spectrum Holobyte's Falcon 3.0 may prove
too large to convert to floppy disk systems, but
Sphere Of Influence should appear - a world sim
ulator with economic and ecological goals played
over 25 years. SSI fans can enjoy two new adven
tures: Eye Of the Beholder, which uses AD&D's

Second Edition rules, and Deafh Knights Of
Krynn, in which you can use not only characters
but also their belongings from previous games.

- RlR QPFONEHT THE IJlHEED StdOKC
df frhmce' mrs hh
hooped hero df

France. Although
sicklv rho hood*
OH THE GROUND.- Sri
the r i r

Dec. 38, 78?
Height
60S
Labourers 986
Days left 12

he

transformed into
h

fighting

terror.

He mould pihnuver
his opponent into
position
fire

rt

rnd

then

point

blank rrnee.

IDaaage Heavy
• If you enjoy visiting the ruins today, just
wait till you can fortify your own in Castles
issue 20-MARCH-91

• Misleadingly named by comparison, The
(not-quite-so) Ancient Art of War in the Skies

• Very impressive graphics make Secret
Weapons of the Luftwaffe look promising
ST FORMAT 15
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1 DVENTURE!
The ultimate challenge
has been issued... now,

you must race across
the globe in search of
fortune and glory to
become the richest
duck in the world!! The

adventure will require all
your skills and courage

ARE YOU DUCK
ENOUGH?

Available for Amiga® - PC / PS - Atari® ST - Commodore 64
Amstrad® CPC / CPC+ / GX 4000 - Spectrum®
Amiga, Commodore, Amstrad and Spectrum
are registered trademarks.
For more information please call 0268 541 212

© The Walt Disney Company
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previews
This month, Andy Hutchinson chucks out the inaccurate scrying glass,
pours the mouldering tea leaves down the sink and tries the I CHING
in an attempt to divinejust what thefuture holdsfor the latest games
HEROQUEST
Gremlin

COHORT - FIGHTING FOR ROME

This one started out as a board game. Appar

ently HeroQuest the fantasy board game was
the bestselling new game of 1989, which
doesn't mean a hell of a lot if you think about it.
The idea of the game is to explore a series of
underground rooms, tunnels, chambers, ante
rooms, larders and little cupboards under stairs.
You get to choose one character from
either Wizard, Elf, Barbarian or Dwarf (those
characters sound familiar) and attempt to
become a "Hero." The game's due for release at
the beginning of April.

Impressions
Scheduled for release by the
time you read this, Cohort is
the follow-up to the popular
Rorke's Drift. It uses the same

strategy table-top viewpoint
as its predecessor but places

you in charge of your very
own Roman army. Your ulti
mate

aim

is

to

become

Emperor, but you have to beat
all the other generals if world
domination is your aim.

FEUDAL LORDS
impressions
Impressions

Having decided that they're not very good at
writing shoot-'em-ups, Impressions have gone
for a strategy game for their latest release. It's
set in the Dark Ages, you control a lord and
must build up your personal wealth. To do this
you attack and pillage other villages and then

rural England. The battle sequences (it says
here)
metho< ," which
here) boast "a new
new interactive method
probably means you get to play soldiers
ft

'

"

-M#l

'Select your her

tax them to the hilt.
• The ST version of HeroQuest, the bestselling fantasy board game, is due in April

Up to four people can play at once. Thus
you and three mates can mount an offensive in

'NAM 1965-1975
Domark

Nope, not a funny round piece of
sweet bread served up in the
local Indian, but a simulation of
the Vietnam War. Matthew Stibbe,
author of Imperium, is the talent
behind this strategy game. You

• Can poor old Malcolm make it as a
Feudal Lord without a trace of charisma?

'ifWuif ***

MIDWINTER 2:

take on the role of Mr President

FLAMES OF FREEDOM

himself, and in order to win the
game you have to prevent South
Vietnam falling into the hands of

Microprose
The original Midwinter was one of those games
which sucked you in and wouldn't let go until
your bladder went on strike. The follow-up looks
to have equally wicked gameplay, exemplary

the "Communist" North.

Within the game there are
some stand alone scenarios »n"

can play on their own. You c
live, say, that not very gle
bloodbath the Tet Offensive, or
the farcical Khe Sanh Siege. War
mongering wannabe Presidents
can buy 'Nam as you read this.

issue 20-MARCH-91

Waal, Mr President, it's lahk this. At this moment
in tahm we have a plausible-deniability credibility
gap situation scenario in place. Translation: they'll
never believe this one, even if it is just a simulation

graphics and tasty plot. The idea is to liberate a
series of islands. Helping you do the island hop
ping are 20 vehicles, from jet-skis to zeppelins.
Flames of Freedom looks like being one of
the big games of 1991. After FORMAT'S indepth preview in issue 18, you can read the full
review - over three pages of it - next issue!
ST FORMAT 17
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• Eric Matthews of the Bitmap Brothers,
programmers of Speedball 2, the FORMAT
Gold winning Xenon 2 and now Gods

to solve all the puzzles to complete a level -

there's more than one way to get to the final
door. However, if you do choose to do things
the hard way, you're rewarded with loads of
treasure. You can only carry up to three items at
• Gods, due for release soon, is a platform and puzzle game by the Bitmap Brothers,
now working for Renegade software. This early version looked extremely promising
with nifty gameplay elements including intelligent aliens. Another innovation: the game
itself knows when you're not doing so well and adjusts the difficulty level accordingly

The Bitmap Brothers, those demon program
mers, don't hang about for very long. No
sooner has their ever so wicked Speedball 2 hit
the shops than they reveal their next title. The
Bitmaps started working on Gods in December
1989 and it's now nearing completion.
Gods is an eight-way-scrolling platform and
puzzle game, based on Greek mythology. The
Brothers decided early on to bring a fresh
approach to this most jaded of formats. Eric
Matthews, one of the team, is keen to release a
platform game: "We'd never done an eight-way
scroller," he says. "We wanted to get away from
mindless aliens flying on screen."
So why is Gods so different to other plat
form games? "We've combined strategy and
wargaming elements in an arcade environment

an arcade environment"

and created an identity for the aliens in the
game," says Eric. The aliens, he explains, don't
weigh in with the usual amoeba-like intelligence
but are very cunning. They possess artificial in

telligence and might, for example, dodge your
bullets. The Bitmaps are also thinking of includ
ing a morale rating for their alien
attack waves so if the lead

alien gets shot, the others
may either get angry
or simply run away.
One

cutest

of

the

Nation 12'.- whose members are John

if you've collected all the weapons en route you
should eventually kill him.

Steve Tall, a big ST fan,
programmed Gods. He
FORMAT he

far

an ST because the

processor

charac

is

quicker than any of

ters is the thief,
who enjoys stealin,

• Knuckle Draggers Anonymous
ought to have a chat
with these chaps

treasure. He isn't bad

news, though - in fact,
you'd be strongly advised
not to shoot him the first time he

the competition. The awesome graphics in

appears on-screen.

x 50 screens for each of the four levels. To

The sound in a Bitmap Brothers game is
always excellent. Gods is no different. Since
Renegade have amalgamated with Rhythm
King records, there are going to be some big
names producing the music for the game.

Reach the end of a level and you encounter
a particularly vicious monster. This chap needs
a lot more than two direct hits to deal with, but

preferred working on

The gameplay area in Gods is massive: 48

SOUND SONIX

- Eric Matthews

told

computer-

controlled

Shoot an alien and you're rewarded with a
crystal. Collect all of them and you can spend
loads of lolly in the shop, in the middle and at
the end of every level. There are 15 different
weapons to choose from, ranging from axes
and knives to magical potions.

"We've combined strategy
and wargaming elements in

Renegade
Andy Hutchinson has an exclusive
talk with the Bitmap Brothers about
their new exploration into divinity

a time, though.

complete a level you need to get hold of some
keys, hidden in rooms you can only reach by
solving puzzles. Eric reveals that you don't need

Gods are the work of Mark Coleman of Xenon 2

fame. Sprites and backdrops really are first
rate, and you can even see what influences him:
if you've played Dune, you might recognise the
floating fat man on Level Two. stf

^r^srprps^T^,

l$@iS£*

Fox (ex Ultravox), Simon Rogers (of The Fall
and Ez-ee Possee), DJ Streets Ahead, Shem
(of Beats International) and Tim Simmons (of
Bomb the Bass) - have written a song called

Ms f % fcd£ Ff *3 W-f SiJ!

Into the Wonderful. This not only features in
the game but is planned for release on vinyl
by Rhythm King records. Eric Matthews of
the Bitmap Brothers also revealed that the
Speedball 2 music might be finding its way
• onto a 12 inch extended remix at some point.
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• Sainsbury's it ain't. This shop stocks
knives, axes, potions and such weird add
ons as familiars which watch your back

• Leaping into nowhere is never very
advisable, but that stash of treasure is
too good an opportunity to pass up

issue 20-MARCH-91
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NEW
IMPROVED

PERSONAL FINANCE

MANAGER

If you run a personal bank account and have an Atari ST then
you need "PFM PLUS"
AS EASY TO USE AS A

CALCULATOR

PFM PLUS makes full use of ST's Gem interface, if you need
to amend or update an entry or Standing order simply click on
it. Your screen looks just like a bank statement!
STANDING ORDERS & DIRECT DEBITS EATEN ALIVE
PFM PLUS handles Credit and Debit - Weekly, 4 Weekly

Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly and even complicated regular
payments like 12 payments of £52.99 followed by one of
£12.50,

PFM will check the date and automatically insert

standing orders as they become due.
BUDGET WITH EASE, AT A CLICK OF A MOUSE.

If you're the type that likes to look ahead then PFM allows you
to set budgets for both expenditure and income. Up to 28
budgets can be set over a year, a quarter or a month and then
displayed either in figures or as a bar graph for a given period.
Income/Expenditure for these budgets can also be shown as
a pie chart so you can tell at a glance where your money's
gone. PFM also allows you to display or print your budget
groups selectively so you can see your expenditure quickly and easily.
,
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MAIN ACCOUNT SCREEN

•

TREND GRAPH

BALANCE PLOT GRAPH

PERSONAL FINANCE PROGRAM BY PETER VEALE
Based on the original highly successful Personal Finance Manager, PFM
Plus from Michtron is packed with additional features, improvements and
enhancements all designed to give you better control over your
money.Take a look at this comprehensive specification.
Multiple Accounts
Each file can hold up to ten accounts, each with its

On-screen displays and printouts for budget compari

own entries and standing orders. Automatic posting

son tables and account summaries , in addition to the

of entries between accounts is under full control of

normal statement and standing order
Printer Formatting
Extensive control over the format of
ments allowing alternative character
underlined and italics printing. Printer
defined in separate configuration file.

the user.

Automatic Standing Orders
Standing orders can be set up for each separate
account. Start and end dates can be specified, with
payment periods of weekly, 4 weekly, monthly,
quarterly, 6 monthly, yearly, or just a single payment.
Entry Posting
Transactions made on one account can be automatic

ally 'posted' to a second account. PFM Plus displays
full details of entry sources and destinations. This
feature also applies to standing orders.
Selectable Columns

Up to eight different fields available for account
displays. The choice of columns and the order in

which they appear can be set by the user. A separate
choice is available for statement printouts.
Multiple Views
Up to 5 views of any one window can be displayed
at the same time. This allows different parts of the
account to be visible through independent scrolling,
or copies of graphs to be displayed covering different
time periods. A total of 67 windows are defined.

Printouts

printouts.

printing state
pitches, bold
control codes

User Options
Many configuration options can be controlled by the
user. Examples include entry defaults, display column
order, initial path and data file names. All options
including desktop icon positions may be saved to
disk.

Desktop
PFM Plus uses its own desktop from which accounts
may be selected. The desktop also includes an
analog clock and a four function calculator. The

calculator can be used even if it is not in the top
window. Desktop icons can be re-arranged as
required.

Graphs
Four different types of graph plot are available. A
balance plot, a pie chart showing selected budget

Account Files

categories, a budget comparison bar chart and a
trend graph. The trend graph can be used to show

Each file contains accounts and standing order

long term increases or decreases in your bills. All

entries, budget details and full information on the
sizes and positions of all account windows

graphs auto-scale to fit window size.

GEM

Account

Full GEM interface operating in medium resolution

wildcards

search

facility

BALANCING WITH YOUR BANK ACCOUNT IS NO LONGER A

When you get your bank account statement or a balance from

an autobank machine you can confirm it with PFM quickly and
easily. Simply select PFM's unique "Auto Balance" option and
type in the balance as given by the bank and PFM will attempt
to balance and highlight entries that have not yet been
processed through the bank.
OTHER FEATURES

* The number of entries is limited only by memory size
* You define the file size

* Old entries are automatically deleted
* Automatically places entries in date order
* European or U.S.A. date formats
* Balance of account graph
* Moveable and re-sizeable windows

* Run multiple bank accounts by simply using different file names.
Multi-Tasking allows Multi-Account access.
* Facility to check off items against statements
* Locates cheques written months ago in seconds
* Selective print features for dates/statements/standing orders and
budgets.
FREE 30 - DAY TRIAL
Order direct from MICHTRON and if you are not 100% satisfied, return
within 30 days for a full refund.

using search mask with

Key Short-Cuts

Auto Balance

Most mouse and menu operations can
selected by a key stroke.

also be

TO ORDER:
SEND TO: MICHTRON

PO BOX 68, St. Austell

Help
On-line help dialogs cover a range of key topics.

matches.

BUDGET COMPARISON
BAR GRAPH

JUGGLING ACT

Search

colour and high resolution monochrome.

Automatic account balancing against statement.
Facility to continue search for further balance

BUDGET PIE CHART

Upgrading from PFM

Cornwall. PL25 4YB.

Allow 28 Days for delivery.

BY PHONE:
WITH CREDIT CARDS.

TELE: (0726) 68020.
£40.95 (inclP&PJ.

PFM Plus includes a utility to convert original PFM
files to the new format, so you need not lose valuable
data by upgrading

UPGRADE FOR £12
If you already own Personal Finance Manager and want to Upgrade to PFM
PLUS simply return your original disk with £12 for a full Copy of PFM PLUS

IMPROVED FEATURES

with Auto transfer

matting

report

n Please Debit my Credit Card Account:

Number

INCLUDE

^-Handles multiple account ^ Full printer

Please send me PFM PLUS at £40.95 (inc P&P)

• Cheque enclosed made payable to MICHTRON M

for-

Expiry Date

Name
Address

^Graph of Trend Plotting ^ Desktop Calculator
^Increased Budget handling & Extensive user configur

Signed

able options
NOT COPY PROTECTED

J^
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POWER C(
ATARI

1 ATARI MULTI DRIVE

S

T

DRIVES

3 SERIES900HARDDRIVE

2 PC720

4 SLIMLINE

5 EXTERNAL 5.25" DISK DRIVE
£99.95

• Combined 3.5"&5.25" Units

• Built-in powersupply

• New low price

• Built-inPSU

£59.99

• 32MB partition's onSTe

• Use both drivesand your

internal drive together
• 5.25"driveis40-80track
switchable

£179.00

• 27cmx 10cmx3cm

Available in 40MB and 110MB

PC720E

•Thru'portasstandard

• ICD utilities as standard

• Powered through the joystick

• ICD utilities as standard

• PowerdirectfromSTusing
specialcableoroptionalPSU

• Powered directfromSTusing
£49.99

INTERNAL REPLACEMENT
3.5"DISKDRIVE

• Whisperquiet

• 200MBnowavailable

£39.99
40DISKSWITH STORAGE
BOX

special cable oroptional PSU

£329.00

40ME

20MB

£325.00

40MB

£425.00

110MB

£599.00

£29.95

15DISKSWITHSTORAGE
BOX

£629.00

100ME

£9.95

SLIMLINE SERIES HARD DRIVE

^ ^ ^<s/
^

• 27cm x10cm x3cm
• Availablein20MB,40MB&110MB

• Whisperquiet
• ICD utilities as standard

'Power direct from ST using special cable or optional PSU
20MB

£325.00

40MB

£425.00

110MB

BLITZTURBO

ACCESSORIES

• Back up your disks at lightning speed
• Copiesfromtheinternaltothe external drive

Power Mouse (Naksha
mechanism)
£19.95

• Cleverlyby-passes your ST's disk controller chip

Optical Mouse with

• BackupanSTdiskinaround40seconds

pad

£35.00

Logitech Mouse £19.95

£19.95

Buy any power drive and get Blitz Turbo for

Contriver

Trackball
£15.00
1988Copyright act-it is illegal to copy copyrighted material without the permission of the copyright

Powertechnical helpline Monday-Friday 3pm-5pm

£599.00

0234 273248

£29.95

m
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MPUTING

ICD INTERFACES

ST RAM EXPANSION

• Build your own Hard Disk unit

• No soldering required

• Full fitting instructions

• Expandto2MBor4MB

• ICD Hard Disk utilities

• Plugsdirectly insidethe ST

• Compatible with all popular

• Full fitting instructions

'91
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POWER COMPUTING'S FULL COLOUR
PRODUCT DIRECTORY NOW AVAILABLE
£1.49 WITH FREEPOWER UTILITY DISK

Fill in your orderform and send itto

Power Computing Ltd
Power

makes of SCSI drives

Ad-SCSIwiththru'Port

• Uses latest high capacity
RAM chips

£89.00

House

44a Stanley Street
Bedford

MK41

7RW.

Ring your credit card orderthrough on

Micro-SCSI internal

Mega Drive

£69.00

2MB £169.00

0234273000
Add-SCSI Plus with thru'

Port&clock

£99.00

4MB £249.00

or Fax your order on 0234 270133

MEMORY EXPANSION
VISA

PRINTERS

Star LC10 Mono

£169.00

Star XB24-15 Wide Pro

24 pin Mono/Colour
Star LC200 Colour

£649.00

£239.00
£39.00

Star XB24 Colour Kit

Star LC24-200 24pinMono £269.00
Epson LX400Mono

New! Citizen ProDot24

£169.00

£359.00,
LC10 Colourfabric

printing kit

StarLC24-200 24pin Colour £319.00

TELEPHONE No.

£17.90
SYSTEMOWNED

LC200 Colourfabric

StarXB24-10 Pro 24 pin

printing utility

£499.00

Mono/Colour

£POA
CREDIT CARD do

Also in stock, an impressive range of automatic sheet feeders, replacement ribbons and printer stands

HAND

EXPIRY DATE

SCANNERS

• Golden Image

SUPERCHARGER

Handscanner

£199.00

• PCEmulator

• Kempston Scanner

• PlugsintoDMAport

£189.00

• DOS4.01 supplied

• Migraph Scannerwith
touch up

• Hard diskcompatible

£399.00

• 1MB on-board memory
• Can act as ST RAM disk

£299.00

Power Computing Ltd, 44a Stanley Street, Bedford, MK41 7RW. Tel 0234 273000

All prices include VAT and are subject to change

lENCLOSEACHEQUE/POrOR

POWER-UP! upgrades
DMA PORT

DMA stands for Direct Memory Access, and this port enables
your ST to talk to complex, memory-hungry peripherals such as
hard drives and laser printers. Hard drives are capable of
storing massive amounts of data at very high speeds. They're
useful if you're dealing with many files and programs at a time
and essential if you want to hold mammoth graphics files or
huge music samples. Some samplers exploit the speed of the
hard drive and can even sample music directly onto hard disk.
Laser printers are capable of producing extremely high
quality output, which makes them perfect for producing profes
sional-looking letters and reports, and ideal for desktop pub
lishing. A laser printer must have access to huge amounts of
memory because it "draws" each letter and graphic object on

the page in memory before copying it out to paper. Many hard
drives come with a through port, enabling you to attach both
the hard drive and a laser printer to your ST. See page 27

FLOPPY DRIVE PORT

Enables you to attach a second, external floppy disk drive.
Relying on just the one that comes inside your ST can be a very
frustrating experience. Just the simple act of copying files is a
tremendous pain in the elbow when there's a zillion disk swaps
to carry out. Purchase a second floppy drive and you can kiss
those problems goodbye. Data transfer is considerably easier,

you can run your program disk j^ne drive and store data on

the other - and, what's more, WaWMirges include routines

which make the most of a second dr™
ping. However, slljloppy drives are not the prove very temperarrfentalwith odd disk formats
don't always recognise a charlgfeof disk. S

MODEM PORT

Also known as the RS-232 or serial port. This enables you to
connect serial printers or modems to your ST. Though the
result may be the same, a serial printer works in a different
way from a parallel printer: it sends data down a single line,
one byte at a time, as opposed to eight at a time. The modem
is a handy box of tricks through which your ST can chat to
other computers, much like Maureen Lipman. It takes your data,
changes it into an easily transferable form and squirts it down a
telephone line to another modem at the other end, which then
decompresses your information for the computer it's attached
to. It sounds a complicated process, but modems can transfer
data like this at speeds of 2,400 bits (that's 240 characters) a
second and beyond. Modem links have been incorporated into
games like Populous and Powermonger, enabling you to play
against your friends down the telephone line. See page 31

MONI

PRINTER PORT

If your funds don't stretch to a laser printer, then you might
look into other printers: the dot matrix, the daisy wheel or
the ink-jet printer. These devices can come very cheap and
usually plug into the normal parallel printer port (though occa
sionally they can plug into the RS-232 or modem port). Dot
matrix printers are the most common of the three. They are
relatively inexpensive, extremely fast and offer extensive fonts
and graphics modes. The drawback: with the usual 9-pin sort
you can see that each character is made up of dots. Highdefinition dot matrix printers use a set of 48 pins but even here
the output isn't perfect to the discerning eye. Daisy wheel
printers produce typewriter quality text using a similar method
to the typewriter. Unfortunately, they tend to be relatively slow
and cannot handle graphics. You can access extra fonts by
changing the daisywheel, but this is a fiddly process. Ink-jet
printers can produce text and graphics to roughly the same
standard as a dot matrix printer but they work by squirting jets
of ink at the page so the quality of output can often be much
closer to laser printer standard. See page 28
22
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If you've had enough of staring at a fuzzy TV image, you can
bung a monitor into this socket. Monitors are visual display
devices, designed specifically to be plugged into a computer.

The images they produce are much clearer and more stable
than those on a TV - and using one means you also free up the
telly. There's a wide range of monitors available, though not all
of them work with the ST. Medium-resolution or colour moni

tors can directly replace your television set display, producing
vivid colours and sharp lines - great for games. Monochrome
monitors provide exceptionally high quality output in two
colours - ideal for word processing and music, where you need
to get very fine detail or watch the screen very closely. Special
ist monitors have also become available recently. For DTP

work, if you're really power-hungry, you can buy a large portrait
monitor or huge A4 page monitors. If you want to be able to
switch between high and medium resolutions you can buy a
multi-sync monitor, though you need a special adaptor to get it
to plug into the ST's monitor port. See page 25

POWER-UP! upgrades

V7Z%
There comes a time in every ST owner's life when you want to get more
from your machine - extra memory, printed output, an improvedscreen
display or simply afaster mouse. Whatever you need, there are heaps of
hardware add-ons to boost the power ofyour machine, and you don't
need to be a technical wizard to use them. In this comprehensive guide
1^to peripherals, Andy Hutchinson and Neil Jackson
explain how you can use the liberal
peppering ofports on your ST to
give you realpower

i
JOYSTICK PORT

MIDI PORTS

MIDI stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface. No other
computer comes with these two ports fitted as standard, which
means the ST is the preferred machine of musicians every
where. Through these ports your ST can talk to electronic
musical devices like Synthesizers, sequencers, drum
machines and samplers. Load up the appropriate software

simulators, are actually sets of simple digital
switches - left/right and up/down. The mouse
port can also read these, so on an STFM or a
Mega ST you've effectively got two joystick
ports on the bottom of the keyboard unit. On
the STE Atari sensibly moved them from this
awkward site to the right side of the machine
and added two more, but there are currently
few games which support the two extra joy
stick ports on the STE. See page 28

and you can make beautiful music, the Atari way. See page 31
CARTRIDGE PORT

MOUSE PORT

Chips containing data (computer programs or files) are placed

Your mouse makes it easier to get around

inside a cartridge, which can be plugged into this port. The
data can then be accessed at lightning speed. The original idea
was that games would be placed on chips, thus reducing the
size and access speed of games and making them faster and

the Desktop by enabling you to move the
pointer just like a pen on paper. To achieve
that smooth movement of the pointer, mice
are analogue devices, like thermometers, not
just on/off digital devices like switches or joy
sticks. This means you can plug a second

more creative. However, this idea never took off because of the

prohibitive cost of the memory chips. Now it's mainly serious
programs (such as Electric's FaST Basic) which come in car
tridge form. The port can also accept copying devices and
handy little utilities like a battery-backed clock.

joystick into this port but you can't plug a
mouse into the joystick port, even though
both ports look identical. See page 28
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Are you wasting your valuable
time setting your ST's clock?
Frontier's Forget-Me-Clock II is the answer

I fyou're one ofthose people who has

program which automatically sets
your ST's system and keyboard clocks

an auto-run program annoyingly
prompting you for the time and date
every time you turn on your ST or STE
or even worse, ifyou're one ofthose ST

every time you turn on or reset your
ST. Built into the setting software is

the facility to stop the Forget-MeClock IFs clock to save on battery life
when the Forget-Me-Clock II is not
being used.

or STE users who doesn't set the system

clock then Frontier's Forget-Me-Clock
II cartridge is the solution you've been
hoping for.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Just Plug It In And Go

With the Forget-Me-Clock II plugged
into your ST or STE's cartridge port
the system clock (used by the Control
Panel) and keyboard clock will
automatically be set at turn on or

Frontier's Forget-Me-Clock II Cartridge With'
Pass Through

under Frontier's ten day money back

that the other cartridge can be used
normally, but it still automatically
sets the system and keyboard clocks
in your ST.

reset by a small auto-run program

supplied with the Forget-Me-Clock II.
No longer will you have to waste your
time setting your ST's clock. Using
the Forget-Me-Clock II also means
that files saved on disk are always

properly time and date stamped
making finding the latest version of a
file the simple task of just looking for

No Need To Open Your ST

guarantee, which means that if you
don't like the Forget-Me-Clock II for
any reason, you can return it for a full
refund within ten days of purchase.
The Forget-Me-Clock II has been

designed to work with any model of
ST whether it be ST, STM, STF, STFM,

Installing some clock cards for the ST
means that you have to open your ST's
case and pry computer chips out of
their sockets. The Forget-Me-Clock II
is a cartridge which plugs into the
cartridge port on the side of your ST

the file with the latest time and date.

which means that its installation

Full Pass Through

couldn't be simpler - you just plug it in
and turn on your ST.

Frontier's Forget-Me-Clock II is a clock
cartridge unlike any other. All other
clock cartridges for the ST will tie up
the cartridge port making it impossible
to have your ST's system clock set
automatically while still using another
cartridge. The Forget-Me-Clock II has
a full cartridge pass through which
means that any other cartridge for the
ST can be plugged into it while it is
plugged into your ST. The Forget-MeClock II remains totally invisible so

The Forget-Me-Clock II is supplied

Software Included

Every Forget-Me-Clock II cartridge is
supplied with time and date setting
software for the Forget-Me-Clock IFs
clock together with a small auto-run

STE or Mega ST.
Two Year Guarantee

The Forget-Me-Clock II carries a full
two year guarantee which includes
the battery. Battery life has been

tested to be many times the guarantee
period. Frontier will supply
replacement batteries outside of the
guarantee period for a small charge.
Price

Forget-Me-Clock II Cartridge £24.99
Price includes VAT. Please add £1.15

.Js
Frontier Software

for postage and packing to all orders
under £50.00. Frontier accepts
payment by Visa or Access. Price
subject to change without notice.
Goods subject to availability.

P.O. Box 113, Harrogate, North Yorkshire, England HG2 OBE. Phone (0423) 567140/530577. Fax (0423) 522874.
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MONITORS
The odds are that the only
visual display unit that's been
attached to your ST is a televi
sion set - quite adequate, but its
display is fuzzy and the sound
not up to par. If you'd like to be able to read
that text on the screen, then a monitor looks
M

like the obvious answer.

Monitors offer excellent, sharp pictures.
This is because they are designed specifically to
be connected to a computer - they don't have
to double up as something else. Using a moni
tor reduces eye-strain considerably, since you
don't have to squint at a fuzzy image.

s® M=.e;%,P*

Your choice of monitor depends entirely on
what you use your ST for. Ifyou simply use it to

\:

V

.:

.

Monitors come in lots of different flavours:

mono medium resolution, mono high resolution,

word process, a mono monitor is your best
bet. If you're a gamester, then a medium-resolu
tion colour monitor is probably a good idea.

colour low resolution and colour medium resolu

tion. There's also a variety of specialist monitors
designed for specific purposes for example, a large
"portrait" monitor,
used mainly for
desktop
publishing.

Features to look out for are:

• whether it comes with stereo speakers (some
do, which is excellent if you have an STE);
• if it has lots of sockets on the back (such as

a SCART socket);
• just how clear that display is (does it break
up at the top and bottom?);
and most importantly,
• can it run off my ST? (Some monitors can't.)

BEST MONITOR BUYS
• CM8833 Mark 2 from Phillips. The
CM8833 has recently had a major overhaul
and been improved beyond all recognition.
For £239.99 you get 600 x 286 dot per inch
colour resolution, stereo speakers and a

very classy and is very reasonably priced at

•

£260. Atari tt 0753 33344

own

• Budget buy: SM124 from Atari. This

colour

• SC1224 from Atari is the ST maker's

monochrome monitor is superb value for
money. It's been specifically designed to
connect to an ST and gives you access to
high resolution monochrome graphics. The
picture is rock solid and nice and bright.

own medium resolution colour monitor,
offering excellent clarity on screen. It looks

What's more, it has "Atari" in blue letters on
the front. Price £130 from Atari ^ 0753 33344

green screen facility. The monitor also looks

sexy as hell. Phillips -n081 689 2166

Atari's

monitor
retails at

£260. It may
not be the very
cheapest around
but the display is
crisp and colourful

!S FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

i«

The floppy disk drive port

UNMISSABLE FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

is the most useful of all the ST's

ports. With only one disk drive,
after even a short time, the

hassle of endlessly swapping
disks becomes too much. Most computers don't
even begin to realise their potential until they've

Since floppy drives are reasonably inexpensive you can pick them up at most computer stores just scour the ads in ST FORMAT. Here's a list of some of the best floppy drives on the market
DRIVE

SIZE

PRICE

COMENTS

Atari SF314

1Mb

£149.99

Atari's own drive - colour-keyed to ST casing

got a couple of drives installed. Consequently,

Citizen

1Mb

£69.95

Internalfitting, but needs modifications for most STs

there are many drives available for your ST.

Cumana CSA354

1Mb

£89.99

NEC mechanism, internal Power Supply Unit

PCML Double Drive

2x1 Mb

£199

Twin double-sided, internal PSU

nies, but these bare-drives are often cased and

Power Dual Drive

2x1 Mb

£110

Internal PSU

badged by many different firms. Power supplies
are sometimes fitted, enabling the drive to pick
its power from the mains or a mains adaptor
rather than the ST's own internal power supply.
Other drives come in double-packs, some
times with two different syles of drive - com
monly one 5.25 inch and one 3.5 inch
drive, which is ideal for copying files between
ST and PC disks. Some even display the track
the drive-head is currently reading or writing.

Power PC720

1Mb

£74.95

Built in PSU.

Takes power from joystick port

Most drives have similar insides - the actual

mechanics are made by a few Japanese compa

Power PC720E

1Mb

£59.95

Power Multidrive

2x1 Mb

£199

Built-in PSU.

Power 5.25-inch Drive

1Mb

£99

5.25 inch drive with built-in PSU

£239

Both 3.5inch and 5.25inch, internal PSU

Triangle Multi - Drive

2x1 Mb

Triangle 3.5

1Mb

£75

External PSU

Triangle Elite

1Mb

£129

Internal PSU and track counter

Perhaps the biggest confusion in the disk-drive
world is the ST's internal drive. Early 520's were
fitted with internal single-sided drives, which
could store only 0.5MByte of data. Sadly, Atari
got the drive-head on the wrong side, which meant
that although double-sided drives can read all of a
single-sided disk, single-sided drives can't read
anything off a double-sided disk!
Single-sided

drives are

you can add an internal double-sided drive

issue 20-MARCH-91

speed up your ST computing by at least 100%,
as you say goodbye to constant swapping.

FLOPPY DRIVE
BEST BUYS

destined to

become less and less compatible as time goes
by, so it's worth upgrading. Internal 1MByte drive
• If you have an old-style single-sided ST

plug in a cased, separate drive, which the ST can
immediately recognise as Drive B. You can then

kits are available, and some firms even offer a
fitting service.
As for the floppy disk socket, it's possible to

• Best buy overall: Cumana CSA354
90 quid gets you a sound, reliable drive. You'll
wonder how you managed without it.
• Budget buy: Power PC720E

Low-cost solution, though a bit Heath Robinson!
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B.Ware Software

L t d

Super Card 2 £29.95 "Simplicity itselfto operate, and

DMTAscan RANGE

even those with little experience of database applications shouldhave
little if anyproblem in mastering all thefeatures", "Fast and Friendly",

The DMTAscan Pro range combine
Japanese quality with British

"Very Low Cost" - Micro Mart Nov 1990

know-how. Our software has been

Super Card £24^95" £19.95 "An Excellent Program",

developed over 2 years and has

"Fast, Reliable and Inexpensive", "Very Easy To Use",
"Indispensable", "Should Be In Everyone's Collection",

received rave reviews from

leading STjournalists.

"Great Value", "BUYIT!" - New Atari User. Issue 44.

Software features:

B.Base II £14.95 "Extremely Good Value" - Monitor

•
•
•
•

Magazine.

Real-time scanning display
100-400 dpi resolution
Scans line-arf or photographs
Pixel perfect editing

Z.

• Zoom. crop, rotate, flip & inverse*
• Supports IMG. TIFF & DEGAS
• Full printer support

Be Write £ ??? Excellent and
Affordable Document Processor.

Choose between the economical

^0®&smm^Swt^

£549.99

hand-held or the powerful A4
version, complete with sheet feed

Billy Bounce / Jump Jack / Penguin

SOFTWARE

"Superbly Illustrated", "Amusing and Frustrating",
"Deserves ToBecome A Classic" - ST User. £14.95

Syntex OCR allows you to convert
a scanned page of text from an

£143.75

Cheques Payable to B.Bytes Computer
Systems, 19 Southfield Road, Hinckley,
Leics, LEW 1UA. - Access/Visa/Am Ex. Tel

IMG file into a standard text file for

use in DTP & WP. Very fast!

Write-On word processor features
font library, import IMG. mail

J<ttofe.OA>

(0455) 613377 9-5:30 Mon-Sat.

£49.99

merge, paragraph tags, text styles,
tabs & much more.

DMTAsound is a brand new sound

sampler with built-in sequencer.
COLOUR/MONO/STE versions

DfWTLSOUriD

fTTTTf.

TEEETErfl

A world of information

at your fingertips

£39.99

available. MIDI compatible.

DMTAfax. FILOFAX""' compatible
computerised personal organiser.
Notepad, Phonebook. Diary.
Calendar & Graphics modules.

£29.99

HARDWARE
DMTAdisk drive is a 3.5" external
2nd drive manufactured in the UK.

Youcan keep it informed with the very latest world news, share prices, weather, sports
results and much more from Ceefax or Oracle. But unlike a Teletext TV all this free

nformation isn't trapped behind glass. Now you can....

Features;

• 720K formatted capacity

Save or Print. Pages may be saved to disc or printed out.

• Slimline case with on/off switch

Programmable. The system can be programmed to get a series of pages and printor save
them for your own programs to access. Itcould print out the days TV times!

• Dedicated power supply unit

£69.99

• Low power consumption

Multiple display. Works with any kind of monitor and can display and update two pages
simultaneously! Page selection from the keyboard or just by clickingwith the mouse.
FastText. FastText reduces the waiting time for pages and the Review facility provides

• Quiet & reliable

instant access to the last 16 pages received.

DMTAmouse is a silky smooth high

Digital Tuning. Tunes itselfin automatically! Whilethe prime purpose is for Teletext,ifyou
have a CM8833 monitor you can use it as a colour TV.

resolution microswitched

replacement mouse almost twice

£29.99

as fast as Atari's standard mouse.

Only a Microtext adaptor is as easy to use and can provide all these facilities and more!
Everything is supplied, all you need is any type of ST and a normal TV aerial.

At just £129.50 + VAT (=£148.93)for an advanced TeletextTV its excellent value for money.
International VHF/UHF version for use outside of the UK £169.50.

Make sure you're always up to date and get yours from Microtext.

FAST Mail Order Service

The following software packages are compatible

All prices include VAT & postage. Please make all cheques
payable to PML Send your orders to the address below.

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0234 855666
PML. 44 Singer Way. Woburn Road Industrial Est. Kempston,

^ 1 Bedford MK42 7AF

26 ST FORMAT

Fax:0234 841331

with the Microtext adaptor:
ProShare ST
Stock market analysis by TC Developments
Market Breaker Stock market analysis by Jewsbury Software
K-Spread4T
Spreadsheet with Teletext option from Kuma

I

£49.95 inc
£69.95 inc
£149.94 inc

MICROTEXT

Dept SF, 7 Birdlip Close, Horndean, Hants. P08 9PW
Telephone: 0705 595694
Fax: 0705 593988

POWER-UP! upgrades
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HARD DRIVES HA
There are three main prob

lems associated

with floppy

disks: they're slow,
they
don't
hold
much

data

• access speeds (the higher the better);
• whether the drive comes ready to run;
• the software which runs the drive;

SO WHO NEEDS A
HARD DRIVE?

• if it comes with a throughport (so you can

and

plug a laser printer into the back of it);
• the physical size of the unit; and

they aren't terribly durable. A
hard drive overcomes all these

Anyone who uses an ST for something other
than game-playing would find a hard drive

• whether it has an internal fan

useful. If you need to store and retrieve lots

-these can be noisy.

of information, then it makes sense to phase
out your floppy disks and buy a hard drive.
Let's say you do a great deal of word pro
cessing: with a hard drive you can have all

faults and adds some very
useful advantages besides
A hard drive is in effect

a very large unfloppy disk

your text files stored in one folder on the
drive, rather than scattered across hundreds

The drive surface is like

an upturned soup bowl.

of floppies. If you're a musician you can
store a large number of samples in one place
on a drive. All your programs can be ready

Drive
heads
hover
about
10
microns
above this drive sur
face and read data

for access, next to your ST
whenever you need them.

magnetically. Hard
drives are very quick at
storing and recovering data - an
access time of about 20ms is about the

average, and for ST-compatible drives capaci
ties range from 20 MBytes right up to 660
MBytes. A 100 MByte drive gives you the stor
age capabilities of about 120 floppy disks, with
none of the hassle of finding the right one.

Buying a hard drive can be a bewildering
task. You've got to work out how much space
you need - and it's very easy to underestimate.
Under the casing, however, there is little differ

ence between the various models. Some things
to look out for are:

• if it's auto-parking or not (if it is, the drive head
automatically "parks" itself clear of the surface

whenever you switch off, ensuring that data isn't
damaged if the unit is moved);

.1 :.•?!;•;.

•

• Vortex Datajet is one of the priciest drives
about - but you get plenty for your dosh. It's fast,

very competitively priced: a 110MByte drive

well designed and rugged. It comes with some
extremely comprehensive software. Dip switches
positioned on the back mean you can easily cus

costs just £599. Available from Power Com
puting a 0234 273000
• Budget buy: Reference 40 from Evesham

have a fan - the casing does all the cooling. It's

tomise the way it's set up. The price of a 30MByte

Micros is a great budget buy. A 40MByte drive

drive is £499, from Silica ™081 309 1111

will set you back £399, which is excellent value.
It comes with the superb ICD software, a DMA

• Data Injection's 900E drive is a very new
design. The drive is extremely small (the same
size as an external floppy drive) and it doesn't

throughport (for adding a laser printer too) and
a cooling fan. Evesham Micros " 0386 765500

LASER PRINTERS
Laser printers are becom

set of heated rollers which melt the toner onto

ing more and more popular and ever cheaper. They are

the paper, producing clear, crisp lines.
The chief advantage of laser printers (also

vastly different animals to con
ventional printers - more like

ers - with a resolution of 300 dots per inch, you
can really do justiceto detailed images on a laser
printer, making them ideal for desktop publishing.

known as page printers) is their high-quality out
put. They are also more versatile than other print

The only problem with recent lasers is that some

photocopiers, in fact. Inside every laser printer
there's an electrostatically-charged drum. The

laser transfers a "charge-image" of your page
onto the drum, which is then covered in a black
powder called toner. The toner sticks to the

drum only on the charged parts of the image
(the lines and letters), and the rest falls back
into a toner reservoir. The drum is then rolled
against the paper, causing the paper to "take"

software packages don't yet support them.

ST-COMPATIBLE LASER PRINTERS
Thehigh cost of laser printers means there still aren't many available. Here are the onesto go for
Laserprinter

Price

Contact

Speed

Comments

Atari SLM804

£1379.99

' 075333344

8ppm

Builds image in STsmemory - eats memory!

Atari SLM605

£1149

g 0753 33344

6ppm

Smaller, newer version of SLM804

Canon LBP-4

£1380

g 081 773 3173

4ppm

Good buy but not the fastest

Canon LBP-8 Mk 3

£2294.25

^081 773 3173

8ppm

Prints portrait and landscape

BEST LASER

Epson EPL-7100

£1378.85

sQ44261144

6ppm

First ina new range

PRINTER BUYS

Hewlett Packard
LaserJet Series 2

£1999

<0344 369369

8ppm

Kyocera F-800

£1595

" 0734311500

8ppm

Includes Kyocera's Prescribe language

Star Laserprinter 8 II

£1989

a 0494 471111

8ppm

Portrait/landscapeon same page

Sharp JX950

£1029

« 061 205 2333

6ppm

Low-cost, high quality output

the image. This sheet is then passed through a

• Best buy overall: Star Laserprinter 8 II
The Star has everything you'll ever need for
top-quality printing, amateur or professional.
£1989 Star Micronics s 0494 471111

• Budget buy: Sharp JX9500
A good quality, yet reasonably priced starter
in the laser market. Excellent results are

Afore:ppm = pages per minute.

Note: Check that your software can support the laser printer you 're thinking ofbuying.

simple to attain. £1029 Epson w 061 205 2333
issue 20-MARCH-91
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PRINTERS S^t
Conventional printers fall
into two categories: impact

and non-impact printers.
Impact printers work on the
same principle as a normal type
writer: they rely on the print mechanism striking
through an ink-soaked ribbon. They are therefore
much noisier than the non-impact type.
There are two kinds of impact printers: dot-

matrix and daisy-wheel. The daisy-wheel has

a circular wheel, shaped like a daisy, with a char
acter on the end of each "petal." When printing,
the wheel spins round, selects a character and
fires a hammer at it. This pushes the character
onto the inked ribbon, leaving a crisp image on
the paper. Sadly, daisy-wheels only print the
characters contained on the daisy - if you want

new fonts you have to get a new wheel.
Dot-matrix printers have just one
small head which moves sideways across the

CONVENTIONAL PRINTERS
With the rising popularityof DTP and word processing on home micros, the range of printers has
grown enormously. Now you can pick up a decent printer for under £200

width of the printer. Inside this head is a column

of 9 or 24 tiny pins which strike the ribbon,
making each letter out of these dots. Dot-matrix
printers give a dotty look to the final image, but
this is offset by their cheapness, reliability and
ease of use. Coloured ribbons can be used to

produce colour images.
Non-impact printers also come in a number
of forms. The most common are laser print
ers (see page 27) and ink jet printers. Ink

jets have tiny nozzles in place of the pins in dotmatrix printers, and a reservoir of ink stored
inside the printer which is piped to the nozzles.
Tiny electrical charges fire a minuscule drop of
ink straight at the paper. The image is built up
using the resulting dots in the same way as a

Printer

Price

Contact

Type

Speed

Colour Comments

Brother 1109

£195

« 061 330 6531

9 pin

100/25

NO

Canon PJ1080

£688.85

s081 773 3173

Inkjet

37 cps

YES

Citizen 120D

£251.85

n 0895 72621

9 pin

120/25

NO

Citizen Swift 9

£274.85

n 0895 72621

9 pin

192/40

NO*

Citizen Swift 24

£419.75

n 0895 72621

24 pin

192/64

NO*

Citizen Prodot 9

£504.85

n 0895 72621

9 pin

300/60

NO*

Citizen Prodot 24

£688.85

n 0895 72621

24 pin

200/66

NO*

Epson LX400

£198.95

s 0442 61144

9 pin

180/25

NO

Entry level machine

Epson LX850

£320.85

n 0442 61144

9 pin

200/25

NO

No proportional spacing

nation of ink jet printer and paper produces far

£458.85

s 0442 61144

24 pin

180/60

NO

Entry level machine

better results than the best dot-matrix.

NO

Epson LQ550

Entry-level machine

NEC P2 PLUS Pinwriter

£401.35

^081 993 8111

24 pin

192/96

NEC P6 PLUS

£631.35

^081 993 8111

24 pin

265/90

NO*

Olivetti DM105 Colour

£287.44

o 0908 690790

9 pin

150/30

YES

Panasonic KX-P1124

£399

"-• 0344 862444

24 pin

192/53

NO

Seikosha SP-2000

£228.85

-r 0753 685873

9 pin

200/50

NO

Entrylevel machine

StarLCIO

£228.85

n 0494 471111

9 pin

120/30

NO*

Colour available

Star LC24-200

£366.85

h 0494 471111

24 pin

222/67

NO

Xerox 4020

£1437.50

t* 0895 51133

Inkjet

80 cps

YES

dot-matrix. The immediate advantage is the

noise level - ink jets are very quiet, since the
only noise is generated by the paper roller and
the head moving. However, paper choice is
more important. Glossy paper gives gorgeous
results, but because the paper doesn't absorb
the ink very quickly there's a risk of smudging.
Rougher paper, on the other hand, absorbs ink
quickly, and can sometimes act like blotting
paper, creating "feathery" images where the
colours bleed together. However, a good combi

BEST PRINTER
BUYS

Note: speedfigures denote draft/NLQ mode speedswhere applicable, allin characters persecond.
Note: asterisks in the colourcolumn denote upgrade kitforcolouris available at extracost

* Best buy overall: Star LC24-200

24-pin quality, and the electronic dip-switches
and front-panel presets provide excellent versa
tility. A huge range of fonts is on offer
£366.85 Star Micronics^ 0494 471111

• Budget buy: Epson LX400

A slightly older but still widely available printer,
the LX400 gives good quality results at a low
cost. An ideal first-time buy!
£198.95 Epson"* 0442 61144

MICE AND JOYSTICKS
The mouse that comes with

your ST isn't very robust so an
upgrade may be in order. There
are several points to bear in

ST FORMAT

games, then you need a sturdy
stick. Auto-fire is a nice option to

mind when buying a new mouse:
• does it sit nicely in your hand?
• Are the switches easy to click?

micro switches are almost essential these days:

• Does it move smoothly across the mouse mat?

you can tell ifa joystick has them by the clicking

• And how long is the cable?

sound when you move it.

have if you play Xenon 2 non-stop. Rugged

BEST MICE

BEST JOYSTICKS

• Naksha's mouse is a very well built affair.
Buttons click nicely and resolution is high. It
costs £35 from Power Computing w 0234 273000
• Daata Mouse (£29.95) from Pandaal Market

• Quickshot 3 Turbo Joystick is an easily
held micro-switch, auto-fire affair with a great

ing (•» 0234 855666) is another smooth mover. It

28

Joysticks can be tempera
mental beasts. If you play lots of
shoot-'em-ups
or
platform

feel to it. Price £14.95

• Sting-ray from Spectravideo is an ergonomic
unit with a very different design and sturdy

works at a resolution of 280dpi.

micro-switches. Price £14.95

• Pilot mouse from Logitech (-.-• 0753 37222) is
a self-cleaning, economically shaped affair
which looks very swish. It costs £34.

• Top Star from Spectravideo is the RollsRoyce of joysticks. A very sturdy unit with a
steel shaft, it costs £23.95.
issue 20-MARCH-91
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Are you bored of games that pose
no real challenge? Mindless
adversaries that can't fight back?
Dumb nasties who just ask to be
slaughtered?
GODS is a complete departure!

CI,
©

to your actions and interact with

this their most exciting game

the environment.

Perhaps guile will achieve more than brute
strength! Your cunning, as well as skill

metropolitan Wharf,
109 1

S:

Award-winning Bitmap graphics
and music by Nation 12 make

Have you got what it takes
to be a GOD?
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overcome the enemy...
Ibrothers
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Featuring a revolutionary system of
artificial intelligence, your opponents react

with the fearsome array of weapons at
your disposal, are needed equally to
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International

Please Read: Terms of Sale.
j; Weare tie longest estabtshed Atari dealer in fie UK.We have developed an extensive i

; customer service pofcy which means tiatwetest al Hardware/Software prior lo

§

| despatch toensurethat goods arrive inworking order Although ourpricesarenot
i;always tie cheapest we do endeavour lo otter consistently good service and backup.

j This isn't justour opinion we were voted 'BestDealer 1989' bythereaders ot STWorldi
|;magazine, notlor'thenumber of boxes shUteo". butlorquality service.
f

| Oi Site Warranty We have recently extended our backup programme by oflerhg on sr'te;;
i warranty as an optionon al STs. Wealreadyoiler thisservice on Al Star printers and s

%
Philips monitors listed

3

Ij Al pricesarecorrect at copy date21/01/91 and aresubjectto changewithout prior
i;notice. Al prices are accurate while stocks last. Phone lor up to date prices. Al prices
i include \r\T. there are no hidden extras (WYSIWYG). Delivery finMainlandUK)is free, on 1
i orders over £100 fadd £10 lor next day courier delivery. Al prices available on Mai

i OrderShop prices may difler

• Autoparking 35" mechanisms
• RJ metal case suitable as monitor aland.
• On/off button and DMA device selector

%

Q) Compatible with emulators such as
Spectre GCR. AT Once.
Q Up to 255 partitions, up to 1Gigabyte
in size.

mounted on front

Qj IntegralPSU
• DMA Out port for daisy chaining.
Q Megadrive controller, low power, controls
up to 8 SCSI drives.

Qj Selection of Accessories/boot
partition with boot editor.
Q Includes backup software and
Midi stuck) demo software

Q 100 tracks storage, 20 tracks playing

Q
Q
Q
below. QUANTUM mechanisms are used which are of the highest qualty.
These Quantum mecharismB are butt to American mitary standard and ndudeazyear Qj
manufacturers' warranty ffronidate of manufachrB)'offering thebest pcesi* protsc*on for ycxjdata Qj
52Mb 11ms (Quantum drive)
£ 419.99 •Q
We can now offer a range of hard drives

5H

al butt around cached Quantum mechanisms with

an time average access time for the incredible prices shown

105Mb 11ms (Quantum drive)
210Mb 11ms (Quantum drive)

Midistudio
Master

simultaneously.

Qj 240 ppq resolution.

£ 529.99
£ 899.99

Realtime mix-down via mouse.
Realtime acroftig arrange window.
fl levels of quantise, including humanise.
Pipeine/MorJue system.
Loop record
Midi soft keys
Works on 1040STF(MXB

£129.99
Midistudio Junior mtill

available £49.99

Phono for upgrade*.

Add £15 for HD with ICO boardiiriductes clock! Phcoe for other capacities
Use your ST to send taxes. Fully
featured modem accesses bulletin

boards/commercial systems.

CSA 354: ST 3.5" drive.

£69.99

CAX 354: Amiga 3.5" drive.
ST Internal drive upgrade.

£64.99
£64.99

Q
Q
Q
Q
a

Fuly Hayes compatible.
Auto rial/answer

300/1200/2400 Baud

Mx text and graphics
Cannot receive faxes Not BT

approved

instructions suppfedX The externalST drive is a high quaity, aim,quietdrive which
comes complete withintegral powersupplyand so does not draw power from the

£ 449.99
£ 499.99

AT 16Mhz VGA Mini tower
40Mb
£849.99
386SX Mni tower
£ 699.99
386-25 VGA MM tower
ETI94.50
Mono Monitor
£ 99.99
VGA Colour Monitor
£ 299.99
PC Emulators for ST

PC Speed. XT Emulator
AT Speed. AT Emulator

£ 9999
£ 199.99

AT Once. AT Emulator

£ 19999

£ 3999
£ 159.99
£ 39.99

512KSTboard+chipakit
4Mb ST Ixards+chips. fitted
STFM Bitter chip, kit

£ 59.99
£ 344.99
£ 39.99

£200

The Cumana. ST internal drive requires the STs case to be modified (ful

AT 12Mhz Desktop
AT 16Mhz Desktop

ST which couU cause problems. Add E3 P&P for drives
512K STFM,16 or 4 cNp kit
2Mb ST board+chipa kit

Sonv Brand

Bulk Sonv or Kao

Loose

Quantity

Boxed
r»

10

£

5."

S~ QQ lactate ilO

•IdW

frk "Rjrfcid black
\J •
pbafcbox

r 9/: 99:££r

TOS14 kit (6 or 2 ROMs)

5CK3MM/SPP (STB

£

39.99

2Mb SIMM/SPP (STB

£

119.99

Boxed in 10's

Amiga 512K no clock
Exchange STFM PSU

£

34.99

Amiga 512K with clock

£

39.99

£

59.99

ROM switch* TOS 14

£

49.99

£

Reese check the ccnfiguatjcn of you machine with our staff before ordering any upgrade. Al

9.4'

upgrades/repairs carried out by ourservice centre carry a 90 days parts and labou guarantee.
Our service centra can repar/upgrade any ST, Amiga Please phone for repair/upgrade charges.
Please add £150 P&P for upgrades priced uider E100.

£

34."

40

£ 20."

100

£ 48." r C7 99&1100 £ 84." "Power of the Mac, without the price.
Q Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.
£ Q1 99^™
Spectre GCR
£ 125." Q Supports Hard drive and second floppy. With
£ 66."
128K ROMs

150

dW

X*\J •

diKhoi

diic box

AH disks carry an unconditional lifetime guarantee. Please add
75p P&P for each 10 disks or E3.00 for XX) and above.

Q Compatible with STE. Stacy.
Q 30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.
Q Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.

£369.99

We are the consistently longest serving supplier
Atari SM124 Mono

3200 Dpi scanner.

£

109.99

Philips 8833MkH Colour E 249.99

16 grey scales or Back/White mode.
QHigh qualty thermal image printer.

Cmdr 1084S Colour

8 Acts as photocopier.
ST & Amiga £449.99

The 1084S and SMt2« prices apply white
stocks last. Phone for avatabiity.

QPC version £479.99

Ph.ps15"TV

Requires t/b RAM

E 269.99

E 269.99

Includes: FST. remote control Scart input

Q Thermal paper available ex-stock at (giving near monitor quaity rJsplay),60 tuner
E7.99 per rot

IMQ scanner atill available

at an incredible £49.99

presets, sleep timer and Fastext
Al displays come with Scart cable. Deduct
£10 from Moritors only, if bought with
computer.

low to Pav

You can phone your Access or visa card
details or send a cheque/postal
orders made payable to Ladbroke '
Computing International. Please
.allow sufficient clearance.time for cheques.
30 ST FORMAT

Al dot matrix printers come complete with IBM Centronics cable Al Star printersinclude
12 months on site warranty, UK Mainland only.
StarLC-10

140/36cps £ 169.99

Citizen 120f> COcps
£
Citizen Swift 192/64cps £
Citizen swift Colour upgrade £

StarLC-24/10

£209.99

Star LC-200 cokxr printer
Star LC24-200 222cps
Star LC24-200 colour printer
Star Laser 8DB 2Mb RAM

£ 219.99
£
£249.99 Citizen Swift 9
£ 319.99 64K buffer/3 input switcher £
£ 1899.99 256K buffer/3 input switcher £

139.99
31999
39.99
209.99
7999

149.99

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071
Shop & Mail order premises: 33 Ormskirk Road Preston. Lancashire. PR12QP Open Monday
to Saturday 9:OOam to &OOom. Dealer enquiries welcome. Ladbroke Computing International
is a tracing name of Walton Marketing Limited Al trade marks recognised
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MODEMS
A modem is a piece of hard

ware which enables your ST to
talk to other computers down
the phone line. It takes the sig
nals your ST transmits, turns
them into a binary code and squirts them down
the phone-line. Modems work at different data
transfer speeds, known as baud rates: the
higher the baud rate the faster you can access

information. This is important if you're going to
be downloading lots of software.
With a modem plugged into your ST you can
dial up either a hobbyist's computer or a com

mercial network. If a hobbyist has opened up his

set manually. Modern modems are configurable

computer and files to outside scrutiny, then he

from software. Features to look out for are:

runs a bulletin board system (BBS). There are a
large number of ST specific bulletin boards out

• the baud rate (the higher the better);
• whether it's auto-dial or not; and

there, crammed full of goodies. However, a

• if it's Hayes compatible (industry standard).

commercial network offers facilities which a BBS

never could, because you are paying for the ser
vice. These include electronic mail, commercial
software and on-line purchasing.
The modem has changed over the last ten
years from a slow, unreliable piece of hardware,

into a sophisticated, easy-to-use package. Older
modems had dials on the front which you had to

BEST MODEM BUYS
• Amstrad SM 2400 is a great buy. 2400 baud

•

is just about as fast as bulletin boards get and
more than good enough for commercial net
works. This is an auto-dial unit which is fully

good budget buy. Weighing in at £149.99, this
small unit can work at speeds up to 1200 baud,
which is adequate for accessing all commercial

configurable from within software. The SM 2400

systems and most home-brew BBSs. Available

costs £286. Amstrad » 0277 230222

from First Choice n 0532 637988

MIDI Dl
The

, &%Z-V.i::.

ST's

Musical

Budget buy: Linnet modem from Pace is a

• Plug a modem into your ST and you can

talk to other micros round the world - just
beware you don't run up a huge phone bill

:,

MIDI DEVICES
Instru

ment Digital Interface (MIDI)
sockets can connect you
directly to a vast world of music.

There are many, many types of
devices, each category containing a huge
number of individual machines. This is
because MIDI is a standard communi

cations language which allows
all forms of electronic
music devices to

>.*"•••'J

;»;

especially an ST, with its in-built sockets, vast
memory storage and fine displays - enables

has a "MIDI in" socket which picks up the notes

you to control all these varied devices from one

socket which sends MIDI data to the instrument
connected at the other end. That instrument in

source. Tunes can be written and rewritten,
added to, mixed, given rhythm
and percussion, synced to a

V>o»;>e

played on an external device and a "MIDI out"

video or a lightshow and then

turn may have up to three MIDI sockets - a
"MIDI-in" for receiving data, a "MIDI-out" for
sending its own MIDI information and a "MIDI-

stored to disk, enabling you

thru" which takes data from the "MIDI-in" and

to produce a perfect perfor
mance every time.

passes it, unchanged, straight out again.
This enables you to chain several instru
ments together - so you can, for example, play

To make all this

be linked

work, you need some

notes on a master keyboard which are re

form of control soft

directed by the ST back to other keyboards, so
that they actually make the sounds you hear.

ware. You can't just
plug

in

a

MIDI

That's how they do it on Top of the Pops! stf

device and con
trol it from the

Desktop!

You

can

write your own BASIC pro
grams if you feel like it, but
you're probably better off buying one of

together keyboards, syn
thesizers, samplers,

drum machines, sync
devices, electronic saxophones,
violins and guitars, mixing desks, lighting
rigs, echo units, reverbs - and computers too!
In fact your ST, though helpful, is not
entirely necessary for MIDI-linking musical
devices. However, the addition of a computer -

the many sequencing packages available.
These can control many devices at once, using
the MIDI channel system, and enable you to
write tunes with the mouse or your synth key
board. Each instrument's tune can be heard

independently or along with the accompani
ment, and edited separately. Effects can be
controlled and recorded in the same manner as

with any other MIDI instrument. Even synthe
sizer preset sounds can be switched, while the
song is being played.

MIDI requires you to connect two leads per
instrument, and in some cases three. Your ST

• If you're curious to know exactly how
MIDI works, look up ST FORMAT'S special
user-friendly introduction to MIDI in issue

19. For information on ordering back
issues, see page 136

USEFUL MIDI

DEVICES FOR

STARTING OUT
• Keyboards

KORG M1 - excellent quality presets, as used

by many ST musicians for games samples.
£1399. Korg « 081 427 3397
YAMAHA SY22 - The bottom-end of Yamaha's

new range of vector synthesisers
£250. Yamaha v 0908 371771

GET EVEN MORE OUT OF YOUR ST
Buying any form of hardware, or even software for that matter, is a tricky process. What should
you look out for? What's the best choice? Is there a cheaper alternative? Before making any
crucial buying decisions, read the comprehensive reviews of the hardware or software you're
considering in the invaluable STFORMAT book Gef the Most Out of Your ST. It contains every
thing you need to become a real power user! For informationon how to order, see page 135

CASIO Tonebank CT470 -

One of Casio's

range of budget-priced MIDI keyboards for the
beginner. £100. Casio ^ 081 450 9131
• Desktop Music

ROLAND CM-32P - Save space, get the whole
caboodle on top of your ST!
£445. Roland ^ 081 568 1247

issue 20-MARCH-91
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372" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
a very smart looking drive indeed... a slim and

quiet device... it is very keenly priced too."

- ST WORLD, September 1989

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AND DELIVERY
Express Courier Delivery £5.00 Extra
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE from one of the longest
established companies in their field, with a
reputation for good service and prices. We have

SUPER LOW

• Very quiet
• Slimline design

PRICE !

• Cooling Vents

invested heavily in a computer system to enable

• Sleek, high quality metal casing

our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute
stock information, coupled with "highly efficient
order processing. Our fully equipped Workshop
enables us to carry out almost any repair on our

• Suits any Atari ST
• Quality Citizen Drive Mechanism

premises.

We feel

sure that you

won't be

disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros.

HOW TO ORDER

• On / Off switch on rear of drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity
• Long reach connection cable

£59.95
INCLUDES ITS OWN
EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU
Beware ot other makes of drive that

including VAT
and delivery -

Why pay more?

take their power from the joystick port!

574" External 40/80 Track Floppy Drive also available for only E99.00

Call us now on

0386 765500

SOLDERLESS MEMORY UPGRADES FOR ST's
* Fits any STF, STFM or MEGA

Lines open Monday-Saturday,
9.00am - 5.30pm

,*

series machine in minutes!

Send Cheque, Postal Order or

& Uses SIMMS RAM Modules

i£_D ACCESS/VISA card details to :

for Effortless Upgradeability

Unit 9, St Richards Rd.

& Probably the neatest ST
RAM Upgrade available!

Evesham, Worcs
WR11 6XJ

&

ACCESS / VISA
Cards Welcome

^

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome
Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery £5.00 extra
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed
for personal cheque clearance.

Mall Order Fax: 0386-765354

Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily
with our new, fully software compatible RAM upgrade
board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the unit
accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making
RAMfitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge
needed! Available with or without RAM modules.

Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 / 2.5Mb and 4Mb,
as and when necessary. Straightforward installation full, comprehensive instructions provided.

RAM Upgradewith board unpopulated

£59.95

RAM Upgrade With 512KRAM Installed upgrades a 520 to a total of 1MbRAM

£89.95

RAM Upgrade With 2Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 5201040 Megal to 2 2.5Mb
RAM UpgradeWith 4Mb RAM Installedupgrades a 520 1040 Mega ST to 4Mb

£174.95
£284.95

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of the Atari ST, there is a smalt
minority of boards in existence which may require a littlesoldering.

RETAIL SHOWROOMS
All our Showroom outlets hold large stocks of most
Hems and also supply from a far wider product range
than advertised. Please do not hesitate to ring any of
our showrooms and discuss your requirements with a
member of our highly trained staff.

'

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS 512K RAM

RAM & DRIVE ACCESSORIES

UPGRADE FOR ANY ATARI 520 ST

ATARI ST RAM UPGRADES
520 STE 1Mb RAM upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
£40.00
520/1040 STE 2Mb RAMupgrade (2x1MbSIMMS)... £119.00
520/1040 STE 4Mb RAM upgrade (4x1Mb SIMMS) ... £235.00
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering .. £ 59.00
520STFM 1MbRAM Upgrade, fittedby ourselves
£ 89.00
Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fittedby ourselves .... £ 149.00

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham '
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

S

0386 765180
fax: 0386 765354

DRIVE UPGRADES / HARD DISKS

Open Mon-Sat. 9.00- 5.30

520STFM 1Mb Internal DriveUpgrade kit,withfullinstructions.

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA
•B 0223 323898
fax: 0223 322883

Open Mon-Frl.9.30 - 6.00
and Sat., 9.00-5.30
IBMdealer • Corporate Specialist

1762 Pershore Road, Cotteridge
Birmingham B30 3BH

Nowthere is a simpler, faster and more effective
method of upgrading your humble 520 ST to
1Mb RAM! Our new plug-in 512K memory
upgrade unit offers excellent value for money,
requiring no soldering or special technical
know-how. (Not suitable forSTE machines.)

ONLY £69.95

Requiresveryslightcase modification
Atari Megafile 30MbHard Disk
AtariMegafile60Mb Hard Disk

£54.95
£ 439.00
£ 589.00

LYNX Portable Games Console

Including VAT
and delivery

ff 021 458 4564
fax: 021433 3825

Open Mon-Sat.. 9.00 - 5.30

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS
TECHNICAL SUPPORT •

•& 0386-40303
Monday to Friday, 9.30 - 5.30

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS

Our fully equipped service department is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price
include return postage and covers any faultoccurringin normal use,
including drive problems. We reserve the rightto refuse any machine

ElectoCop

£19.95 MsPocraan

£19.95

£19.95 Xenophobe
£ 19.95 Blue lightning

£19.95
£19.95

that we consider to have been damaged other than in normal use, eg.

Slime Weld
Klaxx

substandard repair work, lightningand physical damage - these are

Roadblosleis

£19.95

quoted for separately. ST FIXED RATE REPAIR .. £ 65.00

Paperboy

£19.95 Chips Challenge ....£19.95

RygarWanior
Zakx Mercenary

£19.95 Rampage
£19.95 Gaunjet 3

All details correct at time of press

// in doubt, please contact us on 0386-446441

Allgoods subjecttoavailability, E. &O.E.

ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies .... £ 45.00
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Only £119.00 *2XZOg
Gales d Zendocon . £19.95

£22.95
£22.95
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SzslnnCBiiBS ST Company of the Year 1990 • 2to 1Majority Winner
ACCESSORIES

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY
HARD DISKS FOR ST's
Incorporating new technology NEC SCSI hard disk

VIDI-ST

mechanisms, these units combine excellent

performance with quality and high capacity.

VIDI-ST

VIDI-CHROME ST

Remarkable qua&y digtlser for any
Atari ST model. Widely regarded as the
best In its category, VIDI-ST enables

Colour frame grabbing upgrade for VIDI.

you to -

Blue elements when using a Mack/white

•Ct Fully Autoparttng HardDisk

camera,

•Ct Features ICD Hand Disk Interface and Software

* Have perfect freeze frame from any
video. In up to 16 shades
* Grab real time 3-D images
* Capture & restore action sequences
* Realise Desktop Video

Enables production of Red, Green and
by

use

camera/video

of

recorder

filters.

(Colour

users

-

see

below).

vidi-st is compatbte with an video
standards, eg.cotour, B/W, VHS. Beta,
PAL, NTSC etc.

colour pictures when used with VIDI.
Vidl Chrome..
VWI RGB

Vidi ST.... £89.00

it NEC SCSI Hard DiskMechanisms, with28ms Access Time

•flr Includes DMA Throughport andCooling Fan
A High quality, compact greymetal casing
i* Extremely easy Installation procedure

VIDI-RGB
Automatically separates Red, Green
and Blue colour signal components from
video recorder or camera source,
enabling the user to easily produce

* and much, much more

.£16.95

•Ct PRICEINCLUDES ALLCABLESWO DEDICATED POWERSUPPLY.
WESTRONGLYRECOMMEND AGAINSTUSE OFHARDDISKSON
THEST WITHOUTAN INDEPENDENTPOWER SOURCE

40MB VERSION ONLY ...

£ 399.00 including VAT

100MB VERSION ONLY.

£ 599.00

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR

&Deliverv

'KICK OFF'
WITH THIS
DEAL FROM

With Hs dedicated monitor Input, this
model combines the advantages of a high
quality medium resolution colour monitor
with the convenience of remote control

Teletext TV - at an excellent low price!

£269.00

-^

Including VAT,
delivery & ST cable

FREE WITH EVERY STE/STFiM PACKAGE:

•Kick Off2' (RRP: £19.99)
'Tracksuit Manager' (RRP: £19.99)
'Subbuteo'(RRP: £24.99)
Quickshot 3 Turbo Joystick(RRP: £9.99)
TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER £74.00 I

Monitor Switch Box - switch between colour / mono
monitors without unplugging. LowPrice I
£ 13.95

GB3ZB! m

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll (stereo sound) - latest model
includingST connection cable
£ 249.00
Atari SM124 Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor.... £ 99.00
Atari SC1224 Colour Medium Res. Monitor.. E 269.00

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE - WE WILL BEAT ANY
GENUINE ATARI STPACKAGE OFFER ON AUKE-F0R-UKE BASIS

520 STE

'TURBO PACK'

TRUEMOUSE

Includes an Atari 520 STE with 1Mb

WE GUARANTEE that this is the

smoothest, most responsive and
accurate replacement mouse you
can buy for the Atari ST. Excellent
performance, amazing low price I

Drtve, joystick, plus a high quality
selection of software Including :

PACK'

'Super Cycle'

High quality, qood value package

'Human Killing machine'

based around the 520 STFM

'Out Run'

computer including 512K RAM, 1Mb
Floppy Drive and built-in TV
modulator. Also supplied is :

'Dragons Breath'

(PC SPFFD I HarclwarB PC emulator which fits neatly inside the

E99.95

Similar to above, with B0286 processor for an
increase in speed. Supports VGA/EGA display
(withSM124) and extended memory
E 199.95

AT SPEED

(AT (DKIP'F l s0286 based hardware emulator with support for
Ml UINV»i: I extended memory and hard disks
E179.00
SUPER
CHARGER

'Anarchy'

'Hyper Paint 2' (STE version)

External V30 processor-based multi-tasking PC
emulator with 1Mb RAM & MS-DOS 4.01. Plugs Into
DMA port. STE compatible
£ 269.00

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY
SCANNER with TOUCH-UP
Outstanding quality, excellent value for money - this
package includes a I00-400dpi scanner with cither
options, plus the amazingly powerful TOUCH-UP

software package which drives the scanner directly.
Scanner Includes viewing window & backlight for
accurate scans every time. Scan either line-art

^ or grey images up to 400dpi. Many image
^dlpc
enhancement & special effects available

ajiS^^^^"--

£359.99,mdelivery

Plus 'Discovering your Atari ST Book

The package includes :
Kuma Wordprocessor • Kuma
Spreadsheet • Kuma Database
Kuma Business Graphics •

'FirSTBASIC* 'HyperPainf •
'Prince'* 'STAC Adventure Creator

£449.99'^;'

IncVAT &

delivery

£529.99 WITH2MB RAM FITTED

£439.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

£299.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

£519.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED
Mega STt with SM124 mono monitor
Mega ST 1 as above, upgraded to 2Mb RAM

E 599.00
£769.00

Mega STt as above, upgraded to 4Mb RAM

£ 879.00

PRINTERS
EVESHAM MICROS
SPECIAL OFFER I

All STAR printers
include 12 months
On-Site Maintenance

£609.99 WITH 4MBRAM FITTED

Mega ST2 with SM124 monitor (2Mb RAM)
Mega ST4 with SM124 monitor (4Mb RAM)
SM124 monochrome hi-res monitor

E 849.00
£ 1099.00
£
99.00

Star LC10 9-Pin, 4 fonts, 144/36cps
£159.00 Atari SLM6056 pom, 300dpi
Star LC200 9-Pin Colour, 4 fonts,180/45cps. £ 209.00 laserprinter. Quiet in operation
£ 899.00
Star LC24-10 24-Pin, 4 fonts,180/60cps
£ 215.00 (requires 2Mb RAM minimum)
£ 249.00 HP Deskjet 500 3 pages/minute,
Star LC24-200 24-Pin, 5 fonts, 200/o7cps
Star LC 24-200C 7 colour version of above

£ 289.00

Citizen ProDot 24 COLOUR Professional 24-pin colour

|printer, 200/66cps. Fully featured, 2years warranty.
Normal RRP £ 746.35, Special Offer price

ST SOFTWARE]
Write On

£ 49X5

Certified 'FORMAT GOLD'

Data Manager Professional
Cyber Paint 2.0
Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0)
Degas EHte

£ 29.95
£37.50
E 37JO
£21X0

Rrfa lo the Jan.1991 tune of ST FORMAT

Deluxe Palm

£ 45X0

Joystick / Mouse Ports AccessibilityAdapter for STF/STFMySTE . £ 4.95
Dust Cover - available for any ST or Mega
£ 4.95

of a 1040 STE with an excellent
selection of serious/leisure software.

'Atari ST Tour

£269.99

£389.99 WITH 1MB RAH FITTED

£ 57X5

investment for Desktop Publishing work.

'Outrun' •

'Bomb Jack' •

'Space Harrier'* 'Neochrome'*

First Word Plus

'rom within Touch-Up. Agood, sensible

£169.00

'Carrier Command' •

Superb starter package, consisting

'STOS' Game Creator

All models Include cable

I

'STOS' Games Creator •

'FirST BASIC

'MusicMaker2'(STE version)

•FirST BASIC •

PC EMULATORS
arccu I ST. Fast operation, fully compatible

EXTRAS PACK'

'Blood Money"
'Impossible Mission 2'

P 1 7 Q C SATISFACTION

_

1040 STE

'DISCOVERY

'Indiana Jones & Last Crusade'

Z. I I .99 GUARANTEED

| GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE excellent travel &accuracy ... £37.95

520 STFM

Replay 8

£ 269 JO

E 37X5

GFA BASIC Compiler
HiSoft Devpac 2.23

£ 22X0
E 44X5
£ 115X0
E 29X5
£ 22X0

Atari Fastcom 2
Mini Office series, each

£ 37X0
£ 19X5

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing

£ 22X0

Spectrum 512
Dlgrta Home Accounts

£ 22.50
E18X5

NEODESK 3 Desktop .. £29.95

Tlmeworks DTP

£69X6

management environment lor any ST.

Tiger Cub

£84X5

Simply the best replacement desktop/me
NaoCU

£459.00

Olivetti DM109200/30 cps
9-pin, good all-rounder

£ 159.00

Olivetti DM124200/50 cps
24-pin, full range of fonts

E 249.00

£ 63X5

GFA BASIC 3.5

Lattice C 5.06.02
Power BASIC
Atari Archive

300 DPI Inkjet printer

SPECIAL OFFER III
Weare offering a completeWordprocessing /

Desktop Publishlix] package complete with spoil

checker, maHmerge&Graphics Importfacilities.

Available with any hardware purchase
over £75.00.

1 ST WORD PLUS +
TIMEWORKS DTP

£ 24X5
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Distinctly Digita

MS! *3 feoo

Cleverly written and always favourably reviewed inthe press,
Digita produces a range of powerful, lowcost softwarefor the home

mjUtiei

and business user.

***;

•asaa
FINAL ACCOUNTS

MAILSHOT

DGCALC
Thefastest and mostpowerful spreadsheet availableinthis
pricebracket,with 512rowsby52columns,givingyouup to
26624 cells.As withall Digita products,the operationofthe
program isclearlythought out.Being eithermenu, mouseor
commanddrivenyou'llbe able tostart usingitwithin minutes
~even ifyou'veneveruseda spreadsheetbefore. Someof
the features whichmake itsuch good value are the exporting
ofASCII filesforintegration withother programs,adjustable
columnwidthand textoverflow, programmablefunction keys
(macros),and a unique windowingfacility,so that you can
look at different parts of a sheet at the same time,,.. _ _

Ifyouever need tosend out mailingsor printlabels,you
know how fiddly and time-consuming it can be making sure
all the labels are printed correctly.Wellnow all that's a thing

ofthepast.Because Mailshot actually shows youthelabels

" Balance Sheet " Notes to the Accounts

on screen, youcan type names and addresses inexactlythe
correct place. Butmore than that, the labels are animated on

* Full Accountingratios.
Allreports may be produced at any time,with
comparative/budgetfigures ifrequired. The facilityto

screen as a continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll
backwards and forwards, to search for particular keywords or
to edit entries with the minimum of fuss. Facilities include
searching, detection ofduplicate labels, sorting (even

surname!} 9 labels across, 999copies ofany label.Thishas
to be the simplest and most effective method of creating a

mailshot available.

•m

producethese documentsquickly, accurately, and regularly
is ofenormous helpinrunning anybusiness,largeor small,
since one showsthe true profitability achieved,and the other
the exactstrengthofthe business in termsofassets and

liabilities.

£2g_g5

CiA nc

CLASSIC INVADERS

E-TYPE
Do youeverhavetoprint namesandaddressesat awkward
placesonenvelopes, ordo youever needtofill intricky
forms or invoices where the text has to be in exactly the right

place?Usually youhavetodo itbyhand,or getyourtrusty
oldtypewriter outofthecupboard and dustitoff. Weil not
anymore.The Emulated TYPEwriter transformsyour
computerand printerintoa fully fledgedtypewriter,
supportingbold,underline, italicand othertype-styles.
Becauseitcandisplayand printtextINSTANTLY youcan line
upyourform, pressReturn andSpacea fewtimesto move to
the correctplace,and then start typing.Alternatively youcan
switchto line-by-line mode,which offersword-wrap,
justification andproportional spacing, so thatyoucanedit

each line before it's printed,

Theprogramwilltake information prepared byCashbook
Controllerand producea completeset ofaccountsincluding;
*Trial Balance *Tradingand Profitand Loss Account

C.OQ QC

MAILSHOT PLUS
Advanced version of Mailshot for the business user with the
followingextra facilities;

*integration withothersoftware(usingASCII files)
' column/tabulated summary (ideal fortelephone lists,etc)
*4 extra memolines per label(with defaults) ' systemfor
coding,datingand addingmessages to each label
*different layoutsavailableforhorizontal and vertical

justification.

-^- g_

Escapefromexecutive stress with theclassicspace invader

game

£14.95

PHARAOH III
Based on the classicgameplayofGalaxians,thisoriginaland
uniquegamerecreatesthemystical atmosphere ofancient
- . _ —_
£.14..70

Egyptand the Pharaohs.

CASHBOOK COMBO
Money savingcombination packfeaturing bothCashbook

Controller andFinal Accounts - Save £10.00.

**eft nc

%®$m

J

£cco*i*B-

PERSONAL TAXPLANNER
Areyouabsolutely sure yourtaxman is doinghisjob
correctly? Planyourowntaxwith ease, thismenu-driven
program will calculate yourincome taxliability (4taxyears
included) and provide pertinent factsaboutyourtaxposition.
Youcan perform'what-if?' calculation todiscoverwaysto
minimise yourtaxliability. Infact,the program will advise
youonthings suchas, ifyouare a married man, whether it
would be advantageous to haveyourwife'sincome taxed
separately ornot. Atthispricewhoknows, youwill probably
findthat PTPwillpay for itselfin tax savings the firstlime you
use it!

" STOP PRESS "

July 89- PTP userreceives taxrefund ofover£2,000!!

£39.95

DAY-BY-DAY
Anexcellent waytogetorganised. With ityou'll be reminded
ofbirthdaysand other anniversaries,meetingsand
appointments, phonecallsto makeandso on.Aswith all
Digita products, inputting information issimplicity itselfand,
once entered, you can search for keywordsor for particular
events such as birthdays to see when one is comingup.
Includesmonth/week/day planner,automaticremindersfor
overdue appointments, monthand week summary at a
glance. Forless than £30this is the idealwayto makesure

you never miss that important occasion again! £«#* nc

*feDasB "c"a"9e or aZ P'^'ems «'„°'9"a• DGCa,

Available to the trade from:

""yomSTuH
&9.9S

Digita, GEM, Greyhound,

£49.95

HB Marketing, Lazer,
Leisuresoft, R&R, SDL.

DIGITA
INTERNATIONAL
"Serious software at a sensible price"

^24.95

• HOW TO ORDI
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
Post: Digita International Ltd
Black Horse House
Exmouth Devon

EX8 1JL England
All software writteninthe UK. Prices includeVAT &P &P (add £2.00 for export)

Fax: 0395 268893

COMPETITION hard drives

Power hard
drives must
be won!
Desperate to upgrade your ST's memory but short ofthefolding stuff?

STFORMAT and Power Computing give you the chance to win one of
fourfabulous 900E Hard Drives. Andyou say we're mean, Idunno...
A r e you one of those thousands of

into your machine and the 900E came out as

Monmouth Street, Bath. BA1 2BW. Get it to us

unfortunate people who keep losing
floppy disks among old manuals and
yesterday's lunch? Are you sick of constant disk

the best buy - so we're giving a handful away.
In conjunction with Power Computing, we've
got four 20MByte hard drives up for grabs. The

before the end of Friday 15th February and you

swapping and all those "disk full" messages

900E drive is the latest addition to Power's hard

when you try to save your latest novel/music

drive line up and it's certainly one of the best in

sample/picture? Then you're no doubt yearning

its price range. The 900E is fast and ultra-slim,

for some way of getting all your information into

packed into a tiny case the size of a standard

one place. What you really need is a hard drive.

floppy. This special casing eliminates the need

In our feature on expanding your ST (see page
22), we studied the hard drives you can plug

for one of those noisy internal fans, so you don't
need to put up with the annoying whirring sound
associated with most hard drives. On top of
this, the 900E comes with the very latest in

THAT BURNING

QUESTION
The Power 900E has a storage capacity of
20IVIBytes. How many double-sided floppy
disks can you squeeze into this space,
assuming each floppy disk holds 720K?

could be one of the four lucky winners, stf

THE RULES BOX
1. Employees of Power Computing or Future
Publishing and their families are not eligible
to enter this competition.

2. Entries must be received by Friday 15th
February and not a moment later.

3. Multiple entries not only cost you a fortune

in stamps but also won't win you the compo
because we'll bin 'em. Send in multiple entries

hard disk controlling software.

But don't take our word for it, get your

and it won't be hard drive, just hard cheese.
4.

All the competition entries become the

5.

No cash alternatives can be offered.

property of Future Publishing.

hands on one of these four monsters for free.

Just answer our traditionally Mensa-style ST
FORMAT competition question, bung the answer
on the back of a postcard and wing it off to:
Power Hard Drive Comp, ST FORMAT, 30

6. The Judge is a thoroughly decent sort of
fellow and his decision is final - so no

moaning if you don't win.

• Feast your little ogling eyes on Power Computing's
fabulous 900E Hard Drive. Enter this compo and it could
soon grace your own home, etc etc... (tinfoil not included)

Till, _,.

Po,otver T)

J

0
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SIM EARTH., preview!

earth:
er of the universe
G e t ready with the Optrex and matchsticks, here

comes a game more

addictive than breathing. Sim City

made you God in your home county, but after
playing the game for a couple of months you
couldn't help longing for more mammoth goals.
Maxis, the American-based programming team,
felt the same way - and their answer to the

problem is Sim Earth. Now you don't build
motorways but set up land masses. You don't
provide sporting facilities for an overactive pop
ulation but place life forms in habitable loca
tions. No more raising and lowering taxes; now

you have the greenhouse effect and poisonous
gases to worry about.
•

Sim Earth is based on

James Lovelock's Gaia

theory, which in turn

Over 400,000 copies ofSim City were sold
worldwide - and, more importantly,
ST FORMAT readers voted Sim City the best

game of1990. A likely contenderfor that same
position in 1991 is its successor, Sim Earth.
MarkHigham gives up his mayor's capfor the
chance to talk to designer Will Wright
about his daunting evolution simulator

was inspired by
novelist William

Golding. Call up
the Gaia window

to see how well

of the depth of the game, the

can strike at any moment - but in the early
stages of the game these help to develop the
shape of your continents and can be useful.
The chance to design your own cities and
exercise your artistic temperament made Sim
City a huge hit. Maxis have gone to great

programmers recommend you

lengths to sustain that same element in Sim

Sim City they just can't get
enough of its follow-up.
Sim Earth is played out on

you're doing. The

a planet in its earliest days

window reflects the

of formation. As an indication

state of the planet

from perfect harmony
to total catastrophe

sit back and watch for a while as

the oceans begin to form and new
One of the criticisms of Sim

City was that it was just too simple. It

land masses

evolve.

Initially your

planet has no atmosphere, so meteorites

Earth. Using a menu system to invoke disasters,
you can thrust meteors anywhere on your
planet. Toss them onto land and you can create
huge craters which quickly turn into lakes. Alter-

was instantly addictive, but after playing it for a
few weeks you begin to feel as if you're placing
lego bricks. Spare a thought for programming
genius Will Wright who came up with the con
cept. "I worked on Sim City for almost three
years," he told FORMAT; "I amtotally sick of it."
After the release of Sim City, Maxis asked

the game's players what they thought of the

"I worked on Sim City for
almost three years -I am
totally sick of it"
- Will Wright,
game designer
concept. "Almost all the response we got from
Sim City asked for more elements to the simula
tion, so we threw everything we possibly could
into Sim Earth." The result is a considerably

more complex game - so complex, in fact, that
it comes with a 220 page manual featuring an
extensive tutorial section.

Such complexity tends to turn people off,
but according to Will the initial reaction to the
Mac version (already on release in the States)

suggests that many people were so hooked by
36 ST FORMAT

• Is this going to be the most addictive game of 1991? Game designer Will Wright
thinks so, and it's certainly got the depth to be a big hit. "Sim Earth is mainly a
simulation of earth-like planets," Will reveals. "The Venus model works pretty much
under the same assumption, the Mars model a bit less so. The early timescales are

mostly simulation; the Civ and Tech timescales are more garnish in design"
issue 20-MARCH-91

SIM EARTH preview!

NO TIME FOR REST, MY BOY YOU'VE GOT A PLANET TO BUILD
•

You can

stand back
and watch the

Earth develop
at the start of
a new game.

Here the
surface is

beginning to
cool

• By clicking on the disasters icon you
can call up some natural and unnatural

disasters. These are extremely useful in
the beginning of a game to help shape the
continents and influence the atmosphere

natively, invoke a few earthquakes to form
mountain ranges or move continents round the

globe. When you create these disasters, how
ever, there's a price to pay. Meteors add
moisture to the air, which increases rainfall but

• Looking at
the globe view
of the Earth a
few thousand

years later,

contributes to the greenhouse effect (you can
take an air sample to test the make-up of the

the continents

air). Volcanoes can be used to form mountain

beginning to

"A butterfly beating its wings
can have as much impact as

you can see

form

an Ice Age"
ranges but they also create dust which can
surrounding life.

The point of the game isn't simply to
develop an aesthetically pleasing planet. By
creating a huge variety of locations you can
encourage all sorts of plant and animal life-

forms to develop. You can introduce your own
life-forms from a menu of 21 possible "W.

•

This is a

long way from
resembling
today's Earth,
but as time

passes and

LIFE IN THE
T

LANE

The Gaia theory was first put down on paper
by James Lovelock. It's a theory about the
evolution of the Earth which says that the

you develop
life-forms the
continents

grow gradually
closer

development of the planet must be con
sidered as a whole.

Science has arbitrarily divided the parts
of the planet into the biosphere, atmosphere,
lithosphere and hydrosphere. But the Gaia
theory suggests that the planet be consid
ered as a single unit. Every element in the
development of this planet has a knock-on

• Give it time -

effect on other elements on the opposite side

years here and your first

of the globe. For example, an animal life-form

0.6 billion

might die out as the result of a climate

life-form

change, but what caused this change in

evolves. It's

climate? Possibly a continental drift, but

only boring

what the caused the drift? If it was an earth

sea life at the

quake, then what caused the quake?

moment, but
at least you're

Expanding this idea, the slight move
ment of air caused by a butterfly beating its

on the road

wings can have as much of an impact on the
development of the planet as the Ice Age.
In Sim Earth this means you need to

towards

sentient life

consider every plant, animal, land mass and

more before you make a change. Particularly,
keep an eye on the temperature and climate,
which can be early indicators of big problems.

issue 20-MARCH-91
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BYTEBACK

DELIVERY
SERVICE

" ^d

z.

.and the keenest prices

Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help
NUMBER ONE FOR ATARI ST USERS - FIRST CLASS SERVICE BY FIRST CLASS POST

SALE • SALE • SALE IPRINTERS

NEW GAMES
Armour-Geddon
Atomic Robokid
Awesome
Badlands

B.A.T. ( + Sound Card)

16.99
17.99
24.99
16.99

24.99

Battle of Britain
Cadaver

19.99
16.99

Captive
Car-Vup

15.99
16.99

Chase HQ 2

16.99

Chuck Yeager's Flight Sim
Corporation
Cricket Captain 2
BSS Jane Seymour
Days of Thunder
Dick Tracy
Dragon Breed
Dragonflight
Dragons Lair II - Timewarp
Eagles Rider

17.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
15.99
16.99
16.99
18.99
24.99
16.99

Elvira
ESWAT
Final Whistle

19.99
16.99
9.99

Flight of Intruder
F19 Stealth Figher

19.99
1999

Golden Axe
Helter Skelter
Horror Zombies
Immortal
James Pond
Kick Off 2

16.99
13.99
15.99
16.99
15.99
13.99

Legend of Faerghail

19.99

Line of Fire

16.99

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge

16.99

Monty Python

13.99

Murder
M1 Tank Platoon

15.99
19.99

FREE - One Public Domain Disk with

every Game from this column!

Batman: Caped Crusader..
Colossus Chess X

Centrefold Squares
Deluxe Strip Poker

Deluxe Strip Poker PLUS
Centrefold Squares

..7.99
..7.99
..9.99
..9.99
..9.99

15.99

Dungeon Master + Chaos

24.99

Hard Drivin + 10 disks

11.99

Kid Gloves PLUS

Cloud Kingdoms
Hollywood Poker Pro
Last Ninja2
Mr. Heli

Rick Dangerous

Shoot-em-Up Construction Kit..
Silkworm

Steve Davis Snooker

Super Hand On
Tetris

Verminator
X-Out

14.99
..9.99
..7.99
..7.99

..9.99
..9.99
..7.99
..9.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..9.99

Classic INFOCOM Adventures!

Hitchhikers Guide to Galaxy
Planetfall

Leather Goddesses of Phobos

Ballyhoo
Spellbreaker
Moonmist

Wishbringer
Hollywood Hi-Jinks
Zorkl
Zorkll

..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99

DISKS ALL100% GUARANTEED
Bulk disks with labels!

Pick from list opposite

Operation Stealth
Pang

Afterburner

10 disks
50 disks

100 disks

18.99
16.99

SONY boxed with labels!
Box of 10

....6.49
..29.99
..49.99

NEW LOW PRICES!!!

including lead!
STAR LC200 (colour) .
including lead!

..219.00

10 disks + file box = £15.99

EDUCATIONAL

....8.99
..19.99

Prof Makes Sentences...

..19.99

Puzzle Book 1

..15.99

Let's Spell At Home
Let's Spell At Shops

..15.99
.15.99

Fun School 2 (under 6)..
Fun School 2 (6 to 8)....
Fun School 2 (over 8)....

..12.99

Fun School 3 (under 5)..
Fun School 3 (5 to 7)
Fun School 3 (over 7)....

ART AND MUSIC

Degas Elite
Cyber Studio

Quartet

..39.99

Replay Professional

..87.99

16.99

Wolfpack

19-99

Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out

19.99
14.99

All items due by publication date!

COMPILATIONS

19.99

Ghostbusters II, Robocop, Batman (movie),
Indiana Jones

PLATINUM
17.99
Ghouls and Ghosts, Strider, Black Tiger,

Forgotten Worlds.
POWER PACK
16.99
Xenon II,TV Sports Football, Bloodwych,
Lombard RAC Rally!
19.99

Test Drive, Hard Ball, Mean 18+, Famous
Course disk (vol.1 and 2)

ST Writer Elite; Professional

DevpacST(2)

...44.99

TNT
19.99
Hard Drivin'. Toobin', APB, Dragon Spirit,
Xybots
KINGS QUEST TRIPLE

- Sent A.S.A.P

Kings Quest I, II, and III

BS.18

BS.21

First Word Plus

...55.99

BU.57

GST Macro Assembler

...16.99

BU.58

GST C Compiler

....16.99

Home Accounts

....19.99

Mini Office Spreadsheet
Mini Office Graphics

....15.99

quality Word Processor.
ANI-ST (was Aegis Animator)
File Selector, Desk Manager
Disk copier, Virus Killer...
BBC Emulator; Ideal for kids

using BBC computers at school!

....15.99

BU.63

Mono Emulator + Tos 1.4 fix!

Neodesk 3

....27.99

BU.64

Pretext (5)

..109.99

Fractal Landscape generator
and explorer, Mandlebrot show...

Word Writer

....34.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor.

....19.99

ZX81 Emulator; including 38

program files! Uses the original

Joystick & Mouse extension .
Joystick lead - 2 metres!
Joystick Mouse Switch Box..

24.99

keyword entry system! Great Fun!
ZX81 programs; Over 100 files

....4.99

....4.99
..13.99
. ...6.99
....9.99
..11.99
..12.99

to run with the ZX81 emulator!

Sheet 2; Powerful Spreadsheet
MU.13

SO.02

.19.99
.15.99

SO.03

..17.99

BC.16

..15.99

BC.17

BD.33

ACCESSORIES
Locking Disk Box (40+)
Locking Disk Box (80+)

6.99
8.99

What the Butler Saw; Demo.

BE.02

Educational fun for 3 to 6 year
olds: Kids Music, Kids Piano, GridKids ABC. Kid Potato, Kid Story,

BE.05

On screen Colouring book!

BE.13

Wolf and Seven Kids; Multi

Kid Sketch-

(with eyes, ears and nose!)
Mouse Mat (BEST Quality)

choice adventure game for kiddies.
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles,

3.99
29.99

+ FREE mouse mat

MD.15

+ FREE mouse bracket

ST Dust Cover
Disk Drive Cleaner
Mono/Colour Monitor Switch .

Clip-Art - VIZ magazine.
Clip-Art- Garfield pics.
STE demo; See what your STE
is capable of and be amazed...

BD.34

6.99

FURRY MOUSE COVER

plus tutorial! Lotus compatible!
F-Copy III; Superior copier!!
Composer; enter notes from
computer or Midikeyboards!
16 Voice synthesiser with multi
voice recording!

..16.99

19.99

FLIGHT COMMAND
18.99
Lancaster, Eliminator, Skyfox, Strike Force
Harrier, Skychase

If release delayed

62+ More Adventure solutions!

BU.01

17.99
15.99
14.99
16.99

16.99
16.99

66+ Adventure game solutions!

DA.02

BU.07

Sim City
Speedball 2
Spellbound
Spindizzy Worlds

Vector Championship Run
Voodoo Nightmare

DA.01

...37.99

Quickjoy III Supercharger
Quickjoy Jelfighter
Quickjoy TOPSTAR
Competition Pro Extra
Arcade joystick
Arcade TURBO joystick
Zip Stick Professional

Welltris

Battle the Ferengi...(Not STE)
MT.09 Elvira; stunning demo of the long
awaited Horror game!

JOYSTICKS

MASTER MIX
16.99
Thunder Blade. Turbo Outrun, Crack Down,

ALL TIME FAVOURITES

BG.65 Joust; Arcade classic.
MG.08 Star Trek - Next Generation.

TCB Tracker

Quickshot APACHE
Quickshot III PYTHON

16.99
19.99
16.99

plus: Jumpster; Q-Bert version.
BG.62 Millipede; Arcade classic.
BG.64 ST-Umped; Cricket simulator
Does NOT require STOS to run!

...59.99

UTILITIES

SPORTING GOLD
1999
Games Winter Edition, Games Summer
Edition, California Games

Ultimate Ride
U.M.S2
Vaxine

Needs original program to run...
BG.58 Soko; 50 level puzzle game.
BG.59 Bubble Trouble; Pacman style

ST Replay (VIII)

Super Wonder Boy, Dynamite Dux.

16.99
15.99

Froggy; (Frogger). Caves of
Rigel; Original maze type arcade.
BG.57 Dungeon Master; NEW dungeon!

Madonna; Including those control
versial Playboy pictures!
NASA Space Mission slideshow
X-Cert. Spectrum 512 Show.
Neochrome; Super Art Package.

15.99
16.99

16.99

bricks to reveal the picture!!

BS.20

16.99

Total Recall
Turrican

Plus: Chess, American Football

..17.99

....8.99

15.99

Teenage MutantHero Turtles

39.99
..39.99
..29.99

Roarkes Drift
Shadow of the Beast

19.99

ONLY!

Music Construction Set..

Robocop 2

Team Yankee

..15.99

MASTERsound 2

Rick Dangerous 2

16.99

Monopoly; Classic board game!

Dungeon Master; Maps of all
levels + 40 pages of hints, tips.
BG.27 Strip Breakout; Knock out the

..15.99

..12.99

16.99
16.99

16.99
19.99

..15.99

..16.99

Puznic
Ranx

Strider2

..12.99

..12.99

Canvas

DELUXE PAINT

BG.01

BG.20

BG.55

CAD 3D (1).

17.99

Super Off Road Racer
Supremacy

ONLY!

Learn to Read with Prof..

16.99
17.99
18.99
29.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

1 disk = £1.99,
Ask for our NEW catalogue!

Postman Pat

Paradroid 90

....9.99
..47.99

PUBLIC DOMAIN

..159.00

Plotting
Populous
Powermonger
Proflight

Box of 10 (x 5)
Box of 10 (X 10)

ONLY! I

STAR LC10

MD.41
....5.99
....3.90

sample of Turtles theme plus pics.
Snowman - Digitised demo.(MB)
Robocop; Stunning digitised
sequences from the film! (2 disks)
When Harry met Sally; amusing

..21.99

The aboveis just a small selection of ourVAST range of 16Bitsoftware... Catalogue available!

Cheque, postal
orders or credit
card facilities
are available

digitised fake orgasm sequence...

SIM EARTH preview!

HAT YOU SHOULD K

A MODEL EXAMPL

y
over millions of years. The only way to

I There are three main models worth

watching. First, the Geosphere model
controls all aspects of the planet. It

gauge these changes is to examine the
Geosphere model. Next, the Atmosphere
model enables you to change the Sun's
heat and adjust the greenhouse effect.

reflects continental drift and core

formation which change very slowly

options, ranging from single-celled sea-creatures

based team Probe Software, who also wrote

the ST version of Sim City, and project

"I wanted to see how educational

Although this is good news, it sadly means

understand cities to a fair degree. How
ever, I think most people know very little
about the history and dynamics of Earth."
Obviously the game wouldn't be

that we're going to have to wait until late
Spring before Sim Earth is released for the ST.

imposed on your domination. Instead of pay
ing for items with cash, as you did in Sim
City, the fee in Sim Earth is energy. You start
the game with a full stock of energy, but as
you place life-forms and create disasters your

Sta*e~JL "0»d"..''Tech
The
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energy is used up. The plant and animal life
generates some energy, but only when you're
well into the action. The other limit is time: the

Earth can survive for only ten billion years
before the Sun gets so hot that it kills all life on
the planet- a sobering thought!
"About ten months of research time went

into Sim Earth," explains Will. "Additionally, we
had a lot of design input from Dr. James Love

lock (who came up with the Gaia theory,
around which the game is based) and about
six university professors."

One of the first things you notice when
you set your eyes on Sim Earth is a sur

eight life-forms for you to play w.t

In the meantime, start reading up on planetary
evolution - it could make all the difference when
you try to sustain life in flammable forests or
frozen oceans, stf

FOLLOW-UPS GO
ON AND ON
AND ON
After the release of Sim Earth in the Spring,
don't expect Maxis to disappear off the face
of the planet. If you're one of those
gamesters who still longs to see the full

potential of Sim City explored, you'll be glad
to hear that Will Wright is working on the
follow-up, Sim City 2.
Will Wright gives this glimpse of what
we'll be seeing in 1992: "There are about 100

things I thought of adding to Sim City at one
point or another - the biggest challenge was
deciding how many I could leave out. Most of
the major omissions from Sim City will make

prising but welcoming resemblance to Sim

it into Sim City 2. This will add a 3D terrain

City. This is largely because of the way Sim

(like the one in Sim Earth), subways, water
flow management, agriculture, freeways,
one-way roads, zones of any shape [in Sim
City they were all square], adjustable model
assumptions, vastly expanded budgeting,
selectable industries, many more special
zones and about a billion other things."

Earth uses the ST's system of windows and
drop-down menus in its design.

a special planet designed

manager Neil Young assured us that Probe are
completely rewriting the user interface to make
this game faster.

I could get," explains Will. "Most people

much fun if there weren't some restrictions

e#e,

You can then adjust the rates at which
it mutates, reproduces and advances

to frogs, dinosaurs and man - and depending
on the conditions you create, man may not nec
essarily evolve as the sentient life-form.

"«*c/,ear-

Move everything up and global warming
takes over. The Biosphere model is only
effective when life begins to develop.

The ST's window system is notoriously
slow, however, so one of our biggest
criticisms of Sim City was its speed. The ST
version of Sim Earth is being coded by Surrey-

GO GREEN OR PERISH
^_^ Thegreenhouse effectplays animportant

role in Sim Earth. The Earth's atmosphere

all the oceans would be frozen. Alter the
delicate balance of carbon dioxide and water

sun, but 48% of the radiation is absorbed

vapour, even a little, and you can severely
affect the Earth's climate. Since the beginning

/ by the ground and then emitted back as

of the Industrial Age the amount of carbon

^

f is transparent to incoming rays from the

/ infra-red radiation. Infra-red radiation cannot
leave the Earth because carbon dioxide and

•Cs

•a <-

Oe,
'os

'"o,

«»*;«*
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in the

atmosphere

has

steadily

increased. Usually the molecules would be

water vapour absorb it rather than permitting it

absorbed into the oceans but we are emitting

to escape into space. This absorbed radiation

too much carbon dioxide for the oceans to

heats the atmosphere, and this process in turn

digest, so the climate seems to be changing.
If you allow the global temperature to rise
enough, then the polar ice caps melt and

radiates heat back to the Earth.

**#**</,

dioxide

If this didn't happen the surface tempera
ture of our planet would be below freezing and

flooding devastates your coastal cities.
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FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS
3D Construction Kit
Addidas Gold Shoe
Alcatraz

£27.99
£13.99
£16.99

Alpha Waves
Antago
Barbarian 2 (Psygnosis)

£16.99
£12.99
£16.99

aval
Blade Warrior
Blue Max
Bomber Bob
Cabal

£19.99
£16.99
£19.99
£16.99
£13.99

Carthage

£16.99

Chessmaster2100
Codename Iceman

£19.99
£24.99

Cruise for A Corpse

£16.99

Damocles Mission Disc
Darius +

£7.99
£16.99

Death Trap

£16.99

Deuteros - The Next Millenium

£16.99

Dragon Breed
Epic
European Superleague

£16.99
£13.99
£14.99

Final Battle
Final Command

£16.99
£16.99

Flightof the Intruder

£19.99

Hard Drivin 2
It Came From The Desert

£16.99
£16.99

Judge Dredd
Killing Cloud
LastNinja3
Lemmings

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Line of Fire
Lords of Chaos
Metal Masters
Midwinter 2

£16.99
£13.99
£16.99
£19.99

Mig 29 - Fulcrum

£23.99

Murder

£17.99

Murders in Space
Myth

£16.99
£13.99

Obitus
Predator 2

£16.99
£17.99

Prophecy

£16.99

Pro Tennis Tour 2
Ranx

CLASSIC COLLECTION

TOP 50 CHART
Atomic Robokid
B.A.T.
Battle Command

£16.
£24.
£16.

Cadaver

£16.

Captive

£16.

Chase H.Q. 2

£16.

ChuckYeagersA.F.T. V2
Corporation
Days of Thunder
Dragon's Lair 2 Timewarp

£17.
£16.
£16.
£27.

E-Swat

£16.

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£18.

Final Whistle
Gazza 2
Golden Axe
Heroes Quest
Ironman Off Rd Racer
James Pond
Kick Off 2

£8.
£14.
£16
£26
£16.
£16.
£12.

Leisuresuit Larry 3

3D Pool
A.T.F. 2

£16.99

Balance of power 1990(1 Meg)

£16.99

N.A.R.C

£16.99

Ninja Remix
Pang
Player Manager
Powermonger

£16.99
£16.99
£11.99
£19.99

Batman the Movie
Bards Tale Vol 1
Battle Chess
Battle Hawks 1942
Battle Master
Battletech

£13.99
£7.99
£16.99
£16.99
£19.99
£12.99

Borodino

£14.99

Bridge Player 2150

£19.99

Prince of Persia
Puzznic

£16.99

Rick Dangerous 2
Robocop 2
Saint Dragon

£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

Satan
Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warrior
Simulcra

£16.99

Castle Master

£16.99

£1299
£16.99
£13.99
£16.99

Chaos Strikes Back
Chase H.Q

£14.99
C13.99

Chess Champion 2175

£19.99

Colossus Chess X

£12.99

Sly Spy
Speedball 2
Spindizzy Worlds

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Damocles

£16.99

Strider2

£16.99

Dragon Flight
Dragon's Lair
Dragons of Flame
Dungeon Master
Dungeon Master Editor

£14.99
£27.99
£16.99
£14.99
£7.99

£26.

Supremacy

£19.99

£16.

£16.

£12.99

£18.
£17.

£19.99
£19.99
£16.99

Elite

M1 Tank Platoon
Mean Streets

Team Yankee
Their Finest Hour
Total Recall

Emlyn Hughes Soccer

£16.99

Midnight Resistance

£16.

Toyota Celica
Wings of Fury

£16.99
£16.99

F-16 Combat Pilot
F-16 Falcon

£16.99
£16.99

FULL BLAST - ONLY £19.99
rrari Formula One, P47, Carrier Command, Rick

Dangerous, Highway Patrol, Chicago 90's
MAGNUM 4 - ONLY £19.99

Double Dragon, Batman Caped Crusader,
Operation Wolf, Afterburner

F-29 Retaliator

£16.99

HOYLES BOOK OF GAMES - ONLY £14.99
Solitaire,Gin Rummy, Crazy8's, Old Maid,Cribbage, Hearts

Falcon Mission Disc
Falcon Mission Disc 2
Ferrari Formula One

£13.99
£13.99
£7.99

World cup compilation '90 only £14.99

Fire Brigade
Flight Simulator 2

£19.99
£24.99

Flood

£16.99

Football Director 2

£13.99

Frontline
Future Wars
Gauntlet II

£17.99
£16.99
£7.99

Gettysburg

£20.99

Heroes of the Lance
Hillstar
Hound of Shadow

£16.99
£16.99
£7.99

Tracksuit Manager, Kick Off, International
Soccer

CHALLENGERS - ONLY E19.99
Pro Tennis Tour, Kick Off, Fighter Bomber,

COMPUTER HITS II - ONLY £8.99

Super Ski,StuntCar Racer

Tetris, Tau Ceti, Tracker, Joe Blade
STAR WARS TRILOGY - ONLY £9.99

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £9.99

Star Wars, Empire Strikes Back, Return of the Jedi

Football Manager 2, Microprose Soccer, Gazzas
Soccer, Football Manager World Cup Edition

SUPREME CHALLENGE FLIGHT COMMANDO• ONLY£14.99

TRIAD 3 - ONLY £14.99

Rocket Ranger, Speedball, Blood Money

Xenon 2, Bloodwych,TVSports Football,Lombard Rally

Waterloo, Austerlitz, Conflict in Europe

£16.99
£16.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION ONLY £20.99
Batman the Movie, Indiana Jones Last

Street Hockey

£16.99

Crusade, Robocop, Ghostbusters 2

Mercenary, Custodian, Backlash, Eliminator

S.T.U.N. Runner

£12.99

Supremacy

£19.99

S.W.I.V
Team Suzuki
Test Drive 2

£16.99
Afterburner
£16.99 Airborne Ranger
£16.99 Austerlitz
£16.99 Balance of Power
£13.99 Ballistix
£18.99 Barbarian 2
Boulderdash Const. Kit
£16.99
Brian Cloughs Football
£19.99 Bubble Ghost Plus
£18.99 Centrefold Squares
£13.99 Championship Golf

ACCESSORIES
40 Lockable Disc Box
80 Lockable Disc Box
Atari ST 520/1040 Dust Cover

AtariST 4 Player Adaptor
Cheetah 125+
Contriver Mouse

Disc Cleaning Kit
Mouse Mat 6mm
Naksha Mouse

Quickjoy Infa Red
Quickjoy 3 Turbo
Quickjoy Topstar
QuickjoyMega Board
2MJoystick Ext
Twin Joystick Ext

PREMIER COLLECTION 2 ONLY £4.99

• SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS •

Deluxe Strip Poker
Double Dragon
Drakken

£2.99 Gunship

£3.99 Hammertist
£27.99 Hollywood Poker Pro
£24.99 Infestation
£9.99 Joan of Arc
Gloves
£19.99 Kid
Klax

JORDER FORM H LE

Iron Lord
Jack Nicklaus Golf

£16.99
£16.99

Jumping Jackson
KingsQuest Triple Pack
Kings Quest IV

£7.99
.£24.99
£19.99

Leaderboard

£7.99

Leisuresuit Larry
Leisuresuil Larry 2

£16.99
£19.99

Loom
Maniac Mansion
Marble Madness

£17.99
£16.99
£7.99

Mavis Beacons Typing

£20.99

MrHeli

£8.99

North And South
Pacmania

£9.99
£6.99

Midwinter

£19.99

MontyPython

£13.99

President is Missing
Question of Sport

£6.99
£2.99

New Zealand Story

£13.99

Operation Stealth

£17.99

Overlord

£13.99

Quest For The Time Bird

£6.99

Pipemania

£12-99

Pirates

£16.99

Populous

£16.99

£7.99
£9.99
£4.99
£7.99
£4.99

£6.99
£4.99

£7.99
£4.99
£7.99
£7.99

£4.99
£4.99
£9.99
£7.99
£7.99
£4.99
£4.99

£4.99
£12.99
£9.99

£7.99

£19.99 Laser Squad
£6.99 Manhunter in San Francisco
£6.99 Mousetrap

£17.99

£16.99
£16.99
£4.99

£9.99

£10.99

Eagle Riders

£5.99 Fantasy World Dizzy
£7.99 Football Manager II + Exp Kit
£4.99 Games Summer Edition
£7.99 Games Winter Edition
£7.99 GFL American Football
GFL Baseball
£22.99 Gnome Ranger

Immortal (1 Meg)

Imperium
IndyJones The Adventure
Int. Rugby Simulator

£4.99

£7.99
£7.99
£6.99
£9-99

R-Type

£7.99

S.D.I
Seven Gates of Jambala

£3.99
£4.99

Shoot Em Up Const. Kit

£9.99

ShufflepuckCafe

£4.99

Silent Service
Silkworm

£9.99
£7.99

Spy Vs Spy I
Spy Vs Spy II
Spy Vs Spy III

£4.99
£4.99
£4.99

Steve Davis Snooker
Stridor

£9.99
£8.99

Swords of Twilight

£7.99

Time Machine

£9.99

Time & Magik

£6.99

Tin Tin on the Moon
Tower of Babel

£4.99
£8.99

Toyotees

£6.99

Tusker

£8.99

TV Sports Football

£11.99

UMS Scenario Civil War
UMS Scenario Vietnam
Uninvited
Weird Dreams

£3.99
£3.99
£7.99
£8.99

£9.99

Wipe Out

£4.99

£4.99

World Class Leaderboard

£7.99

£8.99

Please charge my Access/Visa No:

Powerdrome

£7.99

Projectyle

£16.99

Promised Lands
Rainbow Islands

£7.99
£14.99

Red Lightning
Red Storm Rising
Robocop
Scenery Disc 7, 9 or 11
Scenery Disc Japan or Europe
Hawaiian Scenery Disc
Space Ace
Space Quest 111
Super Cars

£19.99
£16.99
£13.99
£10.99
£10.99
£14.99
£27.99
£19.99
£13.99

Switchblade
Tank Attack

£13.99
£9.99

Treasure Island Dizzy
Turrican
Ultima V
Ultima IV
Ultimate Golf
War in Middle Earth
Welltris
ZakMcKracken

Zany Golf

£4.99
£13.99
£19.99
£16.99
£17.99
£13.99
£14.99
£17.99

£7.99

Zombi

£16.99

Expiry date:
VISA

.Please supply me with the following for
[Computer
•Titles

£7.99
£9.99

Lost Patrol

MIND GAMES ONLY £16.99

Turrican 2
UMS II
Viz
Wonderland
Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out

Conqueror
Daily Double Racing

Lotus Turbo Challenge

POWER PACK ONLY £17.99

The Keep

£8.99
£16.99

Mystical

Price

Customer Number:

DATE:

Please make cheques
& PO payable to

Turbosoft

NAME:

ADDRESS:

Credit card orders taken. Payment

cashed only on despatch. Orders under
£5 add 75p P&P per item. For First
Class add 75p P&P per item UK only.
EEC countries add £2.00 per item. Non
EEC countries add £3.00 per item.

.Postcode.
TEL:

Express airmail £4.00 per item All
items subject to availability. All prices
subject to change without notice.
E. & O. E.

Please note: Mail Order companies may
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take up to 28 days to deliver goods

from receiptof order.

smi'i
EDUCATIONAL

NAKSHA MOUSE

IN NOW

BARGAIN BUY

WRATH OF THE

UTILITIES

SILENT
SERVICE

3 Bears (5-10)

£16.99

Answer Back Junior

£13.99

Answer Back Senior

£13.99

Arithmetic Add On (A.B.J.)
Better Maths (12-16)
Better Spelling (8-14)
Donald's Alphabet Chase

£7.99
£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

French Mistress

£13.99

Fun School 2 Under 6

£13.99

WARHEAD

E-MOTION

CHICAGO 90S

Fun School 2 6-8

£13.99

ONLY £9.99

ONLY £8.99

ONLY £4.99

Fun School 2 8+

£13.99

Fun School 3 Under 5

£16.99

Fun School 3 5-7

£16.99

Fun School 3 7+

£16.99

German Master

£13.99

Goofy's Railway Express

£13.99

Italian Tutor

£13.99

Jigspell

£9.99

Kidtalk

POWERDRIFT

ONLY £7.99

Spelling Add On (A.B.J.)

HIGHWAY

SUPREMACY

PATROL 2

ONLY £19.99

ONLY £4.99

DYNAMITE DUX

ONLY £7.99

ONLY £8.99

DYNASTY WARS

COMING SOON
U.M.S. 2

CAPTAIN

FOOTBALL

G-NIUS

SIMULATION
ONLY £7.99

BLOOD

ONLY £2.99

ONLY £3.99

£17.99

Deluxe Paint 2

£44.99

DevpacV.2
Digibase
Digicalc
Easy Draw 2

£45.00
£37.99
£27.99
£44.99

Final Accounts
First Word Plus V.3
Fleet Street Publisher

£27.99
£57.50
£84.99

Harlekin
Hisoft Basic

£34.99
£59.99

Hisoft C Interpreter
Hisoft Tempus 2

£34.99
£27.99

Home Accounts

£17.99

K-Graph 3
K-Spread3

£32.99
£59.99

Knife ST
Lattice C V.5

ONLY £8.99

Learn to type
£f0.99
Magic Maths (4-8)
£16.99
Math Talk (5-13)
£13.99
Maths Mania (8-12)
£16.99
Mickey's Crossword Maker....£13.99
Mickey's Runaway Zoo
£13.99
Prof. Plays a New Game
Spanish Tutor

IN NOW

HARD DRIVIN

£13.99

Postman Pat

ONLY £9.99

DEMON £18.99

£27.99

Degas Elite

BUBBLE PLUS
ONLY £4.99

ONLY £18.99

RICK

DANGEROUS
ONLY £9.99

MACADAM
BUMPER PINBALL
SIM ONLY £3.99

CRACKDOWN

KRYPTON EGG

PHOENIX

ONLY £8.99

ONLY £6.99

ONLY £2.99

T.N.T. (COMBAT)
ONLY £2.99

CALIFORNIA
GAMES
ONLY £9.99

£6.99

BANGKOK

£20.99
£13.99
£7.99

PLATINUM

COLLECTION
ONLY £17.99
Ghouls N Ghosts,
Strider, Forgotten
Worlds, Black Tiger

OPERATION

PURPLE
SATURN DAY
ONLY £4.99

NEPTUNE
ONLY £4.99

CRYSTAL

CASTLES
ONLY £4.99

SPRING SPECIALS • SPRING SPECIALS • SPRING SPECIALS

3.5" BULK DISCS
10 - £6.99
20- £11.99
50- £24.99
100 - £44.99
500- £194.99
1000 - £364.99

LEISURESUIT
LARRY 3
ONLY £26.99

KNIGHTS
ONLY £7.99

AMERICAN

EUROPEAN
DREAMS
ONLY £4.99

DREAMS

ONLY £4.99
Bubble Ghost

Operation Neptune
Hostages
Super Ski

HIGH ENERGY
ONLY £16.99

FUTURE

SUPER QUINTET
ONLY £4.99

DREAMS

Tin Tin on the Moon

Hostages

ONLY £4.99
Warlocks Quest

Stir Crazy - Bobo
Teenage Queen

Teenage Queen
Notrh & South

G-Nius

Action Service
Billiards Sim

Fire & Forget
Hostages

Spidertronic
Purple Saturn Day

Bubble Ghost
Warlocks Quest

Passengers on the

Incl. 520STE computer + mouse, plus

Bombjack, Carrier Command, Outrun,
Space Harrier, First Basic, Neochrome,
S.T.O.S. Games Creator, Discover the

Anarchy, Blood Money, Dragons Breath,
Human Killing Machine, Impossible Mission 2,
Indy Jones, Outrun, Supercycle, First Basic,
Hyper Paint 2, S.T.O.S., Music Maker 2,

ONLY £275

£t7.99

Personal Pascal
Prodata
Protext V.4
Protext V.5
Quartet

£59.99
£59.99
£64.99
£119.99
£34.99

Replay Professional
ST Replay 4

£105.99
£59.99

S.T.O.S
STOS Compiler

£20.99
£16.99

STOS Maestro

£16.99

STOS Maestro Plus

£52.99

Superconductor

£37.99

SUPER BUY
CUMANA
EXTERNAL
DISC DRIVE +
10 Blank discs

only £74.99

Wind 1 & 2

520STFM DISCOVERY PACK
Incl. 520STFM computer + mouse, plus

ST Book, Mouse Mat, 10 Blank disks.

£20.99
£104.99

Mini Office Spreadsheet

520STE TURBO PACK

Mouse Mat, 10 blank disks

ONLY £360

F16 Falcon £13.99

Falcon Mission 1 £9.99
Falcon Mission 2 £9.99
OR

All 3 £29.99

(Personal callers welcome)

Turbosoft
Unit 6 & 7
Acacia Close

HOW TO FIND US

Cherrycourt Way
Industrial Estate

Stanbridge Road
Leighton Buzzard
Beds. LU7 8QE

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

Office hours are

Monday to Friday
9.00am to 5.00pm
Saturdays
lO.OOam to 4.00pm

LUTON JUNCTION 1

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD

All prices include VAT

Tel: (0525) 377974
Fax: (0525) 852278

HARPENDEN JUNCTION 10

Independent Stockist.
Riomhaire Software,
Dublin Bazzaar, Unit 34
Thomas St, Dublin 8

A5 JUNCTION 9

Eire. Shop prices will
vary. Personal callers
only

Maps showingdirect routes from the motorway and A5
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Our performance
& superior quality..,

...RESTS ON OUR NAME!
When it comes to mice and scanners, Naksha clearly lead
the way. Naksha build mice and scanners with high precision
designs and the very best components.
The Naksha Upgrade Mouse is silky smooth, operating at a high
280dpi resolution. Supplied with Mouse Mat and Pocket. No Cables
— No Fuss. Simply plug in and go.
Naksha Scanners with a switchable resolution between 200 and

400dpi halftones and dual roller tracking, remain straight and true. Naksha
Scanners come supplied with interface, "express IT" software and either
Degas Elite* or Deluxe Paint II*.
The Naksha Mouse and Scanner are available for both the Commodore

Amiga and the Atari ST range of computers.
For further information call (0925) 56398 OR any of our distributors listed below for your nearest
dealer OR visit any Dixons, Harrods, Selfridges, Bentalls or Makro store.
Degas Elite supplied for Atari. Deluxe Paint II supplied for Amiga.

Naksha (U.K.) Limited, 29 The Wharf, Warrington WA1 2HT.Tel: 0925 56398 Fax: 0925 574375
GEM (0279 442842) •CENTRESOFT (021 625 3399) •SDL (081 3003399)•ZCL (0543 414817) •LAZER (0404 46660) •HB MARKETING (0753 686000)
GARWOOD (024546077) •AASHIMA UK (0376502050)•ADDONS (0703 620202)•LEISL'RESOFT (0604768711) •MULTIMEDIA (0908261010)
LIBERTY (0753 586805)•LIGHTWAVE (051 630 5003)•COLUMBUS (0457860300)•MCD (0268590091) •AV MARKETING (0279452733)
Trademarks and Registered Trade Marks are acknowledged
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Side 2

Side 1

MASTERSOUND 2 - Check this! Sample
the delights of Microdeal's audio sequencer
GFA BASIC 2-TORIAL 2 - Eight
programs for Part Two of our BASIC tutorial
FRACTAL PLANETS - Fed up with the
world? Then design your own and give ita spin
DISK CACHE - Keeps track of yourmostused data and speeds yourST into the bargain
TV TITLES - D'ya make Home Videos,
guv? Now put realcinema-style credits on 'em!

TURRICAN 2 - A fully-playable extract
introducing you to the world of the most
varied shoot-'em-up the ST has seen in ages
AUTOS GALORE - Ten - count 'em,
ten - terrific accessory programsto give your
STa realAUTO-boost whenever youboot up
PASSWORD - Stop those data-snoopers!
Lockyour disks and keep them private
COCKTAIL PARTY - Fancy a snifter?
Choose your drink from our list of 600! Hie!

Large, or what?
Well, yes. There is rather a lot of data on

TURRICAN

the Cover Disk. At ST FORMAT we use

special techniques to turn big, overweight
files into lean, compact ones. This month
we have a record 31 programs on the disk
- more than any other magazine, ever,
prob'ly! And that doesn't include the docu
ment files accompanying most of these
programs, packed with more info, hints 'n'
tips from the programmers themselves.

On THE SIDELINES

and leaping monsters that bring the
stalactites crashing down.
World Two has an alien-style

BY: RAINBOW ARTS

background and is set half in the air

STARTING OUT

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs

and half underwater. No whips or

FOLDER: TURRICAN

flamers here - just lotsa swimming!

Simply double-click on the folder
TURRICAN to open it, then double

FILES: TURRICAN.TOS

World Three transforms into a three-

click on the file TURRICAN.TOS. The

level Techno world, with you in a

game loads and runs, transporting

spaceship,
flying
scrolling
horizon.

you instantly to World One.

This fully-playable

demonstration

shows off Turrican 2, the scorching

prepared to enable all ST owners to read

new

single-sided STs. These almost obsolete
machines can't normally read double-

before reaching a vertically-scrolling
shoot-'em-up section. Conquer this
and - guess what? - there's an
absolutely gi-normous end-of-game
nasty waiting to immolate you.

SIDE: 1

The ST FORMAT Cover Disk is specially
Side 1, even the poor devils with old-style,

you backward, waterfalls which
push you down, walker aliens (which
squeak when you jump on them)

shoot-'em-up

from

Rainbow

Arts. The complete game (which
you'll have to buy, of course) con

across

the

World Four is full of
blocks and boulders
which do all kinds of

nasty things
like
crushing you or

sided disks, but we at FORMAT like every

tains twelve levels, set on five differ

one to know what's going on. Nice, no?

ent worlds. The graphical style of
each world is different, as is a vast
proportion of the gameplay itself.
The first two levels, occurring on

you can make it to

World One, feature you rushing

World

across an alien landscape in the

open air, armed with your amazing
flamethrower. Challenges you have

you find a huge
alien-style
pano • Armed with your trusty flamethrower, you
rama, which you battle your way through hordes of unspeakable

to meet include a wind which blows

must

ALL YOU NEED IS HERE!
Thanks to the non-standard, blimey-ohriley, disk format by ST FORMAT'S
favourite techno-genius, Rob Northen,
everyone can load and use Turrican 2, the
Auto Collection, Ocultar and the Cocktail
Database. Double-sided drive owners are

even better off, for they can also access
MasterSound 2, the GFA BASIC 2-Torial-2,
Fractal Planets, Cold Hard Cache and TV

Titles. Ifyou can't, better see page 48...

Doing the double

V. MASTER.
""• SOUND 2

To read Side 2 with a double-sided drive

just double-click the left mouse button on

BY: MICRODEAL

the folder named SIDE_2. It should open
up like a normal folder, listing all the files

SIDE: 2

contained within. If it doesn't, see below.

Is YOURS A BIT ONE-SIDED?
If you have a single-sided drive and try
opening the SIDE_2 folder, you see an
alert message telling you the data on the
disk may be damaged. This is just the STs
way of telling you it can't read Side 2.
Don'tfret, just click on CANCEL, see page

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs

to

cut

a

Five.

There

traverse, gribblies in Turrican 2, this issue's Cover Demo

includes a hi-fi output so you can
send your home-made sequen-ces
straight to your hi-fi speakers,
rather than the ST's monitor. Using
this mode, you can get near CD

STARTING OUT

In this slightly cut-down version -

FILES: MAS2DEMO.PRG,
MASTER.SEQ, READ.ME

which can run on all colour STs in
low resolution - there is no save

displays a title picture. Press a key
or mouse button and you move to
the actual control panel where you
see an oscilloscope-style trace
across the top part of the screen.

record player or other noisemaker.

This is the demo sample, which you

You can then take samples of your

can cut up and play about with to
your heart's content.

favourite tunes, effects or speech
and mix them together in any way
you wish. The full version

even

underneath the thing that looks like
a tape counter and the sequence

down, er, dudes!

MAS2DEMO.PRG and the sampleediting suite loads into memory and

Take your virus medicine

and then click on the button marked

SEQ. The screen display changes a
bit and several new buttons appear.
Just click on the right-pointing arrow

but you can still hear MasterSound

sampler, playback and sequencing

includes a sampling cartridge which
slots into the ST's cartridge port
and connects to a hi-fi, radio,

buttons to the left or right of the
window where it says 12 and the
number should change. Set it to 6.2

begins to play. Turn up the volume
on your ST's monitor and get on

in action. Double click on the file

MasterSound. Its commercial form

speed to 6.2 kHz. Click on the

option and obviously no cartridge,
MasterSound 2 is a full-blown audio

where to get your machine upgraded.

issue 20-MARCH-91

is

passage through, so

FOLDER: MASTERSO.UND

48 and then read the adverts to find out

damaging viruses from other disks. Do it!

here

quality sound!

package, which derives from a bit
of software called (believe it or not)

Before you boot the baby, back it up!
Accidents happen and you could lose the
lot, so write-protect the original disk
before you even put it in your drive, then
make a copy of it. Write-protect the copy
too, to stop it picking up dangerous, data-

exploding. Your job

To hear the supplied sequence,
you must first reset the sample
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• Become a Rebel MC using the
sample editing and sequencing
abilities of MasterSound 2
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520STE Turbo

Pack

has arrived!
Atari 520STE Computer Keyboard
512K built in Random Access Memory

Built-in 1 meg Double-Sided Disk Drive
Built-in TV Modulator

Superb 4096 Colour Graphics
8 Channel Digital Stereo Sound
Four Joystick ports

Light Gun/Pen Facility
MIDI inputs for music keyboards
RAM Expansion capability
Atari Mouse and Joystick

... and all connecting cables to get you up and
running on your home TV set!

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

Dragon's Breath

Anarchy-

Blood Money
Impossible Mission II

Outrun
Super Cycle

Human Killing Machine

STOS Games Creator

Hyperpaint II - uses all 4096 colours!
Music Maker II - uses the new stereo sound!
First BASIC Programming Language

_j

-f

nU

FM Discovery

:•..-,•

.....

Drivin'Force

Rock n'Roll

Trivial Pursuit

Asterix

Pipemania

Skweek

RickDangerous

Onslaught

Chess Player 2150

Live&LetDie

Metacomco BASIC

Mouse Mat

Total packageprice includes VATandNext DayDeliverybyCourier*
Donldeby-Ordernow! 24HourCmditCatd Hotline Telephone(0908)378006
only.
By Phone - Callour CreditCard

n

Order line on (0908) 378008 and

quote your card number and
expiry date along with the
details of the goods you

require.We accept ACCESS,

lD

VISA, EUROCARD,
MASTERCARD, AMEX the new
Direct Debit cards like Barclays
Connect and we also accept
Lombard CreditCharge Cards.

Ring or write in for our latest Atari catalogue listing
hundreds of products available for this versatile Home

Computer. We stock COLOUR PRINTERS. STEREO COLOUR
MONITORS. EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES, MEMORY

EXPANSIONS, HARD DISK DRIVES,Atari BOOKS,FRAME

games and all at well below recommended retail prices!

By Mail- Simplywrite down
your requirments and send in
your order to us by post along

Digicom offer you the very best in customer after sales
support with 12 month warranty on all Computer Hardware.

with a personal cheque,
bankers draft, building society

guarantee on faulty items and FREEcollection of the

cheque or postal order made
lyable to "DIGICOM
>MPUTER SERVICES LTD ".
ise note:- Personal

cheques require 7 days
clearance before despatch.
Deliwayis MorvFri. SaturdayDefray isgaOOertra

r spread the cost with our finance facilities - written details on request.

GRABBERS, DIGITISERS, SCANNERS, WORD
PROCESSORS, DATABASES. SPREADSHEETS,
ACCESSORIES and of course hundreds & hundreds of

All units are full UK specification with 30 day replacement
defective units within this period. And should you ever

haad any technical advice our experienced and helpful
It are available on the telephone or in pur showroom.
nember • there are no hidden extras all prices are fully
inclusive of VAT and next day courier delivery.

DIGICOM

3&37Wharfside Watting Street
Fenny Stratford Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ
Telephone (0908) 378008 - Fax(0908) 379700
Showroom Hours - Mon to Sat

9.00arr>550pm
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COLD HARD
CACHE v3.5

v
BY: ROBERT E OWENS III
SIDE: 2

MACHINE: ALL STs

slower than a RAM disk).

all listed as .PRGs when you open

• Longer life for your disk drives.
• Longer life for your media.
• Less waiting on programs that
grind your disks.
The drawback, however, is that
the cache program and the sector
buffers take up some RAM memory

the main AUTO folder.

THE AUTO

FILES: CACHEV3.PRG,

CHCSTAT.PRG, CACHEV3.DOC,
CHCSTAT.ACC, CHCSTAT.RSC

Cold Hard Cache is designed
to be as small, reliable, and fast as
possible. The program buffers
Reads only. All Writes go directly to
disk unless the sector is already in

MACHINE: ALL S

just press the reset button while
the accessory disk is in the drive.

FOLDER: AUTOS

Your ST searches for any acces

FILES: see below

sories and loads up the first six
that it finds. To activate them,
move the pointer to the Desk menu

ST FORMAT presents ten special
programs to make waking up your

the cache and the data has not

disk caching program that works
with both hard drives and floppies.

changed. This ensures that the

ST a happier, easier
affair. They're all

disk's contents are current in case

meant

to

accom

Caching improves disk Input/Out

of a crash, power failure, or acci
dentally powering off the computer.

pany

the

AUTO

Folder

feature

you use most frequently in RAM.
Benefits of caching include:

STARTING OUT

there

for

the

on

picture on how to

Cache's operation, read the docu

use them and what

and

programmer's instructions.

uncached

*k

drive

(much

COCKTAIL
DATABASE

Y
BY: MICHAEL G FOOKS
SIDE: f

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs
FOLDER: PAAAARTY

FILES: COCKTAIL.PRG,
COCKTAIL.DOC, DESKTOP.INF,
COCKTAIL directory

Ideal for those wild parties you're
bound to have, this program is a
dream-bartender! It knows how to

ment file CACHEV3.DOC for the

these
programs
come complete with

file called COCKTAIL.DOC for the

document files (end

programmer's instructions on the

operation of both the guest mode
and the host mode. Then open up
your drinks cabinet, get the shaker
and your lemons out (and olives, if
you like), pop a high-ball glass on
the sideboard and get to it!
ST FORMAT wishes it to

be

known that we've tried every
cocktail (purely for safety reasons,
you understand), and they're
mostly harmless. But we can't be
responsible for any damage you
do to your machine when you're
out of your skull!

a host mode,

and store them in the database as

well. You can modify existing
brews, too, toning them down or

issue 20-MARCH-91

TH

Cull

I ^1 Cawea-tsl

• Using AutoSort you can rearrange the
files in your AUTO folder so that they
run in whatever order you choose

Crasher

ing in .DOC or .TXT)
which you should
read in conjunction

Pnognan

;inulation of
show ing four
any

key

to

an illegal
Leonards.

cor

with the AUTO fea

ture on Page 105.
AUTOSORT. PRG

an

extra

designed
you

is

program

to

help

create

an

AUTO folder which
contains

all

the

• Replace the Atari bomb symbol with these
radical Da Vinci heads and system failures
will never be the same again!

programs you actu

ally want to use. To make it work,
you simply double-click on it.

the folder AUTOS here, specifically
to stop them being read in at boot
up. When you use them, the first
thing you need to do is take all
the programs out of their sub
directories and make sure they are

• What's your poison? The

I

Ff^mtumsi

folder called AUTO. We've called

cocktail database has more

gram). Just choose the accessory
you want to use with the mouse
pointer.

Remember that you can't
double-click on an accessory like
you can on a normal program, and
the ST can hold only six acces
sories in memory at once. The
usual method of de-activating
accessories is to change the .ACC
suffix to ,ACX or similar, so choose

the ones you like best and change
the names of the others using the
Desktop's "Show Info" menu option.

than 600 drinks for you to
create. Trebles all round?

Or you can choose your tipple by

There's even

FUJIDESK.PRG

STARTING OUT

STARTING OUT

which enables you to create your
own cocktails (gently does it, mind)

LE0NARD6.PRG
SELECTOR.PRG

As they stand at the moment, none
of these autobooting programs
works until you re-copy them to a

Just double-click on COCKTAIL.PRG

asking it to display only the cock
tails which use a certain ingredient.
Ifgin's your favourite, then it shows
all the mixes which contain gin; if
whisky makes you frisky, then it
shows just whisky galore.

the box below. All

beefing them up depending on the
state of your hangover. Read the

make the world's most exciting
cocktails and lists exactly what
you need in the drinks cabinet. It
can be operated entirely by mouse,
so you can hide the ST from
drunken guests!

and the program takes over. You
can tell it what your basic drinks
supply is like and it tells you what
you can make. You can choose
cocktails from a list, going for the
most exciting names if you wish.

they're for.
What we've got
for you is listed in

Desktop (or subsequent GEM pro-

MftCCEL
.PRG
PINHED14.PRG

full

For complete details of Cold Hard

at the to left hand corner of the

AUIUitURl .PRG

page 105, so turn

• Faster disk operation. The I/O
speed of a cached drive is be
tween that of a RAM disk (very fast)
the

directory - that is, not inside any
folders. To load them into the ST,

SIDE: 1

Cold Hard Cache is an easy-to-use

put speed by keeping the sectors

a blank disk, and saved to the root

BY: VARIOUS PD

(about 20K minimum).

FOLDER: CACHEV3

Accessories must be copied to

COLLECTION

THE j
THE COVER DISK

Long Slow Screw
1 neasure of vodka

1 neasurc of sloe gin

Folder Name

Contents

AUTOS

AUTOSORT.PRG, TIMEDRV3.PRG
FMC.D0C, FMC.PRG
FUJIDESK.PRG, FUJID0C.TXT, FUJIMATE.ACC
CRASHER.PRG, LE0NARD6.PRG, LEONARD6.TXT
MACCEL.DOC, MACCEL.PRG, MACCEL2.PRG,
MACCEL2.TXT, MACONFIG.PRG
MONEMU.DOC, MONO_EMU.PRG
PINHED14.NET, PINHED14.PRG, PINHED14.TXT
SELECTOR.PRG, READ ME.TXT
STARTGEM.PRG, STARTGEM.DOC

1 neasure of southern confort

fill with orange juice

FMC

FUJIDESK
LEONARD
MACCEL

stir with ice into a highball glass and

garnish
• The drink everyone talks
about but few can manage. Now
you know how it's done, how
about a Harvey Wallbanger?

;

MONO V5
PINHED14

SELECTOR

STARTGEM
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DISK info
can create a fractal map first, using

<V

FRACTAL
PLANET

BY: RS KENNEDY

a few preset (but alterable) condi
tions, and watch as the landscapes
grow and evolve. When you're
happy that the map you've created
would make a good world, you can

remap the flat image onto a globe.
Once you have a globe created,
there are still more things to do.
You can spin your world in any

SIDE: 2

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs
FOLDER: FPLANET

FILES: FPLANET.PRG,

direction, to various degrees, and
save each picture as a Degas file.

FPLANET.DOC, FPLANETRSC

These can then be combined in an

art package or an animation pro
gram (like DPainf. or Cyber Paint) to
produce short animated sequences
showing the world rotating. The
imagination boggles at the possibili
ties - pirate broadcasters might like
to use this for a mock-up of the
BBC world logo!
Even within the map section,
there are oodles of options. You can
set the

number of

re-draws that

occur, making the map more and
more detailed the longer you leave

it. You can control the sea levels

and the contour lines which map
out mountain ranges and flat plains.
A simple slider can be moved up
and down to affect each band of

colour, enabling you to create
watery worlds, flat deserts or
jagged mountainous steppes. It's
entirely up to you!
There's a guaranteed limitless
supply of worlds to be made, and
no two are the same. Creating with
this makes God games seem dull!

The world of fractals is a fascinat

ing place. Since Benoit Mandel
brot's initial discovery of this twilight
world of nature-inspired patterns
and self-replicating images, a great
deal of research has been done.

This excellent program runs on any
colour ST in low

resolution

and

enables you to create fractal maps
with little or no experience of the
mathematics involved.

Read the .DOC file first. The

program is all mouse-operated. You

• Fractal Planet enables you to
create a flat map of an imaginary
world and set up the contours-

Then you can wrap the whole
thing around a globe, to create
a more solid, realistic world...

Then you can rotate your globes
and save them as Degas picture
files for animation purposes!

BUT FIRST, BACK UP IN THE REAL WORLD
Because the oooh-it's-tight-in-here ST

have two drives, you

FORMAT Cover Disk is non-standard

insert the Cover Disk into drive B).

and squeezes in a whacking great
400K of data per side, the back-up
procedure is not simple. Follow these
steps, though, and you won't en
counter any problems. Do it any other
way and you could mangle your Cover
Disk. Then where would you be?
1. Format a couple of blank disks (you
may not get all the data onto one) single-sided if you've got a singlesided drive, double-sided if you have a
double-sided drive.

2.. Write-protect the original Cover
Disk and insert it into the drive (if you

lucky devil,

Double-click on the drive B icon to

5. If you have one drive, you're asked
to insert disk A and disk B at regular
intervals. Don't mix the two up! Disk B

open a window showing the Cover

is the Cover Disk and disk A is the

Disk contents. If you haven't got a
second drive, a message appears
requesting you to put disk B in drive
A. Simply click on OK.
3. Insert a freshly formatted disk into

freshly formatted disk.
6. When you get a "disk full" error
message, recopy the last folder - and
subsequent folders - onto the second
freshly formatted disk.

drive A. Double-click on the drive A

7. Double-sided owners, double-click

icon to open up a window. You may be
asked to insert disk A in drive A - you
just did, so simply click on OK again.
4. Highlight each folder in the drive B
Cover Disk window and drag them
into the drive A window, one at a time.

on SIDE_2 once you've finished copy
ing all the folders from side A of the
Cover Disk, and copy those on side B.
8. Don't forget, the standard Atari disc
copy function (dragging floppy A onto
Floppy B) won't work, so don't try it.

In virtuallyevery folder on the Cover

THE DISK NEEDS YOU!

111

We need yoursoftware - games, utilities, demos - anything good, original and
preferably short. If you've written anything worthy of the ST FORMAT Cover Disk
(and remember, it's the ones we reject that makes ours the best), send it with this
form and full documentation to: Neil Jackson, ST FORMATCover Disk Editor,

30 Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW. Allow four weeks for a reply.
Name
Address

Daytime 'phone _

Program title

i
z

Don't forget to: • Include on-disk and paper documentation • Write your name
and address on the disk • Use a virus-free disk • Keep a copy of your program,
because contributions are non-returnable

Please sign the following declaration: This program is submitted for
publication in ST FORMAT. It is wholly my own work and I agree to indemnify
Future Publishing against any legal action should copyright problems arise.
Signed
Note: we pay out up to £800 for contributions to our Cover Disk. But to earn that kind of dosh,
of course, you'd have to write something pretty spectacular, original and complex.
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want to read the file; click on PRINT
to send the document to a printer;
click on SCREEN to send the text to

LU your monitor.

Size of files in K_
What's so brilliant about it

Disk there's a file with the extension

.DOC. This is a help file containing
instructions on using the program
in that folder, in most cases written
by the programmer himself. Be sure
to read all help files and README
files beforerunningany program.
To read a help file (or .DOC
file), simply double-click on it. Click
on CANCEL if you decide you don't

D
O
o
Q

O
z

BY: JAMES BESWICK
SIDE: 2

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs
FOLDER: BASICTUT.002

FILES: see below

Part Two of ST FORMAT'S BASIC
Tutorial kicks off this month with

eight BASIC programs for you to
play with. Turn to page 145,
where James Beswick explains
the programs and tells you more
about programming your ST.
To use any of these programs
you must have a copy of GFA
Basic Version 2, which was yours
BASIC Programs
DEFMOUSE.BAS
DEM02.BAS
IF ENDIF.BAS
MOUSE.BAS
PUTGET.BAS
VSYNCBAS
POINT.BAS

BASIC Data
GFADEM0.PI1
PUTGET2.DAT

free on Cover Disk 19, last issue.
(If you missed that, turn to page

After each screenful of text the

136 for the FORMAT Back Issue

display halts. To scroll up one line
at a time, press <Return>; to scroll

service.) It's no use clicking on
these programs or trying to load
them into another BASIC package
- they're very unlikely to work.
All these run on any colour ST
in low res. You are strongly
advised to copy them over to a
spare disk, so you can modify
and re-save them without danger
of corrupting your original Cover
Disk. Why not build a library of
the GFA Basic demos as you go?

up a complete page, press the
Spacebar; to return to the Desktop,
press Q or <Control>-C.
Future Publishing cannot be
held responsible for improper use

of any programs on the Cover Disk

or for any damage resulting, so if
you end up wrecking your entire
disk collection because you fail to
< read a help file, it's your problem,
111 tough luck, too bad, etc. Just follow
the instructions and you'll be okay.

Q

GFA BASIC
2-TORIAL-2
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ZHODA

TAKES SCIENCE FICTION
ROLE-PLAYING LIGHT
TERRS FORWARD!

CONSPIRACY
"Heralded The American Computer
Role-Playing Game of the Year!"

^vmm

THE *..i

*AC

I

BUSED ON
MEGflTAAVEllEA
AT GAME DESIGNERS

The four legendary

WORKSHOP, THE WORLD'S

Frontier Wars have

passed,each started
by the Zhodani

MOST POrUEHD SCIENCE

and each ending
in a shaky

&

peace,...

COff]ni| ITiF.P g-.Efli'l

;&*•*£»*V

Now with

the help of corrupt
Imperium officials the
Zhodani and the Outward
SHE] BUS

*#mW FICTION GAMING SYSTEM
VERSATILITY
The most sophisticated character
generation system ever devised: five
military classes, more than 70 talents
and abilities. Allows player to control
character development through 5 services:
Army, Navy, Marines, Merchants and Scouts.

Coalition are

planning a fifth.
Smuggling arms to
traitorous groups within Imperium borders the
Zhodani are planning to strike from within.

Imagination
Flexible gaming
system supports any
playing strategy and
allows multiple
solutions to problems

COURAGE
28 planets and
satellites to explore in
8 systems filled
with exciting puzzles,
dangerous subplots
and interesting
characters to
encounter.

Saving the universe costs money:
a detailed bartering system lets players
earn Imperial
credits

through
interplanetary
trading, with
30 types of
cargo.
SCREEN SHOTS TAKEN
FROM IBM PC VERSION

72 varied skills to learn

characters individually, while
still giving general combat

communications, laser

orders to the other members of

demolitions and handgun.

and use including
Realistic, combat sequences let
medical,
piloting,
you control each of your

and obstacles.

RESOURCEFULNESS

FIREPOWER

weapons, bribery,

your party. Utilise more than 30
weapons and skills in this

advanced combat system.

"MegaTraveller 1, a game
that truly warrants the highest
level of praise, the attention to
detail makes it exceptional!"

Supports Ad LibMusic Card and
Real Sound lor state-ot-the-art

musical score, digitizedspeech
and realistic sound effects.

"MegaTraveller 1 is one of the finest roleplaying computer games in at least the
last three or four years."
"MegaTraveller 1 is one of the best
science fiction role-playing games ever
for the computer."
QUOTESTAKENFROM DRAGON MAGAZINE U.S. Si QUESTBUSTERS
MAGAZINE U.S.

Copyright © 1990 Paragon Software Corporation and Game Designers' Workshop.
TRAVELLER and MEGATRAVELLER are registered trademarks of Game Designers'
Workshop. Licensed to EMPIRE SOFTWARE. All rights reserved.

EMPIRE SOFTWARE, 4 THE STANNETTS,
LAJNDON NORTH TRADE CENTRE, BASILDON, ESSEX SSI5 6DJ.
TEL: 0268 541212

DISK info

TV TITLES

BY: JP DZIEL
SIDE: 2

few special mixing effects like a
dissolve or a spiral pattern.
These are output via the normal
monitor and TVdisplay, but if you
connect the monitor output to a
video recorder (using a suitable
lead like the one demonstrated

MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STs

FOLDER: TVJTTLE
FILES: TV_.TITLE.PRG,
TV TITLE.DOC, DEM0.PC1

this issue in DESKTOP, starting
on page 130) you can save these
sequences on videotape. Then
you can go off on holiday, with
the credits already "in the can."

mainframes have some sort of

OCULTAR
PASSWORD
BY: CARL J HAFNER
SIDE: 1
MACHINE: ALL STs

FOLDER: OCULT

FILES: OCULTAR.DAT,
OCULTAR.DOC, OCULTAR1.PRG,

OCULTAR2.ACC, OCULTAR.RSC,
QUIKTIPS.DOC, REGISTER.DOC

If you're a home-movie or video
buff, then you've probably won
dered how to make your holiday
footage look more professional.
We all know there's nothing
worse than watching Aunty Flo

getting her beach girdle on, or
seeing your little brother drop his
ice-cream

on the

dog's

head

(again and again and again...).
Well, sadly, ST FORMAT can do

nothing about the quality of your
dad's directing, or the long, melo

Further information is contained

screens to get you started. If
you're at all interested in making
your own videos, there's tons of
potential for this program. How

Worried about the security of

your data? Sure that your mum
hasn't secretly been looking
through your Little Black Data

ever, the first person who makes
a Radion commercial with it gets
a visit from Our Ed and his ugly
stick - there's only so much a

base? Can you guarantee your
mailing list conforms to the Data
Protection Act by being secure?
If you need a lock and key
for private files, Ocultar is for
you. It can keep the most prying

sentient lifeform can take!

eyes away from your personal
data, by locking them out at the
beginning. Most high-powered

dramatic pans across
wide-open nothingness
- that's up to you. But
we can at least give

The system consists of two
main programs, one which lives
in the AUTO folder and asks you
for a password, and one which
runs as an accessory, storing
your chosen passwords invisibly
on the disk. If the first program
doesn't get the right response that is, if the snooper types the
wrong password - the Desktop
does not appear.

STARTING OUT

in the TV_TITLE.DOC file, and
there are a couple of demo

password system - and that's

what Ocultar creates for your ST.

You create your own pass
word when you start, and this
can be modified if you think

you've been rumbled. Each disk
in your collection can have a dif
ferent password (providing you
can remember them all). The

smart thing about Ocultar is that
it securely locks only the disks
you choose. Your snooper can
still use the ST to load files from

unprotected disks. For better
security you'd have to nail your
drive slot shut!

credit where credit is

LOOK AT IT FROM BOTH SIDES

due, and that's what

Unsure what this talk of single and double-sided drives is all about?

TV Titles is for.

Most STs have double-sided drives. All STEs, 1040s and Mega STs
have double-sided drives. It's only the earliest 520STs which came

Using this demo
version of the pro
gram, you can create

with singles. Here's a quick way to check if you're still not sure.
1. Turn off your ST for a good 30 seconds.
2. Write-protect the Cover Disk (that is, move the little tab so you can
see through the hole in the corner) and insert it in the drive.

truly professional-look
ing credits, with the
cast list, the name of
the director, the loca
tion of the shoot - any

thing you like, really.
Using a standard art
package, like Degas

• The TV Titles control panel is where

you can set the type of fade, the
scrolling speed and which frames to

use for your video credits and titles

or DPaint, you simply
write whatever you
like, wherever you like
on up to 12 screens.
Save these out as .Pll

low resolution Degas
piccies and then run
TV Titles.
You can then set

up the scrolling rate of
your credits, so they

3. Switch on and wait for the Desktop to appear.
4. Double-click on the Disk A icon and you see several folders appear.
5. One of these is called SIDE_2. Double-click on it. If another group of

folders appears, you can breathe easy - you've got a double-sided
drive. If instead you get the message "Data on Drive A may be dam
aged," this doesn't mean you've got a duff disk, it means you've got a

single-sided drive and can't access the programs on Side 2.
But fear not! You don't have to miss out! You can get hold of the
B-side of this issue's Cover Disk by sending your name and address

along with a cheque or postal order for £1.75 to: March B-Side Disk,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath Avon BA1 2BW.

You belong to a very exclusive club, you know, and because there
aren't so many of you we tend to save your B-sides to do in batches
about once a month. So if you send us a request, please wait patiently
for at least 30 days. Remember, all things come... er, eventually.

Oh no, notagain!Well, it's afair cop, I'll come quietly

move gently up the
screen like they do on • Because of interference, this test
a proper movie. You card's caption has been lost. Normal
can display a test service will be resumed as soon as
card, or even include a possible. Meanwhile here's some music

COVER DISK HOTLINE

DIDN'T IT WORK?

Flummoxed by files? Dumbfounded by disks? Perplexed by Cover
Disk programs? If you have a problem with the disk - and you're

0225 442244
WEDNESDAYS (2pm to 6pm)

In any disk duplication as earth-shatteringly large as ST FORMAT'S, it's
possible that a tiny proportion of disks might be faulty. If you're sure
your problem isn't just that you're trying to read the programs on
Side B with a single-sided drive, please accept our apologies. You're
guaranteed a replacement if you send your disk with a SAE to:
ST FORMAT March disk returns, Discopy Labs, Unit A, West March,
London Road, Daventry, Northants NN11 4SA.

Do not send it to any other address. Only Discopy Labs can
replace your defective disk. We have no spares ourselves and are so
busy putting together the top ST magazine ever that we haven't got the
time, energy, or sanity left to be able to help. Sorry.
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sure there is no corrupted data - phone 0225 442244 between

2pm and 6pm on Wednesdays with your query. Ask nicely for ST
FORMAT'SCover Disk Hotline and in short order you'll be through
to our Disk Editor or one of his handy helpers.

Before you call have ready the info we need to help you: the
model of your machine; the version of GEM/TOS you're using;
and details of anything you've got attached to (or plugged inside)
the computer. Have the disk handy and your ST up and running,
and a pen and paper handy to take any notes.
issue 20-MARCH-91

PageStream
Features

®

Soft-Logik Publishing

Output to all PostScript, dotmatrix,
laser and inkjet printers. Including
imagesetters and UltraScript.

is proud to announce

Print documents in full colour or

produce four colour separations.
Import graphics and formatted
text files easily, with support for
more text and graphic formats
than any desktop publisher.

PageStream
For the

Rotate, slant and twist text and
graphics.
Intuitive "no frames" interface.

United Kingdom

c

What are you looking for in a desktop publisher? Quality output?
Versatility? Ease of use? Yes, you can get all of this and much more with

PageStream. Through a diverse font library, PageStream enables you to
choose between a variety of typefaces, lettering sizes and text attributes.

Most desktop publishers import only a few pictures types. PageStream can
import almost every major graphic format available for the Atari, Amiga,
Macintosh or IBM. How about printer support? PageStream is the only
program that supports all printers, including dot matrix, inkjet, laser and
imagesetters. PageStream is the only Atari DTP package that can print in

full colour or produce four colour separations to a Linotronic PostScript
imagesetter. Additionally, PageStream's "no frames" interface makes
creating pages easy. Why settle for less than the #1 Atari desktop

*ageStream is
available now

for your Atari.
Ask your dealer
for PageStream
or call us at our

publisher? You won'thave to with PageStream.

U.S. office

Soft-Logik is now distributing PageStream in the United Kingdom. In order
to service you better, we will soon be opening our new company in London,
Soft-Logik Publishing Limited. PageStream retailsfor £149.00 inc. VAT.

0101-314-894-8608.

What can Icreate with PageStream?
• Brochures

• Advertisements

• Catalogs

• Newsletters

• Business Cards
• Christmas Cards

• Letterhead

• Invitations

• Signs

Logos
Flyers
Reports

Soft-Logik Publishing Limited ZL We give you the tools to dream.

PageStream is aregistered trademark ofSoft-Logik Publishing Corporation. All other products are trademarks or registered trademarks oftheir respective companies.

Soft-Logik Publishing Ltd
Five Chancery Lane
Clifford's Inn

London EC4A 1BU

A

SOFTMACHINE A
Hardware

520ST-FM Discovery Pack B Softmachine Power Pack

Atari ST3DGraphics Prog.£18.95
Atari ST Basic to C

£18.45

Your First Basic
£14.95
* Indicates Atari ST in title

AtariST Logo Users

Bomb Jack, Space Harrier,
Carrier Command, Out Run,
STOS, Neochrome,
FirST Basic, ST Tutorial,

Chess Player 2150, Live &
Let Die, Rick Dangerous,
Drivin' Force, Onslaught,
Pipemania, Rock 'n' Roll,

Discover the Atari ST

Skweek, Asterix, Trivial

£269.99

Pursuits

Only £25*

Guide

£16.95

68000 Assembly Lang

Atari ST Mach Lang
68000

£16.95

AtariST Prog Gde Weber£22.95
Atari ST Tricks &Tips ....£16.95
Computes * Machine
Lang
£18.95
Game Makers Manual * .£11.95

Graphic Applications *

520 ST-E Turbo Pack

Kids and the Atari ST

Word Processing

Indiana Jones Last Crusade,

Impossible Mission II,
Human Killing Machine,
Super Cycle, Outrun,
Anarchy, Blood Money,
Dragons Breath
First Basic, Hyperpaint II,
Music Maker II, STOS,

£9.95

1st Word Plus
K-Word2
Microsoft Write

£57.95
£27.95
£119.95

Protext V5

£102.50

Textpro

£31.95

Wordflair
WordPerfect

£59.95
£169.95

Joystick

Word Up

£47.50

£359.99

WordWriter

£37.50

£16.95

£494.99

MEGA 2 ST

£714.99

MEGA 4 ST

£894.99

TT

RING

Stacy

RING

SM124 Mono Monitor

£99.99

SC1224 Colour

Monitor

£219.99

MEGAFILE 30 Hard

Drive

£409.99

MEGAFILE 44 Hard

Intel 80C88 Processor, MS
DOS Compatible Upgrading
System, 256k Rom, 128k
Ram, Externally Expandable
to 640k Ram, 32, 64, 128k
Ram Cards, LCD Super Twist
Display/MDA Compatible,
Size 8x4x1", Weight 495g
(with batteries).
Applications:
• Calendar • Diary -Address
Book • Phone Book • Lotus

Drive

£799.99

MEGAFILE 60 Hard
Drive

£17.45

Flight Simulator
Odyssey
FlyingFlightSim
Gunship Academy

£18.95

Jetfighter School
Jetfighter School II

£19.95

Learning to Fly
Programming the

£24.99

Softmachine Starter Pack
Deluxe Mouse Mat

Atari Lynx

Tailored Dust Cover

possible 4096, Full colour

Drive Head Cleaner

10 TDK MF2DD Disks

80 Capacity Lockable
Disk Box

LCD, 32 bit/4 channel sound,

Multiple Player Options,
Supplied with California
Games Card, AC or Battery
Powered

H/book

£22.95

ONLY £20*

'When purchased with any ST
computer...Offer limited to 1
starter pack per ST purchased!

•ElectraCop

£24.99

• Gates of Xendocon .£24.99
• Gauntlet-Third

Encounter

£28.99

£14.95

Quartet

£14.95

K-lndex

£14.95

K-Rhymes
K-Roget
K-Graph2
K-Spell

£14.95
£34.95
£27.95
£14.95

K-Switch2
Mailshot Plus

£21.95
£34.95

MultiDesk

£25.95

Neodesk3

£28.95

Kermit and Remote

£15.95

Partner ST
PC Ditto

£36.95
£64.95

Mini Office Comms

£18.50

Pie
Quicktran

£21.95
£25.95

Saved!

£21.95

Sub Commander

£23.95
£12.95

£15.45
£8.95

Databases

ST Word, ST Base, ST Calc,

ST Graph, S.T.A.C., Prince,
HyperPaint, First Basic
£449.99

£479.99
£104.99

Complete with socket and

Pro 4 Modem

£399.99

cable. Please state STFM or

Linnet Modem
£149.99
Linnet 1200 Modem....£234.99
Linnet 2400 Modem....£374.99

STE when ordering.
8833 Mkll
£244.99
8833 Mkll Artist
£244.99
Cumana 1Mb 3.5" Drive .£74.99
Cumana 1Mb 5.25-Drive .£114.99
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM
£74.99
2Mb Xtra-RAM
£172.50
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM STE....E44.99

2Mb Xtra-RAMSTE £109.99
4MB Xtra-RAM STE ....£219.99

Forget-Me-Clock II
PC Ditto II

PCSpeed
SpectrerGCR

WS 4000 Modem

Replay V8
Replay Professional

£64.99
£99.99

Naksha Mouse
Contriver Mouse
Contriver Trackball
Marconi Tracker Ball

£34.99
£22.50
£32.50
£49.99

10 x Sony Bulk3.5"
£5.99
10xSonyMFD2DD3.5".£10.99

£212.50

10xTDKMF2DD 3.5" ....£11.99

£242.50
£359.99

3.5"40 Cap. LockableBox£5.99
3.5"80 Cap. Lockable Box£7.99
3.5" 150 Cap. Posso 8ox£19.99
3.5"70 Cap. BanxBox....£11.99

Type 10 Handy Scanner£204.99
TypeIIHandscanner....C104.99

3.5" Head Cleaner
Printer Cable
Scart Cable

Datascan Prof

Mouse Mat with ST Logo.£5.99

VidiST

£84.99

£224.99

£41.50

Fastcomm

£38.95

Flash

£19.95

K-Comm2

£34.95

Tempus2

£28.95

Fleet St Publisher V3

£159.95

Twist
Turbo ST
WERCS
WERCSPIus

£18.50
£25.95
£21.95
£35.95

PageStream
Pagestream Font Sets

£127.95
£26.95

TimeworksDTP

£71.50

Timeworks DTP Tutor

£24.95

Base II

K-Spread
K-Spread2
K-Spread3
K-Spread4

£18.50
£42.50
£62.50
£89.95

Data Manager Professional£29.95
£34.95
£34.95
£56.95

3D DevelopersDisk

£14.95

Draw Art

£104.95

Superbase Personal
£27.95
Superbase Personal 2
£69.95
Superbase Professional...£169.95

Architectural Design
Art Library 1
Art Library 2

£14.95
£9.95
£9.95

Borders
CAD3DV1.0

£21.95
£18.95

Easy Draw 2
£37.50
EasyDraw 2 Supercharged .£57.95
Easy Tools
£28.95
Future Design
£14.95
Greetings Cards
£9.95
Hyperpaint
£17.95
Human Design
£14.95

LDW Power

Logistix
£69.95
Mini Office Spreadsheet.^ 8.50

-.£21.95

DGBase
K-Data
Prodata

Language/Compilers/Etc
Devpac2
Fast Basic (Rom)

£43.50
£73.50

FTL Editor Toolkit
FTLModula2

£35.95
£49.95

FTLModula 2 Developer£69.95
GFA Basic V3 Compiler ..£22.95
GFA BasicV3.5Interpreter .£39.95
GST C Compiler
£15.95
GST Macro Assembler ...E15.95
Hisoft Basic
£56.95
Hisoft C
£35.95
Hisoft Forth
£28.95
Hisoft Power Basic
£35.95

CAD/Graphics/Animation

Calendars &Stationery....£9.95
Campus Draft
£57.50

K-Occam
K-Seka
Lattice CV5
Mark Williams C
Mark Williams csd
Nevada Cobol
Personal Pascal 2

£42.50

£34.95
£114.95
£92.50
£42.50
£35.95
£62.50

Prospero 68881 Libs
ProsperoC
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Dev.Toolkit

£52.50
£71.95
£71.95
£71.95
£52.50

STOS

£21.95

Canvas

£12.95

Cartoon Design
C0LRObjectEditor
CyberControl
CyberPaint
CyberSculpt
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture

£21.95
£18.95
£29.95
£36.95
£57.50
£36.95
£35.95

£3.99
£4.99
£9.99

K-Rikki
MasterCAD

£35.95

£14.95
£25.95

Megapaintll
£87.50
Microbot Design
£21.95
MiniOff. Pres. Graphics £18.50
Scan Art

£28.95

Signs & Banners
Spectrum512

£9.95
£22.95

Deluxe Paint

£36.95

S.T.A.C

£28.95

Degas Elite

£19.95

Video Titling

£14.95

Educational
BetterMaths 12-10 years .£19.95
•Fun School 2 Under 6. .£14.95

Fun School 2 6-8 years .£14.95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs £19.95
Spell at Home
£15.95
Spell at The Shops
£15.95
Spell Book 4-6 yrs
£14.95

Lego technics control kits contain over 400
elements including 4.5v D.C. motors, Lego opto

Fun School 2 Over 8... .£14.95

S/Book Spell Pack
4-6 yrs

sensors, touch sensors, counting disks, bight

Fun School 3 5-7 yrs.. .£17.95

SpellBook7+ :
£14.95
S/BookSpell Pack 7+ ....£11.95
S/BookAlphaCreator
£8.95

bricks and electric cables. Full instructions are

Fun School 3 Over 7... .£17.95
Genesis

.£28.95
..£20.95

Robot kit interface

£79.99

..£21.95
Maps& Legends
Maths Mania 8-12 yrs ..£19.95

Robot kit power supply

£18.99

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing£21.95

£11.95

Thingsto do with
Numbers

£19.95

Things to do with Words£19.95
The Three Bears 5-10 yrs£19.95

Logo technics:
Control 0
Contrail
Control II

£104.99
£94.99
£124.99
..£134.95
..£221.95

Personal Finance

Accountant Plus

Bookkeeper

....£89.95

Personal Finance Man

Accountant

£164.99

£24.99

A.T.Once
£174.99
Hitachi Camera & Lens £219.99

BBSV3

£27.95

supplied for building a number of sophisticated

Cherry A3Tablet
DesignerModem

monitor.

£35.95

DGCalc

Robotics on the ST

Peripherals
NEW - Philips 8833 Mark II

£219.95
£21.95

£14.95

robots.

14" stereo colour

£54.95

£114.95

£14 95

1040 ST-E Extra Pack

£199.95

Dr. T'sM.R.S

£27.95

£114.99

Lynx Games also available
• Blue Lightning
£24.99
• Chips Challenge ....£24.99

£34.95

Dr. T'sK.C.S

Dr.T's Tiger.

£55.95

Take Off Flight Sim

Spreadsheets

K-Graph3

£579.95
£457.50
£579.95
£469.95

K-Ram

£14.95
£7.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£14.95

Teach Yourself 68000

£35.95
£19.95
£29.95
£24.95
£35.95
£22.50

£274.95

K-Resource2

£13.95

68000
£19.95

Craft 2
Fontz
G+Plus
Hard Drive Turbo Kit
Harlekin
Knife ST

C-Lab Creator

C-Lab Creator/Unitor
C-Lab Notator
C-Lab Notator/Unitor
Cubase

K-Expert

£13.95

Sims

F19 Stealth Fighter

£174.99

RING

Hand-held colour games
system, 16 Colours from a

40 Great Flight Sims
40 More Great Flight

£21.95
£78.95

Dr. T'sX-OR
K-Minstrel 2

123 Spreadsheet * Text

£599.99

STM-1 Mouse

£8.95

Atari ST
£18.45
MIDI 8 Sound Book for'..£16.45

Processor • Comms Software

SLM 605 Laser Printer

£21.95

68000 User Guide

Musical Applications * £5.95
Presenting the AtariST ..£15.95
*Appl Gde to Prog inC.£19.95

3T0S

Atari Portfolio

£12.95

68000 Assembly Lang
Prog

Falcon Air combat

Tech Ref Gde * Vol

MEGA1 ST

Software

Learning C on

ST Artist
' Disk Drives Inside
SOut
Tech Ref Gde " Vol 1
VDI
Tech Ref Gde * Vol 2
AES

£17.95

68000 Hardware 8,

C Breeze Editor
Autoroute

Star LC24-10

DOT MATRIX

Epson LX400
EpsonLQ400
Epson LX850

£169.99
£249.99
£244.99

StarLC200
£214.99
Star LC24 200
£249.99
Star LC24 200 Colour ..£294.99

INK/BUBBLE JET

Epson LQ550

£334.99

Seikosha SP-2000
Seikosha SL-92AI

£174.99
£284.99

Citizen 120D+P
Citizen 124D
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 24

£129.99
£214.99
£184.99
£279.99

Swift Colour Kit

£31.99
£169.99
£274.99
£154.99
RING

Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124
StarLC-10
Star LC-10 Colour

£204.99

Epson SQ850
EpsonSQ2550
HP Deskjet 500
•HPPaintJet

£599.99
£829.99
£499.99
£899.99

....£89.95
Cash Trader
Financial Controller.. ..£352.95
Home Accounts
£18.50

Michtron Payroll

£79.95

Manager
Plus

£24.95
£29.95

Small Bus Accounts
Cash

£56.50
Small Bus Accounts Xtra.£79.95

Roland Midi Equipment

£549.99

CM-64 Sound Module and Card Slot
CM-32L Sound Module
CM-32P PLM Sound Module and Card Slot

£644.99
£304.99
£364.99

Epson EPL7100
HP LaserjetIIP

£929.99
£899.99

CanonLBP4

£934.99

CN-20 Midi Music Entry Pad
CF-10 Midi Mixing Controller
CA-30 Intelligent Arranger

£109.99
£109.99
£259.99

Canon PJ1080A

£584.99

Canon BJ130E
LASER

Please ring for prices/availability on any hardware/software/peripherals not listed. (Full price liston request)
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. All items subject to availability.
All prices include V.A.T. &U.K. Delivery. All pricessubject to change without notice. E.&O.E.

SOFTMACHINE Dept.STF3,20 Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sunderland SR11TE. Telephone: 091-510 2666. Fax: 091-5641960
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screenplay
Quick, batten down the hatches before
they get you! They're out there, you

k

SCRUTINISED THIS MONTH

know - beat-'em-ups, shoot-'em-ups,
follow-ups and flight sims - even
Gazza (again!) - all on the loose,
uncaged. What you need is this
month's FORMAT guide to wildlife...
Gazza gets his nose
fixed

and

dares to

CAPTIVE TIPS

GAZZA 2 show nis face °n the

Whether you're lost

to the original Gazza, Empire's first pathetic

or desperately
seeking an alien
named Susan,
programmer Tony
Crowther helps you
through your worst
Captive nightmares

pitch in this follow-up

attempt at a footy game. Find out whether this
one's a likely Kick Off-beater page 57

DRAGON'S LAIR 2
Get out your rolling pin, beat your mother-in-law
to a pulp and make off with her daughter. Gobsmacking

in a wet tunnel

Readysoft's

• The FORMAT team of experts includes
experienced tour guides, taxonomists,
taxidermists and taxi drivers - everything
you need for a successful safari! Under
their microscopes this issue are:

ADVANCED DESTROYER SIMULATOR . 77
CRIME WAVE

page 88

animation
abounds in

... i

NIGHTSHIFT

78

DRAGON'S LAIR 2

68

ENCHANTED LANDS

70

GAZZA 2

57

JUPITER'S MASTERDRIVE

73

METAL MASTERS

61

MiG-29

52

NIGHTSHIFT

62

TURRICAN 2

67

TOTAL RECALL

59

TOURNAMENT GOLF

64

to match?

You take on a part-time job at the local factory
and get more than you bargained for in
Lucasfilm's mindbending puzzle game. Before
you know where you are you're producing dolls
of all your favourite Lucasfilm characters

SCREENPLAY EXTRA

81

page 68

page 62

GAMEBUSTERS

85

latest cartoon-

style action game,
but does this one

have the gameplay

THE STF RATINGS
SYSTEM
It is ST FORMAT policywherever possible to
view only finished games - that is, the games
you could actually buy in the shops - not
incomplete or demo versions
GRAPHICS: Ascoreoutoften forthe quality of
visuals and animation, including how big and colourful the
sprites are, how smooth the scrolling is, and so on.

SOUNDTRACK: (outof ten)Sampled sounds

MiG-29
Hold your breath, grip the yoke
and prepare to re-visit your break
fast in this macho mega-blast flight
sim. The MiG is the best designed
aircraft in the world but it calls on

all your skills as a pilot to fly it have you got what it takes to put it
through its paces?
page 52

are realistic and rate highly but ST sound chip noises tend
to send your eardrums convulsing

INTELLIGENCE: (out often) How clever do you
need to be to tackle the game? Puzzle and strategy games
should be tough; few shoot-'em-ups are mentally taxing

INSTANT APPEAL: (out of ten) You take the

ENCHANTED
i!f^^f~M,
LANDS

game out of the box and drop it in the drive. How well does
it draw you in? How easy is it to get into?

Control an athletic wizard in

LONG TERM INTEREST (out of ten) You've

world domination. This

had the game for a couple of weeks. Is it covered in dust, in
the bin or still in your disk drive?

cutesy scrolling arcade

OVERALL: (a percentage) Terrific graphics and
wonderful sound make a game look hot, but they don't
make it great. The overall score comes after joint
discussion between the FORMAT reviewers and depends on
the quality of the gameplay and its long-term appeal

his mischievous bid for

f^^jt
M«|
J
•

'•'

•"^

adventure comes from an
ex-demo writer who shows

he really knows his stuff
page 70

•

~"*fc.

W jjJHL *?

\Wj^\\

METAL

.

I

MASTERS
v

Arm-wrestling's tedious, boxing's

•rm-,:. >4i

a bore and karate's a wimp's

"**"

game. To be a real man,first

,f

have your limbs surgically replaced
by hydraulic steel replicas, then enter your
name in the Metal Masters championships
page 64

ALSO ON TEST THIS MONTH: Bug Bash • Cosmic Pirate • Dick Tracy
Hostages • Maya • Multi-player Soccer Manager • Rotor See page 81
issue 20-MARCH-91
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ith the recent events in

HEADS UP!
I All you need range

the Gulf, flight simulations
heading

airspeed

target lock
altitude

have a bitter-sweet taste

right now. Quite remarkable, then,
that Domark's new flight sim should
be based on the plane which has for
so long given the West the jitters.

shape, while we examine the fantasy.
MiG-29 Fulcrum depicts you as a
Soviet pilot, at the start of your train

The Mikoyan Guryevich (MiG) Design

simulation provides a whole training
arena, which has a target bombing

Bureau produced the USSR's most
fearsome fighter, the 29 (codenamed Fulcrum by NATO), and for a
long time no-one this side of Moscow
knew what it could do, or how fast.
Now, things are a bit different,
but no less worrying. The onset of
Glasnost has meant that the Soviets

are less tight-lipped about the MiG29 and its stablemates. We now

know that the Fulcrum is a highly
capable,
surprisingly dangerous

vertical

longitudinal fuselage datum
velocity vector

In today's world of
modern warfare,
secrecy is
paramount. It's
unbelievable, then,
that last year's Top
Secret is this year's

speed

computer game, whichever you feel
happier with. For now, let's leave the
politicians to get reality back in

plane - and we also know that the
Soviets sold plenty of them to Iraq
(during the eight-year Iran-Iraq war).
So you could look on Domark's
MiG-29 Fulcrum as either an intelli

gence-gathering exercise or just a

ing with the stalwart machine. The

range, a lake with floating and static
targets and a small runway which
produces an endless supply of
Shenyang fighters for you to eradi
cate. You can continue to train until

you decide you're ready to take the
risk of hits. Ifyou happen to "buy the
farm" during your training, a new
plane appears on the runway instan
taneously and you can take off again.
No such reincarnations in combat
missions, however - failed missions
must be redone from the start.

The MiG-29 is an easy plane to
get to grips with, and is a dream to

fly. Beginners should learn to fly in
the sim's simple mode, rather than

DOMARK £34.99

rllG

computer game.
Neil Jackson takes

air superiority to
ridiculous heights
and captures an
enemy plane....

O

MiG-29 is the result

of two years
intensive work

of
by

Jonathan Newth and

Dave Payne, the game's designers.
To them fell the task of gathering as
much MiG information as possible
and then double-checking, crossreferencing and finally incorporating
it all into a flight sim "engine" which
had already been created for an
earlier program. This might seem
like an incredibly difficult and per
haps dangerous task, but it was
simple enough for the two designers

Staring blankly down the
short runway, you reach
tentatively for the throttles

© I n seconds, you're airborne,
looking over your shoulder
at the fast-receding ground

on both aerodynamics in general
and Fulcrums in particular. After
designing the system and writing it
on the PC in a high-level program
ming language, the team worked

approximate handling characteris
tics. However, fly outside the flight
envelope and the plane is not guar
anteed to respond exactly the same

with Paul Stein to produce the ST

aircraft

model

takes

rudder, etc - and works out, in real
time, how various forces act on

of MiG-29 Fulcrum's less obvious

them. Altitude, velocity, angle of
attack, centre of gravity, acceleration
and torque are all calculated, and
the plane responds exactly as it

and the real aircraft model. What's

been responsible for a number of
real flight simulators for British
Aerospace, so it was easy enough

the difference? The simple mode is
more like other flight Sims. It gives a
generally correct response by using
special condition tables to produce

52 ST FORMAT

real

Jonathan Newth spoke exclusively
to ST FORMAT and passed on some

- their team SIMIS has previously

for them to obtain a lot more data

The

into account all the flight surfaces wings, fuselage, flaps, gear position,

i. There are two sets of MiG flying
characteristics - the simple model

air-to-ground homing missiles

their thrust nozzles forward while

flying, and they land and take off
vertically. They're tough to beat, but
not impossible.

as a real MiG would.

version over another 22 weeks.

tips, foibles and tactics.

An unexpected target pops

o:'up on radar: lock on with

3. Unlike in other sims, the enemy
craft in MiG-29 have finite weapons
resources and you can use this to

your advantage. Harriers have only
two air-to-air missiles each, while the
other planes have four each. Each
enemy carries 250 rounds of cannon
ammunition - and uses it if you get
too close.

would in real life.

2. Enemy planes have realistic flight
envelopes and they will not exceed
them. For example, Harriers VIFF
(vector in forward flight) by directing

4. Your aggression factor is con
sidered in the early missions. If you
hide below radar range and don't
attack aircraft before you reach the
target, the enemies try to simply

issue 20-MARCH-91
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its advanced counterpart, since the
latter computes aerodynamics to an
incredibly
realistic
level.

This

confusing

can

be

if

you

haven't been told what to

elusive,

Up until July 1986, the western world had seen only a
single, grainy image of the MiG-29, taken by an orbiting
spy satellite. The plane had been in service since 1983,
but its maiden flight was as long ago as 1977. After
a long wait, the West finally got a good look
at this top-secret fighter during an

expect in true flight - lift is
more

MISCONCEPTIONS OR MISINFORMATION?

for example,

exchange visit with a squadron in Finland. The Finns
had been using early MiG-21 technology for a while and
the Soviets were interested in promoting sales of their
all-new MiG-29, so, at last, the Fulcrum was unveiled.

The first casualty of the disclosure was the longheld belief that the Fulcrum was an inferior plane when

compared to the western fighters. It's now known that

and more care needs to be taken

in turning. Similarly, there
choice

of

control

devices -

the Fulcrum is a much more formidable opponent
than it was first thought to be. It is at least as

is a
the

manoeuvrable as the F-16 Falcon, with better

mouse, keyboard or joystick. Of

high-altitude performance. It can reach speeds of

these the mouse is the most respon
sive and accurate - and it leaves you
a hand free for operating the many
buttons "inside the cockpit." Joystick
mode comes a very close second,
but is less attractive primarily

over Mach 2 and has an incredible rate of climb. Its

armament systems enable the pilot to track and target
enemy planes in any direction, at distances beyond
visual range, without using his radar!
In the right hands, there's no doubt, the MiG-29 has
the potential to be the best all-round airsuperiority fighter in the world.

because the Fire button works only
the machine gun. To release missiles
you need to hit the Spacebar, often
causing a bit of scrabbling if you're
holding the stick in two hands.
Once aloft, the MiG can be
thrown around to a severe degree,

.e hands of pilot Anatoly
Kvotchur, the MiG-29 Fulcrum is a
versatile and dangerous beast.

with notrouble in recovery. Itcan ^-

fulcra n
a T-72. Impact in mere seconds!

©Low and fast, you steal into
Chinese airspace, nipping
straight over the top of the wall

herd you out of the area. Attack
them and they attack you.

to return home simply by wasting
his time. Then you can bring him

The missile's nose camera

'shows it's a tank, possibly

down as he tries to land - but make
Enemies have limited fuel as well

sure you can still get home, too!

as weapons. Loitering costs fuel, so
you may be able to force an enemy

6. Runways tend to generate aircraft
indefinitely, so take them out at the
earliest opportunity or you may
never get any sleep.

'••-

issue 20-MARCH-91

their

tactics,

because a) he'll be firing cannon like
crazy and b) he may run straight into
you and kill you both!

8 MiG-29 isn't quite true to life in
one respect. Select autopilot on your

©Switch to the view th?*jugh
his window and you -co
yourself evading his adv
~es

©Turning hard, you bring
yourself right onto his tail
and begin to tear holes in his
wings with your cannon-fire

9. Similarly, you should use the
enemy window view to see whether

hit. You're advised to wait for a red

can, so stick with it.
years' work by Jonathan Newth

their sights. Steal
because they work!

the enemy is approaching head to
head with you. Be wary if he is,

MiG-29 is the fruit of over two

(left) and Dave Payne of SIMIS

: on to an enemy aircraft
then press J and you can see
through your enemy's cockpit win
dow. It's a good way of working out
how they manoeuvre to get you in

A green target lock in the HUD
sight shows a 30-40% chance of a

lock which shows an 80-90% proba
bility. Enemies know if they're being
locked and they break away if they
•

©Trouble ahead. A Shenyang
Airguard scrambles from
his home base, looking for you

10. Look out for secret targets which

/FN Then it's on to his base,

are

V^/ your target, to bomb his

not

indicated

in

the

mission

briefing. If you can get a target lock
on something - it's an enemy!

command centres. The missile

view says it all - time to go
home... Mission accomplished!
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TS HARD TO BE A HEI
EN YOU'RE ONDT4
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Among other things, you'll need to:
• Sedate some piranha poodles.^
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If the brigands'don't grab you, the

THE SECRET" OF

gra'phics3will!lMv

I 0 Burglarize the/governor's/
mansion./' 3 J*
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tiest seamen to ever sail the seven seas.

1've just arrived on Melee Island, seeking fame and
line. Explaining to everyone who'll listen that you
.it to be a pirate. Your new pals invite you into their
club. Just as soon
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even perform the tailslide manoeuvre
it's famous for - a high vertical climb
followed by cutting the revs, which
causes the plane to drop backwards,
straight down. Master the recovery
here, and you're almost a profes
sional. Mess it up and you're history.
When you've got the training in
the bag, and you're sure you can
cope with the relatively simple
weapons systems, it's time to test
your mettle under real pressure.
There are five main missions, with
the final mission set -

below - difficult to do, but immensely
satisfying if it works!
EFFECTS

MiG-29 meets all the flying standards
set by other flight sims and often sur
passes them. In terms of control, it's
as good as F-29 Stealth Fighter and
F-16 Combat Pilot and far better than

Falcon, Fighter Bomber and F-19 Retaliator. However, it has less flashy
front-end graphics than most and
doesn't have nearly such an exciting
missions section as Stealth Fighter.
A few extras, on top of the basics,
might have been a nice addition.
However, that doesn't mean MiG-

29 isn't brilliant. The feeling of true
• No sim is complete without an
outside view.

MiG-29's is fast

but lacks information displays

rather chill

ingly - in the Middle East. You can
embark on any of these missions in
any order, except for the final mis
sion, which you can only attempt if
you have a score over 500 before
you start. Points are scored for each
target you hit successfully and for
your safe return to base. During your
career you fly a reconnaissance mis
sion to identify a NATO submarine
trapped in ice, an incursion into Red

flight is unsurpassed, even by F-19
Stealth Fighter. Absolutely every
aerodynamic principle is covered,
without making the plane unflyable.
Real planes are not excessively
difficult to fly, and sims shouldn't be

China over the Great Wall, an attack

of explosions, your ever-revving
engines and a few warning beeps
and tyre-squeals. Not amazing, nor
appalling - they do the job, and little
else is really needed. As for the
music, the short intro tune is pleas
ant, but you're unlikely to listen to it

either. MiG-29 shows that realistic

physics can be applied to a game
environment without making the
whole thing slow or overly difficult.
Sound effects in MiG-29 consist

on a terrorist convoy, and carry out
wholesale destruction of oil refiner

ies, storage dumps and even a fastbreeder nuclear reactor!

En route, you're very likely to
come across some form of enemy
activity, usually another fighter. Sea
Harriers, Shenyangs, Mirages and
other (enemy) MiG-29s keep tabs on

WARNINGS

AIRFRAME

PANEL

more than once. This isn't because

• The real McCoy - an initially bewildering array of instruments,
dials, switches and levers fills the small cockpit of the MiG-29

you constantly, waiting for the right
moment to pounce.

it's uninteresting,
however; it's
because you need to press the

Spacebar to load the game, cutting
off the tune in mid-flow.

ORDNANCE

Using the MiG-29's advanced in-

helmet Head-Up Display (HUD), you

VERDICT

can lock on to virtually any airborne
target which is in range. The keypad
keys select the view from the pilot's
seat, and the <Return> key forces
the missile systems to track any
targets in the current view direction.
You can then return to the straight-

• Bearing down like fire from the
sky, you hurtle towards a vast

enemy base at terrifying speed

Buy MiG-29 Fulcrum and an excel

lent, unmissable flight sim is yours.
The novelty of flying a Soviet warplane soon wears off, and before
long you are unaware of whose side
you're on, what the plane is, or any
thing other than staying alive and air
borne. Fast, smooth vector graphics
whizz by at the twist of the mouse
and they are eminently controllable.
It's this that makes MiG-29 so good.
The missions are exciting and varied,
even if they are a little "standard,"
• The simulation - the major instruments have made it to the
game, but (thankfully) the less-needed displays are omitted
14 artificial horizon
1 flares
2 chaff

ahead view and bank over hard to

pull in behind your opponent.
Armed with AA-8 Alamo missiles,
your MiG is a worthy combatant, but
missile release timing is critical. The

3 cannon

4 S-240 rockets
5 AA-8 air-air missiles

6 AS-7 air-ground missiles

familiar red target-lock shows your

but then most real-life missions are

fairly similar anyway.
Most flight simulator aficionados
are already reaching for their wallets,
just at the mention of MiG, but for

15 compass/nav
16 airspeed fkm/h)
17 waypoint selected
18 altitude (metres)
19 controller position
20 vertical speed indicator
21 radar/infra red display
22 engines rpm

your head in the clouds for a long

23 fuel

time to come.

those of you who are considering
your first flight sim, fear not. MiG-29
doesn't disappoint. It's an excellent,
rewarding game for newcomers and
old hands alike, and it's sure to keep

best chance of a hit, but most of

NEIL JACKSON

your opponents require at least two

7 flight-mode: advanced/simple

WARNINGS

good belts before they go down. As
a last resort, you can use the built-in
machine guns, but their range is

8 airbrakes on/off

24 hydraulics
25 nav system

GRAPHICS

26 radar

SOUNDTRACK

27 hud

INTELLIGENCE

limited to around one kilometre in

the air. Flying at Mach 1 while firing
bullets at a moving target is rather
like dropping stones from the Severn
Bridge onto a matchbox on the river
issue 20-MARCH-91

9 wheel brakes on/off

10 flap on/off
11 landing gear down/up

28 altitude low
INDICATORS

INSTANT APPEAL

29 stall indicator

12 angle of attack

30 fuel low

13 G-force

31 auto stabilizer

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

92%
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aftertouch, bends, chips and drives
making it easy to control a player.

ecause of his ability to have
a good cry on the football
pitch, Gazza has become

the new symbol of England in the

EFFECTS

'90s. Therefore it's not surprising
that a software house is bringing out
a licensed game in his honour.

Gazza 2 looks great. The icon man
agement system is attractive even
though Gazza always glares at you.
The pitch looks a lot like Kick Off
although you do play in the opposite
direction. The players are also simi
lar to Kick Off's chaps but they move
more realistically: the animation and
scrolling are excellent. Sound con
sists of meaty spot samples.

Gazza 2 is an icon-driven football

management and simulation game.
You can pick from the 40 best teams
in Europe and lead them into battle
against the other sides. On the initial
screen you can choose to have a
quick game against the computer or
another person, or enter the man
agement section.
If you choose to manage, you
enter your name and then pick a
team. Now, you can concentrate on
the serious side of management.

• Gazza 2 is a very realistic football management and simulation
game - as Manager, Scout and Coach, your job isn't easy. Choose a

You can move between three main

team and lead them through the tribulations of tournament footy

VERDICT

IHr.nnliiiHLiif' LiniLnd

EMPIRE £24.99

• Choose your side carefully.
The first thing to do here is
leave that chap at the bottom

sections at this point in the game,
representing the Manager, the

of the list on the subs bench

Coach and the Scout. Obviously
these three people have different
responsibilities, so you need to dis
tribute your time wisely.
The Manager ensures there's
enough dosh to keep the club afloat.

learn and improve upon. What's
more, 16 people can play at once,
thus adding to its appeal.

do, was

Bynow though people are fed up
to the back teeth with footy games.

it? He
called

you a big

Gazza 2 is fun, but it's also tremen

what? Let

dously derivative - the programmers

me near

seem to have poached the best ele

him, the

ments from the top footy games. If,
by some freak of nature, you don't

skunk!

He

I don't know if this is the right
time to say this, but I actually
can't stand football. I mean, give
me rugby any day. Now that's a
bit more like a proper sport...

Gazza 2 is surprising fun and the
pace of the football matches is much
more realistic - there's plenty to

sees

all

already own 17 football games then
give it a try (hanky not included).

the

receipts from the ground
and if things get really bad he can
take out a loan. Scouting is all about
keeping an eye on the talent in other
teams - on the transfer lists, for
example. However, the Scout also

has to check out the players who
aren't on the list yet but might be
with a little persuasion. The Coach

trains the team so that they play

ANDY HUTCHINSON

their very best. He also picks the

side and promotes the promising tal
ent from the youth squad.

Once the team is ready you can

GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE

start playing a match. This is viewed

INSTANT APPEAL

from overhead and you play from left

LONG TERM INTEREST

to right on a variety of surfaces. The
kick controls are comprehensive with

OVERALL

86%

SELECT YOUR TEAM, TRAIN 'EM HARD AND GET ON THE FIELD!

Ilnnd tLiELxp LiniLni

IBllnndiLtEtt:!'' Unitize

3

illnndiiz^LLP Uiiilxtt

kKSB
'u'

This is the match play screen,
shows Manchester Utd giving a right ro
thrashing to those nasty Evertonian oik

issue 20-MARCH-9I

means we're o

I say, it's a game of two halves and at
end of the day the sun goes down"

m /iT:?!+l i /rS*7^ scored Actually thi

easy as it might sound. The computer teams
are mostly very good - all except Liverpool...
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Want to know where the

real computer enthusiasts
get together?
Wm a

a

rite here
Please send me my FREE copy of the Micronet
brochure andshow me howto really get 'in touch'.

Age _
Adilre*

Tel No_

Machine type

CSF3

>Send thecoupon now to: MICRONET, P.O. Box 1351, London, NW2 7HZ.
OR phone FREE on 0800 200 700for your FREE Micronet brochure.

>Micronet is the place where thousands of
computer enthusiasts get together. You can talk to
othermembers with yourcomputer, holdconferences
and send electronic mail, telex andfax."

) Up-to-the-minute hardware andsoftware news,
reviews andfeatures keep you right up to date.
>You can download theprograms of yourchoice
from ourconstantly expanding selection of FREE.
software programs.

>Ifyou enjoy a challenge, Micronet is the place to
befor today's best multi-user games.

) And direct access to the huge Prestel database

gives you a wide varietyofon-line information, from
shareprices to theatre bookings.

) When you join, your FREE comprehensive
welcome pack tells you all you need to know, and
quarterly mailed copies of LOG ON, the Micronet
members magazine, willkeep you up to date and in
touch.

>From about 25p per day (plus local phone
charges'), this is an offer that shouldn't be missed - get
in touch now for full details.

*2!2»ST*ATln

Using a ^*">^^™' "0l\
modem and view-^^^^^r*"""

data software, dial 0272
250000 using the ID
4444444444 and password
4444, for a Micronet

demonstration - you can look up
a local phone no. once on-line.

In touch. Informed. In a word ...

MICR§NET
0FAX isanoptional extra viatheINTERLINKgateway. Cheap rate local phone charges areapproximately lpper minute inclusive of VAT

LEISURE

OCEAN £24.99

total recall
D o n ' t buy Arnie a book for

his birthday, he's already
got one. What he doesn't
have, it seems, is his right mind. In
Total Recall, following the plot of the

film, you play a confused, angry and,
to say the least, well-built character

called Quaid. A humble building-site
worker, Quaid is inexplicably haunted
by lurid visions of the planet Mars. A

visit to "Rekall" - a memory implant
centre - goes horribly wrong and
Quaid discovers he's living a lie.
The only clues to his real identity
are the recurring theme of Mars and
the unexplained yet frantic attempts
of Richter, the Chief of Police, and
his men to stop Quaid's progress.
You must avoid or terminally per
forate the enemy if Quaid's mission
is to be completely successful.
Total Recall offers you the
chance to flex your pectorals as your
bulging alter ego explores the six
levels of bicep-pumping action. There
are two basic elements in the game
play: four levels of platform adven
ture and two levels of car chases.

• Six levels of bicep-pumping,
baddie-thumping, running, jump
ing action as Quaid tries to dis
cover his true identity

• Quaid contemplates the job ahead of him in this adventure/chase

game version of the film: four objects to find and only ten bullets left..

In Level One, you must navigate
your way around a complex platform
maze. In order to get to Level Two

you must locate and collect a pass
port, briefcase, ticket to Mars, dis
guise kit and a nasal sink-plunger.
Other objects - guns, ammo and
energy pills - are left lying about
and help your progress.
In Level Two you find
yourself in a Ford Transit

van, weaving your way
through some particu
larly heavy cross-town
traffic. Level Three is

i

3W

• Should Quaid take that energy-reviving
pretty pink heart or would all those nasty
men laugh at him and call him a girlie?

VERDICT
I MEMORV

IHPLUKI «T

lORRIBLV

HROHGrREUERLINO

'MI TO BE 8

'REKfiUL' BOCS

SUHID NDN riNDS MIMSELT A
IRN

XN

A

HIS

LIE,TORMENTED
HUNTED

DESPERATE SEARCH TOR THE

• The effect of a visit to "Rekall"

is similar to that of a heavy night
on the town... only in reverse

The

"bullets

fired"

to

"braincells

required" ratio isn't quite as mindboggling as in some games, but
there's enough indiscriminate car
nage to prove that Quaid is in no
sense a '90s Man. Still, don't let the

hackneyed gameplay put you off the graphics really pull this game to
a position above the common herd.

in which Quaid, Melina and Benny le
Taxi must burn rubber to get to the

back to the platforms

rebel hideout in time. On Level Six

for a race from a ware

you're back on foot and ready for the

house to the spaceport.
Now safely on Mars,
Level Four sees you
having to fight through

final showdown...

the sensuous Venusville

pace of the action stays quick, but
sound effects are run-of-the-mill, not
adding to the overall atmosphere.
Unfortunately, the car sequences are
dreadful, another case of simply
tacking on "a bit more" just for the
sake of padding it out.

Total Recall is a good beat-'em-up
platform cum adventure game. Ifs
nothing new, but if you're a fan of the
film, give it a try.
NEIL WEST

GRAPHICS

EFFECTS

The animation is smooth and detailed
with a lot of clever touches. The
crouch, run, hit and fire routines in

in which you discover
the woman of Quaid's

the platform levels have been done

dreams - Melina. Then
it's back to the car

better before, but they are compe
tently handled and have interesting

sequence for Level Five

additions to the basic format. The

SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE

INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

6

66%

• He's the leader the pack. The baddies are

• An exchange of bullets with the police. The

• Cross-town traffic. Quaid's Transit van is

about to fall for him - down the lift shaft

cops around here are tough - they fire first

armed with rocket launchers and a multi-gym
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WORLDWIDE
SOFTWARE
106A Chilwell Road, Beeston,

WORLDWIDE
SOFTWARE
106A Chilwell Road, Beeston,
Nottingham, NG91ES

W©RLDWIDE
S O F T WA R E

Nottingham, NG9 1ES

FREE Catalogue Disk (Plus latest demos when available) with every order over £10.00

All orders despatched by 1st class post

• Quality products at keenest prices

7 day 24 hour ordering

0 Credit card accounts debited only on despatch of goods

♦

Complete customer satisfaction is our aim

Order by Telephone:

Credit card order telephone lines
0602 252113

by Fax:

0602 225368

Fax your order with credit card details
0602 430477

by Mail:
Send payment with order
Please give your name, address, telephone no., software title, mag advertised and computer type.
Worldwide Pack 2

Worldwide Pack 3

ST Second Drive

ST Second Drive

ST Second Drive + 30 Blank Disks

+ Anythree software titles with our
advertised price of £17.95 or less
ONLY £114.99

+ Any two software titles with our
advertised price of £17.95 or less
ONLY £104.99

+ ST Protective Dust Cover

Worldwide Pack 1

4 PlayerAdaptor

5.95

ST SOFTWARE
F16 Falcon Mission Disk 2

14.95

4D Sport Boxing

17.95

F19 Stealth Fighter

22.95

9 Lives
Action Stations

17.95
22.95

Advanced Tactical Fighter 2
AlphaWaves
Amazing Spiderman

17.95
17.95
14.95

F29 Retalialor
Ferrari Formula 1
Final Battle
Final Command

17.95
7.99
17.95
17.95

Ancient Battles
Armour Geddon
Atomic Robokid
AWESOME
Back to Future 3
Badlands Pete
Badlands
Batman the Movie
Battle Command
Battlemaster

17.95
17.95
17.95
26.95
17.95
14.95
17.95
14.95
17.95
17.95

BattlescapeTwin Pack

22.95

Bartlestorm
BAT

17.95
26.95

Betrayal
Billy the Kid

22.95
17.95

Blade Warrior

17.95

ST SOFTWARE

Final Conflict
Finest Hour Battle of Britain

17.95
22.95

Fire Brigade
Flight of the Intruder
Flight Sim 2 Hawaii Scenery
Flight Sim 2

22.95
24.95
11.99
28.95

Flippit and Maqnose

17.95

Flood
Fools Brand
Football Simulation
Frontline

17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95

Full BlastCompilation
FunSchool 2 6-8 years)

Fun School 2 over 8years)

22.95
14.95

14.95

FunSchool 2 under o years) ....14.95
FunSchool 3 5-7 years)
17.95

Fun School 3 over 7years)
17.95
Fun School 3 (under o years) ....17.95

ST SOFTWARE
Matrix Marauders
Mean Streets

+ 100 Disk Storage Box
ONLY £99.99
BUDGET SOFTWARE

ST SOFTWARE

14.95
17.95

Spell Book (4-9 years)

Spindizzy Worlds

14.95

FC Manager

22.95

Fast Food Dizzy

4.99
6.99
6.99
4.99
4.99
7.99
6.99
6.99
9.99

17.95 Fantasy World Dizzy

Mickeys Crossword Maker
Mickeys Runaway Zoo
Midnight Resistance

17.95
17.95
17.95

Sporting Gold
St Dragon

17.95

Midwinter

22.95

Star Command
Starblade

22.95
17.95

Starflight
Storm Across Europe

17.95
22.95

Fast Lane
Formula One Grand Prix
Gauntlet2
GFL Baseball
Ghost Chaser
Hitchikers Guide

Stormovik

22.95

Hostages

7.99

Street Hockey

17.95
17.95
17.95

Italia T990
Karate Kid 2
LastNinia2
Leather Goddesses

4.99
3.99
7.99
9.99

Mig 29 Fulcrum
28.95
Mighty Bombjack
17.95
Mindgames Strategy Comp
17.95
MontyPython Flying Circus
17.95
Multi PlayerSoccer Manager.... 17.95
Murders in Space
17.95

Spy Who Loved Me

17.95

Murder

14.95

Strider2
Subbuteo

Mystical

17.95

Supremacy

22.95

M.U.D.S
Narco Police
NARC

17.95
17.95
17.95

SWIV
S.T.U.N. Runner
Team Suzuki
Team Yankee

17.95
17.95
17.95
22.95

Mayday Squad
Mig 29

6.99
6.99

Moonwalker

7.99

Nitro BoostChallenge

4.99

19.95

Outrun

7.99

Night Breed

17.95

Nightshirt

17.95 Teenage MutantHero Turtles

Ninia Remix
Nitro
No Exit
Obitus
Off Road Racer

17.95
17.95
14.95
26.95
17.95

17.95
17.95 The Ultimate Ride
17.95 Their Finest Hour Battle Britain...22.95
14.95 Things to do with Words(5-12yrs) 14.95

The Final Conflict

17.95

Pinball Factory

3.99

The Immortal (1 Meg)
The Keep
The LastStarship
The Light Corridor

17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95

Planetfall
Postman Pat
Pre School Kids
Rana Rama
Road Blasters
Rotor
Silkworm

9.99
7.99
3.99
4.99
7.99
7.99
7.99

Star Ray

4.99

Super Ski Challenge

4.99

Blitzkreig May 1940

17.95

Blue Max
Botics
Cadaver
Canvas

26.95
14.95
17.95
1 1.20

Future Basketball
Gazzas Soccer 2

17.95
17.95

Gettysburgh

22.95

Omnicon Conspiracy
Operation Stealth
Operation Thunderbolt

17.95
17.95

17.95

Three Bears (5-10 years)

17.95

17.95
17.95
17.95
22.95

Gold of the Aztecs
Golden Axe

Oriental Games

Captive
Carthage
Car-Vup
ChallengersCompilation

Pang

17.95

Panza KickBoxing

17.95

Tie Break
Time Machine

17.95
17.95

SuperHang On

Goofys Railway Express
17.95
Greq Normans Ultimate Golf ....17.95

17.95
32.95
17.95

TNTCompilation

22.95

22.95

17.95
17.95
17.95
14.95

3.99
3.99
7.99

Platinum Compilation

Toki
Torvak the Warrior
Total Recall
Tournament Golf

Techni Chess
The Grail
Thunderblade

Tracksuit Manager
Treasure Island Dizzy
Trivia Challenge
Vigilante
Wishbringer

7.99
4.99
3.99
7.99
9.99

Champion of the Raj
Champions of Krynn
ChampionshipRun

17.95
22.95
17.95

Chaos Strikes Back Editor
Chaos Strikes Back
Chase HQ 2
Chess Simulator

1 1.99
17.95
17.95
17.95

ChipsChallenge

17.95

Chronicles of Omega
ChuckYeager Flight Trainer
Corporation
Crime Doesn't Pay

Gremlins 2

14.95

Gunship

17.95

Paradroid90
Personal Finance Plus
Pirates

17.95
17.95

Player Manager

14.95

Plotting

17.95

Toyota Celica GT Rally

17.95

Trivial Pursuit
Turrican2
Ultima5

14.95
17.95
22.95

17.95

UN Squadron

17.95

U.M.S. 2
Vaxine

22.95
17.95

Venusthe Flytrap
Voodoo Nightmare

14.95
17.95

Welllris

17.95

Wheels of FireCompilation
Wings of Death
Wings of Fury

22.95
17.95
14.95

Hard Drivin 2
Helter Skelter

Heroes Compilation
HitMachine Compilation
Hollywood Collection

22.95
22.95
22.95

Horror Zombies
Hunt For Red October

17.95
17.95

Pool olRadiance (1 Meg)
Populous New Worlds
Populous
Power PackCompilation

Imperium

17.95

Powerdrome

14.95
19.95
17.95
17.95

Indy Jones + ZakMcKracken ....22.95 Powermonger
insects In Space
17.95 Prince of Persia

Crime Wave
Curse of Ra
Curse of the Azure Bonds

17.95
17.95
22.95

Jack Nicklaus Golf
17.95
James Pond Underwater Agent..17.95

Daysof Thunder

17.95

De Luxe Scrabble

14.95

DedthTrap

17.95

Defenders
DeLuxe Paint
Deuteros

14.95
39.99
17.95

Dick Tracy

Donalds Alphabet Chase
Dragon Breed
Dragon Flight
Dragons Breath
Dragons Lair 2
Dragons of Flame
Duck Tales

Dungeon MasterEditor
DungeonMaster

InternationalSoccer Challenge..17.95
It Came From the Desert

Joystick Extendor

17.95

7.99
17.95

5.95

Joystick LiqhtningCompilation...17.95

Judge Dredd....

14.95

Kick Off 2 Final Whistle
Kick Off 2

9.99
14.95

Killing Cloud

17.95 Killing Game Show
17.95 Knight of Legend
17.95 Legend of Billy Boulder

22.95
22.95
34.95
17.95

17.95

17.95

17.95
22.95

17.95

Legend of Faerghail
Leisuresuit Larry 1

22.95
28.95

Leisuresuit Larry2
Leisuresuit Larry3
Lemmings

34.95
29.99
17.95

Line of Fire
Loom

17.95
22.95

22.95
7.99
17.95
7.99

22.95
17.95

Proflight
Projectyle

29.99
17.95

Puzznic
Rainbow Islands
Ranxerox

17.95
14.95
17.95

Red Storm Rising
Return to Europe

17.95
9.99

RickDangerous 2

17.95

22.95

7.99
7.99

Yoqis Great Escape

6.99

Zork

9.99

CITIZEN PRINTERS
Citizen 120DPIus
139.99
Citizen Swift 9
230.00
Citizen Swift 24
320.00

(includes free connectingcable)
MANNESMAN TALLY PRINTERS

MT81 (130/26 cps 80 col.)... 159.00
MT1 30/9 (300/75 cps
9 pin 80 column!
399.99
MT130/24 (300/150 cps
24 pin 80 column)
499.99
(includes free connectingcable)

17.95

22.95
17.95
17.95

Rotox
Satan

14.95
14.95

Secret of MonkeyIsland
Sega Master Mix

17.95
17.95

Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warriors
Silent Service

17.95
14.95
17.95

SimCity

22.95

AxelsMagic Hammer

Simulcra
Skate Wars

17.95
14.95

BatmanCaped Crusader

7.99

7.99

Competition Pro
12.95
Cruiser (Black, Blueor Multicol)...8.99
Euromax Professional 9000
13.95
Euromax Professional 9000 DeLuxe28.95
Quickshot 3 Turbo
9.95
Euromax Arcade Turbo
19.95

14.95

ECO Phantoms
Ed The Duck
Elite
Elvira Mistress of the Dark

17.95
17.95
17.95
22.95

Lotus Espirit TurboChallenge

17.95

SlySpy Secret Agent

Ml Tank Platoon

22.95

Snowstrike

14.95

Magic Fly

17.95

Emlyn Huqhes Soccer
Epic

17.95
17.95

17.95
34.95
22.95

17.95
17.95

17.95
17.95
17.95
32.95

SoccerMania Compilation
Space Ace
Space Rogue

ESWAT
F16 Combat Pilot

Manchester United
Manix
Master Blaster
Master Sound 2

Space Shuttle Simulator

32.95

Speedball2

17.95

Europe (other than UK)
shipping costs are:
£1.50 per disc for normal airmail
£2.50 per disc for express airmail

Wonderland

World Soccer
Xenon

Riders of Rohan

17.95 Loopz

17.95

6.99

14.95
22.95

World Class Leaderboard Golf....7.99

Ringsof Medusa
Robocop 2
Roque Trooper

Eagles Riders

Lost Patrol

Winning Tactics

Wipe Out
Wolfpack

7.99

17.95

World ChampionshipSoccer ....14.95
Wrath of the Demon

22.95

Xenomorph
Xiphos

17.95
17.95

Z-Out

14.95

JOYSTICKS

A.BZoo
Advanced Fruit Machine Sim
Afterburner

Barbarian2

3.99
6.99
7.99

7.99

Blasteroids

7.99

Blinkys Scary School
Bug Bash
Double Dragon

7.99
6.99
7.99

Drum Studio

4.99

Espionage
Euro Soccer Challenge

4.99
4.99

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE
All prices include postage and packing in the UK.
Not all titles released al time of going to press. Titles and prices subject to change
FAX NO: 0602 430477

Cheetah 1 25 Plus

BUDGET SOFTWARE

7.49

Competition ProClear
13.95
Competition Pro Extra
14.95
Competition ProGlo (Green) ....17.49

Competition Pro (Pink)

Speedking Autofire
Speedking

Zip Stick Autofire

17.49

10.99

9.99
14.95

Outside Europe shipping costs are:
£2.00 per disc for normal airmail
£3.00 per disc for express airmail
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INFOGRAMES £24.99

metal masters
T h e year is somewhere far

into the future. Nowadays
it's not Christians vs lions

the public clamour to see - it's giant
robots fighting it out in glorious
gladiator style for a bit of glory in
the illustrious Robotop. If you
thought Metal Mickey was fearsome,
tell Auntie about the guys in Metal
Master-they're big and mean.
You can either choose an estab

lished robot from the Robotop hall of
fame or start afresh and customise

your own. After choosing your robot,
you enter an inventory screen show
ing the various bolt-on gadgets you
can buy if you make enough dough.
Each piece of hardware has a
particular strength and resistance to
damage, and a status bar shows its
current condition. As you fight, the
general wear and tear on body-parts

is indicated by status falling, and you
must replace any part before its
status falls to zero. This of course

ing a fool of yourself here and you

your

never end up getting into the arena
with no legs or two heads.

shows complete damage, the robot

Click on OK and the
battle commences. You

and

your

enter

• Armed with a heavy mattock,
you are about to deal your metal
opponent a deft tap on the nut -

or possibly the flange (fnar, fnar)

the

opponent.

icon

time limit for each battle

and a scoring system
based on the quality

opponent

from the hammering blows of the
Cutter to the slashing of the Claw.
The robots produce some nice
hydraulic/metallic sound effects as

they duel, and there are good chunky
noises throughout the melee.

^ ofthe bout.

futuristic

arena via two lifts,

n

one on either side
of the screen. For

UJ, opponent, you are
the

long range attack,

ters is tremendously refreshing to

inventory screen to
spend your win
nings and repair
the damage. You
can
then
fight

play and really addictive. It's all car
ried along by the superlative anima

press
Fire
and
select either lasers

starts

at

range.

Here

can

use

close
all

you
that

gadgetry - Smash

If you beat your
returned

the joystick. The
real fun, though,

• Part of the intro sequence.

ers, Cleavers and

Phew! That robot's as big as a
skyscraper! (Cue exaggerated

Claws, to name a

amazement from audience)

an even deadlier laser field - it's

few. You can guide

that electrified propeller you can
just see whirring into action

your robot in all directions and even
make it crouch to deliver its blows.

to

another, more dan
gerous opponent. If
you find the ST-controlled opponents

too hard anyway,
there's always the
two player option.

VERDICT

All the hi-tech battling in Metal Mas

tion and gritty sound effects that get
you instantly involved. With two play
ers there's even more fun to be had,
smashing each other up. Metal Mas

ters is a brilliant beat-'em-up that's
worth selling your grandma for.
DAN GOODLEFF
GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK

I

INTELLIGENCE
EFFECTS

Metal Masters has beautifully ani

INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

and

mated graphics: the robots are dark
and menacing, with fine detail. Each

extent of damage to your robot and

weapon has distinctive animation,

• On the Inventory screen you
select your armaments, ready
for each battle. Check the prices

• In the lifts underneath the

At the bottom of the screen,

also costs money. Unfortunately, if
you're just starting out you have to
make do with the basics until you

one

explodes. Otherwise, there's a

or missiles using

• This time you're armed with

When

icons

illustrate

the

location

OVERALL

8

88%

earn some cash. When you're
returned to the inventory screen

after each visit to the arena, you can
also sell your current equipment as a
way of making a fast buck, but
you're bound to lose out since stuff

depreciates after just one battle.
Once you've made your choice
of weapons and gadgetry, you move
on to the construction screen where

you bolt your robot together. Fortu
nately, the game prevents you makissue 20-MARCH-91

arena and you're ready - Cleaver

and the status of your robot and

and all - to face the terrible Big
Nasty. Sounds like something

try to spend your cash wisely

you might find in the toilet...

• Level One: Coo! $4,000 for the
winner! But don't imagine that
your foe, Radicator, is just going
to give in - he enjoys slapping
his opponents about too much
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Y o u know what it means to

LUCASFILM £24.99

work hard on machines. It's

difficult, it's tiring - but it's
not boring. Not when you're doing
the Night Shift at the giant Industrial
Might and Logic corporation.
You play either Fred or Fiona
Fixit and you've just been hired to
tame the Beast - the large machine
which churns out little Imperial
Stormtrooper dolls as seen in the

night shift
In the cold and silent watches of the night, when the rest of
us are safely abed, a giant Machine stirs and rumbles into
life. It's called the Beast, and its sinister mission is to

"It's a six-screen-high
symphony ofpumping

pistons, whirling wheels swamp the world with those awful plastic Star Wars dolls.
James Leach applies for the unenviable night shift...
andflashing lights"
demand for these (though why, God
only knows) that the Beast runs all
night. And it needs someone to
supervise it through the small hours.
Your first task is to get the
Beast's powerplant working. This in
volves pedalling a stationary bicycle

plates - you dash up and down tend
ing to its every need. Things are
always going wrong, and it often
takes you a while to get to the spot.
You eventually learn the best routes,
but come a cropper if you rush.
Other factors keep everything
from running smoothly. A lemming

connected to the electric system.

called Jodee runs onto the screen

three Star Wars movies. Such is the

and forms an interesting relationship

Then you must whip out a match
from your little toolbag and put it
to the steam boiler. Now the great
Machine rumbles into life, lights start

ra*oooJH*e

to flash...

But straightaway

^W^-^i thin§s aren,t g°ing

according to plan.
Right at the top of

• "Your CV is fine, you've passed the interview and got the job. You'll
have no problems; the machine runs like a dream. Start tonight..."

J the Machine a bolt
has

come

out and tighten it up. But there's no
time to rest. Now you must rush
across and connect up the plug of

loose.

You must scramble

Machine,

the Raw Materials Machine. Oh, and

get your spanner

the paint has gone all wrong! You

up the

remix the colours - only to find the
boiler's gone out again!

Night Shift is a platform game
with ledges, conveyor belts and lifts.
Running the Machine is like spinning

THE FIXIT T

with your foot. This hampers your
movement considerably, so you pull
a Venus Flytrap from your toolbag
and watch as it swallows the poor
lovelorn thing. Weird, eh?
By contrast,
balloons
and
umbrellas - both pulled from your
toolbox - can come in very useful
indeed. The balloon enables you to

"The graphics are of
cartoon quality and
incredibly smooth"
rise up the side of the Machine effort
lessly and the umbrella lets you drop
down again. It's possible to clamber

This

around without these, though. Indeed

gets rid of

they're only useful for long journeys,
because you still have to get to the
exact part of the Beast that's mal-

those pesky
lemmings.
Suck those

li'l varmints

right up!
Use

this to ride

the bicycle,
flip switches
and turn the

many knobs
• Your first job is to put some
life into the grotty power plant.
Climb on the bicycle and pedal

and handles

This enables
This

you to drop
down the

Beast quickly
and safely.
What it can't

do is deposit
you on the
platform of
your choice
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Use this to light the burner at the top of
the machine and the main furnace at the bottom

gets you up to
the top of the
Beast quickly
- very useful.
But you need
to be quick to
jump off at
he right point

• Oh no! A bolt has come loose

at the top of the machine. Race
up and fix it before it explodes!
sue 20-MARCH-91
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A GUIDE TO THE ANATOMY OF A VERY

BIG (AND TEMPERAMENTAL) BEAST
This
creates the
moulds for

the dolls

• The nerve centre of the whole

massive operation: the bicycle

functioning. They do save some time
and effort nevertheless.
EFFECTS

The effects certainly do the game
justice. The Beast is a beautiful piece
of engineering and very nicely drawn.
It's a six-screen-high symphony of
pumping pistons, whirling wheels and
flashing lights. Puffs of steam rise,
vats bubble and conveyors churn.
Heath Robinson would

have been

proud! The graphics are of cartoon

quality and incredibly smooth. You
send your detailed little character

"The Beast is a

beautiful piece of
engineering and very
nicely drawn"
dashing around with the joystick, and
it responds quickly and accurately.
It's a shame the sound isn't up to
the high standard of the graphics,
though. There is a typically annoying
little tune but the rhythm of the
Machine soothes you after a while.

The noise shuts down if you let
anything major go wrong - like the
boiler going out, for example - so it
acts as another warning device.
VERDICT

Night Shift is a novel and fun idea,
but ultimately just a variation on the
spinning plates theme - the better

you get, the more dolls you're asked
to make. This limits the game's longterm interest. All you are doing is
amassing points in the form of
money. If you can make only $150
after an hour's play, and the display

can go up to $1 million, then you
mightwant to just give up and go for
something your Mum would be proud

of-like accountancy.
JAMES LEACH

GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK

,

INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL
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86%
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ULTIMATE £19.99

tournament golf
G o l f is all about whacking a
small white ball around a

field and trying to get it into
18 small holes. Some people do this

HOLE
166 V
PAR 3

Its

1

Vards to

the pin

EFFECTS

The golfer's movements are fluid as
he swings his club to hit the ball. The

for fun and others do it for money -

a top golfer can earn many thou

three-dimensional screens are drawn

sands of pounds in world tourna

n

ments. In Tournament Golf you're

one of these golfers and you are

F1

definitely playing for big money.
There are a number of icons to

play with - six when on the fairway,
but only four on the green. You soon

realise they are there just for the

SHOT
CLUB

sake of it. You don't need to see

11
PT

Mutlow
1

huge pictures of golf balls to tell you
the ball's in the rough. There's no

reason why all the options and info
can't be presented on the main
screen instead. Icons are supposed
to make playing a game easier these are just a hindrance
Most

of

the

time

you simply want to
change your club
and take a shot.
Your choice of i

club depends on
the

distance

to

the hole and the
kind of terrain the
ball

is on. A one

wood is usually the
• Careful! Overshoot and

the trees can swallow your ball

rounds, but if you're to win anything
substantial, you better practise hard.

• In this elaborate golf simulator you get a sometimes bewildering
choice of screens. Putting gives you a bird's eye view of the green

best choice for teeing off,
unless it's a very short
course.

From

there

on you can select
the most suitable

club with the help
of

a

cluded

chart

in

in

the

manual.
To take a shot

you use a system
familiar in games of
this type. You tap the
Fire button and a power bar

rapidly rises to gauge the strength of

the shot. Press Fire again when it
reaches the level you want - the
closer the bar is to the top, the more

power you put behind the ball. You
must then choose the height of the
ball. Another bar rapidly descends
and pressing Fire at the right time
determines the angle of the shot.
Repeat this process 18 times

and you've played a whole round of
golf. One or two players can take
part on a selection of British, Ameri
can and Japanese courses. In the
tournament you play against 15 com

up quickly and the courses look
realistic. Graphics in general are
large and well detailed, and certainly
above par - er, below par. Oh, you
know, better than average.
VERDICT

Despite the fine graphics and very
good gameplay, Tournament Golf
offers nothing new when compared
to golf sims that have been around
for ages. If you don't have a game of
this kind already and getting one is
on the top of your shopping list, then
this is certainly worth consideration.
Otherwise stick to what you've got.

This is good, but there's not enough
improvement over other games of
the genre to make it a must buy.
ADAM WARING

GRAPHICS
SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE

INSTANT APPEAL
LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

73%

puter-controlled opponents over 12

WHO NEEDS A CADDY WHEN ICON DO THAT?

direction of the wind and

Ball position - a close-up
of your ball indicates the

how fast it is blowing

terrain in which it lies

Wind speed - shows the

SHOT
CLUE

Select club - you need to
use the appropriate club to
tackle a shot successfully

64 ST FORMAT

1M

Course data - select the top left icon and you get this screen,
the main display, which gives you information on the distance to
the hole, the par, and so on. Before you tee off at each hole, you
can access a huge range of information - more than any real
golfer could hope to find on the course! - and then, when you
decide you're ready, take your shot using the bottom right icon

Leg position - swing those
pants till you're in the
perfect stance for the shot
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spectrum

- AMSTRAD

£24.99
E9.99/E14.99
"33/1-10S3

jue arcade experience with 5 worlds, 12 levels, 2 MB graphics, 1500
jreens, 400 K sound, 50 soundeffects, 10 speechsamples, 50 frames
parallax scrolling.
Turrican armed with new and terrible weapons of destruction once again
enters the unknown and unchartered worlds of his enemies to destroy

them or die in the attempt.

Published by
8 MILLSIDE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LAWSON ROAD, DARTFORD, KENT. DA1 5BH. TEL: 0322292513/18 FAX: 0322293422

AMIGA ATARI & PC SOFTWARE

The S T Club

The Tipster

49 Stoney Street - Nottingham - NG1 1LX - (0602) 410241

ST Applications.

COIN outsider in this years GOLD CUP. Data for this program requires

Item Selector. Universal Item Selector

III incorporates a host of utility func
tions: format disks, copy, move and

call it a newsletter shows a terrific

the RACING POST. An INTERNATIONAL version is available for AMIGA

& ATARI computers using the DAILY MIRROR for data on UK races.

amount of modesty on their part... It
really is packed with information,

£34.95

with more concentration on the

I

UIS III.
Powerful replacement for the Atari

Over two years ago New Computer
Express described our newsletter: "To

This HORSE RACING software was used to select the 100/1 NORTONS

rename files and folders, create

folders, find files, set file paths, etc.
"You'll wonder how you ever lived

serious side of the ST." ST Applica
tions is a complete re-design of The
ST Club Newsletter that has grown to

The punter

without it", ST Format, December
1990. Price: £19.95.

3,500 subscribers since we started it

four years ago. Each monthly issue
runs to at least 60 A4-pages. If you

The Catalogue.
Our collection of PD and Shareware

would like to subscribe or receive an

Let your computer WIN THE POOLS for you with our latest software. We
have used the same sums that the TIPSTER proves can beat the odds to give
you a better chance with on any pools coupon. The AUSTRALIAN version is

disks runs to over 2,000 disks and we

evaluation copy please complete the

guarantee same day dispatch on all
orders. Our Free Catalogue (46-pages A4) details these disks and
all of our products and services:
Books, Budgie Disks and Laser Print
ing. We also publish: Astronomy Lab
(£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford
Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),

form below.

included on the disk which also contains the LATEST ENGLISH leagues.

£34.95
This GREYHOUND RACING program is available on the AMIGA and
ATARI ST. Using data from either the DAILY MIRROR or RACING POST,

FontkitPlus3.
The essential font utility for the ST.
Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum
fonts, screen fonts and downloadable
printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of
drawing tools, plus block manipula
tion tools, and it will import Calamus,
Degas and Macintosh fonts.Price:

Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95)
and 1st Word (£6.95). Details of these

£19.95.

are in our current catalogue. Write or
telephone for your copy today.

Please send me:

From:

you can rate races over HURDLES and the FLAT. Very easy to use, this
program will rate 5 races in under 1/2 an hour.

1

£34.95
*** SPECIAL OFFER ***

• 12-issues of STApplications (£15).

Q Sample copy of STApplications (£2).
CD Afree copyof rhe STClubcatalogue.

Purchase any two products for £60.00

Cheque/PO made payable to
TAM Marketing

'The ST Club" for £

PLEASE QUOTE

7 GD UNITS, Marsh Barton

Trading Estate, Exeter, Devon
SALES: 0392 427186

ST FORMAT

ENQUIRIES: 0392 215485

enclosed

Your guarantee: Ff at any time you want to
cancel your subscription you may do so simp

ly by writing to us. Tlie balance of your sub
scription will be refunded in full.

AFTER HOURS: 0395 577884

STF1S ,

NEW LOW PRICES
BRANDED DISKS AT BULK PRICES

Benchmark
ALL31/2" DISKS COME WITH LABELS.

Disk Type
31/2"
31/2"
51/4"
51/4"

DS/DD
DS/HD
DS/DD
DS/HD

Qty

1Mb
2Mb
96/48 TPI
1.6Mb

r

brand

ALL51/4" DISKS COME WITH LABELSWRITE PROTECTS AND SLEEVES

25

50

100

500

200

1000

£

15.95

27.95

35.00

68.00

150.00

295.00

£

32.00

58.00

64.00

126.00

305.00

600.00

£

10.64

17.25

27.00

49.00

116.00

215.00

£

17.40

30.00

50.00

94.00

217.00

375.00

ALL OUR DISKS ARE 100% CERTIFIED GUARANTEED ERROR FREE

IMPORTANT NOTICE. WE WILL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED PRICE FOR CERTIFIED
UNBRANDED DISKS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND SUPPLY BENCHMARK PRODUCT
"HOW'S THAT FOR A PROMISE"
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY

DISK STORAGE BOXES LOCKABLE

31/2" 100
31/2" 240
51/4" 100
51/4" 200

capacity
capacity (stackable)
capacity
capacity (stackable)

£4.50
£13.50
£4.50
£12.50

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS
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Cheques and
Postal Orders to i

c

visa
"

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 87784

Manor Court Supplies Ltd
Telephone: 0597 87 792

s

Fax No: 0597 87 416

Dept STF,Glen CelynHouse, Penybont, Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

UNBRANDED DISKS AT SAME PRICES
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W h a t a palaver! That tinfoil

terror is back again on a
mission
that's bigger
than before, and infinitely more
dangerous! As the athletic Turrican,
you must explore and conquer a
series of new worlds, before you can
do battle with your ultimate adver
sary: The Giant Machine.
Turrican can run and jump with
boundless energy. He also has an
awesome selection of weapons to
protect himself with. You can change
his arsenal by collecting the various
power-ups liberally spread through
out the game. Turrican can obtain
these by shooting the creatures and
robots that inhabit the many worlds.
And what a lot of them there are!

Hundreds of the blighters roam
the levels, and you need
to

use

the

vast

RAINBOW ARTS £24.99

turrican 2
variety of sprites and background
graphics, the programmers use the
ST's hardware to good effect smooth scrolling, graduated tints,
and screen-shaking effects are some
of the many excellent features you
can expect in the game.
The sound hasn't been ignored
either. A compulsive and compelling
tune adds to the atmosphere and
a good library of sound
effects accompanies
the graphical death

• Those spiky
pyramid-like
things often
block your

VERDICT

Turrican 2 has

They take

a huge playing

several hits

area. Each level
has

to destroy,
but when they

going to get anywhere. The default
weapon is fairly weak and unspectac
ular, but it's easy to pick up others,
like the flamethrower, which make

for a real orgy of violence.
The creatures explode beautifully
on contact with your weapons, but
you need to keep your eyes open all
the time - good reactions are vital.
Blink and you're as good as dead!
EFFECTS

Great care and attention to detail
have been lavished on the look of

the game. As well as the excellent

loads

to

explore, and there
are plenty of them.

finally go they

firepower at your disposal if you're

rurncan 2 consists of eight massive levels, and the difference isn't just

graphical. They have been constructed so as to give each a unique "feel"

and destruction.

passage.

go with a bang!

THE EIGHT PLANES OF HELL

The change in style
between the levels gives
arcade fans a lot to play with. The
game is certainly difficult enough to
challenge even the most accom
plished arcade fan, but not so hard

that it's going to stop your average
game-player from making progress.
ADAM WARING

In your watertight Exo-suit you
can swim around freely - but

GRAPHICS

so can those monsters and

SOUNDTRACK

unfortunately they're hungry...

way you can get here is via an
exhilarating lift ride

It's time for a change!

The shoot-'em-up continues

INTELLIGENCE

INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

8

89%

Turrican jumps into his ship for
the start of the shoot-'em-up
section and he's feelin' mean

• Wow! What a weapon! In this sprawling blast-'em-up you can get the
flamethrower at any time, whatever weapon you're using. Swing it in
an arc and you incinerate everything caught in its tongue of fire.

Out of his spaceship and into
the Exo-suit once again - but

Unfortunately, it takes a second or two to sweep the flames round, by

also out of the frying pan and

which time it's usually too late. Those square icons floating around
are the power-ups that change the type of weapon you're carrying

straight into the fire

issue 20-MARCH-91

Now you're deep inside the

bowels of the planet. The only

unabated. More Nasties here

than you could find at the
annual Nasty reunion party

I

The Giant Machine is your
final adversary- Plenty of
mechanical mayhem threatens
to grind you into iron filings
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READYSOFT £44.95

y«

dragon's lair 2h
After rescuing the voluptuous

Daphne

h

•

the original JLwm • •M^M^^P^t

Dragon's
Lair and
and settling
Dragon's Lair
settling
down to live happily ever after,
you've now lost the bimbo - er,
princess - to the evil Wizard Mordoc.
He's whisked her away to a "wrinkle"
in time and intends to marry her -

time warp
l^p^B

stupendous. It even utilises the STE's u\

• • ftf% tfW% enhanced colour palette.
UM^I

Sound, too,
too, is
excellent. There's
There's
Sound,
is excellent.

a nice soundtrack and excellent digi
tised speech to accompany the ani
mation. The price for all this
graphical and aural splendour though
is £45 and six disks!

unless, of course, you can rescue
VERDICT

her again. I don't know...
You play Dirk, the gormless
hero, who's sitting down to breakfast
with his family when his whiplash-

It's a tough one. As a game,
Dragon's Lair 2 is visually stunning
but as thin as your wallet after you've
bought the damn thing. Find the right
moves for each scene and you're
through it. It's not easy, though,

tongued mother-in-law brings the
news. Leaping onto the breakfast
table, the hippo-sized bonecrusher

I With a mother-in-law like this, who needs evil wizards to fight?

some
• That ledge is crumbling away
even as you get ready to jump

ominous

green

tentacles

adventures, but with some flashy

stretch you like an elastic band if you

graphics to spice it up. It's more of

don't think fast. In this instance you

an interactive cartoon par excel
lence, an adventure that you don't
just watch, you take part in too!

need to pull down then push left.
Now you are safely inside
the castle. Well, perhaps
not safely. Peering
round

a

The graphics are
simply stupefy
ing -they really
are just like

you see a large
snake creep up

behind you. You

a

have to whack it
on the cranium

tries to flatten your head with her

exactly the right

rolling pin. Avoid Daphne's mum or
perish before you've really begun!
Dragon's Lair 2 follows the for
mat of the original Dragon's Lair.

moment,

broadsword

move

to

then

avoid

in

and the high
quality of the ani
mation. But, of
course, this isn't

at

after

cartoon,

both the detail

with your trusty

it

that

rolling
so it

•

Time to make

will you decide to do the same?

EFFECTS

corner

• What now? Oh dear, don't like
the look of that big plughole...

• Dirk emerges for another bash;

a sharp exit as

a

because in a five-second sequence
and with half a dozen moves at your
disposal, the possibilities are huge.

But this just makes the game more
frustrating. There's an incentive to
see what happens next, and that
keeps you plugging away. But get to
the end once and you're not likely to
want to play it again.
ROD LAWTON

miracle in it

Daphne's heavy handed mum

self because all

GRAPHICS

wrestles with a hapless python

they've had to

SOUNDTRACK

There's a number of short animated

dreaded
pin. And

sequences and you must make the

goes on for 46 death-defying scenes

series of specially-drawn stills into an

right joystick move at the right time

animation for each scene. What's

or meet a hideous and grisly end. In

until you rescue Daphne again.
Dragon's Lair 2 isn't really a

the case of the first scene, that

game at all - just one of those horri

more, the interaction is extremely
simplistic as a result. Nevertheless,

means pushing left with the joystick

ble old-fashioned linear trial-and-error

Dragon's Lair 2 still looks absolutely

do

is

link

a

INTELLIGENCE

INSTANT APPEAL
LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

58%

just as your mother-in-law raises the
rolling pin and says, "again."
From there you find yourself on a
castle drawbridge. In the castle moat

• This is what happens if you
don't avoid Ma's rolling pin
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• Look behind you! Look behind you! A lucky backswing with your broadsword is all that's needed

• What are those nasty green things in the moat?
Dirk's abilities are about to be stretched by them...
issue 20-MARCH-9I
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CLASSIC ARCADE ACTION IN A LAND OF MYTH AND MAGIC
In the beginning there was 'Druid', hailed as a milestone

Acamantor's monstrous minions at bay. Your task is to find

game at the time of its release.Then came 'Enlighten

and destroy the evil power. Only by unleashing the
arcane powerof Chaos can final victory be yours.

ment', and now there's Warlock the avenger, the third
game in a classic series. Designed by Dene Carter,

Warlock the avenger takes the player yet deeperinto the dan
gerous world of Belorn, where the evil lord Acamantor

has returned to hold the land in his grasp. Strive to re
awaken your ancient spellsand find your way through
eight trap-strewndungeons, overcoming unknown
obstacles, locating secret passage-ways and keeping

£

• two games in one, you get the original Druid game, included free.

• useelementalforces to cast the mosteffective spells
• create Golems and work together in the two player game
• avoid gigantic fire-spitting skulls and
Acamantor's teeming army of monsters

&k

Atari ST & STE

£24.99

AMIGA

£24.99

Commodore C64 disk

£15.99

Commodore C64

£10.99

cassette

Distributed by US Gold Limited. Telephone 021 625 3366
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enchanted
lands

£24.99

•

nil

Fantastic lands and fairytale

^ 5 u 13
o !»•

creatures are alive and well
in Enchanted Lands. In fact
life has never been better for the
wizards and monsters who do battle

#8 a 8
- £ » 8

every day. However, something has

gone terribly wrong and the Heart of
Lore - the source of magic which
kept the land of Damiran happy - has
been shattered into 100 pieces.

You're Krugan, an elderly wizard,
and you've been chosen by the
elders to retrieve the magic which
made up the Heart of Lore and

1 ID

restore life to its old happy state.

This involves you battlingwith legions
of spiders, beetles, fish and mum • Leap over that pit containing wizard-eating flowers and not only do
you not get killed, you're rewarded with an extra life and some gems
mies. You must use all your magic
skills to defeat them and return to

the village in one piece.
Enchanted Lands is an advanced

platform game in which you have to
explore all six levels and capture the
lost fragments of magic. The land
scape scrolls as you make your way
to the end-of-level exit and you must

search all areas if you're going to
find anything.

Grassy knolls, verges and rocks
2 5' § •

• - 2 i

8 Zof

c

> c

are the standard landscape features,
"

but take a trip up a tree and you

<

V o £ =
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"It's very easy to
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H

of Lore has been

destroyed. The
despicable
Plogthor is
responsible, and
if he recovers the

petal-up, catapulting you into the air
and enabling you to scale sheer

an entire Chinese

walls. Clouds form bridges between

meal using only

sections, and there are caves and
is

because the Heart

bits there's going
to be big trouble.
Andy Hutchinson
attempts to placate
discover a whole new sub-section.
Krugan, foil
Doing so is easy: ropes hang from
trees, and large flowers give you a
Plogthor and eat

till
| 31?
10

Krugan is annoyed

get into, but nigh
on impossible to
put down"

a,

ifM
s lis
A

The old wizard

tunnels that conceal a treasure-trove

his left foot and a

of power-ups and magic.
There are, however, plenty of

toothpick

intervals, and so do the dragonflies.
Nastier opponents include spiders
who drop down on your head and
mummies who stick with you like flies
to mouldy dog poo.
In order to progress you must

collect all the potions you can find.
Most of these are hidden and you
flush them out by firing at their hiding

place - usually a tree or a rock. As
you gain more and more magic you
can use better and better weapons there's a total of nine to choose

from, varying from the bog-standard
spark to the highly amusing smash
bomb. You can make these more

powerful through the use of potions
which are mixed together at the end
of a level - just in time to use them

against the particularly large and
nasty end-of-level monsters.
EFFECTS

When you first see the smoothness
of the scrolling in this game, you
could almost swear you've sat down
in front of your TV instead of your

vicious creatures in Enchanted Lands

and they're all wizard-killing monsters
with death wishes. Most common

among these are invincible beetles they jump when you do and quickly
reduce your energy. Scorpions are
quite predictable opponents: they
wander

70 ST FORMAT

up and down at regular

• Down in the grotto, you can

pick up some extra lives and get
more jewellery than you'd find in
Samuels' biggest window display
issue 20-MARCH-91
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ST. Krugan climbs and leaps his
way around the game with
amazing fluidity. Jump up
and the whole screen

smoothly
scrolls
with you. What's
more, there's an
amazing sense
of

free

«*""*"'' ' Jl ' J!

move

ment, caused
by the way the
game lets you

.-.-.•.

r',

clamber all over

objects, rather
than leaving them
as parts of the
very attractive back
grounds.
Colour

is

.

^^mmmmmmmm
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• At the end of a level you can mix all your potions together and

used

to

power-up your weapons - just in time for the end-of-level monster

great effect. Bright, well
designed creatures complement the
very detailed backgrounds, and the

Krugan climbs and
leaps his way around
the game with
amazingfluidity"

• Breaking the world
Holding Your Breath
record, you pass a
shoal of vicious

"Spiders drop down
on your head and

sticklebacks,

mummies stick with

you like flies to
mouldy dog poo"

rapid with your Fire button to
beat the end-of-level creatures,

but it's a joy to go leaping
around the screen because
it's so smooth and fast.

animation

is

as

faultless

as

The difficulty weighting of

the

the puzzles is excellent. The

scrolling. Sound is internally gener
ated, but well up to par and not
intrusive enough to ruin your con
centration while you play.

first level seems hard, but you

Enchanted

Lands

is

ally been eased into the game

chance
upon a

and are ready for some real

fragment
of the magic
Heart of Lore,
hidden away in
a tiny crevice

VERDICT

Phew!

soon realise that you've actu

Then
hen

an

extremely addictive game. It's very
easy to get into but nigh on

treats on the later levels.

It's very hard to fault Enchanted

Lands. The only niggle is that you
have to keep pressing the Spacebar
to enter the game and leave screens
- surely pressing the Fire button

impossible to put down. Every facet
of the game oozes payability. You've
got to be nimble on your feet and

would have been better.

A couple of ex-demo writers pro
grammed Enchanted Lands and they
certainly knewwhat they were doing.
They've produced an enjoyable,
absorbing platform game with more
twists than a pig's willy warmer.

<\>'

Jajl*' • The very first screen of this
;

1

r ••**

scrolling cutesy game holds a

jP";: %,'. couple of traps for the unwary W' -.""I but you've shot the scorpion, so
it

(*

ANDY HUTCHINSON

- M£ .you'ean now just pick up that ring
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WW. j
*

*

'

BBBHHI —tM
• Your choice of weapon isn't
entirely up to you - to use the
more powerful items, you need
*

to build up sufficient energy

GRAPHICS

SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE
..*$&$$ •jap'1

INSTANT APPEAL

%* • * •

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

92%
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Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release. Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P inc. UK on orders
over £5. Less than £5 and Europeadd £1 per item. Elsewhereplease add £2 per item forairmail. These offersare available mail order only.
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IGAME

PRICE IGAME

PRICE IGAME

PRICE

Addidas Football

£13.99

Golden Shoe*

£13.99

Powerdrift

£16.99

ST SPECIALS •

Anarchy

£13.99

Gravity

£16.00

Powermonger*

£16.99

Assault on Alcatraz *
Austerlitz

£16.99
£16.99

Gremlins 2 *

£13.99

Gunship

£14.99

Axels Magic Hammer

£13.99

Hard Drivin

£13.99

Precious Metal
Pro Tennis Tour
Rainbow Islands

£15.99
£16.99
£13.99

B.A.T.*
Back to the Future 2*
Back to the Future 3 *
Balance of Power '90
Battle Command*

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Heavy Metal

£13.99

Red Storm Rising

£15.99

Afterburner
Asterix
Baal
Balance of Power
Ballistix

Heroes*

£16.99

Highway Patrol 2

£16.99

Resolution 101
Rorkes Drift

£16.99
£16.99

Hillsfar
Hounds of Shadow

£16.99
£16.99

Rick Dangerous
Rick Dangerous2*

£15.99
£16.99

Blood Money
Brian Clough's Football

£9.99
£5.99

Batman Caped Crusader

£12.99

£13.99

£13.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Robocop 2*
Robocop
Rocket Ranger 2

£13.99
£12.99
£16.99

Beach Volley
Betrayal
Billythe Kid*
Black Tiger

£13.99
£19.99
£16.99
£13.99

£16.99
£13.99
£13.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Risk

Batman the Movie
Battle of Britain*
Battlechess
Battlemaster*

Imperium*
Impossamole
Indy Jones Action
Indy Jones Adventure
Interphase
Int. Soccer Challenge*
Iron Lord

£16.99

Rotox*
Run the Gauntlet
RVF Honda

£16.99
£12.99
£14.99

Blade Warrior*

£16.99

Blood Money
Bloodwych Data Disk

£16.99
£9.99

Bomber

£21.99

Boxing Manager

£13.99

BSS Jane Seymour*

£16.99

Cabal
Carrier Command
Castle Master
Cavadar*
Chaos Strikes Back
Chase HQ
Chase HQ 2 *

£6.99

Secret of Monkey Island*

£19.99

Shadow Warriors*
Sherman M4
Shinobi

£13.99
£16.99
£12.99

Jumping Jackson

£16.99

Shoot 'em up Con. Kit

£19.99

K. Quest 1,2,3,4 Hint Book

£6.99

Joan of Arc

£7.99

Sleeping Gods Lie
Sly Spy*

£14.99
£13.99

Laser Squad
Legend of the Sword

£6.99
£5.99

Manhunter in New York
Marble Madness
Menace

£9.99
£7.99
£7.99

Mickey Mouse

£6.99

Nebulus
Netherworld
Outrun
Pacland
Pacmania

£4.99
£4.99
£7.99
£7.99
£6.99

Peter Beardsley Soccer
President is Missing
RingofZahn
Rocket Ranger
R-Type

£4.99
£6.99
£9.99
£6.99
£7.99

£19.99
£26.99

Licence to Kill
Life and Death*

£12.99
£19.99

Light Force
Lombard RAC Rally

£16.99
£14.99

Loom*
Lords of Chaos *
Lost Patrol

£16.99
£13.99
£13.99

Magnum 4

£16.99

Manchester United
Manhunter New York
Manhunter N.Y. Hint Book
Manhunter S'Francisco
Maniac Mansion
Matrix Marauders *

£16.99
£16.99
£6.99
£21.99
£16.99
£13.99

Microprose Soccer
Midnight Resistance*

£14.99
£13.99 The Krystal
£21.99 The Plague

Crackdown

£13.99

Crazy Cars 2
Cyberball

£11.99
£13.99

Damocles*
Dan Dare 3

£16.99
£13.99

Dark Century
Days of Thunder *

£16.99
£19.99

Degas Elite
Dick Tracy*

£17.99
£16.99

Dr. Doom

£16.99

Dragon Ninja
Dragon Spirit
Dragon's Breath
Dragons of Flame

£12.99
£12.99
£21.99
£16.99

Drakkhen

£21.99

Dungeon Master
Dungeon Master Editor
Dungeon Master Hints
Dynasty Wars*

£16.99
£7.99
£9.99
£13.99

Edition One*
Elite

£16.99
£14.99

Emlyn Hughes*
£13.99
Escape From Robot Monsters* ....£13.99
F16 Combat Pilot

£16.99

F19 Stealth Fighter

£19.99

F29 Retaliator
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disk
Ferrari Formula 1

£16.99
£16.99
£13.99
£16.99

FightingSoccer

£13.99

Fire and Brimstone*
Fireball*

£16.99
£16.99

FlightSim 2
Flight of the Intruder*

£26.99
£16.99

Fit Disk 7 or 11

£13.99

Fit Disk European
Fit Disk Japan

£13.99
£13.99

Football Director 2

£12.99

F'tball Manager 2 Gift Pack

£12.99

F'tballer of the Year 2
Full Metal Planet

£13.99
£16.99

Fun School 2 (6-8)
Fun School 2 (over 8)
Fun School 2 (under 6)

£11.99
£11.99
£11.99

Future Wars
Ghostbusters 2
Ghosts and Goblins
Ghouls and Ghosts*

£16.99
£16.99
£13.99
£13.99

M1 Tank Platoon*
Mid Winter
Mini Office Comms

£19.99
£16.99

MiniOffice Graphics
Mini Office Spread

£16.99
£16.99

Murder*

£16.99

New Zealand Story
Nightbreed*
Ninja Spirit

Ninja Warriors
Nitro*
North and South
Off Road Racer *

Operation Harrier*
Operation Stealth*
Oriental Games*

Operation Harrier*
Operation Thunderbolt
Operation Wolf
P47

Pang*
Paperboy
Paradroid 90 *

£16.99

£26.99
£26.99
£13.99
£13.99

Star Trek V*

£16.99

Star Wars Trilogy
Star Flight

£16.99
£16.99

Star Glider 2
StOS

£14.99
£19.99

Stos Compiler

£13.99

Stos Games Galore*
Stos Maestro

£16.99
£16.99

Stos Sprites 600

£11.99

Strider
Stun Runner*
Stunt Car Racer
Subbuteo

£13.99
£13.99
£15.99
£12.99

Seven Gates of Jambala

£4.99

Supercars
Supremacy*

£13.99
£19.99

Shadowgate

£7.99

Shuffle Puck Cafe

£7.99

Swords of Twilight
Swords of Twilight Hint Book
Theme Park Mystery*

£16.99
£5.99
£16.99

Skidog
Speedball
Starglider 2
Sundog Frozen Legacy
Super Hang On
Tanglewood

£4.99
£7.99
£6.99
£8.99
£7.99
£4.99

£16.99

£13.99

Pirates

£15.99

Player Manager
Plotting*

£12.99
£13.99

Police Quest

£16.99

£6.99

Police Quest 2

£16.99

Populous
Populous Promised Land

£16.99
£7.99

Powerdrome

£16.99

£19.99
£16.99

Thunderstrike*

£16.99

Time
Time Machine
Toki*
Toobin

£19-99
£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

Turbo Outrun

TV Sports Football
World
£16.99 Twin
£16.99 UMS
UMS 2*
£16.99 UMS Scenario 1
£16.99 UMS Scenario 2
£13.99 Unreal*
£12.99 Un Squadron *
£15.99 Untouchables
£16.99 Verminator
£12.99 Walker *

Pipemania

Police Quest 1,2 Hint Book

Snowstrike*

Space Ace
Space Quest 3
Space Harrier 2
Spy Who Loved Me*

£13.99 Total Eclipse
Total Recall*
£13.99 Tower
of Babel
£13.99 Track Suit Manager
£13.99 Triad Vol. 3
£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

£7.99
£9.99

Leisure Suit Larry 2
Leisure Suit Larry 3

£13.99

Hollywood Poker Pro

£9.99

£14.99
£13.99

£16.99

£7.99
£9.99

Interphase

Kult
Leaderboard Birdie

Corporation*

Gauntlet 2
Goldrush

£16.99
£16.99

£13 99

£16.99

Football Manager 2 + Exp. Kit ....£12.99
Galaxy Force
£4.99

Sir Fred
Skate or Die*

Klaxx*

Continental Circus

£4.99
£3.99
£7.99

Hunt for Red October

£16.99
£21.99
£26.99

Conqueror

Eliminator
Fernandez Must Die
Fish

£14.99
£13.99

Killing Game Show *
King's Quest 4
King's Quest Triple

£21.99

£7.99
£4.99
£5.99
£7.99

£19.99

£11.99
£12.99
£7.99
£16.99

Knight of'the'cry'staliion'"

£5.99

Silent Service
Silkworm IV*

Kick Off
Kick Off 2*
Kick Off Extra Time
Kid Gloves

£16.99

Chambers of Shaolin

Conflictin Europe
Cybernoid2
DejaVu
Dragon Spirit

Sim City

£13.99
£14.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£13.99
£16.99
£16.99
£13.99
£13.99
£16.99
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S. Quest 1,2,3, Hint Book

£13.99
£9.99
£16.99
£19.99

£14.99

Chuck Yeager *

ST £3.99

£16.99

Kennedy Approach

Colorado*
Combo Racer*
Commando
Commando War*

Cosmic Pirate |

Italy 1990*
Ivanhoe
Jack Nicklaus Extra Courses
Jack Nicklaus Golf
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf

£5.99
£5.99
£7.99
£9.99
£7.99

Trivial Pursuits

£9.99

Trivial Pursuits New Beginning

£5.99

£13.99

TV Sports Football

£13.99
£16.99

Uninvited

£12.99
£19.99
£13.99

£16.99
£16.99
£14.99
£15.99
£8.99
£8.99
£16.99

£16.99

£11.99
£7.99

ACCESSORIES

Quickshot II Turbo Joystick
Quickshot III Turbo Joystick

£9.99
£9.99

Competition Pro ExtraJoystick...£12.99
Speedking Autofire Joystick
£9.99
Mouse Mats

£3.99

Contriver Replacement Mouse
Inc. Deluxe Paint, Mouse Mat,

Warhead
Waterloo

£13.99
£15.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Naksha Upgrade Mouse Inc.
Mouse House, Mouse Mat

£26.00

Wayne Gretzky Hockey

£14.99

Quality2nd disk drive

£59.00

Disc boxes 3 1/2" holds 40
Disc boxes 3 1/2" holds 80

Weird Dreams
Wild Streets

£15.99
£16.99

Wings of Fury*

£13.99

World Cup Soccer '90*
Xenomorph
Xenon 2 Megablast

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

ZakMcKracken
Zombi

£16.99
£16.99

Mouse House

£19.99

£6.99
£8.99

Blankdisks Sony unbranded
with labels
69p each
KAO unbranded

with labels

Please send orders and cheque/PO/Access/Visa no. and expiry date to:
Microsmart, 127 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks, MK16 8SE

60p each

ICastle Warrior
£3.99

LEISURE

Jupiter's
masterdrive
UBI SOFT £19.99
move quickly and smoothly, and slide
about in an impressively realistic and frustrating - fashion.
Sound consists of a suitably
menacing title tune, jaunty betweenstage jingles and good in-game
effects which complement the action
well. A bit of digitised speech might
have spiced it up a bit, though,
especially in the shop section, where
a bored-looking alien taps his finger
on the counter waiting for you to
decide what you're going to buy.

C a s t your mind back four
years and you may recall a
game called Super Sprint
where you had to race little cars
around increasingly difficult circuits.
Masterdrive is a similar racing game
but it's graphically way ahead of that
oldie. The gameplay is much deeper
too: you can bolt stomach-churning
armour and guns to your car and col
lect more fuel and power as you go.
It's the Fifth Millennium and vio

lent sports are banned. A fun-loving
Corporation has designed remotecontrol cars you can race from the
comfort of your Fifth Millennium MFI
sofa. The cars race on nine circuits,
each situated on a moon of Jupiter.

VERDICT

• Click on Jupiter - the big one - to enter a full tournament in this
futuristic racing game, or on one of the moons for the practice mode

You start off with a wad of cash

and get more depending on where
you come in the races. You can beef
up your car's specs
with your dosh and
prepare yourself for
the next - tougher
-

Jupiter and its nine moons. You can

each race there's a bonus time trial

explore these moons without getting
into the full tournament by select

where you compete with one other
car to pick up bonuses. Ifyou run out

ing

goodies -

like

J

fields, and of

keep

•-3M © B

yo«cao'°'''eshopSf

course your

sec/

opponents!
On

the

the

' to try. In this

Beware

ice and force

Best of all is the simultaneous

two-player mode. This keeps you rac
ing long after those computer oppo
nents have got boring. Basically just
another racing game, but with more
depth and better graphics than most.

' mode you can

ammo - as you J$

though of haz
ards like glue,

of time in either the race or the time

trial, then it's game over.
It all seems easy enough at first,
but it's Jupiter to a brick that you
aren't going to finish the tournament
on your first go.

the

moon you want

fuel, repairs, and I
drive.

practice

mode - simply

I choose

round. You can

also pick up extra

s«-ch

sPe,ecf.

racing

screen there is a pretty picture of

ROD LAWTON

as

long as you have

EFFECTS

the cash to enter

The graphics don't look much at first
glance, but you soon find that there's
been a lot of attention paid to detail:
each circuit is different in layout,
obstacles and driving characteris
tics. There are also ice-tracks,
deserts, and desolate crater-strewn

the races.

In the

tourna-

" ment mode you start
on the easiest moon

first and then gradu

opening

Jupiter's Masterdrive grows on you
the more you play it. At first, you can
manage just driving flat out, not buy
ing any new equipment and watching
your cash pile up. But once you get
to the third or fourth level, you start
getting left behind and must invest in
some goodies for your car!

ally go on to the
tougher circuits. After

landscapes to negotiate. The cars

GRAPHICS
SOUNDTRACK
INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

76%

ITH TWO MASTER DRIVERS, IT'S TWICE THE MAYHEM
.-..

mm
m$

-

• On some moons it's ice; on
Moon Two it's sand. Race your
car between the dunes in the

simultaneous two-player mode

issue 20-MARCH-91

• Want to get ahead? Simply
push the joystick forward to
shoot your opponents - easier
than trying to out-drive 'em...

• Player Two sneaks into first
place, scooping up the large
prize purse, and Player One is

• Now you've made it to the
between-race stage: gather as

left with absolutely nothing!

the limited time available

many bonuses as you can in
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invading hordes; but a

>us future was denied by a

greater enemy - the Earth's changing climate. Reclaimed by
the seas which had created her, Midwinter was abandoned

by her people, in search of a home on any friendly island
standing tall above the rising seas.

"In the more temperate equatorial

\
* k

reaches ofthe Atlantic, only one of
. forty-two islands held out a hand,

j welcoming the survivors into the
Atlantic Federation, a force for

peace, prosperity and democracy. But the new home is threatened
by the evil Saharan Empire, a mighty military dictatorship based
on the African mainland, already enslaving the other island
communities, and ultimately intent on conflict with the Federation.
The enslaved islands are home to freedom fighters looking to
break free from Saharan domination and join the Federation. The

mammoth task facing the Federation is to covertly aid the
liberation of as many islands as possible before the Saharan

Empire makes its final push for Atlantic domination. The Flames of
Freedom must be lit. The torch is about to be passed to you."

Push your body and your wits for hours on end against the most amazing, exciting and advent

AHOE PSYCHOLOGY

-

REASON

v Q[excellent
—

! gi ft

_r-„

jj^sL

Jm

I&£8S&ifc&
BRIBERY

jexcellent

As the best Field Agent the Atlantic Federation has, you
are charged with the execution of highly dangerous
clandestine missions on each of the forty-one islands.
Each island has its own political, administrative and
cultural perspective, so each mission will require
different aspects of your chosen physical, mental and
psychological skills.

14Qfe] PLEADING
ij excellent

excellent

(+1

f?P AUTHORITY
^excellent
: [deception
excellent

HjBsarJHB

LaXJ, j

Sophisticated character profile
generators allow you to choose your own

looks, sex, psychology and physical
characteristics.

*
Choose to use Training mode to
practice any aspect of the game, 'Firefighf to
try one complete mission, or 'Campaign' to
tackle the whole shooting match !

RESTRICTED
MISSION BRIEFING - BENI MAZAR

Your first mission objective is to sabotage a
Power Station, You'll need to think through

Ij For eri.arcip.ated sla./es. jts
_ ..•illations built ;>/ith money donated by
yripathetic industrialists, and many oF the

the entire process for yourself:- steal
explosives from a local army base; find the
engineer who designed the station; rescue his
daughter to persuade him to give you the
plans; hijack a vehicle for use; dodge or

"'"ired "a't'ithis time
""'ician Mbokc Et.uta

ia nis wire ^nai^a^rejirrVprisoned on the
land, charged \>/ith%dis.tributing seditious
teratijre.'

W*

kill the sentrys; plant the explosives, and
finally escape unseen.

In every mission,you are on your own, but not
without help. There are 4000 individuals with

which you may interact, including friends,
foes, and foes pretending to be friends.

o

Every character has their own looks,

personality and life history to assess. You
have twenty-four modes of transport available
to you, across land, through the air and both
across and through the seas. You have over a
quarter of a million square miles to cover,

Cover a quarter of a million square
miles of accurately mapped 3-D terrain,
generated by light-sourced fractal techniques.
•k
Auto-route options allow you to plan
and execute travel within the 3-D

automatically.
*

Interact with 4000 characters, each

with an individual personal profile.

all mapped using Maelstrom's unique 3-D light
sourced fractal landscapes, and thousands of

buildings to explore.

Flames of Freedom provides you with

challenge, fought according to y—

your strengths, weaknesses

( M

ilities, and visualised via
:s sequences even more

ig than those of its

Utilise 24 modes of transport,

essor - with Midwinter II,

across land, skies and seas.

aqe dawns

•k
Fight with 12 different weapons
against a massive array of opposing
firepower.
•
Use your investigative and
deductive techniques to solve endless
challenges to aid your progress.

Flames of Freedom will be available soon for your
Commodore Amiga, Atari ST and IBM PC Compatible, from
Rainbird, the Masters of Strategy.

s stategy game. Midwinter II, This time its personal!

PREMIER MAIL ORDER
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release.
Please send cheque/PO/'Access/Visa No. and expiry date to:

Dept STF3, Trybridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI3 1BJ
Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 and Europe
add £1.00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for Airmail. These offers are available Mail Order only. Telephone
orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm. Saturday 10am-4pm. Fax orders: 0268 590076. Tel orders: 0268 590766
Gunboat *

3D Construction Kit *

26.99

4D Boxing *
4D Driving *

16.99 Gunship
16.99 Hard Drivin

Adidas Football
ATF2

13.99
16.99

Airborne Ranger
Arkanoid2
Assault on Alcatraz *
Austerlitz
B.A.T.
Back to the Future 2
Back to the Future 3 *
Badlands

Batman Caped Crusader

Hard Drivin 2 *
Hitchhikers Guide

9.99 Hollywood Collection
5.99
16.99
9.99
26.99
16.99
16.99
13.99

5.99

Horror Zombies *
Hounds of Shadow

Hydra *
IK+

Imperium

Judge Dredd *
Kick Off

Knights of the Sky *
K.O 2 - Final Whistle

16.99 K.O 2 - Giants of Europe *
K.O 2 - Return to Europe *

Carthage *

16.99 K.O 2 - Super League *

Cavadar
Chase HQ 2

16.99
16.99

K.O 2-Winning tactics *

Damocles
Das Boot*

Kristal

16.99 Last Ninja 2
29.99 Last Ninja 3 *
26.99 Leather Goddess
16.99 Legend of Billy Boulder *
26.99 Leisure Suit Larry 2
16.99 Leisure Suit Larry 3
9.99 Lemmings *
16.99 Line of Fire
16.99 Little Computer People
16.99 Lords of Chaos *
16.99
19.99

Days of Thunder

16.99

Deluxe Paint

39.99

Lost Patrol
Lucasfilm Double Pack
Ml Tank Platoon

Dick Tracy *
Double Dragon
Dragons Breath
Dungeon Master

Magnum4
16.99 Masterblazer *
5.99 Matrix Marauders *
12.99 Mean Streets
14.99 Midnight Resistance

Duster*

16.99

Midwinter
Midwinter 2 *
MIG 29*

Emlyn Hughes
13.99
Emlyn Hughes Quiz *
13.99
19.99 Monty Python
Escape From Colditz *
Escape From Robot Monsters.. 13.99 Mud Sports*
Murder

7.99
12.99

16.99
26.99

19.99
8.99

16.99

4.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99

Fun School 2
Fun School 2
Fun School 2
Fun School 3
Fun School 3
Fun School 3

6-8)
over 8)
under 6)
5-7)
over 7)
under 5)

Future Wars
Gauntlet 3 *
Gazza 2
Golden Axe
Gremlins2
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16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Powermonger *
Predator 2 *
Prince of Persia

Projectyle

16.99
16.99
9.99
16.99

NOW ONLY

£12.99

DUNGEON MASTER +

CHAOS STRIKES BACK

ONLY £19.99

HARD DRIVIN'

NOW ONLY

7.99
16.99
4.99
6.99

Triad Vol 3

9.99

Turbo Challenge
16.99 Turrican 2 *
16.99 TV Sports Football
16.99 Ultimate Ride
5.99 UMS 2 *

16.99

16.99
16.99
19.99
5.99

Powerdrome

16.99
16.99
13.99
16.99
16.99

DRAGONS BREATH

Tracksuit Manager
Tracksuit Manager 2 *
Treasure Island Dizzy
Treasure Trap

Paradroid90
Platinum
Platoon

Populous

Stun Runner
Stunt Car Racer
Subbuteo

16.99

16.99
26.99
26.99
16.99

16.99

16.99

Pool of Radiance

*

Toyota Celica

16.99
16.99

Pang

13.99
13.99 Player Manager
13.99 Plotting
....16.99 Police Quest 2

Swords of Twilight

19.99

JOYSTICKS

13.99
16.99

16.99
16.99

9.99

Hounds of Shadow

£9.99

Nitro
Off Road Racer

16.99

Powerdrome

Ferrari Formula 1

16.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

5.99

Oriental Games

16.99
13.99
9.99
5.99
16.99

16.99

Fantasy World Dizzy

16.99
12.99

Shadow Dancer *
Shadow Warriors
Silent Service
Silkworm
Silkworm IV*

ONLY £7.99 EACH!

The Immortal
Their Finest Hour
TNT
Toki *
Torvak
Total Recall
Tournament Golf

16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Flood
Football Director 2

19.99

E.A. SPECIAL OFFERS

19.99
19.99
19.99

Navy Seals *
Nightbreed
Nightbreed RPG
Nightshift*
Ninja Remix*

Flight of the Intruder *

19.99

ONLY £9.99

16.99 Teenage Mutant Turtles

13.99
16.99

16.99
16.99
12.99
10.99
10.99

Operation Harrier
Operation Stealth
16.99 Operation Thunderbolt
19.99 Operation Wolf

19.99

TRIAD VOL. 3
Rocket Ranger, Speedball
& Blood Money

16.99
19.99

F16 Combat Pilot
F29 Retaliator
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disc
Falcon Mission Disc 2

Football Man World Cup

9.99

Secretof Monkey Island *

SPECIAL OFFERS

Team Suzuki *
Team Yankee

19.99 Narc *

FordQ8 Rally*

16.99

RVF Honda

Super Hang On
5.99
Super Monaco GP *
16.99
Supremacy
19.99
7.99
19.99 Swords of Twilight
16.99 Swords of Twilight Hint Book....5.99

16.99

First Samurai *

Rotator *

City
7.99 Sim
Skull and Crossbones
7.99
9.99 Sly Spy
Ace
5.99 Space
Space Quest 3
9.99
5.99 Speedball2
16.99 Spellbound *
7.99 Spider-Man
16.99 Spy Who Loved Me
26.99 Steven Hendry*
26.99 Stratego*
16.99 Slrider 2

F15 Strike Eagle 2 *

7.99
16.99
16.99

Rocky Horror Show *

7.99
16.99
16.99
4.99
16.99

13.99 Sega Master Mix

E-Swat*

Ferrari Formula 1
Fire and Brimstone
Fireball *

15.99
5.99
16.99
9.99

Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf * 19.99 Secrets of Luftwaffe *

9.99

Cruise For A Corpse *

Rainbow Islands
Rambo 3
Reach for the Skies *
Resolution 101

16.99 Rock Star Ate My Hamster

16.99

16.99
19.99

Crime Wave*

16.99

Rick Dangerous
16.99 Rick Dangerous 2
5.99 Robocop2

Jack Nicklaus Golf

Blade Warrior *
Blue Max*

Commando War *

19.99
16.99
7.99

16.99

16.99 Kings Quest4

Conquest Camelot
Corporation
Corporation Data Disk *
Cricket Captain

7.99

16.99

Billy the Kid *

Colonels Bequest

9.99

It Came From Desert *

19.99 Kick Off 2
16.99 Killing Cloud *

Codename Iceman *

Quattro Sports

Int Soccer Challenge

Betrayal *
Big Game Fishing *

ChuckYeager *

9.99

9.99
16.99

16.99

19.99
16.99
9.99
16.99

Carrier Command

Puzznic

Quattro Arcade

Int 3D Tennis

Battlechess2 *
Battle Command *
Battlemaster
Beastbusters *

Captive

16.99

14.99

Viz *
Walker*
Wheels of Fire
Whizkid *

12.99 Wings of Fury
13.99 Wizzball
26.99
19.99

Wolf Pack*
Wonderland *

16.99 World Champ Soccer *
7.99 World Cup Compilation
19.99 Wrath of the Demon *
16.99 Xiphos*
19.99 Zany Golf
16.99 Z-Out*

Cheetah 1 25 + - £6.99

Quickjoy 2 Turbo

-£9.99

Cheetah Mach 1 - £9.99

Quickshot 3 Turbo -£9.99

Quickjoy Jetfighter -£10.99

16.99

9.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

13.99
5.99
19.99
19.99

16.99
14.99
19.99

16.99
7.99
13.99

BLANK DISCS
Unbranded
10 x3.5"DSDD -£5.99
20 x3.5" DSDD

£10.99

50 x3.5" DSDD

£23.99

100 x3.5" DSDD - £49.99

Branded - rDK
3.ii" DSDD-£1. 25 Each

LEISURE

advanced

destroyer simulator
FUTURA £19.99
T h e problem with being a
ship's Captain is the terrible
loneliness of

is to shoot it out of the sky - not an
easy task with 120mm cannons.

command -

especially in Advanced Destroyer
Simulator, because you don't actually
have anyone to command. This WWII
warship sim puts you totally in
charge, so you have no-one to blame
but yourself as you end up on the
ocean floor for the umpteenth time.
Having a crew of one does have
its problems - like keeping your eye
on all the weaponry. It can be a bit of

EFFECTS

The 3D bitmapped graphics work
well. Because of the speed of sea
going vessels, there are no jerkiness
problems of the type that sometimes
occur in flight sims. The horizon
bobs very credibly up and down with
the waves, adding realism - and
possibly a dose of sea-sickness!

a handful to keep everythinggoing.

VERDICT

The action takes place in three
geographical areas: the Mediter
ranean has the easiest scenarios,
the English Channel and the North
Sea more difficult campaigns. Five of
the six missions in each area have

specific targets to destroy. The sixth
is a Delta mission, where you must
N
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REPAIR.

• Before you set sail, you get a
mission briefing: find an enemy
cruiser hiding in a remote fjord

• Master the controls in this World War Two warship simulator and
head into battle - but hurry! That enemy cruiser's coming right for you!

There are a couple of niggly points
concerning the controls - there's just
too much to look after when in the

thick of battle, for instance - but

patrol an sector and repel anyone
who strays into your waters.
One thing about accurately simu
lating war at sea is the time it takes
to get anywhere: half an hour to
reach the target does make travel
ling a bit tedious. Lucky then that
ADS has a speed-up option, available
whenever you're in map mode, which
makes the game progress at a fair
old rate of knots.

Probably just as luckily, you're
brought out of this mode automati

cally if you meet any other vessel. If
it's an enemy, you have a choice of
weapons:

torpedoes

cause

more

damage and sink an enemy much
faster, but they're difficult to aim:
you have to take into account how
far the target is likely to have moved
by the time they hit home. Firing the

self obsessively determined to carry

cannons is easier: find the correct

out your mission - whatever the cost!

elevation and you can keep up a con
stant bombardment on the enemy.
The drawback here, however, is that

ADAM WARING

GRAPHICS

far more direct hits are needed.

SOUNDTRACK

As well as the ship you're out to
destroy, there are plenty of other

INTELLIGENCE

ocean-going vessels. These have to
be identified if you want to avoid
sinking a friendly. Should you happen
to meet a plane then your only hope

despite this, Advanced Destroyer
Simulator is brilliantly atmospheric.
It's very easy to become totally
absorbed by the game and find your

INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

8

79%

A LOVELY SEA VIEW AND MORE CONTROLS THAN THE QE2
What's that? You say you've alwayswanted to see the sea? Well, in AdvancedDestroyerSimulator you may wellget a glimpse of it, from several
different angles- but withall the control systems to keep youreye on, most of the time you'rejust too busy to take the time to enjoythe view

i

mm

with three turrets - two at
the front and one at the back

do tubes: you can
fire up to four at once - from
both port and starboard

Map: crucial to navigation
and strategic planning alike.
This displays the position of
all known craft in the area,

'««<5£>

identifies them as allies or
enemies, and even locates

their bases for you. You can
zoom in for greater detail
(inset), and also access the
speed-up mode from here

issue 20-MARCH-91

• Binoculars: double your
power of vision, so you can
check any distant objects

• The Bridge: steer your ship
from here - and this is how

you normally see the world

• Damage Report: examine
the damage. You can't fix it,
but at least you know about it
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W o u l d you prefer getting
blown to bits or picked
up by the fuzz (ooer)? In
Crime Wave, if you're evil enough to
kidnap the US President's daughter

there's more hardware in the air than

after an explosion at a computer
shop. However, until Luke's five lives
are gone the destruction rolls on

from street to subway, eventually
leading to King Pin's heavily guarded

while she's on the toilet then it's all

you deserve, according to our vigi
lante hero Luke. With all niggly ques
tions of morals out of the way, let
the carnage begin in this glorious
tale of liberty, democracy and the
preservation of safety in toilets.
The year is 1995. An organised
crime syndicate has taken over a
large number of cities. Drugs, Mur
der and Extortion are tightening their
grip over the good people of Amer
ica. But this time, the mob have
gone too far. They've kidnapped Brit
tany Cole, the President's daughter.
What's more, she's a bit of all right!
Luke
can siay
stay silent
UKe can
sneui no
nu longer.
lunger, With
vviui

m

mansion for the final showdown.
EFFECTS

• A customer tries to leave this horizontally-scrolling shoot-'em-up
without paying her bill. Thank goodness Luke and his trusty rocket

The graphics are painfully slow. It's
impossible to avoid anywhere near
enough bullets - there are simply so
many of them flying about on screen.
The only way to get through this
game is to slap the joystick into
auto-fire, grit your teeth and charge.
Tactics? No way, there just isn't the
depth. The only gimmicks are the
exploding bodies, creating a "Big

launcher were on hand to remind her!

**f\

US GOLD £24.99

^^« #.A

crime wave
^^^^^^V ^H

|^B ••"

^^ ^^m

Bird meets Bernard Matthews"

^^hvim^.

of bloodshed. The intro scenes a
good,

A truly awful game, dragged out of
the 20 percent range by the amusing
nature of the graphics. Sure the

stealth and diplomacy. Unfortunately,
Luke is into mindless violence with a

rocket launcher and machine gun.

screen shots look great, but that's
as far as it goes. Crime Wave is just
further proof that companies should

Spurred on by his trousers, Luke
consults his computer - his suspi
cions are confirmed, the President's
daughter is definitely a bit of all right.

get back to grass roots and concen
trate on the game itself rather than
the fancy packaging.

He also discovers that an old adver

linked to the kidnapping...
Crime Wave is a horizontally-

scrolling

shoot-'em-up.

You

play

Luke, the man with a death-wish who

intends to rid the city of King Pin and
all his vile minions. Armed only with a

machine gun, a rocket launcher and

nice animated

VERDICT

approach is needed, and above all

sary is master-minding these stains
on the sheets of justice, a gangland
boss known only as King Pin. But
first, a small-time hood has been

with some

touches, but don't let this fool you.

tottie at stake, the situation demands
immediate action. A softly-softly

NEIL WEST

• Little does our unsuspecting heroine know of the evil lurking
in the toilet! King Pin has a deadly surprise waiting for her...

GRAPHICS
SOUNDTRACK

a very funny walk, Luke struts his

couple of missiles soon shifts them,

way through level after level of blood
shed, picking up energy, ammo and

Limbs, bullets and blood fill the

extra lives along the way.
All the while, King Pin's hoods
stand in your way. Don't worry, a

screen as Luke makes his inevitable

progress from left to right.
After a while, Luke dies. This

INTELLIGENCE
INSTANT APPEAL

LONG TERM INTEREST

OVERALL

38%

isn't too surprising if you consider

HOW TO BLAST YOUR WAY THROUGH WAVES OF CRIME

Hooray for Luke! Another turkey receives his just punishment
at the hands of our hero - or at the end of his rocket launcher...

78 ST FORMAT

The giblets and stuffing tumble to the ground... a great victory
for the cause of liberty, the President and safety on toilets!
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No ugly wart-nose is
e[onna make a monkey out
of me! But that's just
what that witch has done -

cine minute I'm the mighty
Foki and the next I'm having
areakfast debusing my armpits, I can't
Jiralk a step without tripping over my
knuckles and, oh, there's an overhanging
fine - time to swing out sister! But n
:»roken heart is going ape. My beloved
Miho (I can't wait to share a banana with her)
las been kidnapped and somehow I've

lot to regain my manhood -until then WJ\

.'m just swingin' in the rain!

rs(M

rhe arcadj^. sensation by Fabtek Inc^-* ^v
^

• •A* aavu is now available > /vTfiN

^\^X 7x ^\ for your micro^\j\^^l

OCEAN SOjFTWARE LTD, 6 CENTRAL
STREET, MANCHESTER M2 5NS.
TEL: 061-832 6633, FAX 061-834 0650

SPECTRUM. AMSTRAD CARTRIDGE
COMMODORE CARTRIDGE
ATARI ST . AMIGA

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE AMIGA
AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY
ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE GENUINE UK SPECIFICATION
FULL REPAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE FREE ESTIMATES
IAUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR,CITIZEN, COMMODORE, ACORN ANDAMSTRAD

UNIT 8, ARMLEY PARK COURT, OFF CECIL ST,
ARMLEY, LEEDS, LS12 2AE

FIRST CHOICE

DISCOVERY

PACK

PACK

<2T3v>TURBO PACK!

Everything you'll need in one DISCOVER THE ATARI ST
Pack comprises of the Atari
superb value package. Fully
520STFM, First Basic Language
microswitohed Cruiser joystick,
Disk, Neochrome Graphics Package,
10 Sony disks, disk box,
S.T.O.S The best selling games cre
mousemat, Atari cover plus
ator, ST Tour - Tutorial Disk, Mouse
three extra games of your
and Manuals.
choice.

ONLY £30.00
with any Atari pack

Plus 4 great games titles
Outrun, Carrier Command, Space
Harrier and Bombjack.

PRINTERS

1040 STE

THE NEW ENHANCED
ATARI 520 STE

The Extended RAM (1 meg) version
of the Atari STE. This machine is

capable of runnning complex busi
ness and utility software,. The pack
includes ST Word - word processor,

Now with Indiana Jones and the Last

Crusade, Impossible Mission 2,
Human Killing Machine, Super Cycle,
Outrun, Dragon's Breath, Anarchy,
Blood Money, First Basic, Music
Maker, Hyperpaint and S.T.O.S the
games creator plus all leads, mouse

ST Base - Database, ST Calc -

spreadsheet, ST Graph, S.T.A.C,
Adventure Creator, HyperPaint,
Prince - strategy game and
Metacomco ST Basic language disk
with full manuals, plus mouse.

and manuals.

only £279.00

extra PACK

ONLY

ONLY

£359.00

£429.00

I the mega series
Mega 1 with 1 meg of RAM
£509.00
Mega 4 with 4 meg of Ram
£1089.00
The Mega ST has long been the pro
fessionals' choice for DTP, CAD and

other memory intensive applications
plus all the usual business utilities.

Atari SM124 high res mono
monitor when bought with a
Mega ST or 1040
ONLY £99.99

ALL OUR PRINTERS INCLUDE A STD CENTRONICS CABLE FREE!

EPSON EPL-7100 *A4 Page laser

STAR PRINTERS Inc. FREE cable
LC 10 Mono 9 Pin 144/36cps

£159.00

LC 200 Colour 9 Pin 225/45cps

£209.99

printer * Multiple built in fonts * 512K memory *
expandable to 6Mb * 300*300 DPI graphics * 6
pages per minute * Small footprint

CITIZEN PRINTERS Inc FREEcable

120 DMono 9 Pin 120/5cps

£139.99

£919.99
CANNON BJ 10c BUBBLE
JET PRINTER

124 DMono 24 Pin 120/40cps

£219.99

Swift 9 Mono 9 Pin 192/40cps

£179.99

* REGISTERED STAR
& CITIZEN DEALERS *

ogy * Smaller * Cheaper * Quieter * Quicker
£319.99

Swift 9 or24 Colour Upgrade

MONITORS

PERIPHERALS
DRIVES

NAKSHA UPGRADE

CUMANA CSA 354 3.5"

The superior hi-res mouse inc.

been designed to offer the maxi

EXTERNAL DRIVE ONLY

mouse mat and holder

v21 (300/300 baud), v23 (1200755/1200)
£149.99

LC 24-200 Mono 24 Pin 222/67cps ....£249.99

LC 24-200 Colour 24 Pin 222/67cps...£299.99 Innovative portable bubble jet printing technol Swift 24 Mono 24 Pin 192/64cps..£289.99

INCLUDING ALL LEADS

PHILIPS CM8833 MKII
Colour display, stereo sound, 600 * 286 resolu
tion, green screen facility, 1 yr on-site warranty

£239.99
PHILIPS AV7300 TV TUNER

Atari Mouse

ATARI SM124
High resolution mono (600*400). This monitor
has a superb clear, stable image. Ideal if you are
using drawing or wordprocessing
applications.

£109.99

3.5" QUALITY

LINNET 1200
Suitable for more demanding apps
v21,v23 and v22 (1200/1200
baud)
£229.99
LINNET 2400

Higher speeds and optional error

ONLY £24.99

BULK DISKS

v22bis (2400/2400)

SONY/MITSUBISHI
ACCESSORIES

LIFETIME GUARANTEE THE

£439.00

Daisey chainable inc. utilities and cables
MEGAFILE 44MEG
£799.00
Removeable cartridge drive
£589.00

As 30Meg but twice the capacity
VORTEX 40MEG

£519.99

ICD 40MEG

£489.99

Reviewed December ST Format

MAIL ORDER
ORDER BYTELEPHONE QUOTING
YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER. IF PAY
ING BY CHEQUE PLEASE MAKE
PAYABLE TO
• FIRST CHOICE •

TEL: 0532 637988

mum features at the lowest cost

correction v21, v23, v22 and

100% ERROR FREE, 135TPI,

HARD DRIVES

MEGAFILE 60MEG

FORGET-ME-CLOCK II
Real time clock for the ST plugs
into the cartridge port

SAME QUALITY AS THE MOST
EXPENSIVE BRANDED DISKS

MEGAFILE 30MEG

LINNET
The standard Linnet modem has

£24.99

Printer Sharer (2 way) ...£17.99
Printer Sharer (3 way) ...£20.99

£69.00

PACE MODEMS

MOUSE

ONLY £29.99

£72.99

£34.99

Qty

E

10
25
50
100
200
300

£5.99
£12.99
£22.99
£39.99
£74.99
£109.99

400

£135.99

500
1000

£159.99
£309.99

Neodesk 3 Desktop

£37.99

Protext Word Processor
First Word Plus V3
Wordwriter
Timeworks DTP
Home Accounts

£74.99
£58.99
£42.99
£74.99
£20.99

System 3 Accounts

£39.99

Mini Office Pro

Spreadsheet
£19.99
GFA Basic Interpreter V3.5 £39.99
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5...£24.99
Prodata Database

Quartet

Disk labels
Disk labels

500
£7.99
1000..£13.99

£69.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor£24.99
Prodigy Sequencer
Sequencer One
Replay Professional

£47.99

£109.99
£76.99
£109.99

Mastersound

£34.99

FAX: 0532 637689

Canvas Paint Package

£13.99

Deluxe Paint II

£46.99

REMEMBER WE OFFER

CvberPajntV2^^^^^3^99

Amiga RGB Leads
Midi cables 2M
Midi cables 3M
Midi cables 5M
Printer cables 18 wire
Printer cables 25 wire
520/1040 cover
LC10 cover
LC24/10 cover
Swift 24 cover
12" monitor cover
14" monitor cover
14" tilt and swivel
Monitor stand

Universal printer stand....

50 capacity as above

FAST Mail order service

' IT COSTS LESS AT FIRST CHOICE!'

OPEN MON-SAT

£13.99
..£9.99

Mouse mats 8MM

High quality anti static
100 capacity lockable 3.5

FREE postage in UK mainland
FREE 2-3 day courier service
(Next day delivery £3 extra)
Goods tested before despatch
Call into our showroom

..£9.99
..£9.99
..£3.99
..£4.99
..£5.99
..£5.99
..£8.99
..£4.99
..£4.99
..£6.99
..£6.99
..£5.99
..£6.99

9.00AM - 5.30PM

SUNDAY OPENING

11.00AM-4.00PM

THURSDAY NIGHT

LATE TIL 8.00PM

..£4.99

£7.99
...£5.99

LEISURE extra

screenplay extra
"I'm sorry, we seem to have lost that report on the return of Terry the
Terrapin, the bowling reptile. However, Vvejust heard weyre going
straight over to Screenplay Extra where our reporter, ST FORMAT, has
a profile on some great, late, dated, or otherwise sedated
games that wouldnytfit into the previous sectionyy
•

TO A COMPUTER

is on its

way, I'm
getting the

SHOP ASSISTANT
But I don't want the free watch, mug,
poster, T-Shirt, calendar, patch, badge,
pyjamas; flange grommit, jubilee clip,
soundtrack, sunglasses or keyring. I just
want the blimmin' game at a reasonable
blimmin' price
My mum said I've got to buy something
more educational, so can I have Xenon 2
- The Advanced Calculus Version
When's the Acorn Atom version

i.

coming out?
Can I interface this to my Sinclair C5?
I'd really like to work in a computer shop
when I grow older. What qualifications

T.

hell out of here

• There's me thinking that Bug Bash must
be some sorta blimmin' excellent VW

Beetle congregation. Having seen this
game, I think I'll stick to my V-Dub...

1984. Scrolling is slow, movement is restricted

do I need?

and sound is bland - but at least the colours are

On level 924 of Mutant Slob Rats from

nice and bright.

Zog, how do I get the portal transporter
past the 17 sentry droids?

Is it true that you make eight quid on
every ST game you sell?
I bought this game here two years ago
and this morning it completely refused
to load. Can I have my money back?

Could I have a quarter of aniseed twists
and three Curly Wurlys please?

10. How come you've had a poster of
Adolescent Sleezoid Chimpanzees up
for the last 18 months and yet there's
still no sign of the program?

If this

desperately
awful game

TEN GREAT LINES

STF Rating - 58%

DICK TRACY
Titus - £24.95

The computer game of the film of the comic
strip has arrived. We all know the story of Dick
Tracy, that debonaire fighter for truth, honesty
and the Madonna way of life. So does the game
live up to its big licence expectations?
Ermm, no, not even remotely. This is com
pletely predictable pulp computer entertainment.

Titus have gone
a (yawn, yawn) flipscreen beat-'em-up. There are
only two sprites used to represent Dick walking,
so he trots across the screen as if he's doing
the can-can backwards and at twice the ordinary
speed. Legions of bad guys then appear, firing
streams of little yellow dots - you either punch
'em or shoot back. Finally, there is a predictable
horizontally-scrolling car chase. After that it's
back to more awful and jumpy shooting.
The graphics are awkwardly and simplistically animated. The screen update is very slow,
and the combat wildly unrealistic: your pistol
fires the same stream of little yellow dots as the
enemies' machine guns, so you tend to shoot
anything and everything that happens to be in
the way at the time. The gameplay is bland and
derivative - a fingerless three-toed sloth could
play this. The soundtrack is as twee as the
worst elevator music. In short, Dick Tracy is
unmitigated crap.
If the future of film licences looks like this,
then don't bother. Games which look like a

child's first BASIC program shouldn't see the

BUG BASH
Big Shot Software - £19.95

Apparently, an "Evil-Slug" has cast a spell on all
the insects in your garden. As a result, the
place looks a bit of a mess and there are
swarms of stoned flies and bugs zooming
around. It's your job to clear up the garden. So
lock and load your insecticide spray-gun and
ruin their day before they ruin yours.
Bug Bash is a shoot-'em-up of sorts. Your
main weapon is a spray-gun which you waft in
the faces of wayward insects. This isn't very
nice when you consider that you are an insect
too. You can fly with the aid of a propeller (now
thafs evolution) or walk slowly along the
ground. Pick-ups and power-ups are available to
boost your fire power or your score.
Bug Bash is a very dated game. It says on
the box that it took two years to develop - two
wasted years if you ask me. I remember playing
a remarkably similar game on my BBC, back in
issue 20-MARCH-91

• Oh dear me. Little yellow dots and little real gameplay. Could Dick Tracy be the duff
licence of the year? Or can a big name carry a dire game onto the bestsellers charts?
ST FORMAT 81

LEISURE extra

light of day. You'll have more fun seeing how
many cocktail sticks you can fit up your right

TEN REASONS WHY

ACTION, EVEN

YOUR HARD DRIVE

ON A

nostril. Avoid.

STF Rating - 25%

ISN'T WORKING
MULTI-PLAYER SOCCER

OYes... well... it's not so much the parts

MANAGER

as the labour

D&H Games - £24.99

&

Back in ST FORMAT 17, we reviewed a game
called Cricket Captain from D&H Games. Soc

Perhaps cleaning the heads with emery
paper wasn't such a good idea

Action Sixteen have just released a series of
half-price budget games. Although they're
quite elderly now, they're still excellent
games. If your budget doesn't run to 30 quid,
try one of these for size.
•

cer Manager is their latest offering, promising to
bring the same depth to football.

t% What hard drive?

f± Your little brother "accidentally" drop-

This is no Kick-Off lookalike, rather a long

*r kicked the drive onto the floor last

look at just about all aspects of the game of foot
ball. Up to eight players can participate in Soc
cer Manager at once, each taking control of a

weekend, and he just hasn't got around
to telling you about it yet. Oh yeah,
and you might like to check out
your bottle of expensive after-shave
while you're at it

BUDGET

Action Sixteen - £9.99 Each

Rotor from Arcana first came out in 1989.

You must pilot a Roto-raider craft behind
enemy lines. To get you ready for battle, you
can try out the six simulator tests. Then when
you've earned sufficient "prestige units" you
can go head-to-head with the enemy. The
game itself is very much like Thrust - you're
battling as much with gravity as with the alien
emplacements.
STF Rating - 73%

f% A colony of African banana beetles,

K^ whocame over on the boat last week,
have found a warm safe place to set up
home and produce babies

fSk Your mum tried dusting the drive last

•^ week, squirted Mr Sheen inthe grille at
the back and then found that the fan

shredded her jay cloth, which now
nestles on your drive surface
• In Soccer Manager managing a football
team is one of the most thankless jobs
there is - win and the players get the
credit; lose and they pin the blame on you

f% Afriend of yours has replaced the drive

fmr with a Tupperware lunchbox, hoping
you wouldn't notice (and you
didn't...hahaha)

team which must be guided to bigger things.
There are 100 teams and 1,250 players to
choose from. You can participate in The Euro

^

There isn't actually a drive inside the
box, just a highly trained rat with a
great memory, who goes by the name of
Nigel... er, went by the name of Nigel

D

Maybe living in a shed 100 yards from
runway two at Heathrow isn't helping
the heads locate the right partition

pean Cup, the EUFA Cup, the Association and
even the League Cup. Every aspect of the team's
performance is under your expert guidance - so
don't screw up, or the only place you're likely to
end up in is the North Peckham Kebab League.
This strategy game probably appeals more
to die-hard football fans than other kinds of

Your drive's been listening to all those

<D samples you store on the drive, has

game-player, but the program is very well
designed and completely icon controlled. Aspir
ing Venables check it out.

changed its name to MC Driveski and
decided to take up a career in pop
music with Betty Boot Sector

STF Rating-81%

FORMAT RATINGS - THIS MONTH

• In Maya you are enjoying the peace,
serenity and pure karma of forest life,
when a jeep zips up behind you, flashes
his lights, beeps his horn and makes
you pull over. Give me the M25 any day

• Maya is a graphic adventure, combining
many disparate elements. However, it's not
just a mish-mash - there is a plot in there:
you're in search of lost treasure hidden in the
depths of the Yucatan jungle. Watch your
back, though, because Dr Olrik Karioff wants
to beat you to it and he's got a jeep too. Maya
is an enjoyable game with slick presentation
and some nifty touches.
STF Rating - 83%

ES _; g • Hostages emerged in 1988 and
had excellent reviews. You are in con
trol of a Terrorist Intervention Combat

Team and must rescue a group of hostages
held by a terrorist group. Both the graphics
and sound in this game are superb. The for
mat is original and absorbing. This two year
old game looks better than many new titles.
STF Rating - 90%

How did they shape up, then? These are the games FORMAT
• Cosmic Pirate is, in many respects, simi

reviewed this month

lar to Rotor. Palace use an almost identical

82

MiG-29 FULCRUM
ENCHANTED LANDS

page 29
page 70

92%
92%

TURRICAN 2

page 67

89%

METAL MASTERS

page 61

88%

GAZZA 2

page 57

86%

NIGHT SHIFT

page 62

86%

Advanced Destroyer Simulator

page 77

79%

Jupiter's Masterdrive

page 73

76%

Tournament Golf

page 64

73%

Total Recall

page 59

66%

Dragon's Lair 2

page 68

58%

Crime Wave

page 78

38%

ST FORMAT

looking ship and similar gameplay in this
space game. The idea is to go around blag
ging stuff from the space fleets, soup up your
ship and stay alive. If you don't think you're
good enough, then try one of the simulators.
STF Rating - 80%

• My word, things certainly hot up
quickly in Cosmic Pirate. All those
heat-seeking missiles zipping around
and some sod hogging the spacelane

slip-road. Time for a sharp exit...

issue 20-MARCH-91

BeingStar registered dealers we only

IL

THE NEW 200

!t/55\lE:
SERIES
FROM
§>IC(8\
f
"The best printers just got better!" ~"'^-VJIM

sell official UK machines which come

with a full 1 year guarantee. Beware
of inferior imported products.
COMPUTER PRINTERS

PRINTERS

OUR
PRICE

LC200 FACT FILE

£149.95
£169.95
£189.95
£229.95
£389.95
£369.95
£459.95
£459.95
£599.95
£1399.95
£59.95
£3.95
£5.95
£5.95
£5.95

*
*
*
*

RRP

£229.95
£263.35
Star LC10 II 25% faster version
£297.85
Star LC10 colour, 7 colours
£343.85
Star LC24-10 - 24 pin multifont
£573.85
Star LC24-15 wide carriage version of LC24-10
£527.85
• Star FRIO 300/76 cps, 31k buffer, 16 NLQ fonts
£688.85
• Star FR15 wide carriage version of FRIO
£688.85
• Star XB24-10 professional 24 pin series, 27K buffer
• Star XB24-15 wide carriage version of the above with41K buffer £907.35
£2172.35
• Star LS08 LASER PRINTER 1Mb Ram, 300 x 300 dpi
Star LC10 sheet feeder (auto)
£74.75
Star LC10 mono ribbons
£5.95
Star LC10 colour ribbons
£7.95
Star LC24-10 ribbons
£7.95
Star LC10 quality dust cover
£7.95

Star LC10 Mono 144/36 cps

* Mulit-purpose 9-pin, 80 columndot matrixprinter withcolour

PACK

LC24-200 FACT FILE
• Versatile 24-pin 80 column dot matrix printer
• 200 cps in draft elite/67 cps in Letter Quality mode
• 10 Resident LQfonts
• A high speed draft facility of 222 cps at 10 cpi
• Swivel selectable push or pull tractor
• Bottom feed

•
•
•
•

*
+
+
*

* Atari ST Computer

First Basic * Neochrome
STOS Games Creator
ST Tour Tutorial
Discover the Atari ST

PLUS-exclusive to Dowting
* Konix Megablaster Joystick

+ High Quality Mousepad

OUR PRICE

Advanced paper parking with sheet feeder installed
The economy of first and last line printing
7 Kbyte buffer expandable to 39 K-bytes
11.7" carriage (A4 in landscape format)

£239.95

RRP £424.35

• 10 resident Letter Quality fonts: Sanserif, Times Roman, Courier,
Prestige, Script and Italic versions

OUR PRICE
C) TQ '" I
1L2./ " , / J

• Electronic dip switchesoperable fromthe push buttonfrontcontrolpanel(as the LC24-200 monoversion)
• Optional font cards including Russian
• Standard black ribbons available for economy purposes

PACK
* Atari ST Computer
* Allsoftware listed in "Turbo" pack
PLUS • exclusive to Dowling

* Impossible Mission II

* IndianaJones * Outrun
* Super Cycle* FirstBasic
* HyperpaintII * MusicMaker II

*• Drivin' Force * Asterix
*• Trivial Pursuit * Skweek

* STOS Games Creator

HOW TO
ORDER

+ Pipemania + Rock 'n' Roll
* RickDangerous * Onslaught

PLUS - exclusive to Dowling

* Live & Let Die

* Konix MegablasterJoystick

* ChessPlayer 2150

* High Quality Mousepad

PLUS - exclusive to Dowling

* Dust Cover

+ Dust Cover

RRP £366.85

LC24-200 COLOUR FACT FILE
• Multi-purpose colour version of the 24 -pin LC24-200
• Seven colour printing - black, purple, orange, green, pink, blue
and yellow
• 30 K-byte buffer expandable to 62 K-bytes

ULTIMATE GAMES

TURBO PLUS PACK
* Dragons Breath * H.K.M.

* Outrun * Space Harrier

OUR PRICE

• Multi-part mode for 1 + 4 copies

* Anarchy + Blood Money

* Bombjack * Carrier Command

Highspeed draft facility225 cps at 12 cpi
Swivel selectable push or pull tractor

£199.95
* Advanced paper parking with sheet feeder installed
* Eight resident NLQ fonts: Courier, Sanserif, Orator, Script and italicversions

ATARI ST DEALS - Choose your own pack
* Atari ST Computer

Electronic dip switches (see LC24-200)
180 cps draft elite/45 cps Near Letter Quality

* Bottom feed

*12 months on-site maintenance

DISCOVERY PLUS

RRP £297.85

* Black and colour ribbons included as standard

* Konix MegablasterJoystick

* High Quality Mousepad
+ Dust Cover

BY PHONE

520STFM

520 STE
512KRAM

520 STE
1 MEG RAM

Simply call our head office quoting your
Access/Visa number on

DISCOVERY PLUS PACK

£259.95

£329.95

£369.95

(0767) 681760

TURBO PLUS PACK

£299.95

£339.95

£379.95

(8 lines)

lULTIMATE GAMES PACK £329.95

£369.95

£399.95

BY POST

UPGRADED 520 STE DEALS

Make cheques, building society drafts or
postal orders payable to:

520 STE

520 STE

520 STE

Dowling Computers

with

with

with

1 MEG RAM

2 MEG RAM

4 MEG RAM

£349.95

£419.95

£499.95

DELIVERY (UK Mainland, most areas)
Please add £6 courier delivery for orders over
£100, add £2 p&p for orders under.
Total RRI

1st Word Plus v.3
Timeworks Publisher ST

RRP £79.95
RRP £99.95

Cumana CSA 354 disk drive .RRP £99.95

CUMANA
CSA 354
DISK
DRIVE

3 1/2" HIGH

QUALITY
DISKS

* Latest slimline design
* Built-in PSU - low power

*••**•**•••••

over £275

-,,

GOLD CLUB SERVICE

,,

S.13V.95

* 7 day money back guarantee if not completely
satisfied

RRP
coo oc

* 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault

cy/ C\

* 1 year guarantee giving FREE collection and
delivery service should a fault occur

occur

consumption

• High speed access

• Quiet, high precision

XO/.95

head positioning

'

Box of 50
Bofof 100

* Exclusive gold card with personal membership
number entitling you to special offers
* All this for a nominal £10 per item over £100

£19.95
£37.95

WHY CHOOSE DOWLING?

Roll of 1000 labels
£5.99
+ 100% certified* Individually wrapped
' "Made in Japan'1 media * Fully guaranteed

PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES

Philips 8833 stereo colour monitor

RRP
£299.95
£299.95
£249.95
£149.95
£69.99
£169.99

Atari SC1224 colour monitor

Philips 8801 mono colour monitor
Atari SM124 high res mono monitor
STE DIY ram kit 520STE to 1Mb
STE DIY ram kit 1Mb STE to 2Mb
STE DIY ram kit 1Mb STE to 4Mb

• ESTABLISHED OVER 4 YEARS

With a growing reputation for "putting the
customer first". We intend to satisfy many more

OUR
PRICE

customers for years to come

£249.951

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON-SITE

£249.95

£199.95 I

ENGINEERS

£99.95

£349.95

£39.95
£129.95
£249.95

£34.95

£19.95

Employing over 20 specialist staff, we are

equipped to deal with the majority of queries
•

Contriver ST replacement mouse
inc. mouse mat

FULL TESTING PROCEDURE

All computer hardware is tested prior to despatch,
proving Dowlings commitment to customer care

So choose Dowling andput
our reputation to the test!
UNIT 3 FORGE CLOSE, LITTLE END ROAD, EATON SOCON, CAMBS
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SOFT EXCHANGE
Order ANY FIVE disks,
five blanks and a library
case-£1450

•Jid PUBLIC DOMAIN

(for Atari ST)
Ycv are reminded that

SOFTViLLE

is a member of
the Associsftian
of Shareware

Professional!

up to 5 disks -£3.00 each 6 to 9 disks - £2.75 each
10 or more - £2.50 each (choose another FREE if buying 10)
Overseas add 10% to total for postage

Sharewareis suppliedon a
TVy before youbuy' basisand
you shout! register if you
continue to use it

Send £1 for 100 page catalogue (refundable) or free with order
TTieseare brief descriptions, the disks may
contain much more.

ACC8S - 2 D/S disks of desk ace - £6

DATABASE PROGRAMS
ACC26 - DBMAN. easy to use
ACC53 - FIRSTBase. memory resident

ACC37 - GEMINI replacement desktop
ACC96 - FCOPY3 - Good copy program
ACC99 - \MJLT h disk backup (tuns on 520)

ACC72 - DATA Handier GEM based
ACC74 - FREEBASE menu driven

ACCI00 - LHARC UNLZH ARC602 etc.
ACCtOt - BUSINESS/Personal address book

ACC75 - WGDATA. complete system
ACC88 - Database Construction not vt.09

ART and DRAWING

ACC89 - ZAPCard card index style

ARTI - NEOCHROME original and best

ACC92 - SONGFLE record collections

ART4 - MASTER PAINTER excellent

WORD PROCESSORS

ART24 - PUBLIC PAINTER- Ugh res
ART25 - ANI-ST animation package

WP12 - STWriter Bile v38. tie best!

ART27 - E-PANTER lor children

WP66 - MAGHWRITER. 3xhight letters
ACC2I - WORD4O0.accessory wp.

ART28 - COLOUR BOOK lor chidren

WP23 - EOMAK the text editor

COMMUNICATIONS

SPREADSHEETS

COMS3 - UHTERM. standard package
COMS16 - VANTERM tals gaining popularity

ACC23 - VCSPREAD non GEM but useable

COMSI7 - ZFIash lor use with Flash/Shadow

ACC3I - STSHEETIulty WKS compatible D/S
ACC76 - OPUS200. the best - Imeg

COMS21 - FLYINGSTARTlor prestel

GAMES
WP28 - PubPari tonts- Hudson Columbia.

Devoll. Thames. Spokane. Saturn etc.
WP29 - Pub Par I fonts- Avgard. CaHgrHy
Courier Elegance. West side etc.
WP63 - CALAMUS lonts:- Over 40 on this

disk, some complete otters upper case only.

GAMEU - KOgraph. Note. Grid - selection ot
the now famous brurrieve games tor kids.
GAME56 -3disk set - HSTORY FLE (£8)
GAMEBt - KDpotato and others
GAME62 - NUMBERMAZE

GAME91- WORLD (hi-res)
GAME95 - WOLF & 7KDS. kids adventure

GAME105 - NOAHS ARC spelling game
GAME94 - SUPER Breakout high res only

CLIP ART

3.5" DSDD DISCS WITH LABELS

Guaranteed 100% error free. All our discs are of

high quality. Manufactured by Sony or Mitsubishi
Prices are inclusive of VAT postage &packing
Our price promise: if you can buy cheaper we will
not only beat the price but give you a free
storage box free with your order.

ACC82 - SUPERBOOT v6. all in one setup
ACC86 - ZX81 emulator

FONTS

f

/lOdiscs

£4.4^\

20 discs
30 discs
40 discs
50 discs
100 discs
200 discs
500 discs
1000 discs

£7.99
£11.49
£14.49
£17.50
£33.99
£67.99
£154.99
£294.99

Disc box 3.5" 100 capacity
Disc box 3.5" 80 capacity
Disc box 3.5" 40 capacity

£9.99
£8.99
£7.99

V Serious and Leisure Software Catalogue available now/

Send cheque/PO (NO CASH) to:
Soft Exchange 3, 101 Clifton Road, South
Norwood, London SE25 6QA

—

Tel: 081 653 9094 (24 Hrs Answerphone) h-

all are mono, each disk contains a converter

program. It you require rhem m IMGformat
you need our risk ACC84 lor a converter

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCt - SKY MAP (N-res)

WP8 - Animals. Miiilaria.Flags etc.

MISC4 - VIRUS KILLER DISK - £150

WP24 - Trademarks Iran 1920s

MISC21 - PLANETARIUM,great program
MISC26 - CONSTELATiONS (D/S)

WP26 - 17 Screens ot Mac ctiparl

MSC18 - INVENTORY-PRO. stock control

WP3I - Whimsical animals
WP32 - Ollice Humour
WP37 - 22 screens of FOODS

MISC22 - Double SENTRY accounts package
MISC23 - POOLS PREDICTOR

WP4I - 15 screens of Christmas designs
WP59 - Garlield. 20 screens

UTILITIES
ACC24 - MONO EMULATOR (not lor art prgs)
ACC57 - TURTLEhard disk backup (Imeg)

MUSIC & MIDI
MUS5 - Waddhgton sequencer 32 track
MUS32 - COMPOSER, mono S rneg needed
MUS36 - t6 voice sequencer, colour
MUS50 - ALCHME Jr 200+ tracks

ACC63 - UNTURTLE lor use with above

ACC64 - Star colour sel-up etc.
ACC70 - STICKER3. disk labder - high-res
ACC79 - OLICKDISK collection
ACC80 - picture converters

We have hundreds of product and graphic
demonstrations We have HUNDREDS of disks
tun of Pictures. STOS. Basic Ham Radio

Languages etc. in fact everything you could

possibly need lor your ST!

£255£339£425
INC VAT

"NC VAT

520 STFM
DISCOVERY

520 STE
TURBO

1040 STE
EXTRA

First Basic, Hyper Paint
First Basic,
First Basic, Hyper Paint
Neochrome, STOS, II, Music Maker, STOS, STBase, ST Calc, ST Graph,
ST Word, STAC, Prince
ST Tour, 4 Games
8 Games,Joystick
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. ABOVE PRICES ONLY WHEN PURCHASED
TOGETHER WITH ANY MONITOR AND PRINTER. ADD 5% ONLY WHEN
YOU PURCHASE WITH PRINTER OR MONITOR. ON ITS OWN ADD 10%

DC DESKTOP

DC UTILITIES

the GEM desktop just got better!

UPGRADES (Solderless)
MONITORS
DRIVES
£79.99
Philips 8833
£249.99 3.5 Cumana
£69.99 STFM 0.5Mb

hcludes:-

SM 124 Mono......£139.00 3.5 NEC/Sony-lnt..£59.99

Mows you la-

DC XTRACT PLUS -Has ADDa

Place programs/lolders on the desktop
Display unique He/folder/driveicons. Colour

EXTRACT ARC. LZH ZP a ZOO archives.

icons

Replace desktop with pattern/picture
Recoverable Trash!

Spool/Queue printing

Drop down menu commands via keystrokes
Comes complete with Command line interface.
Bootup selector Terminal. Icon editor.Special
Show commands and much much mae!

No ST owner should be without

this fabulous program from

^^^D^tjl^^li^k^^w^r^^^

Super last 100% assembly.

DC SQUISH new compressesbetter than
ARC and reduces load times. Absolutely 100%
compatible with everything!

DC SEA now creates sell-exrtactingARC.
LZH. ZP a ZOO Ities. You can also reslae tie
Hes from the program.

A great collection of utilities!

Only £19.99 each
(+ £t'00 Post and Packing)

lable MegaFile30
£449.99
PRINTERS/Cable
Citizen 120D+
£144.99 MISCELLANEOUS
Star LC 10
£169.99 psu For Atari
£49.99
Panasonic 1180 ..£174.99 Mouse

STFM 2Mb

£189.99

STE 0.5Mb

£69.99

SOFTWARE
All GST, Timeworks
Antic Software 30% OFF

£24.99 First World Plus ...£57.50

Data Manag Prof...£29.00
Star LC200Col ....£219.99 Megaboard Joystick£19.99 Data
Panasonic 1123 ..£239.99 20 Disks 3.5 DSDD .£9.99 Cyber Studio
£36.95

STARTER PACK

PRINTER PACK

Mouse Mat, Dust Cover,

Spare Black Ribbon, Dust Cover,

Megablaster Joystick, 10 Disks
in library case £15 (with ST)

200 Sheets of Comp. Paper, 100
Labels £10 (with Printer)

WEST LONDON SHOWROOM

Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Avenue, Waterlooville.
Hants P07 7XN

Fax: 0705 251884 k s s w

Callers Welcome

84 ST FORMAT

£109.99

State 'Utilities' a 'Desktop'

SOFTViLLE COMPUTER
SUPPLIES
iWMS Tel: 0705 266509

5.25" Cumana

Px J

Ealing Computer Centre
19 Queens Parade, Ealing, London W5 3HU
Tel: 081-991 0928. All prices include VAT.
Courier delivery of set £10. All offers subject to availability.
E&OE. VISA/ACCESS. Corner of Hanger Lane (North Circular)
and Queens Drive. Nearest tube North Ealing. Easy parking.
You must quote this ad at time of order for these low prices!

LEISURE cheating

gamebusters
5T*~TMj Whetheryou 're still struggling through the games in your
^Lrn^^ Turbo Pack, battling through those Christmas chart-toppers
or defeating humungous monsters in your oldfavourites, this is the
place to come. Plug in, power-up andprepare to avoid your maker!
BACK TO THE FUTURE 2
Mirrorsoft

DRAGONS BREATH

Pause the game and type "THE ONLY NEAT
THING TO DO" (making sure there's one space
between words), then type "CAN" and this takes
you to the next level. Repeat typing "CAN" on
each stage to complete the game in seconds.

When reade
Mark Anderson
asked if we
wanted to
know how to

BARBARIAN
Psygnosis

rear dragons, we dived for cover.

Start a game, enter 04-08-59 on the keypad

Then he explained he was talking
about his solution to Dragons
Breath and we grabbed it before
he could say "You're welcome"

and swing your sword. You should now find it
impossible to die.

BLACK TIGER

,ii

±

#,....,

[#|$4|#fJ
. ^..^^^^^^Jv^™™^^^^.^** ^.^JmI

• If you can get your hands on the right
ingredients and mix the spell properly,
you could blow the head off your dragon

US Gold

When prompted to insert disk two, insert a
blank disk. No bad guys are loaded.

MONTH TWO

Now put the tax rate up to full, and leave your
dragon in the village.
MONTH THREE

You should now have more than 100 gelds in
your coffers. Spend the entire lot on the trader
who willingly sells you Celatis - or the one at

the top of the list - for ten gelds. Now go to
your village on the map, and cast a spell on it.
castle is ideal for meeting those traders
• Black Tiger's terrain is often your worst
enemy, so it helps to avoid any other foes

CHASE HQ

Way back in ST FORMAT 10, we did an intense
review of this superb adventure game out of
the Palace stable (they of popular games like
Barbarian and Future Wars). Now here's a

Ocean

complete solution to the game, courtesy of

Hold down the joystick Fire button and press the
left mouse button simultaneously, then type in
"GROWLER". Now if you press T your time

adventure

addict

Mark

Anderson

from

Shrewsbury. You can take the matchsticks
out of your eyes now, Mark!

Turn the condenser on to one coal, heat on
one. Now add ten (yes, ten!) of the Celatis at
normal. Add Churl (normal, condenser off, heat
one), until the mixture grows vicious (about
eight or nine). Click on the arrow and sit back

in awe! Your village should now be virtually
invincible (apart from plagues), and the up
rising should be at about zero.
Immediately put four eggs on the boil set
to about half heat - or however much you can
afford, remembering that one egg costs <««.

resets to 60 seconds.

CONTINENTAL CIRCUS
Virgin/Mastertronic

For a super-fast start follow these instructions.
1. When the red light flashes, press up on the
joystick

Start off by choosi
to play with Ametrin (the
green dude), since his
castle is in a good po
tion and you get to meet
some superb traders.

2. When the second red light comes on, release
the joystick
3. When the green light flashes, push up again.

CRACKDOWN
US Gold

Type SMURF and then hit Fl and F2 to give your
two characters unlimited lives.
issue 20-MARCH-91
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MONTH ONE

Send your dragon (Est!
to conquer and keep th
village of Morlic on the
west of the map. Your
dragon should take this
with ease.

Make sure your dragon's eyesight is in tip-top condition
and scour Anrea for the three missing parts of the talisman

ST FORMAT 85

UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD
Personal
callers
welcome

TEL: 0228 512131 (24 Hour order line)

Fax: 514484

Unit 26, Enterprise Centre, James Street, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 5BB

^L

HIGH SPECIFICATION 3.5" DISKS
Our Brand

Lockable high quality disk
boxes at unbeatable prices:
1+
3+
6+
Qty:
50 cap £4.99 £4.25 £3.99
100 cap £5.99 £5.25 £4.99
12 capacity library cases...Five for £4.75

SONY

50
100
250
500

DSDD
42p each
49p
DSDD
36p each
44p
DSDD
34peach
41 p
DSDD
33p each
38p
Individually wrapped, 100% certified and
guaranteed 3.5" DSDD 135tpi disks with labels.

V

/ /

X

/
DUST COVERS
Amiga and Atari Dust covers.
High quality covers protect
your Amiga or Atari keyboard

3.5" DISKS WITH BOXES
10
25
35
45
55
80
160
240

Disks with
Disks with
Disks with
Disks with
Disks with
Disks with
Disks with
Disks with

12 cap library box:
50 cap box:
100 cap box:
100 cap box:
100 cap box:
100 cap box:
2x100 cap boxes:
3x100 cap boxes:

£6.45
£15.95
£19.95
£24.95
£28.55
£38.95
£68.95
£122.95

1+
£3.50

Individually wrapped 100% guaranteed DSDD disks
Remember - Prices INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE

7

7

7

7

3+
£3.25

6+
£2.99

QUALITY COMES FIRST AT UNIVERSAL!
—

ACCESSORIES

Our claim: We are probably the cheapest disk
and accessory supplier in this magazine!

V

Z

DISK BOXES

/

Mouse Mat:
Mouse House:

£2.99
£1.99

3.5" Cleaning Kit:
5.25" Cleaning Kit:

£2.95
£2.95

IBM or AMIGA parallel printer cable:
Universal plastic printer stands

£7.95
£6.95

Extra disk labels (3.5") per 100

£0.95

7—

-y

~7~

T

MONITOR STAND

DON'T RISK STORING DATA ON
OTHER TYPES OF DISKS -

The monitor stand enables

you to swivel your monitor in
nearly any direction.

OURS ARE INDIVIDUALLY

1+ £12.50 - unbeatable

WRAPPED, 100% CERTIFIED AND

High quality 14" Universal
y monitor stand takes any monitor from 12" to 16"

GUARANTEED ERROR FREE

/'

JL

.Z_

jL.

DATA SWITCH BOXES

V

Our quality switch boxes use
only the BEST connections:
1:2 parallel type
£15.95
1:2 serial type
£14.95
High tech. rotary controls

zzzzz:
fflfrSHf

WHY BUY DISKS FROM US?
1. All disks exceed ANSI standards.

/

2. We supply shops, PD libraries and educational
establishments on a regular basis.
3. If you can find a supplier who sells disks
cheaper then we will beat the price. No
questions asked.

/

/

/—7

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE!!
To order via telephone simply quote credit card number and expiry date

To order via mail make cheque or PO payable to: UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD
Trade customers, call for spot prices. Bulk buyers - we have great prices.

Overnight courier (get your goods tomorrow!) £7.99. Min order value for overnight courier: £10
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last five months. In this way, if the enemy
should find all three pieces, you still have a

• You thought Smurfs were just annoying

• Keep
always hi

good position saved on disk. You can tell if the
enemy has found a piece because either he
love his dragon or there are constant
going on for just a single piece of land
(subtle, or what?).
If you find a piece of the talisman, look
over the place indicated by it and load up your
last saved game. Now capture the same place
- there's less chance of the enemy realising
you've found a piece. Eventually you can track
down all the pieces and you've won the game.

little blue cartoon characters? In Crack

down, one a day can give you immortality!

^

you nine gelds a month. Leave your

dragon there for now.
DOUBLE DRAGON 2
Virgin/Mastertronic

Start a two-player game, press both Fire but
tons and then hit <Esc> to get infinite credits.

DRAGON SPIRIT
Domark

Pause the game and type "DRAGONHEAD" fol
lowed by F10. Then to skip levels just press the
corresponding number key.

ELITE
Firebird

When the game asks you to type in the code

from the book, type in "SARA" instead and press
<Return>. Now type the correct code. Press
the * key and lots of numbers appear. Type in
98 and then press <Return>. Type in 01 and
press <Return> again. Press the <Esc> key
and go into inventory where you should find you
have something to sell. Note that this tip works
only with earlier versions of the game.

E-MOTION

SPELLS TO TRY

Go ahead and advance a month and you

find that villages keep on being established
and instantly give themselves to you.

Tnere are m^ useful sPells' but these
are some of the more effective:

Advance about four months with your egg
heat on full and you should be getting your
hands on about 200 gelds a month. Besure to

Dragon director

Rasgon x2 (or 3 for mega Power), 1 heat
(grind),

check your map regularly. Also check the
trader each month and buy as much of the fol-

village director
Ce|atis xl0 ( st

lowing chemicals as possible: Rasgon, Arolig,

condenser 2(norma))

^ heat}

liege, Celatis, Dlega, Churl, Ulin, Oegenese.

As soon as your four dragons have
hatched, put on three more and put up your
babies' EYESIGHT, WISDOM and SPEED. Don't

Strength
Ulm *3> * n'
normal

worry about strength - that comes naturally.
You can afford to turn a blind eye to village
rebellions because at any point you can send

Health
Oregense x3,
1 heat, normal

in a good dragon to make them succumb. But
be sure to put up Estor's wisdom to full; other-

wise he becomes very thick!
By now you should have advanced many

Eyesight
Eyesight

||ege
liege x4
x4,

norrT,a|
1j ^eat
heat, normal

months and be getting at least 400 gelds per

Wisdom

have many more territories than the enemy
and after just afew years you should be able

l c°°'' n0roma
°r ^f x8,1

month. If you've played carefully you should

to get your hands on about 70,000 gelds.

Be sure to watch out for the time when

.

•'l™m

Arolig
,lg, x5,'l1 heat,
, '
1 COOl, normal
or Dlega x8, 1

This streetwi!
"•trader
™»
•two!l*J"e
has all
all the
tt
rader has

heat, 1 COOl, Cut ingredients you
heat'
1 c°o1' cut SXSk
need for spells

Speed

US Gold

one of your opponents sends dragons out to

Arolig x5
x5 (or
(or less),
less), 1 heat,
heat, normal

When the game has loaded, type in the name
from the title screen. Fl now advances through
the levels in turn and F2 moves you forward ten

search the land because this means the hunt
for the talisman is on.

Village
Village growth
growth
Char|
normal
Charl x9i
x9, 1i heat,
heat, normal

levels. Hit F3 and F4 to move backwards.

first is to destroy the enemy completely, casting chronic plague spells on all the enemy villages and constantly attacking them with
dragons. Employing this callous method, you

GEMINI WING
Sales Curve

The passwords to the other levels are Classics,
Whizzkid, Gunshots, Doodguyz, D.Gibson.

KLAX
Domark

Hitthe 4 key and you go straight into level 100.
Now all you've got to do is amass another
250,000 points to complete the game.

At this point you have two options. The
Village Disease
Sadielx8,
Sadiel x8, normal, 1 heat
heat (or variations),
variations).

. „

Be sure to re™mber the following points:

you then have to do is repeatedly search the
countryside for the three talisman pieces. If

a) Never attack a village with a barbarian in it:
there's a high chance you'll die.

you find them, well done, sit back and enjoy

b) Remember to increase wisdom - it can

the end sequence!

become very important.

The other option is to search the area
without killing the enemy. Save your game

c) Yo,u won't find any talisman unless your
dragon has full eyesight,

onto at least three different disks at different ; d) Speed is essential,

months, making certain these are all within the

e) With all your dragon's faculties set on full,
your dragon can usually
conquer a village with a
population of as many as
2,000 people.

NINJA WARRIORS
Sales Curve

Hold down the <Alternate> key and type the fol
lowing to produce all sorts of weird effects:
CASABLANCA - Screen goes black and white

f) Wisdom is vital for your
g) If the village has a
high population, there's
no need to guard it with a

GENESIS OF THE DALEKS - The screen inverts

THE TERMINATOR - Your Ninja body parts
explode when you die
MONTY PYTHON -

dragon.

Enemies come onto the

screen backwards

SKIPPY - The enemies bounce repeatedly
A SMALLSTEP FOR A MAN (making sure there's
no space between SMALL and STEP) - Jumping

.

should soon wipe out your enemy, and all(!)

Only when all your dragons are fully fit and healthy do
you dare venture out and try to conquer new territories

h) It's a good strategy to
mprove the population to
full in as many villages as
you can manage.

(continued on page 90) ^^issue 2fhMARCH-9l
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TAKE THE

OFFENSIVE
Here are some general tips for Captive:
1.

Collect all gold dropped by dead
aliens: it may come in handy..

2.

Open every cupboard: it was put there
for a reason.

3.

Find the COMPUTER.

4.

If the password is not accepted by the
computer, look for another.

5.

Doors do not function after the

generators are blown, so keep them
open or you may be trapped.

6.

Powerpoints run dry when generators
are blown, so get power first.

7.

Make sure you are well armed, fixed

•

and fully powered before you leave
the base, since you may not find a

• No, this weird-looking object isn't a Dalek doing a boogie. It's a generator, and every
base in Captive has a bunch of them hidden somewhere. Your job is to blow them all up

shop for some time.

8.
9.

Use powerpoints as a weapon.
Players with higher DEXTERITY hit

10.

Players with higher VITALITY dodge

11.

Players with higher WISDOM gain

12.
13.

more experience.
Map well.
Initiate all droid chips.

harder and better.

hits better.

14.

Never leave a base without a PLANET-

PROBE to enable you to find the next.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Throwing heavier objects inflicts more
injury, although there are some
objects too heavy to lift.
Remember to go up skills-this is
very important in the early levels
because skills are gained fast.
Save your game often, making sure to
number each saved game differently.
You may do something silly like lock
yourself in.

The green AIR-LOCKdoesn't let you
out until the generators have been
destroyed.

19.

Avoid using Tindron heads on droids
- their eyesight is poor.

20.

Don't just stand there in a battle, keep
on the move. Try using the keypad for
Make notes of what shops sell what.

This is very important if you want to
save money - and you do want to!
22.

A left side attack only attacks aliens
on the left, whereas the back party

Basic Game Objectives:

Captive is a quest for freedom. You're impris
oned in a space station which is jointly pro
tected by ten factions of a warmongering

society. In order to rescue yourself you must

arrows) and click on the large white dot - this is

enables remote control of military standard
droids across light years of galaxy via

means you don't need a Ion
extension lead or change for

24.

wall. Not ever. You've been warned!

button

bases

to

infiltrate

and

vidual selection of alien hordes.

• Concealed deep within
the very bowels of Captive
is the deadly Battle Droid

have to find your way "cross

country" in a hostile outside world from the
landing site to the base entrance.

V....'. -A.

i-

- ..A.

..J „TT~J %

Beta Cygni is Butre, home of Base Zero

ST FORMAT

droid's

head). This initialises the
naming system, enabling
you to type in a name for
the droid. The name acts as

a personality generator that
produces the droid's Wis
dom, Dexterity and Vitality stats. Repeat
this for all four droids and you have a
team ready for action.

Level O

The first level is actually fairly simple once you
have mastered the operational functions of the
droids and of the Attache Briefcase Computer. It
involves ten small to medium-sized bases and a

• Third turning on the right after you pass

the

the left side of the droid's

Each base has its own dis

tinct design and layout, and
each is populated by an indi

on

status icon to bring up
the backpack. Click on
the computer chip with
the left button and deposit
it in the droid's brain (on

it when you start, there are

Before you enter a base you

mi.

Swan (the droids' ship) makes its way across
the vastness of space into orbit above Butre.
White the ship is making its merry way
across the void, it's a good idea to
nitialise your droids:
Click with the right mouse

the phone box.
Although you don't know

destroy before you can mount
the offensive on the space sta
tion and rescue yourself.

means there is less chance of his

the right mouse button or the up and down

the landing site marker. Click on Orbit and The

and the right.

head being knocked off.
Use doors to squash aliens.
Don't ever get caught under a raiser

You have to land on the planet Butre (co
ords 008W-072N). Zoom in on the planet (using

droids that you discover on the "other end" of
the body-link control system. The system

ten

Put your leader at the back. This

a new user could complete the game on level 0
after about three weeks of regular play.

use the ancient briefcase computer and the four

attacks down the middle, the left

23.

25.

Seen one maze-type adventure game and you've
seen the lot... that was until Mindscape's Captive
arrived. FORMAT plunged in, tracked down the
game's programmer Tony Crowther and extracted
his own exclusive tips for the game. Read on!

invisible electrosonic waves - which

faster movement.

21.

captive

relatively easy space station to rescue yourself
from. Early playtesting of the game proved that

By this time The Swan should have arrived
in orbit around Butre. Click on the right button to
bring up the main view again. Click again on the

landing site to program the drop destination and
then click on the Land icon to start the drop.
Once the lander has landed you see a pic
ture of the first level's planet. Have a wander
issue 20-MARCH-9I
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only. This makes you a fabulous puncher and is
sufficient for the enemies you encounter at this
stage. If you must buy a weapon, go for the

MEASURES

BALL - it is re-useable and fun!

4. DEVICES are plugged into the droids and
give a readout in the monitor at the top of the
screen. A good device to get on this base is the

Having problems? Want more help? Try
these advanced tips:
1.

ROUTE-FINDER. This is available from only one
• Before the base blows, your Lander
appears outside the main door - use it!

around the world and get used to the control
system before attempting to enter the base.
Don't walk into the water - it is highly toxic here
and will damage your droids.
To enter the first base walk up to the door
and pick up the clipboard nearby (use the left
mouse button on the object in the main view to
put it in the player's "hand"). Holding it in the
hand enables you to read it on the info screen
(the grey section below the main view). This dis
plays the combination of buttons you need to
press in order to open the door.
Once it's open, go inside. You're now in the
base proper. Pick up the explosives and the
clipboard. Walk to the far end of the airlock and
use the PUSH control - that is, press
the right mouse button on the

shop, so you might have to search for it. It is
classified as an OPTIC, but there are seven
types of OPTIC device (be here next issue for

the key to them all!) - just keep buying until you
find the ROUTE FINDER. If you buy the wrong
thing you can always sell it back for no loss.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

5. The shops in a base operate a co-operative
banking system. This enables you to leave any
gold you collect at one shop and have the funds

8.

available at any. However, remember to retrieve

9.

7.

the money before you blow the base or you'll be
somewhat out of pocket.

same device at a time.

10. Buy "Optic Basic" to see how well you
6. Find the PROFESSOR in the COMPUTER

are progressing.

ROOM for the clue to the next planet's location.
Kill him for the password into the computer.
Click on the computer to activate it. Type in the

12. You can usually guess how to work

password to reveal the PLANET PROBE. Collect

13.

this - but beware: it weighs a lot, so be careful
when you select the droid to carry it and you're ready for the destruc
tion of the base.

FORWARD icon - to move the

wall and get into the first

11.

15. Be careful when you push doors: don't
seal yourself in or out.

16. The leader throws, so he needs a
working right arm and a good grade of
robotics to be effective.

17. The leader can use powerpoints as a
weapon and use his Dexterity as a power
level indicator.

18.
19.

Generally the first base can be completed once
you have done some or all of the following:

1. Explore the level completely, examine every
nook and cranny and open up every cupboard
you can find.

Cameras can be detonated as long as
the leader has a Dexterity of over 15.
Save all clipboards - they can be sold to
the shopkeeper.

20. The fixer repairs only to 10%- enough to
bring a limb back to life.

21. The fixer cannot fix a droid's chest,
since there is no power to drive the

explore once you identify which walls push and
bottom are - you guessed it - the rolling walls!
You should come to the generator room
fairly quickly. Avoid the temptation to lob in the
explosives just yet - there is plenty more to do.

You can guess how to work eight-way

switches, but they're easier with a clue.
14. 16-way switches really need a clue.

7. The first level is so

easy that it's best to use
it as a training ground. Kill
There are many ways
anything that moves and
of completing the game, so
gain experience. Make sure
here is only one way of
you spend this experience
attacking the problems. Cap
on increasing the skills for
tive is so flexible that you • Lurking in the water around the each droid. Use money to
may well achieve the same bases are hungry Diplodocuses
buy devices, mines and ball
results a different way.
weapons. Use money also
You can find new areas of the base to
to repair any damaged body parts.

Buy "Optic 2" to find your way around.
three-way switches.

area of the base.

which don't. The ones with the rollers at the

Carry an extra chest and limbs. This
saves running back to the shop.
Droid chips can be swapped around.
95% of devices are useful, so buy one
whenever you have the cash.
To plant mines and cameras, drop them
one square in front of you.
Mines are very deadly.
Balls are re-loaded into your hand when
used, if there are any in your backpack.
Super-Balls are painful.
It can be cheaper to fix an item before
selling it.
Devices can be used in multiples - that
means you can use, say, four of the

device in this event.

Once you have explored all of the first base, go
back to the generators and blow them up -

22. Zlot weapons temporarily add 30 to your

simply throw the explosive at them from a safe
distance. After a short pause they start to
explode - which is a good time to run like hell!

23. Don't use armour if you don't have the

Use the ROUTE FINDER to get back to the door.
Click on the door to get into the lobby. Use the
same combination as before to get out safely,
but don't hang around - remember, the base is

Dexterity for use with the weapon.

24.

skill, or it gets damaged very quickly.
Keep plenty of ammunition for your
guns. Obvious, really...

25. The visor sends out a signal which
cannot be blocked.

26. When the shields run out, the devices
blow up. However, at 1% they can still
be sold to the shopkeeper, so don't

exploding around you!

Once outside, go back to the ship and

use them to the death.

2. Collect all the gold you can find dropped by

press UP to board. You can then ORBIT the

27. Even if a shop doesn't sell shields, it's

dead aliens. Use this in the shops to buy, sell

and repair objects. If you have damaged any

planet again and go back into space. Put the
PLANET PROBE on the planet map and watch it

28.

thing on a droid's body, repair it at the shops.

go to the next base. Land there and continue...

3. For the first base, it is a good idea to con
centrate on increasing your BRAWLING skills

still able to fix them.

If your bullets travel under an alien, use
the ANTI-GRAV device.

Kill aliens over fire: it protects you from

and happy adventuring!

29.

• More exclusive Captive tips next issue!

30. Water turns lights back on in dark areas.

most of their shots.

31. Water freezes all mechanical droids.

32. Use ANTI-GRAV boots to reach any

B10MD
H

shops that are in water.
33. Do not back away from fireballs. Run

into them or dodge them.
Fireballs can injure the whole party.
35. Use aliens to kill other aliens. They don't
have an ammunition shortage!
34.

36. If you kill an alien using a raiser wall, the
wall also squashes the bag of gold.

37. Carry a spare head with you just in case
the lights go out.
38. Use ladders as a defence.
• The very latest in catalogue shops,
these guys make Argos look back-dated
issue 20-MARCH-9I

• Battle stations! You're under attack by
the mutant broccoli creatures from Hell!

39. Mines are usually very useful, but they're
no good against floating aliens.
ST FORMAT 89
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DA
Novagen
kay okay, we said we'd never
print another Damocles tip in
these pages, but Tom O'Toole from
the West

Midlands has come up

with an even faster solution to the

time to Icarus. At the end of step 7, press the
<Help> key to pause the game. Now hit F10
to quit and you're in a spaceship with Icarus
just behind you, showing as a black spot
against bright Dialis.

game. Take it away, Tom-

• A simple packet of cheese biscuits can
make you immortal in Ninja Warriors...

the first landing on Eris to the point where
you see the rewards added to the cash held

Having completed the mission you can go
exploring. Try flying to Dion, Birmingham
Island at 09.14 and buy the Acme Universal
Suit. This enables you to roam freely without

on Benson's panel.

air, in hot or cold locations.

Get the Eagle spaceship as instructed and
then fly on to 09.02 and take the Antigrav

Fly next to 03.14 and use the transporter
on the first floor to get to Vesta 04.06 (with
the up arrow sides). Now nip up to the third

If you just want to win, you can hold down the
<Alternate> key and type CHEDDAS for infinite

floor

infinite energy.

Tom's solution takes about 50 minutes from

m the basement.

and

collect

the

briefcase

-

this

]^^- (continued from page 87)
baddies now leap right off the top of the screen.
EAT TO THE BEAT - You can now press Q to
toggle slow motion mode on and off

lives and MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU for

increases your inventory capacity.
Fly to Snow Island 03.00 and find Nova-

trigger 2 (the cupboard). Pick it up, turn it on
and drop it.

3. Fly to the Capital City at 11.08. Pick up
the eagle, enter the elevator and go down to
the basement.

• down the arrowed sides of the trans

Head back to the basement and trans

port to Eris Capital City. Next stop: the up
arrow. Collect the A-Z Computer from 12.14.
Some suggested excursions:
a) Double your money (or lose it all) at
Uncle's Casino on Bacchus Way Station at
01.03. Pick up the 'phone and listen to the

PIPEMANIA
Empire

There's a 50,000 points bonus and if you want
to access it just fill the screen with pipes.

message.

porters until you come out on Metis Moon
Base at 00.06. Pick up the transporter, go

outside, drop eagle and fly to location 05.06.
Pick up eagle, enter the building and then

b) Turn on the ghettoblaster at Charlene's
Disco in Logos City, location 06.03.

head off to the table to reveal a secret door.

c) Read the Mercenary's Book whicl

Enter, drop the transporter and pick up Novatrigger 4 (the washbasin). Turn it on and drop

sale at Eris Capital City at 13.15.

d) Find Penn College on Solon Base for a

• Never mind linking those pipes, just fill
the screen with 'em and earn more points

extra lump of gold.

PROPHECY - THE

Enter down the arrowed side of the trans

porters until you get to Ur City at 07.01. Find
Novatrigger 1 (the sideboard), pick it up, turn

e) Visit the Museum on Cronus. The Guide is
located at 05.05.

on and drop it.

f) Visit the Trading Posts at Mentor Way Sta
Return through the transporter to Chaldea
at 08.08. Fly to location 06.06 and collect
the gold bar from the basement. Now fly on
to 04.06 and sell your gold bar. With more

tion - you can get a good price for your
booty. Sell the second Antigrav (the one you
picked up at Eris KeyWest, location 07.07) at

VIKING CHILD
Electronic Zoo

The four passwords are: "DENIS<E>", "BUZ",
"SHARKMAN" and "NYMHARSW" These trans

port you to the forest, landbridge, labyrinth and
desert respectively.

the Post at 03.05.

You can buy the Blue Beacon Locator at

cash in your coffers fly on to location 05.06
and buy Novatrigger 3 (the Hi-Fi). Make sure
you don'tturn it on yet sinceyou already have

location 02.01 for a reasonable 100,000
ECU'S. The Locator itself is blue and helps

thrree turned on.

you spot an operating beacon (red, black,

Hold down the <Shift> key and type "MONEY"
for an extra $10,000.

and blue) from quite a distance. This includes
the one floating in space (and of no apparent
use) several days' travel away and far beyond

STARBLADE

Fly off to Ur City at 09.02 and collect the
Novabomb from the basement.

SIM CITY
Infogrames

Juno.

8. Now fly to Icarus, go straight down and
land anywhere. Drop the Novabomb. Take off
again and fly to a safe distance. Now activate
the last Novatrigger and wait to collect your

g) Try your luck against the defending figh
at the Eris Bank Repository on Tolosa. If you

1. Try to work out a quick and simple trade

need sights you can find them at Eris Capital,

route which takes relatively little fuel and always

substantial rewards.

location 01.14.

NOTES:

h) Visit the Eris TV Studio at Velos Ci

makes you a good profit. Hint: try a trade route
running from Antres (Uranium and Metals) to

1. You need nimble fingers when you're on
Metis and Icarus. Since you're without protec

buy the TV control at the Trading Post at
03.07. Now proceed to 04.01 and play aboinut

tion you won't survive if you're outside the

with the TV on the ninth floor.

eagle or a building for more than ten sec

i) Have a look in the Novagen Offices on
Dion, at Birmingham Island, location 02.11.

onds.

:. If you dawdle and are unable to destroy
Icarus before Damocles reaches it, you can
built-in short cut to re

90

Palace

Here are some helpful hints for completing this
space-orientated adventure game.

ST FORMAT

Read the files and then take a look in the rub

bish bin. You need the door key (D) from
ar at Dion East, 06.00.

Xylgona (Water).
2. Go through all the planets in turn, making
notes on the things each one sells, the type of
monster or robot in the vicinity and whether you
can breathe the atmosphere.

3. Always travel along conventional airways!
4. Ifyou land on a vegetation planet, prepare to
be boarded by alien stowaways who do their
utmost to rip your ship to shreds - and (sur
prise, surprise) usually succeed.
issue 2thMARCH-91

FLEXIDUMP PLUS

E.M.P.D.L.

ST/Amiga P.D. Library. Open 7 Days 9am - 9pm

SUPERB A AT AT Til DUMPS

EMPDL STARTER PACK. A 4 disk collection of the most useful utilities

FROM YOUR tULUUIV PRINTER

includes Word Processor, D-Copy, Database, Spreadsheet, Etc.
EMPDL BUSINESS PACK. A 5 disk collection of utilities with the small

business user in mind. Includes Inventory, Double Sentry Etc.
SOZOBON "C" COMPILER. The very best in the public domain.
"C" TUTOR. Complete with a large text file to print out.
DATABASE CONSTRUCTION SET. Constructs a personalised
database.

POOLS PREDICTER V2.5. Latest PD version of this popular disk.
BUSINESS DISK. 100 business letters all ready to print out.
PLANETARIUM. Brilliant astronomy disk.
HOME ACCOUNTS. Keeps track of all regular outgoings and income.
NOT STE.

"

*

Superb colour graphics dumps

*
*
*

Totally resizable
Select part of screen
Colour catalogue function

*

Wide range of printers supported including:
LC10, LC200, LC200 24, Citizen Swift, NEC, Oki 20,

'

FILOFACT. Complete with Calendar, Diary, Notepad and Databank.

Epson JX80C, LQ24C and more.

CHEAT. A disk full of hints, tips and cheats for loads of games.
HAUNTED HOUSE. Great platform game.
ST. VEGAS. A complete casino on a disk. NOT STE.
ST. COLOURING BOOK. Great colouring program for the youngsters.
AIR WARRIORS. An excellent flight simulator.

Flexidump Plus (2 disks) colour & mono 9 & 24 pin...£37.95
Flexidump mono 9 pin printers...£19.95

TURTLES DEMO. A must for all the Turtles fans.

T-SHIRT PRINTING RIBBONS

THE RUN. ST conversion of Tobias Richter's great animation. 1 Meg.
REFLEX DEMO. A several screen demo to rival the "Cuddly Demo".
DELIRIOUS II. Another great demo with several screens.

PRINT YOUR OWN T-SHIRTS!

MC HAMMER. "You cant touch this" 1 Meg. demo.
IRON MAIDEN. A 3min sampled demo by the "Barf Bunch". NOT STE.
SUZANNE VEGA. Tom's Diner. Another very good sampled demo.
WIZARD DEMO. Theme from Top of the pops'.

Print onto normal paper then iron on to T-Shirt
4 colour for Star LC10 Colour
4 colour for Citizen Swift

VISION FACTORY. ST soundtracker containing 5 tracks of Amiga
music.

£17.25
£34.50

Black for the following printers:
Epson FX80, FX100, LX80, Panasonic 1080/81, 1180

STE. FIX DISK. Runs some of the demos you couldn't run on the STE.
All our disks are virus free and despatched by first class post

Star LC10, NL10, Citizen 120D at

on day of receipt at the inclusive price OF £2.00 PER DISK.

£11.50

Heat transfer colour pens set of 5 large
£17.25
Heat transfer colour pens set of 5 small
£13.80
Atari ROM Cartridge takes two 27256 or 27512...£10.35

Send now for our disk based catalogue giving details of over
1000 disks. Stating clearly the make of computer.

Cheques & P.O.'s payable to:

How to order: Enclose cheques/PO's made payable to: CARE
ELECTRONICS or use Access/Visa. Please add carriage at £1.38

E.M.P.D.L.

54 WATNALL ROAD,

CARE ELECTRONICS, 800 ST ALBANS RD,
GARSTON, WATFORD, HERTS, WD2 6NL.

HUCKNALL, NOTTINGHAM, NG15 7LE.
0602 630071

TEL: 0923 672102. FAX: 0923 662304

Surface Ltd

sgffcfGfc
NEW PRODUCT
D.V.T. Hardisk Back-up
system for Atari ST.
Back-up any Hardisk to
a standard video

e

Tel: 081-566-6677 (Ext 204/205)
Fax: 081-566-6678

\H

JtMiHMifci

PC Speed
AT Speed

Supercharger

cassette. The most cost

Spectre GCR

effective back-up device

Memory upgrades

available for Atari ST

RockWare Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middx. UB6 0AA

available

computer. Only £199.95 Computers with preor from your local Atari
fitted emulators/with 6
dealer. Just plugs into
months guarantee.
cartridge port. Phone
or write for free

Call for more

information sheet.

information.

SUPRA DRIVE REMOVABLE

Supra Drive 20Mb
Supra Drive 30Mb
Supra modem 2400

100% Hayes compatible
300, 1200, 2400 baud

Supra modem 2400 Plus
with MNP5 and V.42bis
error correction and data

compression protocols

Phone for latest prices
Dealer Enquiries Welcome
ST FORMAT 91

LEISURE cheating
'>' 5. Once back on ship, drop the oxygen

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE

suit to preserve your supplies of air.
6. When trading, don't sell anything unless youcan get a profit in excess of 60 credits.

Ocean
Lee Mansfield from Surrey offers
these irresistible tips for completing
this gruesome scrolling beat-'em-up

until you get as far as the planes. When you

get this far, jump into the planes and fire your
Homing Missiles.

It takes an age to discover all the magnetic
cards so here's a list of all the cards and details

Level Five
Level One

This should be easy enough to get to grips

with and you should be able to get through it
in your first go. Just be sure to stay on top of

Giveaways:

You can choose what you want in this shop
since it is an easy level. When you get to the
helicopter, just keep firing homers until it is

of what they say:

dead. The electric beams are easy. When you

CM.1 Centurion equivalents
1=1,0=7, E=23

come to the electric man, go down as far as

CM.2 In Centurion, the son of Gordon is called

Level Two

you can and wait until the screen gets to the

11, 1,25, 13,6,22

At the first shop try and get three-way extra

floor, then jump down in between the bullets

bullets and Homing Missiles. If you can't, then
buy a shotgun instead. This level is quite easy
so long as you watch out for grenade throw
ers. When you get to the machinegunners, lie

and it's easy to kill him. Be sure to shoot the

the jeep until you reach the scaffolding.

down above the one in the middle and fire

down on him. You can now get the rest from
here. When you approach the moving floors,

electric beams first.

CM.3 To gain access to Cassendra, place the
CFP-099 ROM in the centre of the control

circuit. The Cyberpod of Erina is currently hold

Level Six

ing her.

In the shop you need homers or the level is
almost impossible. Once you fall down the first
floor just concentrate on the medium blade

CM.4 Spec for AD-02 mine features
• Remote controlled

and once you've got it, lie down and shoot. On
the next drop, face one way and shoot the bad
guy coming in the same direction. Remember

• Unidirectional

while standing on the dustbin lid.

to kill the ones behind you with homers. The
next drop has two blades which come at you

CM.5 The son of the father is the key to the
mother planet.

Level Three

from both ends. Following this are more men
and then four blades coming at you in pairs.

CM.6 Investigation Bureau

fire diagonally in the opposite direction. When
you're at the end of the level and facing the
missile launcher, get underneath it and fire

Try and get the three-way shot again and the
Homing Missiles. If you have enough cash then
get the barrier as well. Level three is rather
long. When you get as far as the first machine,
lie down on the ground and keep firing at it.
Occasionally it gets you but most of the time

you can dodge it. When you come across ris
ing platforms make sure you get on the middle
left and keep firing in one direction. When you

get as far as Scuos keep firing left and kill
them first. Use your Homing Missiles when you
can't take the pace. When you've got four left,
wait for the bad guys to come down and stand

Level Seven

Get the homers again and when the ship
passes keep firing homers and moving, Be
sure to get the guns in the middle first, then
go for the rocket launchers.

• Mainly used to destroy heavy armoury
• Confidential defence number is 058X.

Criminal Record
Name: Unknown
Race: Humanoid

Crime: Trafficking in Regenerative Molecules
Zone of Operation: Shervis

Distinguishing Marks: Gasterpode Descent.

Level Eight

CM.7 Minutes of the fourth meeting of the

Climb the ladder of your choice and shoot six
yellow men to get six keys. At the top of the
ladder, keep firing homers and shooting. Jump
over the caterpillar when it lands on the

fighting Alpha Zwaves are capable of destroying
Cephaihydros. The first operational Psychic

ground. Once you've killed it, shoot the skull

in the left corner, firing along the ground. Fire

and keep climbing the ladder.

straight up, use the homers and you can kill
the big Scuo before it gets you. Now stay and

Level Nine

laser is XMT-03-BK.

CM.8 The powers from the magician can pro

tect you from the *******y*****KS. (The
asterisks denote muddled letters)

CM.9 Pancake Recipe for two people:
• 200g/7 oz flour,
• 2 eggs,
• 600ml/16 fl oz milk,
• pinch of salt.

Level Four

If you have six keys, you can jump up and get
every item and release the hostages. In this
level, shoot the faces as quickly as possible.
When you get as far as the head, fire diago
nally at it and when it blows up run across to

If you already have sufficient ammo and

the left corner. Now fire diagonally right until

homers then get an extra life. Ideally you need
the three-way shot for this level. This is easy

you succeed in killing it. Getthis far and you've

minutes before cooking in frying pan.

finished Midnight Resistance!

CM.10 Intergalactic Silmarils Catalogue

fire at the second blade as it comes across

the ground. When the eye fires at you, be sure
to fire homers twice and you can kill the eye.

Mix ingredients well and leave to rest for 15

Mannhatten Dealers
Mad Show

GET YOUR TIPS OUT FOR THE LADS!
What ho, chaps! I say, isn't it spiffing? You could win a whole £50, simply by
sending in a tip, a cheat, an infinite lives poke, a short cut, an undocumented
feature, a bug, a password - anything you've found that helps you get more from

your ST! Or, if you're stuck at a particular point in a game orfind a problem with a
piece ofsoftware, you could get the answer to your problem!

Targhen
Windsurf Willy
Maya
Colorado

£S

So play up, play up, chaps, and play the game: share your information with well over 50,000

fellow ST enthusiasts, and possibly win a packet! Oh, it's so super you could almost shout "Hurrah!"

Starblade

Made in France (46 Terra)

As for finding out exactly where all this informa
tion is needed - well, that part's up to you! stf

Name

Address.

_

My tip is: Games

Desktop

Music

Daytime 'phone

Graphics

Cover Disk

Other I

Brief description of tip

Please complete this form and send it, along with your tip, to: Gamebusters,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW.
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• Space - where no-one can hear you

yawn as you search for planets to visit
issue 20-MARCH-9I

ST... the future is here
That's Write™
The perfect ST word processor
; Compo Software is one ofthe
leading software housesfor the Atari
ST in Germany where the number

When yourword processing needs include
powerful functions like footnotes, endnotes,
automatic generation of index and table of

one selling word processor is Compo's

contents, a powerful dictionary with at least
110,000 words and more, you need That's

That's Write.

Write.

But with all it's power, That's Write is still

Compo is committed to the ST

extremely easy to use. On screen you have

market with a continuous program of
enhancementsfor its existing

the familiar GEM user interface and a

WYSIWYG display, even with
proportionally spaced fonts.

programs and a number of new
products dueforrelease over the next

The latestrelease of That'sWrite, VI.51,
includes support for additional dictionaries.
Languages currently available include
French, German, Dutch, Swedish, Spanish,
Italian and American English.

twelve months. An example ofthis
development activity can be seen in
That's Write where the latest version

is already optimisedforthe
forthcoming Atari TT.

AT-Speed

(TM)

The power of two

Now with it's new office, Compo can
offerfull supportforST users in the

UK. Ifyou are currently using a
Compo product then you can

AT-Speed is the latest PC emulator board

from Sack Electronics, the originators ofthe
ST's bestselling emulator, PGSpeed.
Based on the 80286 micro processor and
with a Norton factor of6.7 AT-Speed runs

officially register it either by writing
to, or calling, Compo Software
Limited.

PC programs including Autocad, Microsoft
Windows V3 and Microsoft Flight Simulator.

Forfurther information on any
Compo product please complete the

The new UK version ofAT-Speed includes
support for EGA and VGA graphics

coupon below.

emulation on the Atari monochrome
monitor — the ultimate in screen resolution
— with no need to scroll.

Setting New Standards
7 Vinegar Hill, Alconbury Weston,
Huntingdon, PE17 5JA

Tel: 0480 891819- Sales 0480 891271 - Hotline
0480 890787-Fax

/ mu\ijju^M.uji vow *t

SgniScan

• A powerful partner for
Desk Top Publishing.
• Package includes
GS4500 scanner, interface and
ScanEdit software.

• With Geniscan you have
the ability to easily scan

images, text and graphics into
the ST.

• Save images in suitable
format for leading packages
including DEGAS,
NEOCHROME, FLEETSTREET,
etc.

• Unmatched range of
edit/capture facilities not

•

An easy to handle Handy

Scanner featuring 105 mm

offered by other scanners at
this unbeatable price.

•

Adjustable switches for

scanning width and 400 dpi

brightness and contrast.

resolution enables you to

•

reproduce graphics and text on

for Cut and Paste Editing of

your computer screen.

images etc.

•

• Intelligent routines to analyse
text images and convert them into
text flies suitable for your Word
Processor program.

•

COMPLETE WITH
OCP ART STUDIO

No more tedious typing -

simply scan in a page of text and
READPIC will do the rest!!

& All

Hardware/Software

ONLY £49.99
1 MEG RAM UP

REPLACEMENT MOUSE

1 MEG INTERNAL DRIVE
UPGRADE

you would expect to pay.

ONLY
£149.99

Powerful software allows

At last - a top quality OCR

program at a fraction of the price

FOR THE NEW
LOWER PRICE OF

• High
quality direct

replacement for
mouse on the
Atari.

•

Teflon glides

for smoother
movement.

•

Rubber coated

ball for minimum

slip.
• Optical

system counting

•
512K of FASTRAM to bring your
520 STFM up to a full 1040K!!

- 500/mm.

• Replace internal 500K drive with a full 1
Meg unit. • Top quality drive unit.
•

Full fitting instructions.

•

Easily fitted - no special skills required

• Direct plug
in replacement.

ONLY £69.99

SPECIAL OFFER!!

•

Fitting easily achieved by anyone

who has a little soldering experience.

FREE MOUSE MAT + MOUSE HOUSE (WORTH
£7.99)

ONLY £49.99

ONLY £24.99 complete

N.B. will not fit some ST models - check
with our Tech. Dept. before ordering.

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER FAST...

TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) -G

3- CREDIT CARD ORDERS

WEW,LLDESPATCHYOURORDE=^^^
ORDERSNORMALLYOESPATCH™

ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLETO...

DATEL ELECTTlOfliCS' LTD.,
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND

TELEPHONE SALES ONLY 0782 744707

FAX 0782 744292

TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

A NEW WORLD OF POWER

FOR ONL

£34.99
THE
w

IS HERE!
SYNCRO EXPRESS ISA HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK
IN AROUND 50 SECONDS!!

Syncro Express requires a second drive &works by controlling it as a slave device &ignoring the ST or Amiga

disk drive controller chip whereby high speeds &great data accuracy are achieved.
♦

»

*

*

Menu driven selection for Start Track/End Track- up to 80 tracks. 1 side, 2 sides.
Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge.

Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, MAC etc.

Ideal for clubs, user groups or just for your own disks.

No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

By using an on-board Custom LSI Chip, Syncro Express has the power to transferan
MFM image of the original disk directly to your blank disk - quickly, simply and
without any user knowledge. One external disk drive is required*.

„

EXPRESS IS AVAILABLE FOR BOTH THE ST AND AMIGA SYSTEMS
—

—

—

—

——

-»- —

—

<^sjr

_

-^sr

m

sbb m

w

EASE STATE WHICH REQUIRED WHEN ORDERING
WARNING 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING
Datel Electronics Ltd., neither condones norauthorises theuseofit'sproducts forthereproduction of
copyright material.

Thebackup facilities ofthisproduct are designed to reproduce only software suchas Public Domain

material, the users own programs orsoftware where permission to make backups has been clearly given. I
Itis illegal to make copies, evenfor your own use,ofcopyright material, without theexpress
permission of the copyright owner, or the licencee thereof.

HOW TO GET YOUR

TELEPHONE (24 Hrs)

don't have a second drive \

CRO EXPRESS together with a drive f

ONLY £104.99 (AMIGA)
NLY £119.99 (ST)

«x

YpCHO

0782 744707

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY &EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECIEVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS, NOT WEEKS.
ORDERSNORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERSMADE PAYABLE TO...

DAfEL ELBCT^OpjCy LTD.,
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND
TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 07iB2 744394

m

-^m

MT Software

MT SOFTWARE

PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE,

Greensward House,
The Broadway,
Totland, I.O.W

^0983
- 756056
9am - 6pm Mon - Sat (24hr)

P039 OBX

SEND SAE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE

ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE

S106 -Die Alien Blob

G137 - Solar System Geography
G135 - Geography Tutor

G102 -Stumped
G044 -Flight Simulator
G141 -Boxing Champ

G133 -Zoo Maker

G009 - Spelling Made Easy
G016 - Maths Made Easy

G136-Grand Prix
G129 -Mars Maze
G121 -Chance

G022 - Kidpotato, Kids ABC,

G120 -Escape fron the Tomb
of Ra
G128-Steel

G127 -Battle Command
G118-Mutant
G126-Wheel of Fortune

G117 -Key to Atlantis
G125-Hedgehog

Kidsketch, Kidstory
G023 - Kidsong, Numeric Go
Around, No Maze
G041 - Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2
G036 - History File (3 disks)
G134 -The Search

G094 - Colouring Book
G098 - Shipwrecked + Hangman

-Name Game
-Tracker
-Overlander
-Fruit Machine
-Tennis Simulation

/"EDUCATION PACK 1"N

G103 -Top of the Pops
G116 -Chunnel - French Tutor
Game

G045 -England Team Manager

5 disks ONLY £10.99
Lots of educational programs
for the younger STer. Includes

Kidpotato, KidsABC,
Kidsketch, Kidstory, Kidsong,
Numeric Go Round,
Kidpublisher, Number Maze,

G011 -Give Us A Break

G072 -Bumper Jack

Kidmusic, Kidpiano, Kidgraph,
Kidgrid 2, Colouring Book,
v Shipwrecked, Hangman j

Shoot-Em-Ups
Cheats Disks
Board Games
Card Games

Full details in catalogue

'education PACK 3 s
10 DISKS ONLY £19.99

ADVENTURES
•

G140 - Dungeon Quest

NOW STE COMPATIBLE •

A bumper education pack
that includes G9,G 16, G22,
G23, G41,G36, G94, G98

G087 - Tark

G084 - Eleven Crystals
G096 - Dudleys Dilemma
G078 - Time Adventure

G055 - Hero Dungeons +
Dragons
G038
G054
G037
G006

-

M31 - Midi Guide

M28 - 50 Quartet Samples (1)
M34 - 50 Quartet Samples (2)

WP01

M09-TX812 Voice Editor
M10- FB01 Voice Editor

Reversi

G069 - Napoleon
G029 - Space Invaders, Chess,
Arkanoid

G063 - Around the World in
80 days

Palette Master
Fractal Zoom
Ani-ST

PO30 - STOS Basic Programs
P022 - STOS STE (1.62) updater

Printmaster Library

PO40 - GEMDOS User Guide
P014 - GEM Information

Calamus Fonts

P017 -C Programs

Signum Fonts
Pagestream Fonts
Publishing Partner Fonts
Pearle 3D Raytracing
Easy Text Plus Demo

P019-SozobanC
P015 - 68000 Assembler

Doodle
Animate
Picture Converters

P001 - ST Basic Programs
P023 - Fast Basic Programs
P025 - Pascal Programs

MT32 Voice Ed. (Demo)
Kawai K1 Librarian
Music Writer (mono)
Composer

M18 - Sampled Sounds + Player
M03-Casio C2101 Progs.
M14 - Midi Channel Scope (mono)

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE
A complete assembly language prosramming environment
for the beginner and intermediate ST programmer. Learn

- Spellchecker, Mailmerge,
- Zap Card - database
- DB Master - database
-1 st Base - database
- Card ST - database
- TCos - database
- Electronic Bank

+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you
are following the series
v
in ST Format
„

assumed, all examples inthe book are heldon disk and can be assembled I
using the supplied text editor and assembler. The disk also contains a I
complete resource construction kit forproducing dialog boxes, dropdown I
menus, etc. Learn to program like the professionals! Registers, GEMDOS,
XBIOS, GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN MENUS, DIALGOG BOXES, WINDOWS and|

MT SOFTWARE s 0983-756056
The above illustrates a small selection from our catalogue.

Manyof the disks are also available as double sided
compilations- please see our catalogue or ringfor details.
CODES ARE AS FOLLOWS:-

DS - Double Sided Disk

SH -Shareware

1 MEG -1 meg of memory required

MONO-High resolution

NOTSTE-Not STE compatible

SINGLE SIDED DISKS £3.00

DOUBLE SIDED COMPILATIONS C3.50
PLUS ONE FREE WITH EVERY THREE
(Immediate despatch by 1st Class Post included)
Overseas - Europe - add 10%, Rest of world add 20%
Help and Advicealwaysavailable. Mail Order Only.

t
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CLIP ART PACK

s

6 DISKS FOR ONLY £16.99
5 Double Sided Disks full of

Clip Art + 1 disk full of format
converters. Ideal for

ALL DTP packages.
• Animals • Office • Sport •

Flags • Maps • Fonts • Food
v

Statement (E3.95)
U078 - Sheet V2 - spreadsheet
U042 - Opus 2000 -

• Christmas • Trademarks
• and lots lots more
.

DEMONSTRATIONS

UTILITIES

We have all the latest machine and

spreadsheet
U034 - Double Sentry Accounts

Disk copiers/formatters

(sh)
U041 - Typing Tutor
UO40 - Inventory Pro (sh)

Virus detectors/killers

product demonstrations. Order our
FREE catalogue for full details.
We are licensed distributors for Budgie
UK.

Desk accessories

T

Superboot utilities
Hard disk utilities

programs - order your FREE
catalogue for full details.

EASY TEXT PLUS
A fully featured desktop

We receive all the latest titles as they
become available. See our catalogue
for details of the entire range.

publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9
pin, 24 pin and laser printers.
V

RING FOR DETAILS

BLANK DISKS

m

>

AMAZING OFFERS ON BLANK DISKS AND ACCESSORIES

Highest qualitydouble sided disks in protective walletsand
complete withlabels. 100%error free progamme guaranteed.

U019 - Mono Emulator - run
mono programs on a
colour TV/monitor
U079 - Colour Emulator - run

colour programs on a

10 disks

6*<0

£4.99

mono emulator

10 disks + 50 cap lockable box
10 disks+ 100 cap lockable box
25 disks

£1>99
£1>r99
£j>^

£9.99
£11.99
£11-99

25 disks + 50 cap lockable box

£^<9

£16.99

25 disks + 100 cap lockable box

£2*<9

£18.99

50 disks
50 disks + 50 cap lockable box
50 disks + 100 cap lockable box

£?6<<9
£JM9
£^9"9

£22.99
£27.99
£29.99

100 disks

£4J*?9

£42.99

100disks + 100cap lockable box

£54^9

£47.99

MTS SPECIAL
1ST dust cover..

..£4.99

..£19.99

leap I

lansuage examples how to program the ST. No knowledge of assembler is I

'

Complete package for
anybody learning C.
Comprises Sozobon C (fully
configured and ready to use)

Word Count

BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK!

much, much more

CLIP ART
We have many disks of Clip Art for use
with all DTPpackages.

6 DISKS ONLY £16.99

..£3.99

The comprehensive book introduces the reader via many assembly!

Pools Prediction, Chemistry, Knitting,
Cooking, Amateur

€ PROGRAMMERS PACK^

U089
U012
UO09
U036
U072
U031

assembler the easy way, step-by-step!

only £19.99

Speech Synthesis, Genealogy, Football
Radio, Com muni cations, Astronomy,
Astrology and much more.

P005 - Adventure Writing Sys.

- Mastersound Demo

(over 400 pages)

SPECIAL INTERESTS

P026 - Pascal Information

ST Writer Elite

DO66 - Boing STE (1 Meg)
D067 - Fantasia (1 Meg)
D068-3D Scroller (1 Meg)
U99-TOS 1.6 fixer disk

PO11 ST Basic

1Meg Utilities

D069-STE Sound Off
D065 - Movie STE

D084 - ACID

P012 - Disassembler, Tiny Basic,
C Compiler

ONLY £19.99

M13 - Yamaha PSS Ed/Library
M08 M29 M21 M16-

Sprite Studio

WP02

M33 - Quartet Music

Arkanoid

D074 - STE Atari France

P034 - STOS Basic Tutorial

WP10 -1st Word

M30 - Noise Tracker

G131 - Bounce, Pacman,

D96 - Jungle Demo

P039 - GFA Programs

We have all sorts of utility

M32 - Audio Sculpture Tracker

G130 - Naval, Columbus,

P038 - GFA Basic Tutorial

Low Cost CAD (sh)

BUSINESS

M7 - Cosh 16 Voice Sequencer

MONO GAMES

Neochrome V2

UO70 - Address Book
UO90 - Filofact (sh)

MUSIC + MIDI

Wizards Tower
Tombs of Death
Under Berkwood
Darkness is Forever

A042A043A044A001 A020A024A013A037WP08
A046A010A012A019A026A034A036A041 -

STE DISKS

PROGRAMMING

ART & GRAPHICS

EDUCATION

COLOUR GAMES

G124
G123
G122
G109
G049

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY, YOU MAY CHOOSE

"V7

£28.97

E7"A ONLY£21 I **(

400 DISKS ONLY £150
DISK LABELS

Add £2 for 100 cap box

HEYKIDS & KIDZONE
2 great new educational packages written by
Paul Smart. Designed for 3-7 year olds. They
teach

* Basic colour identification * Basic shape
identification • Letters on the keyboard
* Telling the time
* Grid reference work • Counting •
Spelling

50 coloured labels
100 coloured labels
1000 coloured labels
100 tractor fed labels
200 tractor fed labels
1000 tractor fed labels

)••

ACCESSORIES
ST/STE dust cover
£4.99
£1.50
£3.99
£2.50 Mouse mat
£13.50
STORAGE BOXES
£3.00
£6.49
£5.00 50 cap lockable
£7.99
£15.00 1000 cap lockable

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING + VAT

0983 755800 - blank disks only

EDUCATION AND FUN ROLLED INTO ONE
FULL DETAILS IN OUR CATALOGUE

0983 756056 - blankdisks and P.D. (24 hr)

A

OUR NEW CATALOGUE CONTAINS FULL DETAILS OF THE ABOVE DISKS PLUS MANY MANY MORE

PD reviews

PUBLIC
SECTOR
Virginia stared up at Andrew with wide

Barbara Cartland, move over!
Here comes Andy Hutchinson
with a romantic twinkle in his

eye and a swag of captivatingly
cheap disks under his arm

PROGRAMS FROM

adoring eyes. Her heartbeat raced as
he gently caressed her big toe and she

USA/CANADA
Caledonia PDL

knew that this was it - this was true lust. His

earlobes pulsed with desire and the hair on the

Spreading the PD net across

palms of his handsstood on tippy-toes.
"Andy, I lerve you," she gasped, "but unless
you can get me software for abait three pineds
a disk, I'm afred it (sob) jest won't work."
"Oh Virginia, don'tfret, my little baboushka.
The Public Domain holds allthe disks your heart
could ever desire. Now let me take you away

the Atlantic, Caledonia have
come up with a disk of excellent

from all this..."

utilities. Diction is a novel spell
checker which learns only from

needn't just take our word for it: this too is
free on the Cover Disk!

STF Rating-91%

ART AND MUSIC

your documents, and therefore contains only
the words you use. All you have to do is confirm

that the spelling is correct the first time you use
a new word. Cache v3.5 speeds up your
access times whether you have a floppy or a
hard drive - and we thought it was so good, we
included it free on this issue's Cover Disk.

UTILITIES

STOSwritten (surprise surprise) TV and video

Titler with some very attractive fonts - but you

GDOS Switch enables you to enter
GDOS without rebooting your ST.

Best of the crop is TV Titles, a /iy

MUSIC PACK
Sphinx - £9.95

A novel idea, this. Sphinx have
decided to bundle together
many of the latest sound pro
grams in one pack. For your ten
quid you get seven disks of
quality music gear. This includes the better

FRACTAL CHAOS

Tracker programs, namely Noisetracker, Audio

The South West Software Library -

Sculpture and a demo of TCB Tracker. In con

Disk 796

junction with these programs, there are two
disks of songs (modules) and a disk full of
sampled instruments. If your preferences tend
towards MIDI software, you're well catered for

Interest in fractals is still high. This disk offers
an excellent introduction to the world of chaos

geometry and the pretty patterns you can cre
ate when you monkey around with it. Julia, Man

here: the excellent Cosh Accompanist program
is included. This pack offers excellent value for
money and is highly recommended.
STF Rating - 91%

delbrot and Chaos geometry are all explored,
and once a picture has been created it can be
saved to disk or turned into a movie.

STF Rating - 78%

• If you'd like to try before you buy, ST
FORMAT gave you an exclusive version of

Desk

Options
Uiew
File
Color
FRACTAL GENERATOR PROGRAM

Accompanist, specially written by Henry

i

• "But, Andy, your home videos look so

Cosh himself, on Cover Disk 16. To order

dashed awful!" she said spitefully. "Fear

this or other back issues, see page 136

not, little one, I've got hold of TV Titler."

STE SOUND TRACKER

PD PERSONAL

CHOICE

selling programs.

1•

Care Bears Cuddly Demo- Disk LAD 5

the volume!

2.
3.

Centre folds - Disk LAX 9

4.

System 5 and other games

boss to nominate his top ten. This month

Leigh Caudwell of LAPD lists his ten top

early signs, however, chaos ensued. Then
she turned to the ST FORMAT Cover Disk...

STFM owners with this STE-only tracker pro
gram. The Fingerbobs demo group have
included ten tunes on the disk, all of which are
of course in full stereo digital sound. Best of the
crop is Easy, a nice blast with some new (yes,

Each month we ask a Public Domain library

• It was a lovely cool spring day when
Julia met Mandelbrot. Despite promising

The Demo Club

STE owners get another chance to lord it over

new) samples. Plug in the stereo and crank up
STF Rating - 84%

FCOPY 3 and other utilities Disk LAU 20

RAMBUFFER

(Compilation) - Disk LAG 44

ST Club - Disk WPR10

When you start getting seriously into word pro

5.

Kylie Minoguesampled music Disk LAD 64

cessing, you soon find that printing out large
5.
7.

Planetarium - Disk LAM 1
Turtles Slideshow - Disk LAD 136

accessory also includes a RAMdisk and a free

3.
9.

What the Butler Saw - Disk LAX 7
Calendar Girls - Disk LAX 8

RAM counter.

10. Emulators (ZX81 etc) - Disk LAP10

documents is a very time-consuming business.
A printer buffer such as this frees up your
machine and lets you carry on working. The

STF Rating - 74%
issue 20-MARCH-91

KOZMIC
Floppyshop ST - Disk ART37C
(requires 1 Megabyte memory

& Double-sided Drive)

Proving just what marvels can be achieved with

STOS, comes this nifty package which gener
ates psychedelic patterns. The programmer,
Dave Henniker, has spent a considerable
amount of time adding nice touches such as

some surprising sampled voices. Once you've
ST FORMAT 97

PD reviews

favourite program can't load them? This disk

EXODUS

enables you to convert a sound sample from
one format (say AVR), to another (say raw noise
file). This means you can lift samples from other
programs and convert them to a format your

Budgie Licenceware - Disk BU41

favourite music program can use.
STF Rating - 70%

The Budgie boys strike again with this multiscrolling shoot-'em-up, in which you guide a ship
around an alien landscape. Enemies include
spaceships, tanks and ground batteries. A well
programmed and effective game which
enhances Budgie's reputation.
STF Rating - 85%

GAMES
• They swept over the threshold and
pranced gaily up to the computer room.
Then, as the full moon sat proud in the
sky, they enjoyed a Kozmic televisual
feast - and had a good snog as well

DOUGLAS ROCKMOOR
Budgie Licenseware - Disk BU52

One of the best games ever to appear on the old
8-bit computers was a little program by the name
of Boulderdash. This is the PD ST version of that

save them to disk and leave them on while

game. You've got to guide the hapless Douglas
around a level, collecting the diamonds and avoid
ingthe monsters. Sounds banal, plays great.

Hawkwind plays in the background. Well worth a

STF Rating - 81%

generated your acid-house pictures you can

"groovy dude" look.
STF Rating - 87%
• The spaceship rocked with the force of
the explosion. Captain Cohddpeece spun
round to see if the princess was all right.

THE IRON MAIDEN
SHOW

"Oh Exodus!" he swore. Horrors! She'd

broken one of her titanium fingernails!

Caledonia PDL

The latest in a long line of slideshow disks avail
able in the Public Domain. This one contains 24

Iron Maiden piccies, digitised from their record
artwork. They're all in black and white, but

ST VEGAS
LAPD-Disk LAG 10

sometimes this works to their benefit. Can't

really see this appealing to too many people,
but if you're a complete ST-owning Iron Maiden
nut then check it out.

STF Rating - 67%

• Douglas de Rockmoor cast a wary eye
around the cave. He knew that if he was
to rescue Virginia from the Philippino

smugglers, he'd need a lot of diamonds

OVER TO YOU...

iMfNf

Reformed gamblers, check this disk out. Ifyou're
tired of frittering away all your money on the fruit
machines or the ponies, then spend digital
money instead. Black Jack, Poker, Roulette and
Slots are all available. Can't really see the point
of this kind of game, although the Poker is quite
good fun. Nice graphics and a polished style.
STF Rating - 71%

Yes, there are some dazzling Public Domain

programs available, but only a fraction of

Ik

what's out there can possibly cross our
desks. So if you've come across a
particularly noteworthy PD program that you
think the world should know about, why not
review it for us? Who knows! It could be your
first step into the glamorous, exciting,

generally

quite

scandalously

world of journalism!

trouble on the way, but she knew that
with a bit of old school luck she'd pull

words (and you know we'll run a word count

confronted Mr Big with nothing but her
wits and a Kalashnikov automatic rifle

Your review must be no more than 200

program on it to make sure), and it should
explain what the program does and what's
so special about it. Remember to include full
details of where you got it as well.
Now here's the tricky bit. We need your

ST PROGRAMMER

review on disk as an ASCII file, without hard

Riverdene - Disk STP1 ST.PROG

carriage returns at the end of each line.
Include a copy of the program itself, and a
printout of your review as well if you
possibly can. Don't forget to add your name
and address on everything and state which
PD library you got the program from. Then
kiss the lot goodbye ('cos we ain't gonna

Disk based magazines, when
done properly, can be extremely
informative publications. This
particular offering is one of the
best I've seen in a long time. It's

on the subject of 68000 programming, and the
high quality editorial content is backed up with
slick layout. Also on the disk is a game, an
assembly language, three accessories, some
STOS accessories and

Neo-chrome Master.

Check it out.

STF Rating -91%
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underpaid

• Maggie looked around. There was

through. She leapt out of the shadows and

I

Hold

Isf^Mi '

keep

&

Deal

(QUIT

• The two poker partners eyed each other
across the table. Was she bluffing, did she
have a Full House or did she just have the

hots for him in a very major way?

EDUCATIONAL
PD GAMES
Trust PD- Disk 10

Three excellent educational games grace this
disk. They're all mouse controlled and very

send it back, no way) and send it to:
PD Reviews, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath BA1 2BW.
Now, in the old days people would have

paid us for the privilege of seeing their
names in print in our august journal, but we
must be going soft in our old age - we'll pay
you a whacking great £25 for any of your
reviews we publish. I don't know, kids these
days, don't know how lucky they are, ee by
gum, when I were a lad, etc etc...

It's all very well having loads of excellent

• "Pishdakoof, pishdakoof, pishdakoof,"
Ivor said as he pulled into the station.
Pensively he paused. "I've really got to
change my scriptwriter," he thought. "I

Tracker sounds available, but what if your

wonder if Ben Elton's available?"

MUSIC CONVERTERS
Riverdene - Disk MUS831ST
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Pdom PD Atari ST/STE Public Domain & Shareware Software
Suppliers of Public Domain and Shareware software for nearly 5 years, watch out for imitations!
Pdom PD Atari STF, PO Box 801, Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire, CM23 3TZ. Tel: 0279 757 692
• BPR05 - CSR. DSD Sprite Portfolio 600- to:: quality sprites

• A168 - ARCGSH V2.1 a shell for any program is already setup

APPLICATION

for ARC. ZOO. SHAR. UUD AND UUE excellent. BYTEFREE v3.3

• • MP7 - Home Business Pack. DSD. Datahandler and First

Base 2 databases. Personal Database a 10 address book.

STSheet and Sheet 2 excellent spreadsheets that include
graphics and Lotus 123 compatiblity, STWriter Elite the word
processor and Double Sentry the accounts package. All fully
working and full featured. A 3 disk pack for £750!
• A48 - UNITERM V2.0I3 full.THE Comms package for the ST.
• BPR01 - CSR. The ELECTRONIC BANK STATEMENT fully
featured personal accounts.
• A96 - DSD. SHEET v2.0. powerful all features spreadsheet.
• A108 - DSD. 1MB.B/STATa sophisticated graphing and
statistical analysis program.
• A121 - POOLS - Expert Results Predictor v2.5.
».W2 - STWRITER ELITE V3.6 the word processor.
• W5 - MICRO-EMACS v3.925 text editor.

I

LANGUAGE

displays how many bytes are free on all drives. DISKINIT activates
a 2nd drive without reset. DISK MECHANIC vl.0 disk analyser,
• L1 - 68000 ASSEMBLER. XLISPSTLOGO, TINY BASIC.
copier, formatter, sector editor etc all in one very powerful.
• L3 - ADVSYS Adventure writer language.
• A171 - RECOVERABLE TRASHCAN retreive deleted files.
• A173 - ARCHIVER DISK, ARC V6.02 archiver. ARC shell V1.98.
LHARC V1.13. TURBOARC ARCIT archive entire disks.

• A174 - DCOPY V3.12 excellent disk utility features include: copy,
move, erase, lock, hide, display, ARC and unARC. BIGSCREEN
allows you to use GEM windows larger than the actual screen.

• L7 - XLISP v1.7 includes manuals.

• L8 - FORTH from Bradley Firmware.
• L9 - ST ICON v6.3. based on SNOBOL4.
• L10 - LITTLE SMALLTALK.
• L13 & • L14 - MODULA-2 DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM v1.0.

• L15 - DSD. SOZOBON C Compiler.

FILESPY V1.2 file browser with search.

• L17 - DSD. AGT V1.19. Excellent adventure writer.

• A176 - STARTERM V1.11 the brilliant comms package, features:

• BPRQ2 - DSD. Budgie UK 68000 Programmers Library V.42.

VT52, VT100, ViewData, XMODEM.

• A186 - DOCDISP the best document displayer on the ST
features load picture and a non case sensitive search facility!
FCOPY 3 the excellent disk copier, formattor and virus checker.

• A125- DSD 1MB. OPUS V2.10 very powerful spreadsheet and

GAMES

charting program. Requires GDOS which is on disk A163.
• A138 - DOUBLE SENTRY V0.5 the accounting program.

MUSIC
• M9 - MUSIC WRITER create music on screen.

• M15 - THE ACCOMPANIST V2.3 a 16 Voice MIDI Sequencer A
fully working MIDIsequencer by Henry Cosh.
,M18 - SOUNDTRACKER player and SoundTracker modules.
M19 - SOUNDTRACKER player and SoundTracker modules.
M20 - SOUNDTRACKER player and SoundTracker modules.

i

All require a colour screen.
• • MP2 - Games Pack I: DSD. Monopoly. Fruit Machine.
system. The PD version only allows 10 records but the Shareware Cribbage. Poker Solitaire. Tunnel Vision. Reflex. Checkers.
Also documentation and some source code in 68000 and GFA
version is unlimited, details on the disks. VANTERM V3.71 excellent Devils Tomb. Death Star Battle Ships. Zyphur and others. A 3 ' hi
basic on SoundTracker formats and different frequencies.
all features communications program does every thing except split disk pack for £750!
«• M21 - NoizTracker fully working with Modules.
baud rate. RELATIVE TREE the geneology program.
• • MP3 - Games Pack 2: DSD. Star Trek. Tennis, Patience.
• A166 - PERSONAL DATABASE an excellent address database

I

Cars. Monkeys and Balloons. Spectral Sorcery and Give Us
A Break. A 3 disk pack for £750!
• G23 - 1MB. BOLO! Absolutely brilliant game with excellent
graphics in the Arknoid mould only better.

• A110 - CALAMUS Fonts disk. 9 PD fonts for use with the DTP

package Calamus: Facade. Fura. Greeny2. Hebrewy, Manvilly,
Math. Peignoy. Silicy and Steely.
• A135 - GEM FONT MASTER by J.Millar the GEM font Editor.

• G86 - DSD. Tennis!

• A137 - Over 40 GEM GDOS fonts.
• A175 - Over 70 GEM GDOS fonts.

EDUCATION
• A47 - CSR. KIDSGRAPH, KIDSGRID2. KIDSMUSIC KIDSPIANO.

KIDSNOTES - graphics and music/sound programs for children.
• A100 - CSR. KIDPOTATOE. KIDABC KIDSKETCH, KIDSTORY.

• G95 - CHANCE a good shoot 'em up with lots of action.
• G96 - MUTANT excellent platform game.
• G97 - DSD. The Star Trek game by Eric Tronics A fullgraphics
game with sampled sounds! 1MB
• G107 - PATIENCE by Eric Chapman an excellent card playing
game includes Golf, Little Spider, Calculation, Siege.Raglans,
• B5 - PRO DARTS 501 down.

•
•
animated maths program. NUMBER MAZE.
• A177 - CSR. KIDSHAPES PLUS a graphic program for the older •
•
child. KIDPUZZLE features 12 pictures.
• A178 - CSR. NOTSTE. CAN YOU SPELL. Talking spelling trainer •
•
UTILITY
•
•
• • MP1: STARTER PACK for the new STer. STWriter Elite the
•
word processor Datahandler and Firstbase the databases
•
and NEOchrome the drawing package. Also utilities: RAM
•
disks, spooler picture converters, desktop accessories,
•
monochrome screen emulator colour screen emulator Auto
•
loader GEM. extended disks formatters and loads more. 3
•
disk pack for £750!
• A101 - CSR. KIDSONG. NUMERICAL GO ROUND - excellent

B7 - BALL ZONE an incredible Arkanoid type game, only better.
B12 - ACE INVADERS the DEFINITIVE Space Invader!
B13 - ZENITH a space combat for two players.
B11 - MAELSTROM excwellent space shoot_out.
B14 - GOLDRUSH a multi-level platform pursuit.
B17 - MAKE A BREAK trivia quizz.
B18 - PARABELLUMexcellent platform game.
B22 - BANDITslot machine with nudges up and down etc.
B27 - PSICOTIC a space shoot' em up.
B23 - SPACE BLOB an immensely enjoyable platform game.
B30 - A QUEST FOR GALAXIA an excellent Galaxians clone!

• B41 - Exodus awesome shoot em up with fantastic graphics!

• A41 - MONOCHROME monitor emulator v5. NOTSTE,
CMFONTS converts Macintosh fonts to ST GDOS format.

• B44 - Exterminate ifitmoves KILL IT! Ashoot'emup.

DEFORMATTOR - this program deformats your disks!

I

• A88 - DCFORMAT v3.03 THE ST disk formatter, DISKMOD -

writes MSDOS boot sector. MEG A MINUTE Elite v2.1 HD backup.
• A90 - SUPERBOOT v6.0 THE ST Boot program.
• A91 - FILE SELECTOR v6.0 replacement file selector. VIRUS
KILLER v2.01 excellent virus detector and killer,

• A97 - MMR. STICKER III. THE disk label program.
• STW 41 - FSELECT V3/1989 replacement file selector. ICONE
.ACC allows you to design icons and assign them to a file,
• A109 - QUICK DISK. QUICKFIND Vl5. QUICKINDEX v1.5.
QUICKST v1.2. QUICKVIEW V1.3. QUICKINF V1.3. QUICK LABEL
V1.1, QUICKPRINT

• A111 - HEADSTART v1.1 excellent program that allows you to
auto-boot ANY type of program from your AUTO folder,

GRAPHICS

• • MP4 - Graphics Pack 1:DSD. CSR ANI ST the excellent
animation package, fully working allows you to create your
own animations!, Pearle the ray tracing package with full

examples. MiniPaint the excellent fully featured painting
package. NEOchrome the excellent painting program, and
picture convenors. A 3 disk pack for £750!
• • MP5 - Graphics Pack 2: DSD. CSR. Master Painter the
excellent fully featured paint package that includes multipy
screens. Colour Burst II the 800/3200 shades on screen at

once paint package. Fine Line the drawing program, Fractal
Zoom the most comprehensive fractal generator on the ST
and VanGogo 2 excellent paint packages.

• A128 - RECOVER is a program that copies any number of

A 3 disk pack for £7.50!
• GR6 - Degas Support Disk: 155 fills. 10 brushes, 7 fonts & 24
printer drivers.

specified sectors on a disk to a named file on another disk.
, • A134 - BOOT DRIVE SELECT select a drive to boot from when

you reset your ST, GOACC select Desktop Acessories.
• A156 - DSD. MMR. PLANETARIUM. THE star planets package.

• GR11- Disk fullof picture utilites: TINY STUFF v3.4 and TINY

• A157 - CUSTOM FORMATTOR multi featured disk formattor.

• GR14 - MMR. PUBLIC PAINTER v0.1 Degas & IMGcompatible.
• GR17 - Picture converters. To & from Print Master. Degas. NEO.
Tiny. IFF SPEC512. IMG,AIM. Postscript. Spectrum512 & GIF
• GR20 - IMG utilities. Convert Degas. Tiny. NEO, MACPaint.
Spectrum to a mono IMG file. Also an IMG viewer & slideshow.
• BPR03 - CSR. SPRITE MASTER a professional sprite editing
package tailored to suit most programming languages.

VIEW v4.21. PICSWITCH v0.7 and more.

*BOOT SECTOR STORAGE system allows you tostoreboot
sectors from many disks as a file on 1 disk.

§• A163 - GEMINI V1.1 desktopreplacement.
• A167 - BIG COLOUR EMULATOR for Monochrome monitors.

• D128 - NOTSTE. The Wattaheck demo.

• D129 - NOTSTE. The Swedish demo includes SYNC & TCB.
• D122 - NOTSTE. The Union demo!

• D77 - Exceptions 4 BIG demo.
• D91 - AMIGA DEMO!

• D108 - 1MB.Calamus product demo.
• D123 - The Snowman demo, 1MB.

• D138 - 1MB. Startrek Animation with digitised speech.
• BD1 - Mind Bomb.

• D176 - The Care Bears 'So What Demo'.
• D189 - Swedish New Year Demo 2,

• D207 - The SNOWMAN demo the 1/2 MB RAM version.
• D210 - 1MB. The Star Wars Walker I demo. Excellent Animation
and sampled sounds.

• D211- 1MB. The BatMan demo by RAM KILLER.
• D213 - 1MB. The Star Wars Walker IIdemo. Excellent Animation

and sampled sounds.
• D217 - The DELERIOUS DEMO IIby the Overlanders.

STE DEMOS.
All require a colour screen and an Atari STE.
• D144 - The Official Atari France STE demo!
• D214 - Sound OFF

•D228 - AN COOL from The Care Bears STE demo.
•D229 - 1MB. The Jungle demo!
• D230 - MovieSTE.
• D231 - 1MB. BOING STE.
• D232 - 1MB. Fantasia.
• D233 - 1MB. 3D Scroller.
•D234

- 1MB. Psychedelik House II By The Overlander. AciiiidN!

PDOM CLIPIT
• • VOL1 - 3MB of clip art images: sports, flags, animals, cartoons,
humorous, Jewish, borders, all occassions. horses, eyes, etc. etc.
Allin Degas format compatible with ALL DTP packages,
A 5 disk pack only £12.50
• • VOL2 - 3MB of clip art images: men. woman, illuminated A to Z.
arrows, stars, explosions, humorous, cartoons, pointing hands, food

the Atari Mage VrocessorMegaBlirthepalnrpackage. Studio and lots of miscellaneous images. All in IMG format scanned at

• A119 - FLYING START vl.04 1200/75 comms Prestel.

• A159 - Address Book. Database. First Base. Datahandler.

•
•
•
•

All require a colour screen and a double sided disk drive.
D221 & • D222 - NOTSTE,
DRAGONS LAIR DEMO by IRS.
D197 - NOTSTE. Space Ace.
D202 - NOTSTE. Predator demo by The Islander.
D125 - NOTSTE. The CareBears Cuddly demos.

B37 - MR DIGdig tunnels to collect the cherries.
B35 - HOSTILE RECEPTION a Xenon-type shoot-em up.
B39 - Onyx an excellent shoot em up with many varied and

excellent sprites! All in 68000 machine code,
• B40 - Dizzy Lizzy across between Pacman & Boulderdash.

• A10 - KERM1T kit*

• A31 - 3 dozen 1ST WORD printer drivers.

*)• A158 - CSR. Complete Amateur Astronomy Guide.

DEMOS

Fire Storm. Laser Chess, Mile Stone, Azarian. Barn Yard.
I Space
Invaders. Space War Lunar Lander Bridge It!. Race

FONT

• A45 - STAR NL10/LC10 FONT DESIGNER vt1 iwith 21 fonts.

^

200 DPI suitable for all quality DTP packages.
A 5 disk pack for only £12.50!
• • VOL3 - 6MB of clip art images: boys, girls, babies, illuminated A
to Z, arrows, art deco. all occassions. humorous, food, vegetables,
fruit, meat, glasses and cups, banners, scrolls, calligraphic
ornaments, herbs, kitchen utencils and more. All in IMG format

scanned at 200 DPI suitable for all quality DTP packages.
A 10 disk pack for only £25.00!
Abbreviations Used:

MMR-Mono Monitor

CSR-Colour Screen.

DSD-Double Sided Disk.

1MB-Requires 1MBRAM.

To order, simply quote the disk code number.

Disk prices:
all disks are priced equally depending
on how many you buy:

1 to 5 are £3.00 each,
6 to 10 are £2.75 each
11 or more are £2.50 each.
All prices are fully inclusive.

Send an SAE & a

22p stamp for a

FREE
copy of our printed
catalogue. Shows
concise details of the

top disks.

Please send a cheque or postal order
payable to Pdom PD Atari

P O Box 801, Bishop's Stortford, Herts,
England, CM23 3TZ.
Foreign Orders: EEC add 10% (minimum £1.00)
Non EEC add 30% (minimum £1.00)

Non EEC & Spain, Greece, Portugal, Eire &
Italy MUST also add £1.75 for registered post.

Credit

MasterCard

Card Hotline
0279 757 692
Mon-Sat 9am -5pm

PD reviews

instinctive. The first is a time teaching program
which displays an analog watch on which you
must enter the correct time. Train is a maths

tutor which uses a train full of people as the
graphical interest. Booksearch is a map co
ordinates game where you have to find a
location on a grid.
STF Rating - 86%

DEMOS
SKID ROW
Trust PD - Disk MEG37

Kicking off this issue's demo section is a multiloader from the Alliance. To enter the sub-demos

you wander about in a 3D Dungeon Master type
maze, which quickly becomes extremely be
wildering. The demos themselves are quite well
programmed, but not really up to the standards
of the big boys. Worth a look anyway.
STF Rating 69%

SYNTAX TERROR
MPH - Disk G36

Written at the recent demo coders' convention

in Holland, this disk comes from Delta Force of

• "Oh Andy," Ginny gulped, "have you seen the European demos from the Overlanders?"
Andy sighed. He hadn't seen them, and now he realised that this relationship would never
work. A tear formed in the corner of his eye and his follicles quivered with emotion...

the Union. There's no flashy multi-load menu and
some of the demos are a bit bland, but it was all

tracker and vector screen and OVRiv, the best

programmed in 24 hours and it's certainly an
impressive example of what you can churn out if
you know how. Best demo on the disk is the
lamer's test: try your knowledge of the demo

STF Rating - 94%

3D I've seen in ages. Gnarly.

GFA BASIC DEMO
LAPD- Disk LAD153

scene and face a rude shock if you don't know

your onions (I passed...)
STF Rating 72%

The Overlanders took a novel approach to this
demo and turned anti-assembly code. This
entire demo is written with GFA Basic v3. The

aaa ftfts-fiftssn

si:*,?. ' p»3u.' -aetnw

EUROPEAN DEMO
Riverdene PDL - Disks 837ST,838ST
Coded at the same convention

TffMXC BT9TTES5JT

as
• "I must know, darling: are you a lamer?"
Virgina felt herself seized with Syntax
Terror. She really didn't know how many

clock cycles there are in Mulu. He made
her feel a Very Foolish Person Indeed. Oh,
demo writers are such insecure little boys

Syntax

Terror,

this

Overlanders' effort is brilliant. In

a jazzy loader section you guide

speed of some of the screens is amazing,
making the STOS demos look pretty rubbishy.
OVR have included a Who Dares demo which is

a BASIC copy of TCB's groundbreaker. If you're
into programming in BASIC but aren't too sure
how far you can go, check this out.
STF Rating - 82%

a barbarian woman to the appro

priate sub-demo. The best bits of code are
undoubtedly those by the Overlanders them
selves. High points are OVRl, the Xbios Men's

• This issue FORMAT continues its

special review of Public Domain
educational software - see page 138

Where to get it - the FORMAT PD library directory
HAL Computing, 15 Regents Terrace, Leeds LS61NP

Riverdene PDl, 30a School Road, Tilehurst, Reading,

Advent Software, 16 Knox Close, Norwich NR1 4LN
Alpha Computing, 32 Meadow Drive, Halifax,

v

WYorksHX35JZ

Kad-Soft, 2 Ebor Paddock, Calne, Wilts SN11 0JY

Atari Advantage, 56 Bath Road, Cheltenham

tr 249 817174

GL53 7HJ * 0242 224340

LAPD, 80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys. DE7 7HN
Lm?ery Computer Services Ltd, 46/47 Pairpair,

Senlac, 14 Oaklea Close, Old Roar Road, St Leonards On
Sea, ESussex TN37 7HB « 0424 753070
Softville PD, Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Etettra Avenue,
Waterlooville, Hants P07 7XN. j> 0705 266509

East Sussex BNZ5 3EE

London SW1Y 5JG. « 071 930 0697

Solent Software, 53 Rufus Gardens, Tolton, Hants.

B-Soft, 33 Corshara Road, Catcot, Reading, Berks.

Metropolis PD, 38 Howick Park Drive, Penwortham,

S04 3TA « 0703 868882

RG3 5ZH.H 0734 416492

Preston PR1 0LU v 0772 727528, 748422

South West Software Library, PO Box 562, Wimborne.

Budgie UK, 5 Minster Close, Rayieigh.

Dorset BH21 2YD

IV2 4PT» 0463 225736

MPH, 10 Chandlers Court, Eaton, Norwich NR4 6EX
MT Software, Greensward House, The Broadway,
Totland. I.O.W P039 OBX;« 0983 756056
MBS, Dept F, 132 Gun vine Road, Newport, Isle of Wight

Demo Club, 23 Alma Place, Spilsby, Lines PE23 5LB

PO30SLH. u 0983 821983

Awesomedemos 3 Mason Road, Seaford,

Essex SS6 8SF

Caledonian PDL, 250 Oldtown Road, Hilton, Inverness,

Berks RG3 5AN •* 0734 452416

0532 435805

ST Club. 9 Sutton Place, 49 Stoney St, Nottingham
NG1 11X "0602 410241

, 6 Publishing. PO Box 54, Stafford ST161DR

•s 0790 53741

Sphinx Software, Erw Fynydd, Carmel, Llanelli
SA147SG

STOS/Amos POL. Sandra Sharkey. 25 Park Road. Wigan.
Lanes WN6 7AA. « 0942 495261

Elmsoft, PO Box 17, Loughton, Essex IG10 2EE
EM POL, 54 Watnall Road. Hucknall, Nottingham

a 0785 213928

Paradise Computers, 9 Westfield Crescent, Brighton

NG11LX

NG15 7LE.« 0602 630071

BN18JB

TRuST PD, 18 The Park, Southowram. Halifax, HX39QY

Farmic Enterprises, 75 Chestnut Grove, Coleshill.
Birmingham B461AD
Fioppyshop ST, 45 Provost Graham Avenue,
Hazelhead, Aberdeen AB1 8HB u 0224 312756
Freaks PDL, 29 Leap Valley Crescent, Downend,
Bristol BS16 6TQ s 0272 570122

PD Essentials, 22 Fern Avenue, Mitcham,

v 0422 341606

Surrey CR41LS
PD Library. 68 Delaneey St, London NW1 7RY

West London PD, 8 Berkeley Road, Hillingdon, Mdx,

Pdom PD Atari, PO Box 801, Bishops Stortford, Herts

Wizard PD, 178 Waverley Road, Reading, Berks,

UB10 9DU. =0895 53521

CM23 3TZ. =r 0279 757692

RG3 2PZ. * 0734 574685

PDQ, PO Box 38, Eastteigh. Hants S05 5WR

WoolleySoft, Humbtesknowe Cottage, Ramolye,
Dunblane, Perthshire, Scotland FK15 0BA
and, er, that's it, really. Anyone else, Just let us know,

Goodman PDL, 16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate,

PD Rebels, 81 Springfield Road, Rowde, Near Devizes,

Longton, Stoke on Trent, Staffs ST31SW.» 0782 335650

Witts. SN102PD

BUYER BEWARE:Inclusion in this directory does not imply that $T FORMAT endorses or recommends any individual PDLibraryin any way.
Our aim is to make this directory as completeas possible Ifyou run a PD library not listed here and would like to be included, or ifyou are already listedand
want to am"

100

ST FORMAT

i

i

nd full details and a copy of your in

ilogue to' PD Directory, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Sheet, Bath BA1 2BW
issue 20-MARCH-9I

and now for the ATARI ST computer:

IMPORTANT NOTICE

99p!!!! Can this be true? Surely there's a catch!

And the price includes the topquality unbranded disk! How can we do this? '
NBS has been successfully supplying Amiga Owners for the last year with Public Domain Software. We have built up a good reputation and a superb record fo speed, reliability, and value for money! It is
now time for Atari owners to experience the rumble of the NBS PDEarthquake. Why is the price of our PDa third of some other companies? We don't know! Ifwe supply Amiga PD at 99p, there is no
reason why we shouldn't supply Atari PD at the same price! (it makes no difference to our duplicating machines!!) So come on...join our happy family of satisfied customers.

A SELECTION FROM OUR CATALOGUE
5T DEMOS (All disks are SINGLESIDED & 1/2 MEG unless otherwise stated)
SD 002 LIFE'SA BITCH • Another great demo by the Lost Boys

ORDERING DETAILS

ST GAMES (All supplied on SINGLESIDED disks unless otherwise stated)
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES/PO PAYABLE TO NBS AND SEND TO:

SG 005 DIEALIENBLOB- A good scrolling shoot-em-up

SD 503 PREDATOR - Impressive animation taken from the film (D/S)

SD 504 SO WATT- A collection of quality demos from the Carebears (DS)
SD 505 WHATTAHECK - Another good set of demos from the Carebears (D/S)

SD 508 CUDDLY DEMO - Brilliant demo with many parts (D/S NOT STE)
SD 521 STAR WARSDEMO - Good digitized sound and animation sequences (D/S)
SD 523 SALON DE LA MICRO - Good music demo. (NOT STE, better with MEG,
D/S)
SD 524 BATMAN MOVIE (3 DISK SET) Anims & sound from film (this demo

require?; disks SD 525 and SD 526 to work properly (D/S)
SC 015 ROBOCOP 2 DEMO - Collection ofr pix & samples from the film (D/S)

SM 006 TCB TRACKER DEMO 1 - 4 channel sampled music! Who needs Amiga?
SM 007 TCB TRACKER DEMO1 - Another musical feast. Extra quality on STE.
SM 018 TUFTY HUMANOID MIX- Dancing stormtrooper to digi-tune!
SM 501 BATDANCE - Brilliant! Complete Prince song on 1 disk! (D/S)
SM 506 TEENAGEMUTANT TURTLES - Turtles make it to the ST (D/S, 1 MEG)

SM 515 RUDE DEMO(3 DISK SET)Amusing Pub D.J Rap, rather rude! (This
demo requires disks SM 516 and SM 517 to work properly. (D/S, 1 MEG)
SM 531 LOVESPY DEMO - Quality music demo, pity about the GFX!(D/S, 1 MEG)

SM527 ROBOMIX. Digitised grafix & SFXfrom the film.Well put together (D/S)
SN 500 WALKER DEMOII- The Walker takes Chicargo (D/S, 1 MEG)
SN 503 SNOWMAN DEMO - Good animation & music from the film (D/S, 1 MEG)

SN 504 'THERUN' - Great animation of a police chase(D/S, 1 MEG)
SN 507 CALIFORNIA RAISINS - Dancing raisinsl (D/S 1 MEG)

SN 511 SCANNERS - Veryeffective animation of exploding head! (D/S, 1 MEG)
SN 510 DPAINT ANIMS N01 - Taken from Tobias (Amiga fame) animations (D/S)

NBS (DEPT F),

SG 007 NAVAL BATTLE - A good version of the classic battleships game

TELEPHONE (0983) 821983

SG 012 JOUST - Brilliant game. Try and dismount your opponents!
SG 015 A DUDLEY DILEMA - A great adventure game
SG 016 BERMUDA RACE - A good sailing game. Get the seasick pills ready!
SE 000 SHIPWRECK - An excellent educational maths game with graphics

total order. All orders (up to 2kg)
despatched by first class post, please add 30p for recorded
delivery. All used postage stamps donated to 'Guide
Dogs for the Blind'
WE LOVE INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
We already have many satisfied customers from all over Europe
and the world. All orders send by Air Mail. For European
orders please add 30p per disk. World Orders add 50p per
disk. International payments by Credit Card, British Postal
Orders, Eurocheque, or any cheque with a UK cashing address.

UTILITIES

EU000 STEBOOTUP- Allows your STEto boot up into medium resolution
SU 000 HOME ACCOUNTS - Great little accounting program (NOT STE)
SU 002 VIRUS KILLER - A virus killer with sampled sounds!
SU 029 DATABASE MASTER- A powerful and easy to use database

SU 500 FONTKIT - Create your own custom desktop fonts! (D/S)
SR000 ANI ST- Fullworking version of this excellent animation package.
COMMERCIAL DEMOS

SU 004 AUTOROUTE DEMO- Usable demo of the computerised map.
SC003 DELUXE PAINT ST- Usable demo of this excellent art package.
SC 017 Z80 CROSS ASSEMBLER - Usable demo of commercial package

WE ALSO SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING

(No save!)

ALSO AVAILABLE - SOME disks are available in doubled up format. This means

STE ONLY DEMOS (AllSTEdisks are DOUBLE SIDED 1/2 MEGunless stated)

at £1.49 due to the extra work involved in compiling these disks. But that is
still cheaper than some P.Dcompanies charge for normal disks!

that 2 double sided disks are put onto 1 double sided disk. These are priced
ED 001 THE STE DEMO - One of the first demos to use Stereo Sound

ED005 JUNGLE DEMO - Great grahics and Stereo sound effects!

NEED MORE DETAILS? THE FIRST NBS ATARI PD UPDATE IS NOW

AVAILABLE! To obtain your FREE copy, please send a stamped self
addressed envelope (min size 9" x 6") to NBS(Atari Catalogue)
132, Gunville Road, Newport, Isle of Wight, PO30 5LH

)

1000 for £15.00

ATARI ST PROGRAMS

HOUSE

owners worldwide. Voted PD library of the year
by the readers of ST Format
Clip art collections
Eight D/S disk set
Only £19.95

Education & Games sets
Five disks from

Only £10.00

The country's leading
supporter of ST

The country's leading
distributor of the Budgie

Shareware authors

UK collection

Exclusive Payed-Up

Exclusive adventure

Shareware Titles
Available NOW

helpline service

Sage 124.95
Sage 219.45
Sage 82.95

C-Lab No:ator V3

457,35

Game Makers Manual
Sigma 11.45
GFA Basic v3 Development +disk ..Glen 17.95
GFA BASIC Prog. Ref. Guide ..Michtron 22.50
Graphic Applications
Firsl 9.75

12.49

Cashbook Combo
Cyber Control
Cyber Dev Design
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
CyberStudio

Digi!a 49.95
28 95
„ Disks 15.95
36.95
55.95
38.95

Hisoft 29.95
ComDO Phone
**• 67.50
24.95

Turbo ST
Hiso't 28.45
Twist Switcher
Hiso'l 20.21
Werks
Hisoft 21.45
Wordfair
Hisoft New Phone
Word Perfect
175.95
Word Writer Timeworks
39.95

34,45

*" SPECIAL OFFER *"

Data Manager Prof

28.95
19,95

Timeworks DTP & First Word V3

III

39.95

Easy Draw 2
Easy Text DTP

Hisott'" 43.95
Digita 29,16
36.75
ZZsoft 19,95

First Word ' New v3

-"55.45

Only £98.99

ATARI ST MACHINES
520STE Turbo Pack

368.95

520 STFM Discovery Pack

274.99

1040 STE Extra Pack

439.99

29.99

AtariLynxHandheld

125.99

Fontz Designer

19.95

Portfolio Pocket PC

179.95

Introducing ST Machine Code ....ZZsofl 21.00

Fun School 2 all ages
Fun School 3 all ages

14,95
18.95

Midi &Sound Book

GFA Basic V3.5 Int

M&T 16.25

Programming the 6800
Presenting the Atari ST
ST Programmers Guide

Sybex 23.95
Abacus 15.45
Webber 22.45

STArlisI

Compule 16.95

"* 37.95

GFA Compiler v3.5

21.95

GFA Draft Plus V3.13

78.95

GFA Gem Utility
GFA Raytrace
GST C Con-o leHarlekin

23.95
...29.95
15.95
Hisoft *" 36.45

FutPub 9.95 Hisoft C Interpreter

STFormat

ST Machine Language
Abacus 16.10
The CProgramming Language K&R 23.45
Tech' Reference Guide vol 1..Compute 19.45
Tech' Reference Guide vol 2..Compule 19.45
Tech' Reference Guide vol 3..Compule 22.45
Abacus 16.40
Bookmark 14.45

14.95

Kempston Scanner 100-400 dpi

224.95

VidiST video frame grobber-Rombo ...84.95
Vidi Chrome Cofour Upgrade
18.50
ATonte PC286 AT-Emulator

179.95

Twin joystick/mouse lead
13pin open ended lead

36.95

Hisott Forth

29.95

Home Accounts

Digits 18,95

K-Data
K-Resource 2

Kuma 38.45
Kuma 32.45

K-Roget Thesaurus
K-Spread 1
K-Spread2
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
Knife ST
Lattice Cv5

35.95

Kuma
Kuma
Kuma
Kuma

33.95
: 9.95
5.25

18.49
41.95
61 95
84,95

Hisoft 22.45
Hisoft 109.95

Masterplan

66.56

MasterSound
29.75
NeoDisk 3
— 28.55
Personal Finance Man. Plus . 31 96
Personal Pascal
Hisoft 57.96
Prodata - Arnor
"" 58.99
Protextv4.2
*" 69.45
Protext v5
108.95
Quartet
35.95

5.95 Sequencer 1
8.50 Spectrum 512

Naksha mouse + House &Mat
Universal Prinier Stand - Plastic
Dust Cover ST520/1040

71.95

22.95
Superbase Persona!
18.95
Superbase Personal 2
68.95
Superbase Professional
168.95
System 3 Extra •
Digita 58.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDEVATCARRIAGE FREE (UK) & BFPO :
PLEASE SEND CHEQUE I PO MADE PAYABLETO:

BBS

Modem owners - you can now order through Bath BBS on (0225) 840060

Signa Phone

Tempus2
Thats Pixel
Timeworks DTP
Timeworks Tutor

Flight Simulalor 2

Your FirST BASIC

I J '! Tel: (0782) 335650 Fax: (0782) 316132 »•

ATARI ST PROGRAMS
Syntex OCR

Cyber Texture

Atari 9.50 Degas Elite
Delux Paint
Abacus 18.45 Devpac
v2
Abacus 17.95 Digicalc-

Basic Sourcebook &Tutorial
Disk Drives Inside andOut
From STBasic to C

Your Second Manual totheST

Send £1.95 for the new 60 page edition of The
International PD & Shareware catalogue, with
Shareware reviews, articles etc., or send only
£2.50 for catalogue AND disk cat' database
Goodman Enterprises
16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate,
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent. ST3 1SW

3D Graphics Programming Abacus 18.45
6800 Assembly Lang. Prog Mcgraw 19.95
Applications Guide in C Compute 19.45

Tricks &Tips ontheST

Available NOW

Accountant v3
Accountant Plus
Bookkeeper v3.2
Canvas

ATARI ST BOOKLIST

The real NUMBER 1 service for thousands of ST

Colour £5.75

£2.65
200 for £5.00

Unbranded Disks (DS/DD guaranteed) 50p each 100 for £40.00

SOFTWARE

Public Domain & Shareware Guide

£7.95
£4.95
£4.95

Exclusive Night-Cat Picture labels 15 for £1.00 ....100 for £5.00

RAMARA

THE INTERNATIONAL

100 cap Lockable Storage Boxes
LC 24/10 Printer Ribbons (Black)
Citizen Swift 24/120D Printer Ribbons (Black)
Star LC10 Printer Ribbons
Black £3.30
Mouse mats (soft, boxed)
Disk Labels (wrap round) 30 for £1.00

ED002 BOING STE - Featuring a Big bouncing ball (1 MEG)

ED006 PSYCADELIK HOUSE- No, not a spelling error, it's ACIIIID
ED008 STESAMPLES • Various good effects with mixing desk controls (1 MEG)

FAX (0983) 821599

|t^tt| Or ifyou have a Creditcard you can phone sbbmb
lr\i| or fax yourorder to us. Please rememberto VISA
include 60p towardspostageand packing to ^^^

SG 014 ENGLANDTEAM MANAGER - Think you could do better?

SR 002 VIZ SUDESHOW - Full of hand-drawn artwork from the comic

ED003 AN COOL STEDEMO- 4096 coIs, Hardware scroll, Stereo FX(1 MEG)
ED004 3D SCROLLER - Shows what the STE'sblitter can do! (1 MEG)

ATARI PD, 132 GUNVILLE ROAD,

NEWPORT, ISLE OF WIGHT PO30 5LH.

SG 008 VIRUS - Save your computer from the lurking virus! (NOT STE)
SG 010 HAUNTEDHOUSE - A fairly standard (but playable) platform game

RHS, RAMARA HOUSE,

22 Grange Road, Staincliffe, Nr. Batley, West
~3
Yorkshire WF17 7AT
fTT

3

Telephone Sales: 0924 473556
"

'

"

"'—- 7pm Monday to Saturday

I'

Atari SC1224 Colour
Atari SM 124 Mono

268.95
119.95

PhilipsCM8833 IIColour

249.95

Monitor cable ST to scart

9.95

PRINTERS & ACC
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

120D Plus
124D
Swift 9 P n
Swift 24 Pin

154.95
229.95
219.95
316.95

Colour Upgrade Sw.'t 9'24.

.. 38.95

Star LC10 Mono

Ribbon for LC10 (min 2)
Ribbon 120D,Swift9 (min 2)

165.95

2.95
2.95

DISK DRIVES

Cumana 3.5 1 Meg CSA354

79.95

Zydec 3.5 1 Meg Ext. P.S.U

69.95

Sony branded 2DD box (10)
10.25
Sony/Memorex unbranded (10) ..6.45
Datapulse MF2-DDMulticolour (10) 14.95

RECREATION SOFTWARE
Gazza 2

18 45

Shadow Warriors

14,95

Powermonger

23.95

Shadow ol:he Bpast

18.45

Robocop 2

18.45

MutantTunies
Drakken
Ultima V
Future Wars
Iron Lord

18.45
22 45
22.45
18.45
18.45

F19 Stealrh Fghler

23.95

Back to the Future 2

18.45

Rick Dangerous 2

18.45

KickOff2
Cricket Captain
SpeecbaM ?

18.25
18 45
18,45

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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ART attack

the kandy koloured
tangerine flake streamlined

picture show
Will Matte Finish? Is Phil Pattern a display Cabinet member?

Gallery host Neil Jackson picks the gloss offyour pixels
There's a feast of eye-catchers on dis
play this month, along with the tricks
and tips that were used to create them,
direct from the artists' mouths. KANDY takes

the best artwork that pops through the letter
box, and unravels the mysteries of drawing,
filling, shading and cycling (eh? but that's bikes
innit? - Ed). Then it passes these techniques on

to you, so you can see how good pictures
evolve and learn how to do it yourself.
And then you take over. In your awe-struck
state, you reach for that old, dusty art package
and fire it up. With clear vision and total know

ledge of the masterpiece you're about to draw,
you begin. Steadily working and re-working, you
save a step-by-step history of your picture in

progress, jotting down your new-found methods,
your secret styles. Hours later, it's over. Hastily
scribbling your last few insights onto a piece of
paper, you know that fame is only a matter of
inches away. Tentatively, you seal the envelope
that contains your brainchild and send it on its
way to ST FORMAT...
But seriously, it could be you next month! All
it takes is a little knowledge (provided here) and
a lot of enthusiasm (your department!), and you
too can be an artist. Your first efforts might not
be the best in the world, but they'll be special to
you, and always better next time.
So get going! You're bound to discover
something that makes art-life easier, or a new
effect - and then, who knows, perhaps you

could win £25 for your trouble. You don't need
any experience to be a winner. Just make sure
you tell us the name of the art package you
used and some meaty tips (either on paper or
as a word processor file) and send a copy of
your pictures to the address below. Please
make sure it's a copy, 'cos we can't return the
disk you submit. It's not that we need any more
blankies (Hell no! I can hardly see over the pile!),
but we do keep all submissions, just in case we
can't get all the goodies in one issue.
Okay? Now it's over to the artists. But
before you go, remember to send your virusfree, named-and-addressed picture disks to
GALLERY, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. stf

First up this time out is this month's £25

art package I've used is Flair Paint, which I

a relief not to have to draw every wheel on a 16

winner, Julie Willoughby, a textile and plastic
artist from Gainsborough. Although Julie obvi

find suits me very well, although I'd like to

tonne

try out this Degas Elite which I've heard so

ously has a keen eye for design (as her profes
sion suggests), she admits she's new to the
world of the ST. Not that this prevents her from
having a go, with impressive results despite the

much about.

magnification and stencil facilities, and as you'd
expect I have to change the original Flair Paint

fact that the art package she uses is more awk
ward than most. Julie, the floor's all yours...
What I know, I've picked up from other people,

so I'm still very much experimenting. The only
102
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Most

of

my

computer

drawings

are

"cartoony". Computers are wonderful for exag
gerated emphasised stuff. I usually start with
basic shapes using the "shapes and lines" fea
ture. I then flip, rotate, shear and squash these
using the "resize" feature.
These shapes are then filled in a basic
colour and "cut and pasted" into position - what

artic!

Details

are

done

using

the

palette since they seem to have omitted a
decent red or yellow.
Although Kevin the Steam Engine is the
only picture which has been broken down into

stages, the same method of creation is used
for all these vehicles.
•

Flair Paint £24.95 from Database Soft

ware " 0625 878888

issue 20-MARCH-91

ART attack
Stuart Wheelwright from Turnditch in Der

byshire looks to the stars for his inspiration.
Using Degas Elite, his first move was to... Why
don't you tell 'em, Stuart...?
First I set up the colour palette, and drew a
rough outline using the slowdraw function. Then
I touched it up using zoom mode. Using the box
tool I drew the control panel on the figure's
chest. Next I zoomed in to his helmet and drew

a freehand circle (dot by dot), for his visor.
I filled the man in the relevant colours, then
using zoom I shaded him from the legs
upwards. I continued shading in the right places
until the whole body was finished.
Next I added the details (using zoom
again), such as the flag, the reflection in the
astronaut's visor, his control box, pipes, straps,
gloves and boots.
The background was the easy part. First I
drew the horizon line, then by using the change
function, the airbrush and finally smear mode, I
added depth. Then I placed the spaceman onto
the background using block mode, and added
some stars and craters using zoom. The final
stage involved doing the finishing touches, the
shadow and footprints. The shadow was done
freehand using a thick brush and I did the foot
prints by hand, using zoom. And finally I wrote
my signature in the corner.

Robin Ball from Potterne in Wiltshire also

circles, which was necessary because you can't

finds space brings out the best in him. In this

draw arcs or curves with NeoChrome.

case it's the Space Marines that force him to
put NeoChrome pointer to pixel. By his own

admission, Robin has only had his ST for two
months, and Marine is only the third picture he's
ever done on any art package, anywhere! Tell us
how you did it, Robin...

I then started to fill the red areas with a mid

shade. Next, I drew in the dark areas with a
small brush and the pencil. Then I used the
smallest airbrush to blend the shading in.

After that I airbrushed in the highlights,
recoloured the outline and painted in the details.
I don't like to leave bits half finished, so I did the
detail in each area before moving on to the next

• Degas Elite £24.95 from Electronic Arts

First I chose a selection of colours that I thought
would be appropriate - plenty of reds and at

- 0753 49442

least three shades of each of the other colours.

added my signature and it was finished.

I then set about drawing the outline. This was
mostly done with lines which were rounded off
with the pencil. Only the helmet was done with

• NeoChrome, a Public Domain program,
is part of the ST FORMAT Graphics
Collection - see Special Offers, page 148

Mick Yates from Adlington in Lancashire
stays stellar with his Planetscape, created using
Degas Elite. Hit us with those secrets, Mick...

colour. This gives the impression of folds in the
mountain range. At this point I decide where the
light source is: this makes shading much easier.
Working on various rock formations in the fore
ground, I use various sizes of airbrush to add
shading and give the rock texture. I also use a
lot of small lines to shape the stone.
Now for the central area of the picture.
Working from dark to light again and overlap
ping very small areas, I build up the shape of
the stones. It's a slow process, often working
down to single pixel point size. The moon is
shaped using the airbrush option, and like the
towers and foreground given highlights to bring
the picture to life. A very light pink on the sky
near the horizon adds a glow. The ground is tex
tured using the airbrush again and the whole pic
ture is neatened using the magnify option, stf

I usually work with black on white, roughly
sketching all the elements of a picture, in free
hand to begin with. Then I use the line and circle
options to get horizontal and vertical areas
right. Next, I remove as many construction lines
as possible and add lines where I think shading
should be. Eventually an outline is produced and
at this stage I check for bad perspective.
Now I add colour in blocks using the fill
tool. I work from dark to light, with the cooler,
darker colours in the background and warmer
colours in the foreground. This helps add depth.
The next stage is to put detail into the back

ground by removing the black lines and adding
issue 20-MARCH-91

section. The last bit I did was the gun, then I
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Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,

THIRD COAST
jr

^C

1 £!^rT.i\| WjLw01I13

Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ

mm _
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Atari Hard Drives Specialists
Third Coast Hard Drives
Third Coast have been well established now for

years in the Atari Hard Drive market. Third Coast
have been the leading Atari Hard Drive
manufacturer over the last eighteen months and
we offer full technical support Monday to Friday
9-5 unlike some competitors. We offer a product
which has been on the market for years which has
been tried and tested and sold worldwide.

The idea of a hard drive without power supply is
not new. Indeed! a prototype was built some time
ago by Third Coast Technologies. The reason the
drive was not released onto the market, was

because overloading, of the power supply causes
voltage fluctuations, which leads to unreliable
data transfer.

Expandability
With Third Coast's range of Atari hard drives you
have the ability to expand by adding a second
drive or even a 155mb tape backup device.
The drives also have DMA in & out and also SCSI
in & out.

Software
All Third Coast's Atari hard drives include a free

set of software utilities which includes a word

processor, database, spreadsheet and loads of
other handy utilities. Also included are excellent
ICD Hard Disk utilities which include formating,

partitioning, auto-booting and a great deal more
hard disk related software.

Features
All Third Coast's hard drives come supplied with

a battery backed up clock as standard. The drive
is also fully autobooting and has automatic
headparking so there is no need to run a program
to park the heads. High speed programable
caching software is also included with the drive.
The unit has an internal 65 watt switching power
supply which is capable of powering two hard

Hard Drive Pricing

DIY Kits
Third Coast also provide kits so you

can take advantage of any bare hard drive
mechanism you may have. We offer complete

disk drives.

STE Compatible
Third Coast's Atari drives are fully compatible
with all Atari STE machines. Using the drive on
the Atari STE machine will not cause problems
such as data transfer errors unlike some

competitors drives.

155MB Tape Backup
As well as supplying a large range of hard drives
we also sell a 155MB tape backup device which
can be used with all Atari hard drives. The unit

will backup 20megs of data in under 2 minutes.
It uses industry standard CT600N cassettes.
For more information call

Third CoastTechnologies.

cased kits for SCSI drives and also ST506 drives

both of which include all cables, software and

manuals to get you started.

DIY Kit Pricing
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter no clock
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter with clock

£74.99
£99.99

Omti 3527 SCSI/ST506 Controller

£99.99

Complete Kit ready for SCSI drive
Complete Kit ready for ST506 drive

ICD Internal mega drive kits

£199.99
£299.99
£74.99

Drive upgrades available for SH204/5, Mega file 20/
30/60 and Supra drives call for prices and details.

22M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25milli auto park

£349.99

32M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 mllli auto park

£399.99

50 M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park

£449.99

65 M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park

£529.99

85M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park

£599.99

106M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25milli auto park

£649.99

155M/Byte SCSI Tape Backup Device

£649.99

155 M/Byte Tape Backup and 50MB drive

£999.99

22M/Byte Supra hard drive

£379.99

32M/Byte Supra hard drive

£419.99

50M/Byte Supra hard drive

£469.99

65M/Byte Supra hard drive

£549.99

85M/Byte Supra hard drive

£599.99

106M/Byte Supra hard drive

£679.99

Call for more details on Supra hard drive

WARRANTY All hard drives carry a full twelve month:
warranty and free twelve months telephone support
*

Internal &External Floppy Drives

Z-Keys PC Keyboard Interface

All floppy drives include free software utilities

£149.99 The ultimate backup Device £149.99

Z-Keys is the IBM-PC/ IT keyboard interface requires no
soldering and no software. Does not tie up any extra ports.
Both mouse, ST keyboard and PC keyboard active at the
same time. Complete with installation manual. Order today
only £69.99.
1 MB internal replacement offers extended track count
upto 84 tracks fully software compatible; slight case
modification required, supplied with full fitting instructions.

Virus Protector

Hardware virus protector
offers total protection against

External drives have built in PSU.

all link virus and boot block

1MB internal 80 track e58.99
1 MB external 80 track £59.99

virus. Plugs into disk drive
port supplied with manual &
virus killer only £9.99.

1 MB internal 84 track £69.9!
1 MB external 84 track £79.9!

Add £5 if you wish to receive a virus protector
AH floppy drives include a free extended formater. copiei Ra
checker virus killer sector editor and drive speed tester1

Happy Discovery Cartridge

* WARNING 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT *

It is illegal to make copies of copyright material without
the express permission of the copyright owner.

Backups all Atari software as well as all Amiga and PC.
Requires no external floppy drive to run. Software updates
available every week. Over 200 backup routines included
with the cartridge. Floppy to file transfer allows programs to
be modified etc. Comes supplied with analyser software so
that you can find the protection on the disk. Uses custom
hart chip. Buy the Happy Discovery cartridge and you will
never need another copier.
E&OE — Advertised prices and specifications may change.

AUTO FOLDER software
W h a t exactly is an AUTO folder? It's
definitely much more than just the
first entry in your file directory. You
can use it to load your favourite word processor
the moment you switch on your machine. You
can customise the Desktop so it performs the
way you want it to. You can even fix any bugs in
your ST and add whole new routines as well.
An AUTO folder acts like any other folder you can double-click on it to open the folder up,
copy files in and out of it or execute programs.
What's special about it is this: when you boot-up
with a disk containing an AUTO folder, any pro
grams within it are automatically executed in the
order in which they were copied into the folder.
You can make any non-GEM program (one
with a filename ending with the extension .TOS)
run automatically, simply by copying it into an
AUTO folder. However, most programs use GEM
and you cannot copy these into an AUTO folder
in this way. If you're not quite sure - a GEM pro
gram uses drop-down menus or windows. If you

have TOS 1.4 or higher, Atari have resolved the
problem, but if not - don't panic. Just copy a PD
utility called STARTGEM into the AUTO folder
and you can set up your ST to load any pro
gram when you switch on. STARTGEM waits for
GEM to kick in and then automatically loads and

take the

weight
off your
shoulders

executes your program.

With an AUTOfolder, you can
speed up your mouse, display the

There are many such utilities available in the
Public Domain, and they enable you to do much
more than just load your favourite program.
These fall into several categories:
• Those that fix a "bug" in the ST

time or create an extra disk drive

• Add new features to the ST

• Enhance the ST's performance
• Customise the ST or the Desktop and
make it more interesting

from thin air - automatically!
Peter Crush explains how to set
up your own and what toput in it

Here we examine 20 programs across these
different areas and show you how you can make
your ST do all the hard work.

XERS BUG FIXERS
A "bug" is a fault in a machine's Operating
System that becomes evident only after the

these faults. These corrective measures reside

machine is in use. There's a number of versions

machine off and need to be loaded each time

of TOS, the ST's Operating System, and each
one tries to correct the bugs of the previous

to do this. Here's some of the best fixers.

UG FIXERS BUG FIXEI

in RAM, so they are lost when you switch the

you boot up. The AUTO folder is the easiest way

version but often introduces new ones in the

process. By using software "patches" it is
possible to load code from disk which corrects
Hie

men

uptions

DEM, Graphic Environnent Manager

A
AMI
Copyright (c) 1986,1987,1988
fitari Corporation,
Digital Research, Inc.
nil Rights Reserved,

do notice odd effects from time

to time when you're working from
disk, FMC can probably cure
them - and without taking up
precious memory either.
FOLDERXXX is indispensable

if you use folders regularly. A
bug in the ST creates a risk of
losing data if you open more
MflCftRTQ5.PI3

Load in this beta test version of TOS 1.4 from disk

and you have a more up-to-date Operating System
without having to buy the new ROMs. Almost as good
as the real thing. Try it before you lash out on the chips!
issue 20-MARCH-91

AUTO FOLDER
Making your own AUTO folder is the easiest

FMC stands for Force Media Change. Some
floppy drives do not always recognise when you
change disks and you can then
-rnsi
lose data or crash. Put a copy of
FMC in your AUTO folder and it
makes your ST read the disk
every time it accesses it. If you

Beta lest TOS

•

HOW TO MAKE AN

than 40 folders in one session.

You should replace the XXX with
your chosen limit for the number

of folders you need to open. To
re-name any file or program "w.

thing In the world (well, possibly breathing is
easier...) - just follow these simple steps:
1. Take your Boot disk and put it into your
ST's drive A. (If you don't have a Boot disk,
use a new blank disk.) First click on the Drive

A icon, then format the disk by going to the
File menu at the top of the screen and
clicking on the "Format" option.

2. Double-click on the Drive A icon to open a
window for the Boot disk. Using the File
menu, click on the "New Folder" option. A
dialogue box appears on the screen. Type in
"AUTO" for the name of the folder to be

created and press <Return>.
3. You have now created a

folder called

AUTO and written it onto your Boot disk. It
appears as a little folder Icon in the window
on the screen. There is nothing inside it yet,
but if you copy certain programs Into it they
run automatically when you re-boot your ST.
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AUTO FOLDER software
use the "Show Info" option in the File menu.
Each extra folder consumes 132 bytes of mem
ory. However, if you're lucky enough to have
TOS 1.4 this bug-fix is not necessary.

When you connect with another device via the

• If you're troubled by the bugs in your early

Modem or Serial port, a bug in the Operating

version of TOS, you can get TOS 1.4 on disk

System causes faulty RS-232 hardware hand
shaking, which can be a problem when you go

and load it into RAM in the PD beta test version

TURBOCTS is a specialised program es

"on-line." Sounds complicated? Don't worry- the
documentation with this program explains every

it's free and you don't have to dismantle your ST
to use it. If you really like its extra features, you

pecially for those keen on Communications.

thing and helps resolve the problem.

can always get a real upgrade done later.

now available. It does take up nearly 200K, but

EXTRA FEATURES
The ST's Desktop is quite user-friendly, but

FSELECT replaces the GEM file selector the list that comes up in a box on-screen when

and the contents of the newly selected drive are
then displayed. You can also create a new
folder without having to exit to the Desktop. If
you had the good sense and taste to buy ST
FORMAT 17 you already have FSELECT free on
the Cover Disk. If not, see page 136 to order it.
There's a number of similar replacement file

you want to load or save data from within a soft

selectors in the Public Domain, such as ST-

ware program. You can change between drives
simply by clicking on the appropriate buttons,

SELECT. The ST Club's excellent UNIVERSAL

you can always improve it. The following Auto
programs give you loads of new features. Sim
ply pop a copy of them into your AUTO folder.

Desk

File

View

ITEM SELECTOR 3 is the cream of the crop.

Options

DOC ASC TXT BftK *

h:\STFORHRT\*.DOC

Iil< I

*,D0C

Selection:

nUT0PRGS.DOC

21552

Bl-03-91

08:29 pn

BUBBLJET.DOC
DOS
.DOC
DESKJET .DOC
MONEY
.DOC
SUGGEST .DOC
T0UCH_UP.DOC

8BG7
15875
8600
6773
2162
7131

11-03-90
11-28-90
11-06-90
11-13-90
12-11-90
10-31-90

10:00
11:43
07:35 an
08:13 an

FlUTOPRGS.DOCl
OK

self over £100 by not buying another monitor. If
you have only a mono monitor but no colour
monitor, BIGCOLOR emulates a colour display
on your mono screen. It works for most pro
grams but not many games, and you only get
various shades of grey rather than real colour.

are several excellent PD RAMDISKS to chose

from. Have a look at MAXIDISK, which com
presses data as it stores it, or L-RAM, which is
also re-set proof and once configured installs
itself with no further user-input.

| [Find]

I Cancel |

18:19 pn
09:57 pn

colour screen. This means you can save your

RAMDISKS are a sort of imaginary drive that
you create in RAM. You can write to and read
from them, just like a real drive, and you can
open up a window in the usual way. They can be
a cheap way to get a useful extra drive. Don't
forget to copy any data saved into a RAMDISK
onto a real disk before you turn off the ST
though, or you lose all the information! There

iFornatl IFolder|

Universal" Iten Selector III
Directory:

MONO_V5 makes your TV or colour monitor
emulate an Atari mono monitor, so you can run
mono-only programs - like many of the more
serious types of aplication - on your usual

P

I Hove j
TIMEDRV3 displays the time in figures in the
top right corner of the screen. When you
access drives to copy or transfer data, the time
is replaced by a letter showing which drive is
running, with an arrow pointing towards the

1 Copy j
Renane

pT^T

• Universal Item Selector is the best replacement file selector around, and you can call

it up anytime from a special Desk Accessory. It's not PD, but it's worth the extra dosh

letter if the disk is being written to or one point
ing away if it's being read from. This comes in
very handy, and TIMEDRV3 takes up only a little
memory in your AUTO folder.

PERFORMANCE ENHANCERS
There are ways to make your ST go further,

SELECTOR enables you to pick which Desk

faster and better that are completely legal and
above-board! Just add a few of these AUTO pro

Accessories are loaded at boot-up. You can

grams to your AUTO folder and astound your
pals with your ST's amazing new powers!

have a swag of DAs on your Boot disk and
select the particular ones you want each time.
(For all you need to know about DAs see the

consider using ACCESSORY - put your six DAs
into a folder called ACCS and this program in
the AUTO folder loads them up from there. This
tidies up your Boot disk and keeps all the .ACCs
together in the one folder.

sepcial feature in ST FORMAT 19.) SELECTOR is
MACCEL2 is one of dozens of mouse accelera

tors available in the PD. This particular one also
includes a built-in screen saver: after a few min

ideal if you just need something quick and easy
to use immediately. If you don't need to select
different Accessories each time you boot-up,

utes of inactivity it alters the display to prevent
"burn-in" damage to your monitor screen. Many
accelerators and screen savers are produced

PRIU.EYE
EXPANDER
FC0PY.3
MELT
DUBL.0IS
MULTR0H
RRTGRLRV

as Desk Accessories. MACCEL2 combines the

two facilities and saves you some Accessory

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OH

F110EH

OFF

CRL20R
OFF
EDHRK.20 OH
STRRSTRK OFF

arc

RSCIIFV
OFF
SPEEOMSE OFF
FREERRM
OFF

MS-DOS
OFF
SHfiPSHOT OFF

ROTOSflOE ON

JRMES
OFF
DJ'DOMP
OFF
MSE.DEM0 OH

DL3.XXXX OFF

HCUH

OFF

MMCOPt

OFF

an

slots too by running from the AUTO folder.
PINHEAD 1.4 (the latest version) speeds up the

loading of the AUTO folder's contents. If you
have a number of programs to auto-run, it can
normally take quite a while. You can shorten the

wait by putting PINHEAD first in your AUTO
folder. PINHEAD stops the ST from clearing

memory before it runs each loaded program. It
even enhances TOS 1.4's own fastload feature.
106

ST FORMAT

RRR0U Keys - select an accessory
RETORH/EHTER - change on/otf status
SPRCE/ESCRPE - exit

•

You could fill the entire screen with

Desk Accessories, but you can load only
six at a time. Select the ones you require

and they are re-named with the .ACC file
extension, enabling them to be loaded

STARTGEM enables you to auto-run GEM pro
grams from the AUTO folder, regardless of the

TOS of your ST. STARTGEM.PRG is copied into
your AUTO folder and looks into a file called
STARTGEM.MVF - a list of the GEM programs
you want to run. This list is a text file produced
with your word processor. The whole program is
fully documented on disk and very simple to
use. HEADSTART works in the same way but
also loads your selected DAs from a list of up to
128 of them and then runs the GEM programs.
It is also compatible with MultiDesk and
NeoDesk programs.
You don't need either of these two pro
grams if you have an STE or an ST with TOS
1.4. If you are not sure which TOS you have,
run a program called TOSTELLER (which you
can also find on ST FORMAT Cover Disk 14).
issue 20-MARCH-91

INTRASET LTD

Tel: 025 72 76800 (Main office & 24 hr order line)

Helpdesk 0490 3284 (weekdays 3-4pm)
Fax your order on 025 72 74753

WIN A
PC 1640

fJ-HJii

COMPETITION

All prices include P&P and VAT. Overseas orders please add £5.00
CASHMASTER
HOME AND BUSINESS ACCOUNTS
• Master your own finances. CASHMASTER is the easiest
to use, most versatile accounts program yet written.
•

CASHMASTER is suitable for both small business
accounts or home finance use.

We wrote CASHMASTER for our own use out of sheer frus

tration with the other so called easy to use packages. CASHMASTER allows you to input entries in one easy operation
and yet allows you to extract the absolute maximum of infor
mation in an impressive array of statements and reports: just
look at its range of features:
• Easy natural data entry - just like a handwritten ledger.
• Full VAT analysis or omit VAT altogether if you wish.
• Any amount of ledgers at one time.
• No set time periods, span any time period - no one year limit.
• Reports can be produced over any time span (1 day to 100 years)
• Up to 100 user definable Class and 20 Accounts Codes.
• Detailed statements by selected Classes or Accounts.
•

Profit & Loss Statement.

• Tagging of entries for report selectivity.
•

POOLSMASTER

COURSEMASTER

The Football Pools Predictor

THE COMPUTER HORSERACING TIPSTER
PROGRAMME

"A LICENCE TO PRINT MONEY" - Mr F C Hammond of Essex
"WE HAVE WON MANY THOUSANDS" - Mr P E Roberts of Dorset

» BEAT THE BOOKIE FOR A CHANGE!!

• Just a couple of the many unsolicited testimonials about
this truly amazing Football Pools Predictor Programme
which has consistently astounded us with its accuracy.

> RATES ANY RACE using racecard in any daily paper or
racing paper - BOTH FLAT AND JUMPS. Racing paper
not required, ordinary daily paper is all you need.

Check out its features:

» Gives clear forecast of best selection PLUS second and

• Predicts homes, aways and draws.
• No fiddly typing in of team names: unique indexing system
for quick entry of fixtures and results just type in the results
each week from your usual newspaper and the pro
gramme updates itself.
• Uses scientific formula which is the result of many years
study of the football pools to give a strike rate which is
consistently higher than the laws of average.
• Also has a SEQUENCE PREDICTOR option in addition to
form Predictions which analyses coupon number
sequences. This option has astunded us in the past and

third for Tricasts etc. and even recommends type of bet.
Will advise best bet, good longshot or Each Way and even
when not to bet.

>No more struggling with a calculator to work out your
winnings. COURSEMASTER works out your WINNINGS
on most popular types of bet ie. SINGLES, DOUBLES,
PATENT, YANKEE, CANADIAN, HEINZ etc.
> MAINTAINS A BANK ACCOUNT - Bet like a PROFES

SIONAL! Compare COURSEMASTER'S performance with
your favourite Newspaper tipster.
>Complete BETTING ADVICE from first principles. Even if
you have never seen the inside of a betting shop the easy
to understand betting guide takes you from the first princi
pies of betting, types of bet, staking plans to helpful advice
on building a betting bank
>PLUS the amazing COURSEMASTER SYSTEM BET
This superb easy to use betting system regularly provides
our customers with MAJOR WINS for small stakes - try it
and amaze yourself. Based on sound mathematical princi
ples this betting system is based on Permutations and
seeks to maximise your returns on minimum stakes. TWO

continues to do so.

Entries can be inclusive or exclusive or zero VAT.

• Automatic repeat of entries (standing orders etc.) yearly,
half yearly, quarterly, monthly, fortnightly or weekly.
• Insert entries anywhere in ledger, CASHMASTER auto
matically sorts into date order.
• Search and find option on any entry anywhere within ledger.
• Reports can be output to screen, printer or disk file.
• Reference field for every entry (Invoice no. cheque no. etc.).

• Can be used for league and cup matches. Updates season
after season. No need to buy a new copy every season.
• Send for POOLSMASTER today and increase your
chances of that JACKPOT. Comes complete with manual
and informative Pools Guide.

DISKS AND TAPES E19.95

• Split and mergeledgersat anytime.
• All functions available from main programme screen,
Class and Accounts codes visible at all times.

•

• FREE pop up running total calculator called up with one
kev press.

THE GRAPHOLOGIST

CASHMASTER for a FULLY FEATURED

HANDWRITING ANALYSIS PROGRAMME

ACCOUNTS/INVOICING PACKAGE costing less than a
quarter the price of its rivals.

"UNCANNILY ACCURATE" - 8000 PLUS MAGAZINE

• Analyse YOUR handwriting, or your partners, friends etc.
What are they REALLYlike! Your handwriting always reveals
your true nature, state of health etc.
• This programme is a must for anyone interested in hand
writing analysis, both expert and beginner alike.
• The programme will provide an analysis of a subject's
handwriting ranging from a simple signature analysis to a full
15 page complete character report. Ideal for prospective
employers, experienced graphologists or anyone interested in
this fascinating art.

CASHMASTER £39.95
CASHMASTER INVOICING £39.95
BOTH PROGRAMMES TOGETHER £69.95

££££ PROFIT FROM YOUR
MICRO ££££
RECESSION? WHAT RECESSION?
• Make your Micro earn!

• Whatever make of micro you have you can use it to make
a good income even if you only have a couple of hours
spare each week!
• This is not PIE IN THE SKY, MAKE A MILLION BEFORE

BREAKFAST nonsense but a true report of exactly the
sort of steps that we ourselves took at INTRASET.
• We have put together a package of easy, sensible business
ideas which can easily be used by anyone with any Micro.
NO COMPUTER EXPERTISE REQUIRED.

• Earn £££'s from home doing what you enjoy doing - using
your computer!

• Youprobably already have everything you need to start earning.
• Hundreds of potential customers in your area who will
GLADLY pay for your services. We tell you how to find them!
• Part time or start your own full time business. Ideal for
housewives/husbands, unemployed etc. Very little capital
outlay on projects.

• Full step by step sixty page book PROFIT FROM YOUR
MICRO comes complete for just...

£14.95 inclusive

3 1/2 DSDD
5 1/2 DSDD

£

10

50

100

19.00
6.90
3.90

92.50
32.00
19.00

180.00
60.00
37.00

GENUINE HIGH QUALITY DISKS

• Allyou need is a sample of the subjects handwriting and
follow the simple on screen instructions. Upon completion
you are left with an in depth report detailing all aspects of

PERM-MASTER
If you enjoy doing the Pools and regularly use perms as we
at INTRASET LTD. recommend then checking your coupon
can be a nightmare. Have you won or haven't you? PermMaster ends the agony by checking your perm for you.
Simply tell it which of your coupon numbers are draws and it
will do the rest, telling you how many winning lines you have.
Perm-Master comes complete with several of the top perms
already built in, but if your favourite perm is not there then
simply create your own using the unique perm editor.
• Fast and simple to use
• Unique PERM EDITOR
• Create your own perm using the inbuilt perm calculator,
test your own theories etc.
• For most block and single line perms
Price £19.95

your subjects character from career ambition, state of health

through to sexual preferences and megalomania!
• You may even edit this report using your word processor
for representation to your subject/client.
THE GRAPHOLOGIST is a must for serious business use or

simply have loads of fun entertaining your friends whilst
learning the finer aspects of this fascinating subject.
•

COMPLETE WITH MANUAL OF GRAPHOLOGY

Price £49.95 inc. VAT and P&P

All programmes available for IBM/PC & compatibles, ail

Amstrad PC's, Amstrad PCW's, Atari, Amiga, CPC 6128

(unless otherwise stated). Perm-Master also available for
Commodoere 128 disk. Coursemaster and Pooismaster also

available for all Amstrad CPC's, all Spectrums and C64 & 128

SPOT-THE-BALL
For all SPOT-THE-BALL fans this programme is a must, no
more tiresome counting of 'x's or messy rubber stamps. Use
your computer to do your SPOT-THE-BALL coupon.
Just tell your computer where you think the ball is using the
screen template supplied.
Will print out up to 540 micro-fine crosses in your chosen
shape, or simpiy tell it to choose at random.
Learns as it goes - tell it where the ball is every week and
build up a database of results to use in SPOT-THE-BALL's
sequence predictor option.
Works with any Epson compatible dot matrix printer or build
your own printer driver using the on screen option.
•

LET SPOT-THE-BALL fill in YOUR COUPON this week

SPOT-THE-BALL £17.95

COMPETITION RULES

SPECIAL DISK DEAL
DISK

DISCS AND TAPES £19.95

FROM YOUR MICRO FREE

Stand alone invoicing/stock control or integrates fully with

3" CF2 (AMSOFT)

MANUAL

(OR TWO INCL. COMPENDIUM) AND RECEIVE PROFIT

Full stock data file, price lists, re-order lists.
Full invoicing with user defined messages.
Full invoice editing, invoice to & deliver to fields.
Pre-paid, account or credit note, full VATfacility.

£

» COMPLETE WITH 20 PAGE BETTING GUIDE AND

PROGRAMMES £59.95. BUY ANY THREE DISKS

CASHMASTER INVOICING & STOCK CONTROL
Full customer data file - easy to find account records.

£

PROFIT.

» Willeven PRINT OUT YOUR BETTING SLIP for you if
you have a printer!

& SPOT-THE-BALL. ANY 2 PROGRAMMES £37.95.
ANY THREE PROGRAMMES £49.95. ALL FOUR

• Settlement, no return & line discounts.

•

MAJOR WINS A YEAR IS ALL YOU NEED TO BE IN

POOLSMASTER/PERM-MASTER/COURSEMASTER

FUL AND VERSATILE ACCOUNTS PACKAGE YET - YOU
WONT BE DISAPPOINTED.
And now available with...

•
•
•
•
•

* SPECIAL OFFER * •
SPECIAL COMPENDIUM DISKS/TAPES

CASHMASTER IS THE MOST USER FRIENDLY, POWER

Every purchase made qualifies you to enter our
competition draw. The total value of your purchases will
determine the prize won.
There will be one 1st prize only per draw.
Spend up to £20.00 - 1st prize = a Star LC printer.
Spend up to £40.00 - 1st prize = Amstrad PC1512 SDMM
Spend over £40.00 - 1st prize = Amstrad PC1640 SD colour.
5 runners up will each win full set of Intraset software as
above. Intraset's decision final on all matters.

Send SAE for list of winners.
Draw dates 28.02.91 and 28.09.91.

INTEREST FREE CREDIT TERMS

Spend over £80 and spread the cost at no extra
charge! (Cheque purchases over £80 only). Simply
divide your order by 4 and send us four cheques
each with your name and address and cheque guar
antee card

number on the back.

Date the first

cheque with today's date and post-date each of the
other cheques by one month i.e. 1.5.91, 1.6.91 etc.
We will then hold each cheque until it is due.

HOW TO ORDER: CHEQUES, P.O.'S TO: INTRASET LTD (DEPT. S.T.F.)
FREEPOST 10 WOODSIDE AVENUE, CLAYTON-LE-WOODS, CHORLEY, LANCS. PR6 7BR
OR PHONE/FAX AS ABOVE FOR LIGHTNING FAST SERVICE.
WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT/CHARGE CARDS.

SEND SAE FOR FREE SOFTWARE CATALOGUE

AUTO FOLDER software

CUSTOMISERS CUSTOM1SERI
Programmers do have a sense of humour,

and to prove it there are several "fun" items you
can put in your AUTO folder to make life a little

more interesting for your ST and for yourself.
CRASHER replaces those horrible bombs

crashing in the first place...

DEG DESK replaces that boring standard
Desktop with a Degas picture of your choice. All
the icons appear and are moveable as normal
but you can only use a picture in a Degas PI3
File

Ulew

You can stop drooling at the thought of filling your own
AUTO folder and start doing it right now! On this month's
Cover Disk (see page 43) we've included ten of the

FOR

AUTO programs listed here. Try them out! What's more,
there are plenty of AUTO programs on earlier Cover
Disks, like HRAMDISK on Cover Disk 13 and STARTUP and

FREE!

that appear on-screen when your ST crashes
with Leonards! Now if only somebody could
come up with something to stop the machine

Desk

YOURS

TOSTELLER on Cover Disk 14. For Back Issues, see page 136

(high resolution) format. This PD utility comes
with various program versions, all of which work
only on mono monitors.

HAL9000 makes your ST talk. On boot-up you
get the famous tones of HAL, the computer
from the film 2001. Two other programs, SYS-

FUJIDESK makes the Atari logo in the Desk
top menu bar revolve continuously.

author of these with a donation and he promises
to send you alternative samples to use. stf

BEEP and STARTSAM, do the same. Write to the

Options

Crasher Progran

• DEG DESK.PRG enables you to put
any Degas high-res mono picture on
your Desktop. Who knows, William and
Einstein might inspire you to the dizzy
heights like wot our writers have got

This is a sinulation of an illegal
exception, showing four leonards,
Press any key to continue,,,

• This Leonard Crasher bloke has a big
head and it seems to be full of binary code
- perhaps he caught a nasty virus from
using somebody else's contaminated disks

416676 bytes used in 18 itens

•
n

•

MYSTIC.RCC

flCCS

•

=lUTQSORT .PRG

RRTGRLRV .OCX

SNAPSHOT .fiCX

WHERE TO GET IT

SELECTOR.PR;

All the AUTO programs mentioned in this
article were supplied by The South West Soft
ware Library and The ST Club. Most PD
libraries stock these programs - for the PD

•
F 1 1GEM .

library nearest you, look through FORMAT'S
definitive directory on page 100 this issue.

SOME CAPTIVATING AUTO SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUR ST
Some of the programs in the AUTO folder are
dedicated to setting up or working on the
AUTO folder itself. The first such program
mentioned below is an exception to the others
in that you should not place it in the AUTO
folder, but in the root directory of your Boot
disk for convenience. The important thing is to
not place It in any other folder.
AUTOSORT enables you to rearrange the order
of the programs in the AUTO folder. This is
necessary because programs are auto-run in
the order in which they were copied into the
AUTO folder, and some programs are fussy
about where they are placed in this sequence.
Before AUTOSORT, if you found that cer
tain programs clashed or didn't boot properly,
you had to delete all the contents of the AUTO
folder and try copying in the various programs
in a different order. This was very tedious,
especially if you only had one disk drive.
With AUTOSORT you are presented with a

list of the programs in your AUTO folder and by
using the mouse you can drag their names into

restrict access to the system via a password,
and autoboot any GEM program, among many
other features.

This is a heavyweight program and if you
are interested you should get hold of this PD
disk. An excellent manual is included on disk

which you can print out for reference, and
there's plenty of other useful info. The program
runs on any version of TOS, including 1.4.
DESK MANAGER is another all-embracing
program. You can control the same functions
offered by SUPERBOOT 6. The latest version is
AUTOSORT.PRG

I

AUTO

FMC
CRASHER

FOLDER

3.3 and is listed in the PD Catalogues as
DESKMG33. You can select up to 128 each
from Desk Accessories, AUTO programs,
DESKTOP.INF files and ASSGN.SYS GDOS flies

upon booting up. With a single mouse-click,
you can select a preset configuration that lists
the exact combination of all the above files.

This enables you to pre-define a number of
alternative set-ups for specific purposes, then

quickly and easily select the one you want - a
very powerful tool indeed! Like SUPERBOOT 6,
it is so packed with great features that you are
well advised to read the file on disk.

STARTUP is a simple system to set up but it

RESORT

.PRG
.PRG

performs a remarkably useful function - simply
put, it tells the ST what to do at boot-up time.
You place STARTUP.PRG in the AUTO folder,

LEONARDS.PRG

and a file> STARTUP.INF is either in this folder

MACCEL
.PRG
PINHED14.PRG
SELECTOR.PRG
FUJIDESK.PRG

or on the Boot disk, the STARTUP.INF file is a

list of AUTO programs which you write using a
word

I Uuit I~lCaveats I

I Rm Bl-t. I

processor and

STARTUP.PRG

then

save as ASCII text.
loads

and

runs

these

amazing program which you must place into

_ Sorting out your AUTO folder is easy

programs in the order they appear on the list,
irrespective of where they are on the disk. In
addition, STARTUP makes it possible to issue
various instructions to the ST, copying files to
and from any folder, or to a RAM disk, for

your AUTO folder if you want total control of
functions - you can display a welcome screen.

with AUTOSORT. Just drag the programs
into the required order with the mouse

example. You can then set up the computer
system to your requirements automatically.

the new order required and re-sort them.
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SUPERBOOT S is the latest version of an
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POWER COMPUTING
SERIES900HARDDRIVE

Series 900 drives can be powered direct from the ST

40MB lincluding PSU)

£329.00

using our special cable (requires computerto be

100MB (including PSU)

£629.00

opened), orfrom the optional power supply unit.
Available at £39.95

• Lowprice
ONLYWITHTHESERIES900
• ICD utilities as standard

the "Down to Business" software pack

«> 32MB partitions on STe
• 200MBNow available

Timeworks DTP, First Word Plus
• Thru' port as standard

Togetherfor£79.95

ICAL HARD DISK DRIVE

ST RAM EXPANSION

• High spec Sony mechanism

• No soldering required

• 600MB Doublesided cartridges

• Uses latest high-capacity RAM
chips

• Fully SCSI compatible
• Expandto2MBor4MB
£2995.00

• Plugs directly inside the ST
MAGNETO-OPTICAL

• Full fitting instructions included

CARTRIDGE £249.00

44MB REMOVABLE HARD DISK
DRIVE£799.00

2MB

£169,00

NEODESKV3.0

4MB

£249.00

ICD INTERFACES

• Text and icon windows open at once

ICD interfaces are ideal as a start for building your own desk unit. They are
compatible with the powerful ICD hard disk utilities and full fitting instructions

• Many more icons on the desktop

Ad-SCSI with Thru'Port

£89.00

Micro-SCSI Internal Mega Drive

£69.00

Add-SCSI Plus with Thru' Port & Clock

£99.00

• Put folders onthe desktop

£34 00

ATARI SOFTWARE
Utilitiesand Languages

Tempus2
Devpac

£35.00

Oline Artfor Calamus

£40.00

Timeworks

£172.00

Power Basic

£29.00

Twist

£29.00

FirstWordPlus

£62.00

Hisoft Basic

£55.00

Revolver

£39.00

Microsoft Write

£62.00

Protext

£75.00

GFA3 Interpreter
GFA3 Compiler
Laser C Debugger
HisoftC Interpreter

£49.00

Flash

£19.00

£23.00

PC Ditto

£79.00

£45.00

Knife ST

£30.00

£35.00

Neodesk3

£34.00

Hisoft Harlekin

£45.00

Wercs

£20.00

Neodesk2

£34.00

KCom

£35.00

LaserCv2

£129.00

Lattice C v5

£89.00

Personal Pascal

£55.00
£23.00

K Resource

Business

£399.00

Art and Graphics
Quantum Paint Gold v2

£15.00

CyberStudio
Easy Draw Turbo

£72.00

£62.00

STAD

£99.00

Spectrum 512
Campus Draft

£45.00

£175.00

Cad 3D

£19.00

£149.00

Degus Elite
Dpaint
Pro Flight Simulator

£19.00

Word Processing and DTP

KSpread 3
Logistix

Calamus

£458.00

Superbase Pro
Sage Accountant

Pagestream
Wordup
Script
Signum 2

£149.00

Datafax

£35.00

£40.00

KGraph 3

£35.00

£90.00

Superbase 2
KRoget

£69.00

£184.00

Sage Financial Controller

£72.00

£63.00
£87.00

£63.00

£POA
£34.00

£32.00

All prices include VAT and are subject to change.

POWER COMPUTING Ltd

44a Stanley Street

Bedford MK41 7RW

ENGLAND

Telephone 0234273000* Fax 0234270133
POWER COMPUTING ENQUIRIES TOACLEngineeringPenh AUSTRALIA

POWER COMPUTINGSRL ITALYVia Delle Baleari. 9000121 Ostia info ROMA

POWER COMPUTING FRANCE 63Rue Vrclot Hugo 94701 Maison Alfort PARIS FRANCE

(09)4610655

2 Lines(06)5646310 • FAX5646301

ATARI[1)43789434 • AMIGA(1)43787582 • FAX(1)43787048

~+±PDQ-games +4

HIGH QUALITY DISKETTES
PIN NUMBERED QUALITY DISKETTES 100% CERTIFIED AND
GUARANTEED 100% ERROR FREE. MANUFACTURED AND
QUALITY ASSURED BY AN INTERNATIONAL BRAND NAME

1/ DS COLOURED

FOR THE ST.

Over 500 different games + a wide selection of educational
software, we are also authorised distributors for the unique

EACH

BUDGIE UK LICENCEWARE
CATALOGUE AVAILABLE ON DISK

♦
° 4 DD 28p

5%g 42p

5 H11 22p
EA

ft f|

SPECIAL NEW YEAR OFFER
BUY 5 DISKS AND CHOOSE 1 FREE
BUY 10 AND GET EXTRA 2
+ A SPECIAL XMAS DISK.

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXIXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZX

STORAGE BOXES

31/2 40 cap ...E4.20 31/2 80 cap.. £4.60

~

OwP 51/4 50 cap ...£4.40 51/4 100 cap £4.90

EURODATA

CI COTDnidl/^C

ELECTRONICS

IF YOU WANT
NAKED LADIES
CUT THROAT PRICES
COWBOYS

TRY ELSEWHERE,

BUT IF YOU WANT

Good prices, good service and a good product range covering all
leading Midi/Music packages, education, art and graphics packages
plus business packages please contact us.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
ALL PRICES INCLUDE DISKETTE
LABELS ENVELOPES AND VAT

12A QUAKERS YARD
ADAM AND EVE ST

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
DON'T THINK CHEAPEST IS ALWAYS BEST

ORDER NOW WITH POSTAL ORDER OR
CHEQUE MADE PAYABLE TO EURODATA,
OR TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER USING
MASTERCARD & VISA. SUBJECT TO
AVAILABILITY

MARKET
HARBOROUGH
LEICLE16 7LT
TEL: 0858 433992
FAX: 0858 432549

(Please send 3 FIRST CLASS STAMPS)

C 1/ DS COLOURED

3 V2 HDE 75p

51/4 CASES

*?

THE LARGEST PD "GAMES ONLY" LIBRARY

2DD

PLASTIC
3V,2 LIBRARY

PO BOX 38 EASTLE1GH
HAMPSHIRE
S05 5WR

*v

DON'T BUY GREY IMPORTS
DON'T PAY UNTIL YOU'RE SURE

DO REMEMBER THAT AFTER-SALES SERVICE IS WORTH
IT'S WEIGHT IN GOLD
REPAIRS: NO PROBLEM
WE HAVE OUR OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT

ADD £3.20 P&P
RING FOR
MEMOREX
BRANDED PRICES

MAAl

SGM Electronics, 54 Wigan Lane, Wigan, Lanes WN1 1XS
TEL: (0942) 321435
FAX: (0942) 821273

CompuTabitz
15d-15e Tolcarne Avenue

Phone Mike or Phil on:-

Fishermead, Milton Keynes MK6 2BX

(0908) 609836/666728

All prices include VAT/p&p. Items marked "* " sent day of release.
To order, send cheque/P.O. with your address, phone no. and computer type.

ATARI
520 STFM
DISCOVERY
PACK

17.99
17.99
24.99
17.99
17.99

Monty Python

14.99

M.U.D.S

17.99

Emlyn Hughes

Nightbreed
Operation Stealth
Player Manager
17.99 Populous
23.99 Populous Promised Lands
17.99 Powermonger

F29 Retaliator

17.99

Rainbow Islands

14.99

17.99
17.99
23.99
17.99

Atomic Robokid
Back to the Future 2
B.A.T
Battlemaster
Cadaver

Captive
D.Master + Chaos

Inbuilt power

supply and 1 Meg.
drive. Mouse, plus
software

£269

520 STE
TURBO

23.99

520 STE plus
mouse plus a

Imperium

17.99

Kick Off 2
Kick Off 2 Final Whistle

14.99
9.99

Total Recall

17.99

Toyota Celica Rally

17.99

Leisure Suit Larry 3
Lotus Esprit Turbo

29.99 Turrican
17.99 Ultimate Ride

Flimbo's Quest

17.99
17.99
14.99

We aim to provide the
kind of service

we would expect!
Any complaints

BUSINESS/MUSIC

We will be happy to put
together a package
to suit

selection of the
latest software.

£360

This is only a small

A full range of mice,
joysticks, leads etc are

selection of our extensive

range. We can also provide

available. We can also

soft/hardware packages to
suit your requirements.

your needs.

supply most makes of

speedily
and amicably.

Phone or

printers, disk drives and
computers to order.

write for details.

14.99
17.99

PACK

ACCESSORIES

will be dealt with

110 ST FORMAT

17.99
17.99
14.99
17.99
9.99

Rick Dangerous 2
Robocop 2
Supremacy
Teenage Mutant Turtles

Gazza
Gremlins 2

ATARI

Call for a chat on the
above numbers.

GAME making

a game is born 2
How does an original ST game get created?
Paul Carruthers, winner of two FORMAT
Golds, is hard at work on Stormball and

for the second time opens up his diary
exclusivelyfor ST FORMAT
this case happens to be an astronaut sprite I
drew years ago. Eventually an artist will be com
missioned to do a complete set of sprites show
ing the player running, turning and shooting, but
for now all I need is a stand-in of the correct

P a u l Carruthers is the programmer
behind two FORMAT Gold winning
games, the classic Archipelagos
and the thrilling Resolution 101. He's now
hard at work on the follow-up, Stormball.

size. Perhaps I should let him plant the Stars and
Stripes and then jump in a moon buggy and
drive off... Stop, stop! This is getting into the
realms of fantasy.
I've written quite a lot of new code to handle
the movement of the puck around the pitch,
checking for it hitting the edge and having to
bounce back into play, and also to check

Last month ST FORMAT reported on the
first steps, and in this second exclusive
extract from his diary Paul reveals some
more of the inside secrets

behind the

imagination, but for its simplicity it creates an
amazingly lifelike movement.
To return the ball, he just turns round slowly
until he is pointing roughly towards me and then
hits it. Again the code
for this is very trivial,
but what results is an

entirely credible oppo
nent. Even though I
know the instructions
that drive

him

I still

imagine him as a living
intelligence
who
watches the ball and

making of a game.

"The code that makes the

opponent move to the puck
and return it is actuallyfairly
simple, but the result is
amazingly lifelike"

Friday 20 July Dear diary... No, stop it - this
is serious! The position so far is as follows:
Stormball is in its early days of life. Millennium
have okayed the specification, or at least said,
"Start writing it and we'll check everything looks

all right as you go along." This is normal: there's
no way you can lay down a rigorous specification

at the start of a project and stick to it.
I've extracted from previous games the

whether the puck is near enough to a player to
be taken into his posession, and to start it mov
ing again once he hits it.
I've also had to bring the opponent player
to life. Eventually he'll need to be quite
advanced in his thinking in order to compete at
various levels, but for now I only need some
thing to make him move to the puck and return
it to me. This is actually fairly simple: I simply
look at the angle he is currently pointing in, then
change that angle according to which side
the ball is on. If he's within a certain angle
of the ball then he takes a step forward. This
algorithm isn't perfect by any stretch of the

routines to do the following:
1. Plot a squared chessboard surface using 3D
polygons which forms the playing pitch.
2. Draw a contracted version of a big sprite in
real time, so the players on-screen appear
smaller as they move away from the viewer.
3. Read the keyboard/joystick/mouse, load
and save to disk, display text and numbers,
handle graphics, expand/contract/ move/blank
and so on - all of which are standard routines.

These routines are enough to move a player
around the pitch and turn him. The "player" in
•

moves

accordingly.

The aliens in Resolu

tion 101

are

• Paul Carruthers,

quite who's already earned

advanced

in

their two FORMAT Golds

movement

but

even

they never looked like they were thinking.
The basic elements of the game as set out
in the specification have been included and
seem to work as expected. The problem is that
the control is not fluid enough to enable you to
move around or aim and fire the puck as freely
as you need to. One reason for this is the limi
tations of joystick control; another is that the
animation is too slow.

To create the picture on-screen, the ST has
to draw a complete 3D polygon surface and
then do some sprite contraction. Each of these

tasks is quite daunting on its own, but together
they comprise a huge workload for the machine.
The only way I can speed it up is to fundamen
tally rewrite either or both of these routines. As
it happens, I found that the 3D polygon code

Paul used this old

astronaut sprite from
Quadralien to get the
basic game elements
in Stormball working

• In the early stages of the game, Paul imported a digitised
image of himself to get a more realistic sprite to play with
issue 20-MARCH-91

• This is an early mockup screen constructed by Millennium to
show what the game might look like when it's finally released

ST FORMAT ///

GAME making
could be tackled a completely new way and the

pitch that are generally good to hit the puck
from and others that are not, and having Com

resulting routine runs about 50% faster than the
old, so I'm very pleased.

Computerman: his stupidity is beginning to
annoy me. All he does is return the puck straight

puterman then compare his position against all
of these. If he finds himself badly placed, he
might then move towards one of the "good"
positions. I'm looking forward to clashing with
my new improved friend to see how good his

to me like an obedient puppy. He should be

technique is. I'm also very aware of the holes in

more devious and unpredictable, striding about,
thinking about his shots and then making

his education and the work I still have to do.

Wednesday 22 August I need to work on

delicate hits into awkward corners. His ultimate

Thursday 20 September A few problems
• Another of Millennium's mockup screens
- compare this with the real thing, below

with Millennium: some of them like how the

bounce the ball in and out of his half without him

path. The larger the number of potential angles

being able to touch it by whacking it straight at
the opposite wall. I might try to keep it in the
other half as long as possible by hitting a shal
low ball against the side wall or lure the poor
unfortunate into a defensive position and then
quickly run to a spot where I have a clear shot
at a high scoring area. Or I might just hit the
thing and hope for the best.
Curiously this last strategy often proves
successful, but for Computerman none of these
methods is suitable. He's far too logical to han
dle anything so vague. With such a computerish
mind he must approach the problem from the

he considers, the greater his chance of finding
the best shot. On the other hand, by limiting this
number I could curb his intelligence.
This method only determines a likely angle
at which to hit the puck; it doesn't help him work

making the gameplay more gripping, more
addictive. One possibility is to try for a sort of
3D Arkanoid, so the player always hits the puck
when he makes contact, at whatever angle he's
pointing. This way the puck stays on the move
and the emphasis of play shifts away from
thought and accuracy, towards speed and luck.
Another option might be to introduce some
off-the-ball activity such as picking up weapons
and shooting your opponent... Mm, perhaps not.
The final game shouldn't be an uncomfortable
mix of arcade, strategy and sport which nobody
can quite identify with. It must be playable, but I
don't want it to stray far from my original idea.
I've rewritten the joystick control so the Fire

target must be to beat his creator.
Such subtlety of play, however, isn't easy to
program. When I play the game, I might try to

other end. If he can imagine hitting the puck at a
certain angle and then follow its path across the
pitch, counting up the scores as it goes, then he
has an numerical indication of the success of

that strategy. By repeating this process for
other angles, he can select the highest scoring

112
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out where or when to do it. It also involves a lot

of computing to follow a number of possible tra
jectories to their conclusion, which may leave
him looking around for quite a few seconds. On
the plus side, the routines that move the puck
along its trajectory in the game are already writ
ten and working, and I can hook into these to
project the potential trajectories so I'll try it.
As for him working out where to move to
make the shot, I think I'll forget about it for the
moment and have him hit the shot from wher

ever he happens to catch up with the puck. I
suspect the solution to this problem should be
something like choosing certain points on the

game is going, but some of them don't. The
upshot is that I've been trying to find ways of

button is now used as the switch between "turn

ing and moving forward/back" and "moving for
ward/back/left/right". You now hit the puck by a
quick tap on the Fire button. This has improved
the ease of movement and playability a great

issue 20-MARCH-91

Modems! Modems! Modems!
Modems for Amigas, Ataris & PCs
Technical advice a pleasure

V22bis (2400 baud) Hayes compatibles from £99
Supply Solutions offer top quality, guaranteed new and
second-user modems from major
manufacturers at realistic prices.
All modems are fully tested prior to despatch.

AIL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKING TO YOUR D00RI

This Months Software Specials

Ring 081-566-3639
Supply Solutions

Select any 3titles value 7.99 or less for only £20

Supply Solutions 187 Uxbridge Road, London, W13 9AA
Lines open 10am to 6pm and till 8pm Mondays & Tuesdays
STRICTLY MAIL ORDER ONLY

COMPUTERWISE
BRIGHTON

PHONE: (0273) 674626

ATARI ST SPECIALISTS
We have lOO's of software titles many are now

discounted, books and peripherals in stock at all
times. Up to £1,000 instant credit with Lombard
Tricity. Finance subject to acceptance.
Full written details upon request

Open 10 am to 5.30pm Monday to Satuxday'|p^l
44 George Street, Kemptown, Brighton V> »
Opposite the American Express building.

n

NEWiLOW PRICES FROM RCS
INCL FREE
LABELS

IBIJLK BUYERS'
50 3J DS/DD
100 31 DS/DD
150 3; DS/DD
200 3; DS/DD
400 3i DS/DD
500 3; DS/DD

DS/DD

£20
£34
£47
£60
£115
£135

1000

DISKS & BOXES
50 Disks + 80 Box

£23<

100 Disks + 80 Box
150 Disks + 80 Box

£37
£50

200Disks + 80 Box

£63^

400 Disks + 80 Box

£1181

500Disks + 480Boxes.£l48 '

£CALL

W

Price incl

J Price inc VAT & P&P .

Mal 4 k\

VAT & P&P

Density *s|/^ •
i DS/DD....20p"
i DS/HD....38p<

1 40 Cap Box

3

BULK 3 (5p

£44

2 80 CapBox...£4.30„

^rl

60p k^KAO
/:o
' "~ BRANDED0^1

SONY q o

Posso Box

Philips CM8833
MKII Monitor

STAR LC-24-200
Colour Printer

8.99
9.99

Bard's Tale
Black Tiger
Blood Money
Carrier Command
Chamber* of Shaolln
Conqueror

499
9.99
6.99
9.99
9.99
7.99

Double Dragon
Dragons Breath
Elite
Fanta»y World Dizzy
Fast Food
Fast Lane
Ferrari Formula One
Fiendish Freddy
Fighter Bomber

799
12 99
12.99
6.99
4.99
4.99
7.99
999
1299

Final Whistle (Kick Off 2 Data)
Football. Man. World Cup

999
12.99

Tower of Babel

7.99

Treasure Island Dizzy

4.99

Wlshbrlnger

7.99

Ghouls 'n' Ghosts

7.99

Guardian Angel

6.99

Hammerflst
Hard Drivin'

799
7.99

Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
Hong Kong Phooey
Hostages

799
6.99
7.99

Hound of the Shadow

£209

£320

LATEST RELEASES
READY RECKONER
RRP
EJ4.99
H9.99
IM4.95

0<r Pries
B2J.99
S19.99
H6.99

£19.99

SU.99

1040 STE
Cumana Drive
1000 Labels
Dust Cover
Printer Stand

£420
£68
£7.50
£5
£9

Printer Lead
Turbo Pack

£5
£350

Mouse House
Mouse Bracket

£7.50
£2.50
£7.50
£2.80

Zipstick
Jetfighter

£11
£12

4 Play Games
Adaptor

£5

Cheetah Star Pro

£10

Port Ext Lead

£5

CALL OR SEND CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO

BCS LTD, 349 DITCHLING ROAD,
BRIGHTON, E.SUSSEX BN1 6JJ
Tel 0273 506269 or 0831 279084

Joan of Arc
Keef the Thief
Kid Gloves

6.99
7.99
7.99

Last Nln|a 2

7.99

Leather Godesses of Phobos
Manic Miner
Moonwalker
Mr.Hell
Pacmanla
Planetfall
Postman Pat
Powerdrome

Pub Trivia

7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
4.99

Ruff 'n' Ready
Shadowgate

6.99
9.99

Silkworm

7.99

Spellflre the Sorceror
Star Wars Trilogy

6.99
9.99

Sword 81 the Rose

6.99

Swords of Twilight
Targhan

7.99
4.99

X-Out
Xenon

7.99
7.99

Yogi's Great Escape
Zany Golf
Zork

6.99
7.99
7.99.

You name it., we do it!
We Stock a large range of ST Hardware and software.
If itis not listed then phone and we will quote. We are

fast and cheaper! It pays to shop Post Haste!

ATARI ST HARDWARE ALTERNATIVE HARDWARE
520 ST Discovery Pack

265 Amiga A500 Screen Gems
355 Atari Lynx
449 Sega Megadrive (Jap Import)
549 Gameboy

520ST Turbo Pack
1040 STE Pack
1040 STE +HiRes Mono Monitor
MEGA STs

P0A

STACY'S

P0A
59
59

1Mb Internal Drive (Fit&Retumed) 79

Naksha Mouse
Lynx
Discovery Pack

12.99

HP PaintJet Colour Inkjet Printer 799

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE FOR LIFE!

ATARIS & ACCESSORIES
£118 Monitor Stand
£18 Cheetah 125+
£259 Joystick ext Lead
£5 Mouse Mat

799

Jet Vs 2.00

SM124 Mono Hi-Res Monitor
119
PHILIPS 8833-11 Colour Monitor 229
STAR LC200 Col/Mono Printer 209
STAR LC24-200 Col/Mono Printer 229
Panasonic KX-4420 Laser Printer 999

£15

STAR LC-200
Colour Printer

999
9.99

Airborne Ranger
Anarchy

1Mb External Drive
1Mb Internal Drive

• 1 50 Cap Box
£5'
)4 100CapBox.£5.75i

3s 150 Cap 1

3D Pool
After the War

359
119
129
68

You Name It... We Do It...

Just Phone &We'll Quote!

We Are Fast &Cheaper!
We also stock software for:-

AMIGA, Atari Lynx, Sega
Megadrive, Gameboy, PC's

29

All computers are fully tested before despatch?!
Min. Order £5.
Overseas Software Postage £2.00 Extra.
All Cheques & Postal Orders made payable to:
Post Haste, 12 St. Lawrence Road, Canterbury, Kent. CTl 3EY

Telephone Hotline (0227) 764204
(9am-9pm) Visa/Access welcome
ACCESS/VISA and P/O orders despatched same day!
Cheque orders despatched immediately after clearance!
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GAME making
deal. You reach the puck sooner and the game
moves faster, though aiming and shooting are
still awkward. I've implemented a time limit for
collecting, aiming and shooting the puck: when
the puck enters your half, you get about six sec
onds to get to it and hit it back. One idea was to
start the timer only once the puck gets into
posession: this should keep up the excitement
but relieve the pressure the timer causes.
Sunday 21 October This bloody game has
lost direction. Something doesn't feel right.
External factors have also been affecting
things: I've decided to quit Astral [the three
man team Paul is part of] after this game and
go it alone. There's been no arguments or any
particular reason for my decision, but I'd feel
happier with total responsibility for what
I do. Stormball is Stormball,
whether it be an Astral
game or a

• More raw graphics - here, the sequence of sprites that enables your opponent to
perform a neat little pirouette as he moves to intercept the puck and return it to you

get some positive results, but now the time has
come to do it.

Writing code that interferes with a machine's
hardware (titter ye not) is difficult and annoying.
There's no way of stepping through it
slowly to find out where the problems
are - one wrong poke and the
machine howls like a dog, grunts,
yodels and whistles. The screen
goes blue, yellow, upside-down and
back-to-front. Switch off. Question
the machine's parentage. Make a
cup of tea. Try again.
I finally managed to send a
message from one machine

about the right approach. Of course this will
develop once an artist is on the case. Millen
nium understand that the gameplay is important
to me and that their role is to have opinions and
make comments but otherwise leave it to me.

One big problem that remains is that you
still can't see much of the puck if it is obscured
by your player. One idea I had this morning is to
move the player to the left and have him reach
ing to the centre of the screen with his stick. At
centre-screen is a subtle indicator (like a sight)

that this is the area of action, so the player

"Jason wants to call it

'Puck Off - can you

to another and back. In the

grand tradition of Edison's
first recording of "Mary had
a little lamb" on wax cylin• der and Neil Armstrong's
first

,saaV*S0tctee*
ese'

cO

U»e'
Paul

words

from

the

moon, the message I
shuffled

between

machines needed to be similarly
dignified so I sent "Hello farty." This summed
up my condition at the time.

Carruthers

game. Either way my
mood can only have a very adverse
effect on it. Consequently I've been concentrat
ing more on the code aspects.
The "Astral Engine" - the code that plots
the 3D-polygon floor - needed a few tweaks. It
was fine for when the viewpoint is just above
the surface, but I wanted to float right over the
pitch and get a bird's eye view of what's hap
pening. With the engine as it was, inaccuracies
were exaggerated and the picture became a

jumbled mass of colour like those naff woolly
jumpers computer programmers wear. The nec
essary changes turned out
to

be

extremely easy to

implement
and
actually
worked
straightaway
which is very unusual, to
say the least.
Other
programming
improvements

are

a

scrolling crowd now in the
background and a big

be more devious and

unpredictable - his
ultimate targetmust be

tines that handle the inter-machine link.

On the technical side of programming I've
always been something of a duffer and have
relied on other people for that sort of routine.
This time, unfortunately, nobody seems to have
had any experience of serial interfacing and I've
had to do it all myself. I tried my hand before
starting Stormball to make sure it's possible to
offer a two-machine option and I managed to

traps the puck here and then hits it back. This
seems more sensible than drawing the puck
over the man, which looks odd. I think I'll try it.
In my original implementation a player could
move with the puck once it was in his possession.
One of Tony's first comments was that the player
should be stopped when he took possession and
should have to hit the puck almost immediately.
Now Millennium have decided the player should
move with the puck after all.
I've also had an idea for the name: Strongarm. Jason wants to call it "Puck Off," but this
would immediately label the game as a jokey,
downmarket product. Sometimes an apt name
is obvious from the start and creates no prob
lem, but more often it causes a headache.
Puck Off- can you believe it ? stf
•

Next month in A Game is Born we speak to

Millennium thenselves and look in detail at the

commercial aspects of the game - artwork,
packaging, royalties and so on. Don't miss it!

the overall thrust of the

game, its image and so on.
Fortunately we've been
able to agree on the cor
rect approach, rejecting
notions of a science fiction

future sport with yawny
metallic balls and reptile
spectators. Apart from
being terribly naff, a reptile head is a cop out
because it needs hardly any facial expression.
The appointment of an artist is unfortu
nately well overdue, but we've managed to go
through a number of possibilities for both the
players and also the interleaving sequences
that should help set the scene and give the
game atmosphere.
We talked about all the aspects of the
game apart from the actual "on-the-pitch"
action, and I think we're largely in agreement

to beat his creator"

handles the game itself to make things more
efficient. I've also been bolstering up the rou

ST FORMAT

Its thrust is more like the original idea: there's
the action and excitement of a real-time game,
but at the same time I've emphasised the impor
tance of aiming a shot accurately to earn the
maximum possible score. I've also written a
robust pitch designer, which has helped a great
deal to tie up all the loose ends in the gameplay.
I've had a meeting with Millennium this week
to assess progress and try to plan the way for
ward. Now that Jason Spiller has replaced Tony
[Beckwiss, now with Mirrorsoft] as Project Man
ager I wanted to have a
good chat with him about

"Computerman should

rewrite of the code which

114

Thursday 22 November I'm now happy

with the game. It plays very well and feels right.

believe it?"

•

You - or

rather, your
alter ego in

the game
world, as
visualised

by Millen
nium's

graphic
artist. This

is going to
become

one of your
main playing
sprites in
Stormball -

though there's
still some more
work to do to him

before he's fit to
enter the arena
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FAST TURNAROUND

ATARI REPAIRS

COMPETITIVE PRICES

• Over 10 years experience with Atari computers

• 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal
• Most computers will be turned around in just 24 hours!
• Prices include full service check, overhaul and soak-test

• All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty

• • Simply send your machine along with a £15 diagnostic fee • •
and we will send you a written quote for the cost of repairing your machine, typically £45.00

mmS^

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer:

Simply send or hand deliver your machine to the workshop addressdetailed below, enclosing payment and this advert
and we will do the rest. (If possible, please include a daytime telephone numberand fault description).

.^_

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD

Studio Master House, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds, LU4 8EZ.
Telephone (0582) 491949 (4 lines)

METROPOLIS
P.D.
Over 500 PD progs available including:
ST Writer Elite

• Hundreds of top titlesforAtari ST, Amiga, Amstrad and IBM/P.C.
(3 1/2" discs) systems to reviewwithout obligation,

520FM Discovery

no contracts - no agreements to buy.
* Generous member discounts on all brand new software

£259 Inc. VAT

Mailmerge
Spreadsheets
Sozobon 'C
Utilities, Databases
Demos & Games
LICENSED BUDGIE DEALER

MATRIX SOFTWARE CLUB
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

>HARDWArte

520E Turbo
£359 Inc. VAT

£1000 FREE PRIZE DRAW

Amiga Screen Gems £359
Class of 90's

£499

20 DPI Amiga/ST Mouse £25

Software £2.00 each post free
Hardware add £5 postage
Send £1 for catalogue disc
Cheques and Postal Orders to: J.R.V. P.D.
Box ST20, 38 Howick Park Drive, Penwortham,
Preston. PR1 0LU. Telephone: 0772 727528/748422

In the next six months we are giving away £1000 worth of prizes to suit all tastes -

If you like driving, what about a day rallying - for couch potatoes, a colour T.V. - for
those that like to relax, £200 worth of hotel vouchers.

These are just a fewof the prizes on offereach and every month until June.
NO COST - NO OBLIGATION
To find more about the FABULOUS PRIZES ON OFFER THIS MONTH, HOW TO

WIN THEM, AND THE BENEFITS MATRIX HASTO OFFER TELEPHONE THE
MATRIX PRIZE LINE, 0836 403807* and just listen, ( a pen and paper may be

useful); or,simply send forMatrix membership details enclosing a largeS.A.E. and
stating yourmachine to:- Matrix Leisure Services Dept STF3, Unit 10, Mill Studio
Business Centre, Crane Mead, Ware, Herts SG12 9PY

*Calls cost33p/min cheap,44p/min othertimes(obtain permission from the phone owner)
MATRIX - WORKING FOR MEMBERS

RUTLAND COMPUTER •rst

B-SOFT

SUPPLIES LTD.

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
FOR ALL MODELS OF ATARI ST

30 Buckminster Close,

Melton Mowbray, Leicester, LE13 1ET

Telephone and Fax: 0664 500878

ST WRITER ELITE. The standard word

H02

SPELL CHECKER, WORD

art programme on P.D. Full instructions
included.

H03

COUNTER, VIRUS KILLER, and
other programmes to aid word
processing.
DATABASE, TYPING TUTOR &

processor for the ST withfulldocumentation.

(please ring for our full price list)

'3 1/2"DD disks o9peach O1/4"96TPI disks ZOpeach

SPREADSHEET. All with full
documentation.

H04

3 1/2" HD disks 99p each O 1/4" HD disks nf\3p each
1All disks are certified 100% error free and are complete

with labels & envelopes. Guaranteed on a 1 for 1 basis.

generator.

H01

AT3

AT4

bargain at £2.00
BB1

PROGRAMMABLE DATABASE. Very high
DE1

H06

SUPERB QUALITY SPREADSHEET.
Double sided disk with full manual on disk.

DE2

H08

FIRST WORD, Fully gemed word processor,
with instructions. Also spellchecker + word
counter. Double sided only.
GRAPH PROGRAMME. Input numbers
to create Pie, Bar and Line graphs. Print
direct to desktop or insert in other

GG2

GG4

programmes.

SPECIAL OFFER: PANASONIC KXP 110

BG1

CHESS, MONOPOLY, BACKGAMMON,

RIBBONS £2.20 EACH

BG2

CRIBBAGE, OTHELLO, YAHTZEE,

STORAGE BOXES

BG3

DRAUGHTS, HANGMAN, SOLITAIRE,

AC1

DESKPACK, all in one desktop accessory
includes diary, telephone book,
programmable calculator and much more.
Also REPAIR DISK programme and others.
FOUR DISK COPIERS, Inc F COPY 3,
ALL PRG Versions, FORMATTERS,

GG5

LASERCHESS.
GG6

£4.49
£4.95
£5.95

DALEKS.

50x5 1/4
110x5 1/4
120 x5 1/4

£4.49
£4.95
£5.95

120 x 3 1/2
£6.95 Posso boxes
Banx Boxes to hold 80 x 31/2

£14.95
£9.95

LASER PRODUCTS NOW AVAILABLE

AC3

AD1
AD2

AD3
AD5

Large range of top quality compatible
ribbons in stock. Please ring for prices
Prices include VAT. Carriage £3.50,
Courier £6.00, Overnight £7.50

h\Orders over £100 are sent by courier for only £3.50
Open Mon - Fri 9am - 7pm. Sat 10am - noon.
Collections welcome, please ring first

FLOYD THE DROID. The best ol all arcade

KI1

FRUIT MACHINE AND PAC MAN TYPE

GAMES Very impressive implementatidns.
KID GRAPH, KID GRID, KDl MUSIC, KID
NOTES & KID PIANO.

KI3

KID SKETCH, KID ABC, KID POTATO,
KID STORY.

KI4

SPEAKIT, (speech Synth) VIRUS KILLER,
and many others.
HACK, role playing type adventure classic.
COLOSSAL CAVE. Simply massive
superb text adventure. Best on P.D.
WIZARDS LAIR, great text and graphics

KID SONG and working demo's of
NUMBERGO & NUMBERMAZE,

excellent maths programmes.
KID PUBLISHER, childrens desktop

publisher. Also working demo's of
MAJOR MOTION & FUZZBALL arcade

action, & LINE UP 4, CONNECT 4 type
game.

UNDER BERKWOOD, massive

KI6

graphics/arcade adventure. Excellent.

• Star LC10 Ribbons £2.00

superb graphics and sound.
THE AMAZING UNION DEMO. Very
impressive sound and graphics. Not STE.
HAUNTED HOUSE, PAC MAN TYPE,
GAMES BRIDGIT, SLOT MACHINE.
Another suite ol great arcade games.
VEGAS. Visit a casino, gamble your money
on POKER, ROULETTE, BLACKJACK &
SLOT MACHINES. Great graphics.
PINBALL, DRAWPOKER & WALL
STREET. A stocks & shares trading game.

KI2

adventure.

AT1

BASIC PROGRAMMES & BASIC
LANGUAGE TO RUN THEM.
MARBLES & EXCEPTIONS demo of

action. BLASTER, great sideways scrolling
arade action. Superb disk.

WHEEL OF FORTUNE.

40 x3 1/2
80 x3 1/2
100 x3 1/2

ANI-ST, previously sold as AEGIS
ANIMATOR FOR £80.00. An art animating

programme with full instructions. A

quality database.

H09

PALLETTE MASTER Possibly the best

NEOCHROME ART PROGRAMME AND

PICTURES. Superb art disk with
instructions, and a slide block puzzle

SM3

KID REBUS WRITER. Make phrases
using letter and pictures. Also
FUNFACE working demo.
ACCOMPANIST, Superb midi sequencer,
Henri Kosh latest version.

ALL DISKS £2.00 EACH, INC P&P. S/S & D/S.
OVERSEAS ADD £1.50 TO TOTAL. SEND PAYMENT TO:

B-SOFT, 33 CORSHAM ROAD, CALCOT,
READING, BERKS. RG3 5ZH

TEL: (0734) 416492 CREDIT CARD HOTLINE + ENQUIRIES
~3
SAE FOR FULL DETAILS (STATE MACHINE)
r

I

SAME DAY DESPATCH GUARANTEED

U
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MIDI hints and tips

III II III II III II III llll III II III [| III II

MIDI helpfile sa
After last issue's introduction to the basics ofMIDI, Vic Lennard

tackles the tough stuffand answers allyour thorny MIDI questions
• Quality piano wanted

As a pianist, I want a quality piano as the
master keyboard in my studio and am con
sidering either the Technics PX-66 or the

Roland HP2700. My system is based on a
sequencer on the Atari ST - probably C-

Lab's Notator. Is there anything on the MIDI

section. The D-110 has 255 sounds (called

• I have a fairly substantial MIDI setup which
runs through a Yamaha MJC-8 MIDI patchbay.

"tones") on-board but MIDI can select only up to
128 ofthese, so Roland have a special system

This has eight MIDI Ins and Outs and a "moni
tor" of eight LED's to show when MIDI infor

side to sway me one way or the other?

mation is being received. Whenever the system
is on, these lights are continuously flashing

It would be nice to think that the decision is
purely down to the sound quality, but that would
be naive. There's nothing worse than a MIDI

even though I'm not playing any notes or

problem to remove much of the creative aspect
of composing music.

Such a problem, unfortunately, exists with
the Technics PX-66 - that of lack of Local Con

trol Off. This MIDI function divorces the key
board from the sound-generating circuitry and is
most important when using a keyboard as the
master for the system. It effectively givesyou a
separate keyboard and sound module - there is
no longer local control of the internal sounds.

Consider what would happen otherwise.
Every time you press the keys, internal sounds
play. Let's sayyou record the piano part first on
the sequencer and then play it back with the

When MIDI was initially devised, there was a
great deal of concern regarding stuck notes.
This led to two methods of prevention. One is
ALL NOTES OFF - see last issue's introduc
tion to MIDI. The second is ACTIVE SENSING.

Consequently you can send program
changes on different MIDI channels to change
just one timbre out of up to eight in use. Take

This Is a single byte message - FE hex sent out by a master MIDI device, usuallyevery

A18, A21... A28, then through toA88.
The D-110 also has 64 "patches." Each of

300 milliseconds or less. It effectively says
"I'm still connected to you" to every MIDI slave
note and then disconnect the MIDI Out lead,

change to a new patch. In this way you can set

up the D-l 10 with new parts for each song with

The disconnection could also happen acciden
tallyIfyou changepatchon a MIDI patchbay.

one command.

Not all master devices send out Active

receiving them. Your MJC-8 is registering the
fact that this information is being received.
An interesting aside to this Is that some

to 99 on receipt of MIDI program changes 0 to

still sounding!

- but the problem of hearing the piano sound
every time you playremains.

and an Alesis Midiverb 2. I would like to

and offvia the front panel. It's a lot of use being
told that your keyboard recognises Local off
when you don't use a computer!
C-Lab's Notator offers an auto-off MIDI

channel which gets around the loop problem by
preventing the sequencer from re-sending the
notes on the MIDI channel that you played in on
116 ST FORMAT

same time as choosing a particular timbre or

part on your D-110. Mode 2 selects patches 1

98. Each of these modes responds on one MIDI

supports this command by looking at the MIDI
Implementation chart at the back of the manual,
but be careful - this only shows whether Local
Control can be set on that device by the follow

- where "n" is the MIDI channel. What it won't
show is whether Local Control can be turned on

patch change table of 32 patches which is
called from MIDI program changes Oto 31. This
enables you to select a particular effect at the

software writers send out an Active Sensing

• My disobedient patches

Bn 7A 00 - Local Control Off
Bn 7A 7F - Local Control On

Alesis's Midiverb 2 has two methods for

patch changing. Mode 1 enables you to set up a

byte or two on stopping the sequencer, with
the Intention of shutting off a synth which is

sion on the Technics piano. The Roland HP
series of pianos supports Local Control.
You can usually see whether a MIDI device

ing MIDI commands:

than the lowest being used by a part, then you

the notes are shut off 300 milliseconds later.

which means you hear the note as it is being
The lack of Local Control is a major omis

these is a collection ofeight parts. If you send a

whenever no MIDI Information is flowing from
the master. Consequently, if you should play a

Sensing, so reception by a slave is not manda

played and again as the MIDI information is
transmitted from the sequencer.

care, though, because the timbres are in two

banks, Aand B, numbered like this: All, A12...

program change on the MIDI channel one less

tory. However, once the slave device receives
one FEH byte you can expect It to continue

spirit. You can also end up with a MIDI loop,

channel assigned to it. If you send a program
change on that MIDI channel, the timbre for that
particular part is changed.

intention ofrecording the next part. Hit the keys

and now you can't evenhear the first part!
The only way around this is to keep the vol
ume down and play the piano part last of all,
which is hardly in keeping with the creative

to get around this. A tone and certain program
ming aspects can be saved as a "timbre," and
there are 128 of these. Each part can access
one timbre and can also have a specific MIDI

pressing any pedals. Why?

and you not only get the first part playing back
but also the current part you are playing. To
prevent this, you turn down the volume control -

(called "parts"] in one box with an extra rhythm

GHOSTLY FLASHES

channel which you can set.

It is also possible to patch change your
D-l10 by pressing the voice select buttons on
the DX7. But unfortunately, the Mk 1 transmits
only on MIDI channel 1 - which is a little restric
tive, to say the least!stf

In my current set-up the MIDI gear consists
of a Yamaha DX7 Mk 1, a Roland D-110
use the patch change facilities on these

with my sequencer but am having prob
lems getting them to do what I want.

You have three very different MIDI devices so
let's look at them separately.
The Yamaha DX7 Mk 1 responds to a MIDI
program change on the MIDI channel to which

the synth is set: program changes 0 to 31

GOT THE MIDI BLUES?
Vic Lennard runs the United Kingdom MIDI
Association (UKMA), which publishes MIDI
Monitor, a monthly newsletter free to mem
bers, as indeed is advice on all MIDI matters.
The full service, which Includes the

newsletter and on-line support and advice,
costs £34.50; contact 'em on *r 081 368 3667.

select internal patches 1 to 32. (This happens

If you're not quite so well off but still

because MIDI counts from 0.) If you have a car
tridge plugged in, then program changes 32 to

have problems with MIDI equipment, it is
cheaper to writeto: MIDI Helpfile, STFORMAT,

63 call up the patches 1 to 32 on this cartridge.

30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. Do

The Roland D-110 is a multi-timbral synth.
This means you can treat it as eight synths

numbers and a diagram of your system.

Include allthe necessary infoincluding serial
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THE

1990

ATARI

ST

PRODUCT GUIDE
PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES

FLOPPY

DISK

DRIVES

A

MUST FOR
ALL ATARI
ST OWNERS!

SOFTWARE & BOOKS

J EL
MONITORS

If you own an Atari ST, then you will not want to miss
the FREE Atari ST Product Guide from Silica Shop. This

A±4%*iJLi4dt

48 page, full colour guide is packed with details of
peripherals, accessories, books and software for the
Atari ST range of computers. In fact, the 1990 Atari ST
ART &

Product Guide is the most comprehensive product
handbook available for Atari ST owners. Not only does

iiiin

•v::<-

the Product Guide provide an invaluable source of in
formation to Atari ST computer users, it is available ab
solutely FREE OF CHARGE! Just complete and return
the coupon below for your FREE COPY! In addition
to ALL Atari-hardware, the range of products featured
in the catalogue includes:

JOYSTICKS

GRAPHICS

kJSS

>». up*..

llLfti £2L"S
* n%n

it

PERIPHERALS:
Robotics
Hard Disk Drives
MIDI/Music
Monitors
Printers

Clocks
Emulators
Modems
Mouse controllers
Scanners

Sound Digitisers Sound Samplers
UyHH»M

Floppy Disk Drives
Graphic Tablets
Modulators
Plotters

Scientific Equip
Video Enhancers

ACCESSORIES:

"_L
PRINTERS

Cables
Disk Boxes
Monitor Access
Printer Labels
Stands

Cleaning Kits
Dust Covers
Mouse Access
Printer Paper
Upgrades

Disks
Joysticks
Power Supplies
Printer Ribbons

ST Dedicated

68000 Processor General Computing

BOOKS:
SOFTWARE - ENTERTAINMENT:
Arcade Games
Sport Sims

Compilations
Adventures

Advanced Sims
Board & Strategy

SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY:
DISK

BOXES

PLUS

MUCH

MORE!

SEND FOR YOUR FREE PRODUCT GUIDE!

Art & Graphics
Communications
Education/Childs
Spreadsheets

Accounts
Databases
Music
Utilities

CAD
Desktop Publishing
Programming
Word Processors

n-5at 9.00am-6.00pm

Order Lines Open: Mi

COMPLETE & RETURN

Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:

THE COUPON FOR YOUR

Opening Hours:

STILL MORE!

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent. DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111"*

MAIL ORDER:

LONDON SHOP:

&

RETURN THE COUPON NOW!

No Late NightOpening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

LatB Night: Thursday until8pm

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Tel:

071-580 4000

* No: 071-323 4737

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

BUSINESS/EDUCATION:

Late Night: Friday until7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-308 0888

OrderLines Open: Mon-Fri 9.00am-6.00pm

Closedon Saturdays

Fax No: 081-308 0608

To: Silica Shop, Dept. STFOR-0391-31 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX

11 PLEASE SEND ME A FREE ST PRODUCT GUIDE
OF THE 1990 ATARI ST

I

48page PRODUCT GUIDE

I

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

FROM SILICA SHOP - THE ATARI SPECIALISTS
Silica are the UK's No 1 Atari Specialists. We have been
established for over 12 years, and have an annual turnover
of £10 million. With our experience and expertise, we can
claim to meet our customers requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take
our word for it. Complete and return the coupon for our latest
.free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Service".

SILICA
SHOP

I
| Postcode:

Tel:

I Which computer(s), do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - please return the coupon (or the latest information.

-J

ATARI 5 2 0 ST DEALS
Sli^S ST^™104*,!1^1^ VAT ANU UK DELIVERY. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY. ALL MACHINES ARE CHECKED PRIOR IO

DESPATCH. PLEASE KING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PRICES WILL YOU EVER WANT TO EXPAND YOUR STE'S RAM' ALLOFOUR
ATA!H CT5 COMPUTERS HAVE THE 'PLUG-IN" RAM SOCKETS - OUR PRESENT STOCKS DO NOT REQUIRE A SOLDERED IN RAM UPGRADE UNUKE THE

MACHINES OFFERED BY OTHER MAIL ORDER COMPANIES. OUR PRESENT STOCKS ALSO HAVE THE NEW DMA CHIP SET TTTTED ALLOWING TROUBLE FREE
OPERATION WITH ATARI HARD DISK DRIVES.

512k

1mb

S20STE STANDARD PACK. consists of the computer with
mouse, tv lead, manual and all connecting leadsetc. The StandardPack is supplied C1A.Q ftf\
with NOsoftware.
Ml».ww

2mb

4mb

£375.00 £419.00

£529.00

£369.00 £389.00 £439.00

£549.00

£385.00 £405.00 £459.00

£565.00

£389.00 £409.00 £459.00

£569.00

£365.00 £395.00 £439.00

£555.00

S20STE TURBO, consists of Standard Pack and STOS, Basic, Hyper
Paint H. MusicMaker II, 8 games (Indiana Jones, Impossible Mission II. H.KM, Super
Cycle. Outrun, Dragons Breath, Anarchy & BloodMoney)and a joystick

S20STE BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack and also comes
with K-Word 2 word processor, K-Data database, K- Spread spreadsheet and
Metacomco Basic programming software.

520STE POWER, consists ofStandard Pack and the 20top selling
arcade games listed for the STFM Power Pack (or on the bottom left of this page)
and a joystick

520STE DISCOVERY, consists oftheStandard PackandSTOS,
First Basic, NeoChrome and 4 games (Carrier Command, Space Harrier, Outrun,
Bomb Jack) and a joystick

S20STFM STANDARD PACK, consists ofthe computer with
mouse, tv lead, manual and all connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is supplied
with NO software.

STE RAM KJ rS

£265.00

DIY 1 KIT - 520STE to 1MB

520STFM TENSTAR. consistsof Standard Packand Asterix, Chess

( 2 x 256K cards )

Player 2150. Driving Force, Live + Let Die, Onslaught, Pipemania, FtickDangerous.

£295.00

Rock n Roll, Squeek, Trivial Pursuit liand a joystick

S20STFM DISCOVERY, consists of the Standard Pack and

I ( 2 x 1MB cards )

STOS, First Basic, NeoChrome and 4 games (Carrier Command, Space Harrier,
Outrun, Bomb Jack) and a joystick

£109.00 !

£279.00 DIY 4 KIT - 520/1040 to 4MB:

(4 x1MB cards) £205.00;

S20STFM BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack and also comes
with K-Wbrd 2 word processor, K-Data database, K- Spread spreadsheet and
Metacomco Basic programming software.

£34.99 I

i DIY 2 KIT - 520/1040 to 2MB !

£310.00

All RAM prices include VAT and delivery and come with j
instructions. Please check your STE configuration
before ordering.

REMEMBER: AU PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY and VAT. THERE ARE NO HIDDEN EXTRAS
MIDI SOFTWARE
Ring today for the best prices for all
types of ST MIDI software - are
prices are so cheap, we are not
allowed to print the prices !

All of our blank disks are guaranteed and supplied with
labels. Our 3.5" Unbranded disks are either KAO or

Sony. All disk prices include vat and delivery.
QUANTITY
10
20
30
50

100

mWtil&EhG CUBASE
SjjIJilllsSiQ CtJfiSir&r
iMT'TiiSlTi SOB

UNBRANDED

3.5" DS/DD

.'iSfjlJS IQEIi SMB.

SONY BRANDED
3.5" 2DD

9.50

18.50

26.50

42.50

80.50

.#**•

UNBHANDED

5.25" 360K

6.25

THE ULTIMATE IN DESKTOP PRINTING
THE HEWLETT PACKARD DESKJET 500
* 120 cps in LQ
* 240 cps in Draft
* 75 to 300 dpi
%•«?
Cab
* Optional plug in font cartridges "Otoe,* etc n

* 100 x A4 sheet feeder

inclusive

AS USED BY US TO PRINT THIS ADVERT !

PHILIPS 8833 MKII

£249.00
118 ST FORMAT

Price includes VAT,

delivery and 12

£75.00

Forget-Me-Clock II Card

£24.95

Turbo Pack software

£24.95

Hyper Pack software

£14.95

Discovery Pack software

£34.99

Contriver Fieplacement mouse

£18.95

ST Monitor Switch Box

£14.95

STE Stereo scart lead
STFM standard scart lead

£12.99
£7.95

Atari CX40 Joystick
Joystick/Mouse extension lead
Replacement Mouse lead

'A

£4.95
£4.75
£3.75

PRINTERS
AHof our printers are UK spec. Allof our printers
come with a free cable and have a ful 1 year

w/mm
*®&t
Panasonic

Star LjCIOMono (9-pin)
£155.00
Star LC200 Colour (9-pin) £230.00
Star LC24-200 Mono
Star LC24-200 Colour
Panasonic KXP1124

(24-pin)

£265.00
£295.00

£249.00

Panasonic KXP1624

15" carriage (24-pin)

£399.00

Citizen Swift 24 (24-pin)

£299.00

(DEFT STF), UNIT A, GRAFTON PLACE,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX. BNtl 1QX

for all ST and Amiga owners. With its high
quality picture and stereo sound it really
makes the STE or Amiga perform to it's full.
All 8833 Mkll come with 1 cable free of

Roctec 1 MB External Drive

£249.00
£449.95

BEST PRICES MAIL ORDER

The 8833 Mkll is the perfect colour monitor

charge (options are Atari STFM, Atari STE
or Amiga A500)

£99.99

Philips 8833 MkB Colour Monitor
Megafile 30 Hard Disk

warranty.

£499

' Optional Epson FX emulation

.IL

ST ACCESSORIES
SM124 Mono Monitor

'msm

(0903J 700714 E3
TELESALES 10am till12 midnight

All prices include VAT and UKdelivery unless otherwise stated. All prices / specifications / special otters are
subject to change without notice. Goods usually despatched same day as cleared payment is received.

months on-site

Please make cheques/P.O"s out to BEST PRICES. Mail order only. Thank You.

warranty

ADD £6.50 INC VAT FOR NEXT WORK IMi PAY UK DF.I.IVFJtY, ADD £32.50 /W VAT FOR SATURDAY UK DELIVERY

MUSIC software

§7 *

be the
ultimate
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• Send out SMPTE time codes to audio or

video tape and you're half way to creating
a synchronised video for your song

creator
Want to be a chart success? Have hundreds of
screaming teenagers kicking yourfront door

down? Earn loads ofdosh, change your name
andjoin a Hare Krishna sect? You do? Plug a
synth into your ST, load up Creator and let
Andy Hutchinson explain the rest

• Load in a song and the various tracks,
track names and song information are
displayed on screen. Now click on "play"
and listen to your glorious music
nutmstlon: HBBBMsiH [IHHHOL 7

C-Lab Creator v3.0
MACHINE: 1 MByte ST plus Mono Monitor

PRICE: £299
FROM: SOUND TECHNOLOGY
CONTACT: 0462 480000
•

W a l k into any of the top recording
studios and next to the mixing desk,
the tape units, the synths and the
big comfy chairs you'll see an Atari ST. The
odds are that the software running on the ST
is a C-Lab sequencer. C-Lab's Creator is the
"budget" version of the acclaimed Notator
package, so just what makes it so special?
Control of Creator is primarily by means of
the mouse, although there are keyboard short
cuts to the main functions. All the sophisticated
features are accessed from pull-down menus.
Creator stores musical information as a
series of events. An event is the smallest unit

The Real-Time MIDI Generator enables

you to modify any of the usual 16 MIDI
channels, as the music plays. For
example, you can fade songs in and out
• The Event Editor comprises an Event

list, a Matrix editor and the Hyper Edit
screen - all are editors in their own right

you can control within the program. This may be
a note, or an instruction - adding reverb for
example. A track is a series of such events.
This may, for example, be one particular instru
ment's notes in a song. Tracks are grouped
together in patterns of up to 99. One pattern
can be the introduction, for example, another

the main section, or another the bridge. You
can shuffle, move, rephrase and generally
reshape all these units of sound until you're
happy with them.

RECORDING
AND PLAYBACK
Actually recording musical information from a
MIDI device with Creator is simplicity itself. The
transport functions are arranged just like a tape
recorder. So to lay down a track, you simply
click on the Record icon, wait for the count-in

EAH, BUT WHAT IS A SEQUENCER?
fou've got a flashy new synthesizer, you've got
an ST and you know that you're able to connect
the two together, but you're not sure how. The
answer, gentle reader, is a sequencer. This
amazing piece of software enables you to record
the MIDI - Musical Instrument Digital Interface information your synth spews out while it works.
)nce this data is recorded you can monkey
round with it and then send it back out to the

mth to hear what it sounds like.

Depending upon how sophisticated your
;quencing software is, you can carry out a

issue 20-MARCH-91

plethora of operations on the notes. Thus you
can tart up even the dowdiest tune until it
sounds positively vibrant (well hey, it works
for Rick Astley).
For example, if you play a song out of
time, you can quantize it and the sequencer
aligns the notes with the beat. Hit a bum note
and you can move it to the right place on the
stave. Once you're happy with the finished
song, you can save it to disk, bung it in the
post to a record company and wait for the
offers to start rolling in.

and then start playing in time with the
metronome. When you're finished, you click on
Stop, hit Rewind and then listen to what you
recorded. You can assign these transport con
trols to keys on your MIDI device, so for exam
ple the top octave on your keyboard can control
Record and Playback.
In addition to the standard Record functions

you can also merge into an already recorded
track, either with or without a count in. You can

use a function called Record-Cycle Overdub to
lay notes down on top of each other. If you play
something without recording it and then wish to
ST FORMAT 119

MUSIC software
know what you just played, you can access the
Record buffer. This stores all notes regardless
of whether you're recording or not.

TRACK MODIFICATION
Once a track is in place you can then start
modifying the way it sounds. This is carried out
from the Track parameter menu bar which is
located on the main screen display. Its func
tions include: Looping after a certain point,
Compressing the track, Delaying it, Quantizing
it, or producing a Ghost of it. Loop, Delay and
Compression are fairly self-explanatory, but the
Oesl,

File

Functions

Quantize

miDi

Flags

CHEF TOR

n

Opti ans

3 0

(c

Copy

Edit
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bb wm rum uumi ran can nxji&iiiBuni

Ghost and Quantize functions are more com
plex and need some explanation.

Quantizing places events so they fall on
equal beats - useful for those who can't stay in
time. Ghosting, on the other hand, enables you
to play data from a source track according to

also get the chance to produce your very own
pop videos too. stf

different track playback criteria. You can then

produce arpeggios, delays, choruses and
octave doubling without affecting the root track.
Creator includes a Track Display function

FORMAT RATINGS

called Hyper Edit which shows notes on a matrix

Sound Technology/0462 480000

type display. Each event is represented as a bar.
From here, you can directly change the volume
or place of each of your notes. In addition you
can watch the display in real-time as it plays
back. Functions such as Quantization can be

performed on tracks from this display. What's
more you can use this display as a drum editor,
by assigning a drum sound to each track.
The Matrix editor works on a similar basis

to Hyper Edit. A graphical display of a keyboard
at the bottom of the screen shows notes high
lighted as each event takes place. You can
zoom in or out of each event and perform all the
standard functions with the notes displayed.

SMPTE AND SOFTLINK
• This is the Creator screen on load-up.
All variables are zeroed and the program
is ready for MIDI data entry

audio or video tape. These are used to sync
sound and vision together on tape. Thus with
Creator you don't just get one of the best
sequencing packages in the business - you

Using a piece of add-on hardware called Unitor,
you can transmit SMPTE (Society of Motion Pic

C-Lab CREATOR £299

Features

93%

Very powerful MIDI recording and editingfunctions
Speed

92%

Quantization and other sound transformation .

operations are all extremely fast
Ease of Use
92%
Icons, pull-down menus and keyboard shortcuts
make lifeeasy for the aspiring musician
Results
95%
Depends largely on your musical talent. The soft

ware can transform a tune out of all recognition
FORMAT VALUE
92%
Pricey, but then this is the professional's choice

The Competition
Notatorat £499 also from Sound Technology, or
Steinberg's Cubase (£550) and Pro 24 (£199.99)
from Evenlode Soundworks

ture and Television Engineers) time codes to

THOSE MUSICAL MENU BAR FUNCTIONS
All the main functions, plus many extra ones, are available from the
menu bar. Thus you can interact with the program in a manner that's

Desk
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•Roland

HI-TECH SEQUENCING SERVICES

Roland CM products currently all in stock.
CM32LA
CM32 PCM
CM64

}

An inexpensive way to bring music
to your computer is with the
yamaha PSS590 Keyboard at only

Sound modules

£149.99

PC200 Midi Keyboard
CN200 Midi Music Entry Pad

For those of you who already own
a keyboard try the incredible EVSI
expander at only £299.99 for
improved sound quality.

CP40 Pitch to Midi Converter

CF10 Midi Mixing Controller

Bell

WIDE RANGE OF MIDI EQUIPMENT IN STOCK, PLEASE
PHONE FOR HELPFUL ADVICE. PRICES FROM £99.00

For all your musical
requirements

3 Roman Square, Sittingbourne, Kent, ME 10 4BJ

Tel: (0795)425931

The UKs ONLY PD library dedicated to music
production on the Atari ST
We can sequence and • Comprehensive range of
arrange any musical score to
sequencers - operational &
replay via midi to your
demo's
synth/expander module
• Editor - librarians for most
leading synths
e.g. Notator, Cubase
• Huge range of voices for all
(Standard midi-file format)
leading synths

Selection of popular & classical pieces in
existing library

ST MUSIC MATRIX
MIDI DISK MAGAZINE FOR THE ATARI ST

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

+ HI-TECH PD LIBRARY

TO AID THE ST MUSICIAN TO UNDERSTAND

PURPOSE

AND WORK WITH MIDI.

PHILOSOPHY

TO AIM TOWARD NEW HORIZONS FOR MIDI MUSICIANS

Blank disks & labels available

Educational by design. Covering every aspect of the MIDI and MUSIC data available
for the ST computer. Each Issue has tiles with Synth Editors, New Voices, News, Reviews.
MIDI & MUSIC tutorials. Complete WORKING sequencers. (1&7). Along with these
extensive

files

each

issue

includes

MFS

SEQUENCES.

You

become

the

Send S.A.E. for catalogue or
£2.00 for disk catalogue to:

ARRANGER/PRODUCER of the music. E.g. Eroico Passage (Issue 5). ALGORITHMIC MUSIC
GENERATORS - MIDI Demos, MIDI Software written in Basic. Series starting from scratch
WITH EXAMPLE MIDI PROGRAMS in ST. FAST, GFA, POWER. HISOFT and STOS Basics also
TEACHING MIDI in 68000 Assembler. (Issue 5) ISSUE 7 NEW 16-TRAK SEQUENCER which

supports MIDI THRU and EDITING, a KAWAI Kl Editor with new voice banks and KORG Ml
DEFAULT VOICES. ISSUE 8 now has full working Kl Editor, 50 New Korg Mi Voices, ond 32
New Kawai Kl Voices. ISSUE 9 has NEW ROLAND D10 EDITOR with all functions enabled
and Voice Databank software. Also 2 Banks of 64 Voices for the ROLAND D5. ISSUE 10

has a KAWAI K4 EDITOR Demo and Samples for Replay 4 with editing software. New MIDI

DATABASE DISK RELEASE - Our P/D MIDI listing has been updated. - Send just £2 for our
latest list plus Matrix extracts on disk. NEW 500 VOICES FOR KORG Ml £30.
NEW: 500 + voices for KAWAI Kl/r/m only £30.00
The MUSIC MATRIX costs £10 per issue OR any 4 issues for £35

sbsmh
visa

ALL PRICES AREINCLUSIVE OFVAT, P8.P AND 1StCLASS MAIL DELIVERY

HTSS

20 South Lane, Shelf,
Halifax, W. Yorks, HX3 7PN

^^^

Tel: 0274 606205

Available only from The Music Matrix, 14 Main St, East Wemyss, Fife KYI 4RU
Phone 0592 714887 - 24 HRS - OR PRESTEL mbx 21 - 9999 - 427

LIVE
IN LEEDS? WE HAVE MOVED!
Our regular customers know we offer unbeatable advice, service and deals on all things Atari. NOW in our new
City-Centre Superstore, we offer even more! If you thought all computer stores were the same, then visit us WE KNOW YOU'LL BE IMPRESSED!

HARDWARE SUPER DEALS
520 STFM
520 STE Turbo
520 STE 1.2 or 4

meg upgrades

1040 STE Extra +
mono Monitor
Portfolio

Lynx

SOFTWARE

£279.00 Miditech Hard Drives
£350.00
48 meg
£459.00
Cumana CSA 354
£78.00
GREAT Roctec Drive
£69.00
DEALS!! Internal Replacement
Drive
£59.00

Philips 8833 MK 11 ...£239.00
£539.00 AV 7300 Tuner
£185.00 At Speed
£159.00 VidiST

£69.00

£199.00
£95.00

Plus loads more stuff - Call for prices!

Colour upgrade for above

Canon BJ10E Bubble Jet - Laser Quality
Atari Laser Printer

MIDITECH

Timeworks DTP
1st Word Plus

MegaPaint
Cyber Series
Easy Draw

£68.99 Neo Desk
£58.99 Dev Pac

£35.00
£49.00

STOS Compiler

£89.00 Compo Products .
In Stock Sage
£25.00 System 3
£25.00 Digicalc
£17.49 Mavis Beacon

Lattice CV5
HiSoft Basic

£119.00 Palestream
£59.00 K Graph 3

STOS

Call
....In Stock
£39.00

£32.00
£24.99

£149.00
£39.00

MUSIC

PRINTERS AND SCANNERS
StarLCIO
Star LC10 II
Star LC200 Colour
Star LC24 200
Star LC24 200 Colour
Citizen Swift 24

OVER 500 PRODUCTIVITY TITLES IN STOCK

£159.00
£189.00
£209.00
£259.00
£299.00
£299.00

£34.00

£329.00
CALL

We are one of the U.K.'s TOP COMPUTER MUSIC

DEALERS and stock not only software but keyboards
too! Call in for advice or drop in for a demo.
Best prices guaranteed!!
Allpricescorrect at going topress. Allpricesinclude VAT andpostage (COURIER
£6). Cheques made payable to MIDITECH. Allgoods checked beforedeparture.

We are open Mon-Sat, 9.30-6
Est 1988.

* 54, The Balcony, Merrion Centre, Leeds 2 *
Tel (0532) 446520
ACCESS AND VISA WELCOME
ST FORMAT 121
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WeSerue

"\

of Hampshire
Best for service

45 Provost Graham Avenue

Hazlehead, Aberdeen, AB1 8HB

Tel (0224) 312756

LC10 Mono

Star

£149.00 (£129.56 +VAT)
LC200 Colour
£205.00 (£178.26 +VAT)
(with Cable & Paper)

LC10 ribbon £4.60 inc.
Black ribbon E6.32 inc.
Colour ribbon £12.65 inc.

We

Starl_C2410
(24 pin) with cable & paper
£199.00 (£173.04 +VAT)

Panasonic KXP1180

Star LC24-200

with cable & paper
£152.00 (£132.17 +VAT)

(24 pin) with cable & paper
£245.00 (£213.04 +VAT)

Panasonic KXP1123

Star LC24 200 Col
with cable and paper
£285.00 (£247.83 + VAT)

(24 Pin) with cable & paper
£205.00 (£178.26 +VAT)
520 STFM Power Pack
(20 games)
£289.00 inc VAT

520 STFM Turbo Pack
(8 games)

with cable and paper

£273.00 inc VAT

£189.00 (£164.35 +VAT)

LOW ST PRICES

Swift 24 Mono

Inc. VAT

£282.00
£259.00

520 STE 512K RAM
520 STE +1M Ram
520 STE +2M Ram
520 STE +4M Ram
1040 STE

£345.00
£365.00
£415.00
£499.00
£429.00

£9.50
£6.90
£2.95

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)

£4.95

Trackerball for ST
£49.00
Atari mouse
£23.00
Full range of joysticks £4.99 to £13.95

Software etc.
Inc VAT

ST Basic Tutorial Book

£4.60

Flight Simulator II

£29.95

1st Word Plus
NeoDesk3
PC. Ditto

£55.00
£32.00
£62.00

Superbase Personal

£45.00

Personal Finance Manager ...£24.95
Timeworks DTP by GST
£69.00
Flexidump LC10 Colour
£28.00
Fun School 3 (all versions)....£19.90

Organiser by Triangle
Chase HQ

£9.95
£14.50

Phone for ST Software catalogue.

Many titles inc. Educational.

orders

COURIER
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

2 Meg-£175

Epson LX400

• REPAIRS - Phone for details

with cable and paper
£144.90 (£126.00 +VAT)

PLEASE

PHONE

TERMS: Please specify exact requirementswhen orderingmemory. Strictly payment with order.
Allproducts fitted by us guaranteed for 3 months against defective parts or workmanship

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES

with ST cable

49 Parish Lane, Penge, London SE20 7LJ

£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT)

^J 081-659 2851

£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT)

L.A.P.D.

with ST cable

£99.00 (£86.07 + VAT)

QUALITY P.D. FOR THE ATARI ST.

Cumana CSA354
£69.00 (£60.00 + VAT)

80L.ee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys. DE7 7HN
All disks only £1.50 S/S or D/S

1M Drive Internal

Same day service. Quality virus free disks.
P+P 50p on orders under £5.00. Free on orders above that.

External 1M Drive

£57.50 (£50.00 + VAT)

Here are just a few disks from our comprehensive catalogue:
LAD 141: THE IMMORTALS DISK - some excellent utilities and also the latest

DISKETTES

version of the Shadows DIY Demo. D/S.

SONY branded

(100% certified error free)
Inc VAT

10 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

£7.50
£31.62

100 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

£59.80

1k 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

£529.00

LAD 138: AR*E WIPE - toilet humour, a mock ad for toilet paper, with digitised
sounds, (warning, contains bad language) D/S.
LAD 154: CWM TOWERS MUSIC - a disk full of interrupt music, (this compilation
made up specifically for us ) S/S.
LAD 179

WALKER II - 1 Meg version, excellent. D/S.

LAD
LAG
LAM
LAM

DRAGONS LAIR -1/2 Meg D/S version with amazing graphics and speech.
STUMPED - Cricket game, very popular. S/S.
POOLS PREDICTOR - can you afford NOT to try it? S/S.
CHILDRENS EDUCATIONAL DISK- 4 childrens games to help them
learn as they play, Alphabet, Maths Test, Etc. S/S.
GENEOLOGY - Two excellent programs on one disk to help those
researching their family history. S/S.
DELIRIOUS III by MCA, super stereo STE demo. D/S.
DDST - experience monsters and mayhem as you journey into the bowels of
the earth, D & D type game. S/S.

40:
53:
32:
28:

DISKETTES

LAM26:

(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)

LAD 181
LAG 4:

Inc VAT

10
50
100
250
1k

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD

135tpi
135tpi
135tpi
135tpi
135tpi

£5.95
£19.90
£37.49
£83.38
£322.00

50x 3.5" Disk Box with lock...£5.95
100x 3.5" Disk Box with lock...£7.50

Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 6 years. We are closed Saturday afternoons.

CAREBEARS CUDDLY DEMO - still classic, D/S NOT STE.

GAMES COMPILATION - 13 super games on one D/S disk.
COATES UTILITIES - a handy disk full of good utilities by
Stuart Coates. D/S.

LAM 19: AIR WARRIOR - Flight Simulator with World War II aircraft. S/S.
LAD 177: SKID ROW - (2 disks £3.00) 24 screen demo with 'Dungeon Master'
style walk round alleyways to find them. 1 Meg.
LAM 20: GCSE STUDY AIDS - Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry & Proportions. D/S.
LAW2:
EASY TEXT DEMO - latest version D/S for 9 and 24 pin printers.
LAD 64: KYLIE - super sampled Locomotion. D/S.

LAX 7:

WHAT THE BUTLER SAW - slideshow with pics as per the end of the pier

LAX 9:
LAX 10

CENTREFOLDS: D/S.

machines that are no longer around. D/S.
LAX 11:

Postage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)
STF Dept

MADONNA - the pics she wasn't too happy about. S/S.
MARIA WHITTAKERS CHRISTMAS BOX: digi pics. D/S.

Send £1.00 for a copy of our latest disk catalogue and we'll include a couple
of free games (adventure & arcade). Or send a blank disk and SAE and we'll
send you a catalogue by return. Don't be put off by other disk based
catalogues you may have seen, ours is user friendly. (Please quote STF3)
NOTE..Our catalogue disk now includes the Universal Picture Demo!

40-42 West Street,
Portchester, Hants.
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354

LAD 5:
LAG 37:
LAU14:

THE FOLLOWING DISKS STRICTLY AVAILABLE TO OVER 18s ONLY:

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
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[telephone

512K-£40

Phone for our 40 page catalogue

Larger items delivered
by Securicor

card

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

UleSerue

credit

512K-E40

Atari SM124

ST Monitor plug to free end

Only £3.50 per issue

catalogue is well in excess of 300 pages, it
has become necessary to put it on disk.
VISA
Send a blank disk for a free copy or 80p
and we'll supply the disk.
Payment by Cheque/PO made
Floppyshop is currently the largest
payable to Floppyshop or using your

with cable and paper
£275.00 (£239.13 +VAT)

Inc VAT

ST Printer lead
Mouse Pocket

Regularly!

look at 5 top educational packages, hard
disk back up and the latest full colour
upgrade to Vidi ST. In addition we review

2 Meg-£175

Accessories

ST Dust Covers
£4.60
Mouse Mat
£4.95
ST to ST Serial lead
£10.95
ST Mono Monitor lead
£7.80
ST RGB Monitor lead
£9.95
STE Stereo RGB Monitor lead ...£10.95

grarraa:
lmujuj

• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)

Philips CM8833 Mk2

£4.60
£5.75

largest

Get

STUFFED 9 is out now. This issue takes a

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!

0.5 Simm ram upgrade
£35.00
1-2M Simm ram upgrade
£69.00
0.5-2M Simm ram upgrade....£99.00
0.5-4M Simm ram upgrade..£195.00

Joystick/Mouse extension
4 Player Adaptor

the

program and would like to place it in the
Public Domain, please contact us for
details of our generous offers to authors.

2,100 disks and this is growing daily. PD
disks cost £2.75 each and you can choose 2 a number of the latest software and
free with every ten you order. We also hardware releases and there's all our
stock the entire range of Budgie UK regular features. STUFFED is fully
Licenseware. Please see catalogue for compatible with ALL colour ST (even the
prices of these. We offer the FASTEST STE!). Get STUFFED regularly!

Atari SM1224
Inc VAT

of

source of new Public Domain Software

Swift 9 Mono

ST SIMMS

one

service in Britain! Due to the fact that our

Citizen 120D+
with cable and paper
£125.00 (£108.70 +VAT)

520 STFM Super Pack
520 STFM Discovery pack

have

collections of Public Domain Software
available. At the last count we had over

with cable & paper
£142.00 (£123.48 +VAT)

Panasonic KXP1081

in Britain. If you've written a top quality

fioppgshop

J

JOIN OUR GROWING BAND OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
TRY US TODAY!

UTILITY review

galore

font
Tim Anderson ^

^ J

explains how
to use Fontkit

to liven up Timeworks
DTP, Calamus and
other GDOS programs

HOW TO GET A FONT INTO TIMEWORKS DTP
| It's all very well having

should be named Q1GILB28.FNT. Change the

these lovely fonts, but how
do you make use of them?

point size to 28 and the resolution to 180 x 180
dpi. Click on "OK" - and we're off!

•1 Here's how you convert and
install a PD Macintosh font, like the one
supplied with Fontkit, into Timeworks DTP.

Have a look at the scaled font. It looks

Fontkit Plus 3
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £19.95
FROM: THE ST CLUB
CONTACT: (0602) 410241
A r e you familiar with Timeworks DTP,
Hyperpaint, Degas Elite, EasyDraw, or
even Superbase Professional? If so,
then you already use GDOS without even know

ing it. Many programs use Atari's system for
handling multiple fonts - the modern desktop
publishing term for what used to be called type
faces. Indeed, it's hard to avoid GDOS if you use
the ST seriously, and although it's downright
awkward to use, GDOS is capable of producing
excellent results. You can vastly improve pro
grams like Timeworks DTP if you can do some
thing about the dull fonts which are supplied
with it. Fontkit Plus 3, a genuine bargain at
£19.95, does the job nicely.
Fontkit is a font designer - a specialised
drawing program, complete with pens, shapes,
block tools, rotate and mirror options, and even
Bezier curves. It's an excellent program, though
you could still find Fontkit a bit daunting. Pro
grammer Jeremy Hughes certainly knows a
thing or two about font design and the ST for
that matter, but the manual is terribly serious

©Using the "import" option, load the font
called GILSH.MAC into Fontkit. It then

converts Mac fonts by running a program
called MAC2GEM. On a 520ST, you may need to
run this separately. GILSH.MAC - or GILBERT
SHENTON - is a merry upper case font emi
nently suitable for light-hearted headings.

quite decent - not much touching up is
needed. Even the "Clang! Honk! Tweet!" char
acter is quite readable. It's always a good idea
to print out the font using "Print Font" from the
"Options" menu and see how it looks on paper.

PRRflrtETERS (H1GILB72.FHT3

GDOS needs a screen font as well as a

printer font. Save the printer font to disk
and then rescale the font to a 28 point, 80 x 80
dpi size, using the name H2GILB28.FNT. The
result is adequate - for Timeworks, it doesn't

Using the "Global" menu, check the

matter too much if the screen font doesn't look

details of the font under "Information"

great; it's the printer font that counts.

and "Parameters" - in particular: Resolution,
72 x 72 dpi; ID Number, 208; Point size, 72pt
and Cell height, 69.

1
m

:;:| FONT AND POINT SIZE for HEADLINE
FONT
Swiss
Dutch
Rockface

NSSISSa1,

SIZE

j
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hi
'

mm

DEFBhTJKLMl

Drtiry Lane Caps
Bullets

defghijklnrl
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Centurg italic
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and technical. And on the disks you find ^ Point size

:

2B_

Resolution (h x h) : ISO x 1B0J

WHAT IS GDOS?
GDOS stands for Graphics Device Operating
System. It's an official Atari program which
can't be bought on its own - but it comes
free with any commercial programs that

' This is the difficult part. If you have a 24
pin printer, you need a font at 180 x 180
dpi (that's dots per inch). To get the least dis

tortion when scaling the font, juggle with the

make use of it, and there's a lot of those.

point size and resolution so that the new font

The number of GDOS fonts you can load
at once is limited by available memory. If you

matches the old more or less dot for dot. A

don't install a new font, edit ASSIGN.SYS,
switching off the fonts you don't use by
placing a semi-colon at the beginning of the
lines containing their filenames.
GDOS reads ASSIGN.SYS only at bootup time, so you must re-boot to install any
changes you have made. ASSIGN.SYS must
be in the root directory of the boot disk - that
is, not in any folders - to take effect.
There's a handy introduction to GDOS
available in the Public Domain - the ST Club

(ir 0602 410241) have it on disk WPR 48.

issue 20-MARCH-91

good tip, with 24 pin fonts, is that cell height
is equal to 2.5 times point size. (With a 9 pin
font, the multiple is 2.0, for a font at 120 x 144
dpi.) The cell height of GILSH.MAC is 69,
which is very nearly 2.5 x 28. Therefore, it
should rescale nicely to a 28 point font at 180
x 180 dpi. Okay - you can relax now.
Assuming that you haven't suffered from
an acute overdose of mathematics, use the
"Scale Font" option from the "Global" menu
and enter the relevant values for the new font.

Following Fontkit convention, the new font

The new font needs a unique ID number,
which for Timeworks must be no greater
than 126. Load your new fonts, change the ID
number using "Parameters," and save them.
The fonts supplied with Timeworks have ID
numbers between 2 and 90, so choose a higher
number. Now to get the font into Timeworks.
First, copy the new fonts into the GEMSYS
folder in your Timeworks set-up. Then, edit
ASSIGN.SYS (using "Program" mode in your
WP), adding the new font names as the last
screen font and the last printer font respec
tively. With Timeworks you must list the fonts
in ascending order of ID number. Re-boot the
computer; run FONTWID.APP to tell Time-

works about the new font widths; and hey
presto! You have a new font in the Timeworks
font menu. The same GDOS set-up should
work fine with Easy Draw, Hyperpaint, and oth
ers, although some, Degas Elite for example,
may be more fussy.

ST FORMAT 123
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^s»- not one buta whole collection offont pro

JARGONBUSTING
Bitmapped fonts:
GDOS uses this kind of font, where each
character is defined as an image, stored
pixel by pixel in the font file.

Leading:
Pronounced "ledding." The traditional type
setting term for the distance between lines

of type, also measured in Points.

Outlined (vector) fonts:
Outlined

or

vector

fonts

are

stored

as

shapes and converted to bitmaps only at
print time. The result is smaller font files
and total flexibility over typesize.
Pitch:
The number of characters per inch. This is

relevant only with monospaced fonts (where
each character has the same width). See
Proportional Spacing.
Point size:
A unit of size used in typesetting. There are
72 points to an inch. This line is set in 7point type, the words "Point size" in 9-point.

Proportional Spacing:
The opposite of monospacing. Each charac
ter has a different width: for example, an "I"
takes less space on the page than a "w."

Resolution:
The number of dots per inch (dpi) used to
make up each character. Professional type
setting machines generally run at 1,200 x
1,200 dpi, laser printers at about 300 dpi.

grams and utilities, along with a bewildering vari
ety of fonts in different formats.
Font design is a lot easier using Fontkit than
it used to be, but it should not be taken lightly a typical character in a 12-point font intended
for a 24-pin dot matrix printer draws on a grid of
between 400 and 600 dots. Multiply that by the
80 or so characters needed for a basic charac

ter set, and you can see that a lot of finely
detailed work is involved. And quite apart from
the sheer magnitude of the task, designing a

a result,

hundreds of Public Domain fonts

become available for you to use with your Timeworks DTP or other GDOS programs. (See the
box on page 123 for how to install them.)
Fontkitis also a dab hand with printer fonts.
You can download fonts into a printer's RAM so
that ordinary word processors can use them
without fussing about with GDOS. It's a lot faster
to print that way, but doesn't have the flexibility
over size and layout which GDOS printing offers.
Jeremy Hughes and the ST Club supply
some excellent fonts with Fontkit. There are very
impressive versions of Century and Century
Italic which to my mind are far more attractive
and readable than any of the fonts supplied with

Atari ST/E Packs

Atari 520ST-FMDiscovery Pack

£269.00

Atari 520ST-E Turbo Pack

£359.00

Screen Gems 1 Meg

£389.00

Atari 1040ST-E Extra Pack

£439.00

Screen Gems A501

£417.00

Atari Lynx

Commodore A590 Hard Disk.£269.00
£29.99

£159.00
Atari Megafile 30 Meg Hard Drive..£434.00
Atari Megafile 44 Meg Hard Drive..£794.00
Atari Mcgfile 60 Meg Hard Drive.£584.00
Atari Mouse

Atari VCS consoles

around with Fontkit and Timeworks DTP is a lot

of fun and very worthwhile, stf
Timeworks DTP is £99.95 from Electric

FORMAT RATINGS
FONTKIT PLUS 3/E19.95
ST Club/0602 410241
Features

Speed
79%
Excellent, although slower in processing large fonts
Ease of Use
Results
FORMAT VALUE

The Competition
For the price - none. Fontz (£24.95 from Neoconcept t 0895 444433) is not as good, and while
Font Designer (£60 from PCG* 0229 836957)
offers vector fonts it requires expensive add-ons
which bump up the price quite considerably

PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES

£239.00

Commodore 1084S

£249.00

Atari SM 124 Monitor
Contriver Mouse

£109.99
£22.49

We also stock a wide variety of
consumables and printer ribbons,
leads etc. Call for availability.

MAIL ORDER
24 Hour Order Line
ORDER BY TELEPHONE QUOTING
YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER.

OR IF

PAYING BY CHEQUE PLEASE MAKE
PAYABLE TO: MICRO SHOP AND SEND
TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS.

rxuxruxruvrt.

31, PILTON PLACE (STF 18)

£5.99
£13.99
£25.99
£47.99
£79.99
£115.99
£149.99
£179.99
£349.99
£7.99
£13.99

All disks carry a lifetime guarantee

All prices include V.A.T. Please allow 6 days for delivery.
Full range of IBM PC & Compatible Hardware at low prices.
124
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EARN!

£22.59

DISKS
3.5 INCH BULK DISKS
SONY / VERBATIM
100% Error free, 135 TPI
10s
25s
50s
100s
200s
300s
400s
500s
1000
Disk Labels 500
Disk Labels 1000

AST

from £36.99

£289.00

Philips CM8833

90%

A true bargain

HOME BASED BUSINESS
This may be the most important move you willever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch". Anyone in the
country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively short period of time just
by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than playing games. The benefits
are many and varied. Full or part time. For FREE details send S.A.E. to:

KING AND QUEEN STREET,
WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR

Feed Your ST!

£1378.00
£135.00

CITIZEN SWIFT-24

88%

Amazing performance - especially with Timeworks

Yes making money with your ST becomes incidental when you know how. Your
micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is irrelevant. Make the
initial effort NOW by starting your own

£159.00
£189.00
£225.00
£214.00
£259.00
£305.00

STAR LASER 811
CITIZEN 120D

83%

Takes getting used to, but after that you zip along

PRINTERS
STAR LClOMono
STAR 1X10 II
STARLC24-10
STAR LC200 Mono/Colour
STAR L.C24-200
STAR LC24-200 Colour

94%

Has all you need to create and adapt fonts

MAKE YOUR

£359.00

Commodore]352 mouse

effort. In fact, it's not unusual to have fonts of
this quality selling on their own for more than
the asking price of the Fontkit package! Messing

Distribution - 0480 496666

£349.00

£529.00
£69.99

loadable font formats, although you can convert
and rescale it into GEM format with a bit of

•

A500 Basic
Screen Gems

Class of the 90's
Cumana external disk drive

with Fontkit as well - the former comes in down

spacing or angle, and your lovingly crafted font
looks a right mess.
Fortunately, you can also use Fontkit for
converting and touching up fonts, and this is
what most people use it for. It accepts fonts
from Calamus, Signum, Macintosh or old-style
Degas format, and enables you to edit and
rescale them as you wish. You can also rescale
and edit GEM fonts (the kind used by GDOS). As

17 Albert Road, Barnoldswick, Lanes, BB8 5AA
TeL: (0282) 816726 Fax: (0282) 817008

Class of the 90's (First Steps).£529.00

aren't at all attractive. There are excellent ver

sions of Bookman and Bookman Italic supplied

font is skilled work. A few small errors of

Micro Shop
Commodore Amiga A500 Packs

Timeworks DTP. For a professional appearance,
a genuine italic font is essential - sloped fonts

m

MEMORY UPGRADES

4 Megabyte ste upgrade kit
2 Megabyte ste upgrade kit
512k TO 1024k STE UPGRADE

ES
£140*
£75*
£30.00

sipp or simm available

16 256k x 1 stfm dram chips
Fitting Kit for above
16x1 Mega Bit chips

£32.00
£3.00
£96

STE DMA FK TO STOP CORRUPTION PROBLEMS

£25.00

ST MOUSE SWITCHES

30p

"Including trade-in of £15 for512Kexistingmemory
Eachkitcomes c/w illustrated instructions + FREEmulti-tasking software
Trade enquiries/enquiries forMac/PC/Sun/Arc upgradeswelcome

HOW TO ORDER
Prices exclude VAT.
Add £1.30 P&P to orders
under £5.
Please call before

sending your computer

Telephone enquiries: 081-777 0751
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to:
HCS

35 HARTLAND WAY, SHIRLEY, CROYDON, CR0 8RJ
Goods normally despatched within 2 days of receipt.
Trade-in paid as a refund
issue 20-MARCH-9I

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ

mmm

Upgrades Available Upto A Realistic 4 Megabytes!

ST Format "The very best ram upgrade
boards on the market"

Easy To Install
Upgrading the memory of your Atari ST has
never been easier using Third Coast's range of
memory upgrade boards. We have plug in
upgrade boards to take your machine upto a
realistic 4 Megabytes so you get no more out of

memory headaches. Third Coast's range of
memory expansion boards take around 1/2 an
hour to install and come supplied with full
fitting instructions for all revisions of Atari's. If

you should get into any difficulty fitting any of
our memory upgrade boards are technical staff
will give you any assistance you need over the

telephone. Third Coast's memory upgrade
boards are fitted by plugging a socket over the
MMU chip and the Video shifter chip and
require no soldering whatsoever.

Expansion Policy To 4MB
With Third Coast's 1/2 megabyte plug in board

1/2 megabyte plug in board Atari ST User September 1990

for Atari's with and without surface mount

"Features-Excellent

MMU chips we offer an expansion policy to
4MB. What this entails is, if you purchase a 1/2
megabyte expansion board from us and you
decide you need either 2.5 megabytes or 4

Ease Of Use-Good"

megabytes. Return the board to us and we will

discount you the price tou paid for the 1/2
megabyte board off the current price of the 2.5
megabyte or the 4 megabyte board. You are not
left with 16 useless chips like the solution
offered by offers but merely a cost effective
simple way of upgrading your machine to 1
megabyte, 2.5 megabytes and eventually to a
full 4 megabytes.

Expansion Options
If you have a 520STM, 520STFM or even a

fc*^

520STFM with surface mount MMU chip we
have the solution to take your machine upto 1
megabyte with the expansion policy to 4
megabytes as described above. Third Coast also
offer expansion to 2.5 and 4 megabytes for
520ST owners. For 1040ST and Mega 1 owners

we have an expansion board to take your
machine upto 2 megabytes, 2.5 megabytes and
4 megabytes. For Mega 2 owners we offer a plug
in board to take your machine to 4 megabytes.

Z-Ram 4MB expansion board Atari ST User July 1990
"Features-Excellent

Ease Of Use-Good "

Fully Compatible

Pricing

Third Coast's range of expansion boards are all
auto configuring and compatible with all

520ST-1040 Ram Upgrade Kit Requires Soldering. . .£49.99

RFI Interferance

520ST-1040 Plug In Board Socketed MMU Chip. . . £79.99

All Third Coast's ram upgrade boards fit
under the RFI shielding so that you get no
interferance on your screen.

software for the Atari ST.

Warranty
All memory expansion boards carry a full 12
months warranty and free 12 months telephone
support.

520ST-1040 Plug In Board Surface Mount MMU. . . .£94.99

520ST-2.5MB Plug In Board Expandable to 4MB . .£189.99
520ST-4MB Plug In Solderless ExpansionBoard. . . £324.99

1040ST-2MB Board Requires Minor Soldering . . . . £169.99

Software

1040ST-2.5MB Plug In Board Expandable to 4Ma . £189.99

All Third Coast ram upgrades come supplied
with a ram checker which checks every chip on

1040ST-4MB Plug In Solderiess Expansion Board. . £324.99

the upgrade so you know if you have fitted the

Mega 1-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board. . £324.99

upgrade correcdey. Also included is a ram

For more information on any of Third Coast's

products please return the form below to the
address listed at the top of the page.
Name;

Address:

Mega 2-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board. . £189.99

disk, print spooler and several other useful
public domain utilities.

520-1040 Plug In Board Unpopulated

1MB Internal Floppy And Upgrade

(takes4 256*4 Drams)

For those Atari owners who have a machine

1040-2MB Unpopulated Board(32 256*1 Drams) . . £69.99

with 1/2MB drive and memory we offer a 1MB
internal drive and a 1/2MB soldering upgrade
kit for the special price of £99.99

4MB Board Unpopulated (16 or 32 megabit Drams). . £69.99

Postcode:

£49.99

Tel:

Interests:

Please Make Cheques/Postal Orders Paybaule To
Third Coast Technologies Ltd. We Also Accept
Access And Visa Over The Telephone.

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
FROM MJC SUPPLIES
Naksha Upgrade Mouse

SPECIALS

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

280 dpi replacement mouse

MJC Price £27.95

NEW!! PROTEXT version 5

DISCS
UNBRANDED 3.5" DSDD DISCS
10

£6.95

20

£13.00

SONY BRAND MF 2DD 3.5" DISCS
10

£9.95

20

£18.95

GRAPHICS & PRESENTATIONS

Timeworks Desktop Publisher..59.95
Timeworks DTP Tutor

24.95

NEW!! PROTEXT version 4.3

Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2
Mini Office Graphs

36.95
59.95
15.95

For 512k machines, now benefits from

Deluxe Paint
Canvas

44.95
10.95

Degas Elite
Spectrum 512
CyberStudio
Cyber Paint

19.95
21.95
39.95
39.95

colours.

RRP £19.95

our price £15.95

the pull-down menus and some other
features of version 5.

NEW!! ROMBO RGB SPLITTER

still only £64.95
PRODATA

Splits a composite colour video signal
into separate Red, Green and Blue for

Amor's database has excellent data

use with Vidi-Chrome.

layout facilities, includinga wide range of
printer effects, 10 indexes per data file,

MJC PRICE £59.95

and uses many of Protext's editing
commands.

TIMEWORKS DTP PROGRAM

VIDI-ST

Still a very fast, non-GEM wp package,
The best value video digitiser available
but now benefits from pull-down menus
for the ST. Grabs mono images in 16
and better mouse control (although all
shades from any domestic VCR with a
current key press commands are still
composite video output can be saved as
available), holds up to 36 documents in
NEO or Degas files for use with other
memory newspaper style columns, new
graphic or D.T.P. software
Collins dictionary, new file selector. Still
RRP £99.95
our price £79.95
the best wp for using your printers fonts
and effects, rather than waiting for
NEW!! VIDI-CHROME
'graphic font' print outs.
Colour software upgrade for VIDI. Uses
1Mb required
RRP £149.95
our price £99.95 video camera and Red. Green and Blue
filters (supplied), to digitise in 512

RRP £79.95

our price £55.95

Power Supply for Splitter
Splitter to ST adaptor

£4.95
£4.95

STOS - THE GAME CREATOR

MJC PRO-PACKS!!

Protext v5 & Prodata

£149.95

Protext v4.3 & Prodata

£114.95

PROGRAMMING

DEMO DISKS

STOS Basic Interpreter
STOS Add-on Compiler

£19.95
£12.95

STOS AND COMPILER
STOS Maestro

£29.95
£15.95

STOS Sprites 600

£9.95

Tempus 2-Programmers Editor

29.95

For Protext V5, V4 or Prodata

Hisoft Power Basic

34.95

£5 each

Hisoft Basic (inc GEM libs)
GST C Compiler
Hisoft C Interpreter
Prospero C Compiler

58.95
14.95
39.95
74.95

(cost deductable on purchase of
appropriate program)
CUMANA

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL

Lattice C v5

99.95

CSA 354 2ND DISC DRIVES

SPREADSHEET

Hisoft Devpac V2 assembler
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Fortran
Nevada Cobol (CPM)

39.95
74.95
74.95
33.95

quality external second 3.5"

PRESENTATION GRAPHICS

double sided disc drive,

COMMUNICATIONS

Hisoft Wercs

21.95

Hisoft Wercs Plus (inc GDOS)

33.95

PLUS FIRST WORD PLUS

(does not include First Mail)
OUR PRICE £129.95

MJC Price £29.95
BOOKS

DATABASES

K-Data

39.95

Protext

Abacus

ST 3-d Graphics
ST Machine Language

18.95
16.95

ST Tricks and Tips

16.95

ST Disc drives Inside & Out
ST Basic to C

18.95
18.95

Others

WORD PROCESSING

see "Specials"

First Word Plus
K-Word2

49.95
29.95

K-Spell

13.95

£11.95

Fun School 3 for 2-5's
Fun School 3 for 5-7's
Fun School 3 for 7-12's
by Kosmos Software

15.95
15.95
15.95

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11)..13.95
Answerback Senior Quiz (12+)
13.95
Factfile Spelling (6-11)
9.95
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
9.95
factfiles are data lor Quiz only. 10 other topics available

French Mistress (12-adult)
14.95
German Master (12-adult)
14.95
Spanish Tutor (12-adult)
14.95
Italian Tutor (12-adult)
14.95
Learn to Read with Prof., by Prisma
builds a complete reading course lor 4 to 9 year olds.

Assumes no initialreading ability.

1. Prof Plays a New Game

19.95

2. Prof Looks at Words
3. Prof Makes Sentences

19.95
19.95

by B.Bytes
B. Spell (5-8)
Schooltime Maths (over5's)

10.95
10.95

Play-Spell (7 and over)

10.95

Others

Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)
Primary Maths Course (3-12)

17.95
19.95

Micro Maths (11-GCSE)
Let's Spell at Home (4-9)
Let's Spell at Shops (4-9)
Mavis Beacon Typing (12+)

19.95
14.95
14.95
19.95

MUSIC & SAMPLERS
Mastersound 2

29.95

STOS Maestro Plus

52.95

Replay 8
Replay Professional

59.95
99.95

Quartet
TCB Tracker

35.95
39.95

DUST COVERS

PRINTER RIBBONS

PLUS TIMEWORKS DTP PROGRAM

Personal Finance Mgr Plus

Prodata see "Specials"
55.95
Data Manager Professional
29.95
B.Base 2 by B. Ware
11.95
Super Card Index by B. Ware....19.95

£52.95

Game Makers Manual (book)

£15.95 EACH

SPECIAL OFFER!!

15.95
59.95
99.95

18.95

STOS Maestro Plus

2 FOR £30.00

CUMANA CSA354 DISK DRIVE

Mailshot (label printing)

£13.95

£69.95

12.95
12.95

Grey nylon fabric, not clear PVC.

SPREADSHEETS / FINANCIAL

Mini Office Spreadsheet
K-Spread 3 by Kuma
K-Spread 4 by Kuma

STOS Games Galore

INCLUDING PSU AND CABLE

12.95

Fun School 2 for 6-8's
Fun School 2 for 8-12's

includes audio tape, and 5 booklets

WITH FIRST WORD PLUS

full versions of both programs for only
£99.95

by Database Educational
Fun School 2 for 2-6 years

The C Language, by K&R
Big Red Book of C
Pascal: A Beginners Guide

23.95
7.50
6.50

The Game makers Manual

11.95

Compatible ribbons
Amstrad DMP 2000/3000 range .3.00

STFM/STE keyboard

3.95

Atari SM124 Monitor

4.95

Philips CM8833 Monitor

4.95

Star LC-10 Mono
3.95
Panasonic KXP-1080/1081/11243.95
Citizen 120-D/Plus/Swift 24
3.95

Star LC10, Mk1, 2 or Colour

4.95

StarLC24-10

4.95

Panasonic KXP1081

4.95

Manufacturers original ribbons

Panasonic KXP1124

4.95

Panasonic KXP-1080/1081
Panasonic KXP-1124
Star LC-10 Mono
StarLC24-10
Star LC-10 Colour
Star LC-200 Mono
Star LC24-200 Mono

Citizen 120 D and Plus

4.95

6.95
7.95
4.95
5.95
5.95
5.50
5.95

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

NEODESK3
£28.95

Star LC24-200 Long Life Mono...7.50
Harlekin

34.95

Hisoft Twist

28.95

Heat Transfer Ribbons

Hisoft Turbo ST

28.95

produces iron-on transfers.

Hisoft Knife ST

19.95

K-Comm2

32.95

Flexidump (9 pin Mono only)
Flexidump Plus

17.95
31.95

Star LC-200 Colour
Star LC24-200 Colour

Citizen 120-D
Panasonic KXP 1081
Star LC-10 Mono
Star LC-10 Colour

10.95
11.95

10.95
10.95
10.95
16.95

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE TO THE UK.

wxrxm

Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed.
Overseas customers also welcome, please call or write for quotations

All goods subject to availability, all prices subject to change without notice. E&OE.
CALLERS WELCOME 9.30 TO 5.00 (6 DAYS)

M.J.C. SUPPLIES (SF)

2, The Arches, Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts, SG61UJ
Telephone orders and enquiries: Letchworth (0462) 48.11.66 (6 lines)
Fax: (0462)670301

Prop M. J. Cooper

TECHNICAL advice

There's more to improvingyour ST than simplyplugging
in those terrific add-ons, so whether you want to do more
orjust need to know why the simple way didn't work,
FORMAT Technical Editor Neil Jackson has the answer

WHAT'S IN A NAME, WE ASK INNOCENTLY
Okay, okay, it's a fair cop! Back in the January
issue of this organ (the huge, unforgettable
issue 18), DESKTOP told the world that ST

Lee Bohan from Worksop wants to know if
there's an implementation of the programming
language FORTRAN for the ST. A strange

stood for Sam Tramiel. Hohohoho! Our little

request at first glance, but when you con

jokette - if we'd done it in April, you'd have
known it was an April Fool, so we did it in
January! (That's enough excuses - Ed.)
Cameron

LEARNING FROM
OLD MISTAKES

sider that most universities are still teaching
FORTRAN in their Computer Studies courses it

Black from Aberdeen was

makes sense.

the first (of many) to let us know what ST
actually stood for. It's an acronym for Sixteen

The good news is that there is indeed a ver
sion of FORTRAN. It's called Pro Fortran and it's

Thirty-two, which refers to the internal work

made by Prospero. Silica/SDL can let you have

ings of the machine: the 68000 processor

a copy (which works in both colour and
monochrome) for the princely sum of £89.95.

which is the heart of the ST has a 16-bit

external data bus, but internally it has a 32-bit
one, hence the name. The new all-hallowed TT

Pro Fortran is a professional development sys

machine has a 32-bit internal and a

tem with a compiler, an editor and a linker.

32-bit

external bus, so TT means Thirty-two Thirtytwo and actually has nothing to do with
racing around small islands on motorbikes.
Elementary, my dear Watson.

Undergraduates with STs (and a masochistic
• Sam Tramiel, high-ranking Atari US

streak) should talk to Silica on « 081 309 1111.

official. Was he the man the ST was

FIRED AND

named after? I think we should be told!

FORGOTTEN
A mouse problem is troubling Marcus Peter
son from Stoneybridge. He's suffered many
times from a curious situation when he boots

„3

f7

up: his ST makes a click-

\

ing, buzzing sound and he

-J- -£/'/J » can't select files using his
C\J—' —' «* left mouse button. What's
STf

happened?

The problem is caused by the presence of a
joystick in Port 1 which has its auto-fire button

switched on. When you reboot your ST, it thinks

the right mouse button and the joystick are
being repeatedly pressed. The ST gets into a bit
of a state and makes the key-click each time,
causing the buzz, and the left button doesn't

work because it's not being read as frequently
as the auto-repeating joystick. Just turn off the
auto-fire, reboot and breathe safe in the knowl

edge that everything's okay.

SINGULARLY HARD
WORDS
Michael Dollan from Newcastle writes to ask

DESKTOP'S advice on what to buy for his ST
and causes much head-scratching. He owns an
old 520 STFM which is unfortunate enough to
• The common or garden joystick - could this be the reason your ST is refusing to wake
up properly? Is it why your mouse is being unselective? See "Fired and Forgotten"
issue 20-MARCH-91

have a single-sided disk drive, and he's noticed

that Power Computing has for sale an upgrade
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Cambridge

WIZARD P.D.
178, Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ

Business
Software

*
*
*

ATARI ST SOFTWARE
LANGUAGES & COMPILERS

ACCOUNTS
Small Business Accounts Cash
Small Business Accounts Extra

£69.95
£99.00

Small Business Accounts Plus
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts

PHONE
£39.95
£24.95

Cashbook Combo Pack

System 3 (Inv/Stock)
System 3 Extended

£59.95

£39.95
£59.95

_

Caah Trader

£7».»5

Wage* ST

£8».00

Personal Accounts Plus

£26.90

DATABASES
£49.95

Data Manager Professional
SuperiMM Personal 2 (V3.02)

£29.95
£69.95

Super Baae Professional (v3.02) ...£175.00
Digita DGBase
£39.95
£59.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Timeworks DTP

£69.95

DTP Clip Art Pack

£19.95

PageStream

PHONE

Fleet Street Publisher v3

£159.00

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DynaCADD

£747.50

PC Board Designer

£135.00

BeckerCAD

v3

£89.00

Hisott Lattice C vS

£42.00
£75.00
£75.00
£75.00
£55.95
£119.00

Hisoft C. Interpreter
Hisoft Devpac V2.22

£39.95
£45.00

Hisoft Power Basic

£39.95

Hisoft Basic

£59.95

*

LOW PRICES
FULL RANGE
HELPLINE

mi

Many unique programmes written by and for us
FULL DISKS Our s/sided disks average 325K
ALL DISKS Are verify copied & immunised!!
TOS 1.09 No problem all compatible!
STE Incompatible discs all listed!

EXAMPLE DOUBLE SIDED DISK DARC 08
FIRESTORM - rescuing humans while dodging the meteors. LOST
TREASURE - a good platform and ladders game. Includes screen designer.
WIDOW MAKER - Hill climb simulator. SLALOM - skiing game. BREAKOUT a simple breakout game. HOME and L'ORB - 2 pinball games. GALACTIC
RANGER - blast the tanks and helicopters. CANYON BOMBER.
ALL THIS FOR ONLY £2.50

FTL Modula 2

£52.00

FTL Modula 2 Developer

£69.95

FTL Toolkit

£49.95

WERCS plus GDOS
GFA Basic Interpreter v3
GFA Basic Compiler v3
Nevada Cobol (wtth C/PM)
MPE Forth 83 (GEM)

£39.95
£45.00
£24.95
£42.00
£44.00

Minix

£99.00

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
K-Spread 4T

£67.95
£89.00
£129.00

Logistix v1.2
Hyperchart by Atari
LOW Power Spread sheet

£79.95
£99.00
£99.00

Digicaic

£29.95

NEW FREE DISK BASED CATALOGUE UPDATED MONTHLY

NOW AVAILABLE.

THIS EXAMPLE DISK REPRESENTS JUST ONE OF 600 DISKS IN
OUR CATALOGUE AND OUR CATALOGUES ARE PRICED AT £2.50
EACH AS ALL OUR DOUBLE SIDED P.D. COMPILATION DISKS.
LOOK THROUGH THE OTHER ADVERTS AND YOU WILL SEE THAT
WE OFFER EXCEPTIONAL VALUE FOR MONEY WITH REDUCTIONS
FOR CLUB MEMBERS AND ORDERS OF 10 DISKS OR MORE.

3 Disk Starter Pack £5.00

Budgie Disk - 86 disks to choose from. .

Club Packs - 5 single or DS/Disks of your choice only £9.

£99.00

-

£79.95

GFA Draft Plus v1.5

Megapel!* H

£79.95

GFA Draft Plus V3.13

£109.00

WORD PROCESSORS
GST First Word Plus v3.15

£109.00
£69.95

WordPerfect v4.1

£179.96

£18.95

CAD 30 v2 (Cyber Studio)
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint V2
Cyber Scufct
Cyber Texture
Architectural Design Disc

£39.95
£32.95
£39.95
£59.95
£39.95
£17.00

Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2
Easy DrawTecti Art Pack
Easy Draw Scan Art Pack
Easy Tools

£39.95
£59.95
£29.95

G ♦ Plus

£29.95

Multidesk

£29.95

£29.95
£29.95

Hyperpaint v2
Hyperdraw

Canvas

£13.00

MasterCAD 3D

£29.95

MUSIC

Tlmeworte Wordwriter

-

MISCELLANEOUS
Neodesk V3 (UK)

£29.95

Deluxe Paint IN

...£44.95

£29.95

Degas Elite

£29.95
£19.95

Spectrum 512

£24.90

Knife ST
Hariekin
Turbo ST V1.8

£39.95
£29.95
£19.95

£275.00

Mailshot

C-LAB Notator v3

£459.00

CUBEAT

PHONE

Mailshot Plus
GFA Gem Utilities

£34.95
£24.90

SLM 804 Epson Emulator

£24.90

v

-

£459.00
£57.95

Top Of The Class
B.Ware Software

£24.90

C-LAB Creator v3

CUBASE
FM Melody Maker

FOR FREE DISK BASED CATALOGUE SEND BLANK DISK AND SAE

£39.95
MS.00
£45.00

Thau Write

Write On

FOR FREE CATALOGUE SEND SAE OR RING 0734 574685

£57.96

Protext v5
Protext V4.2

CAD3DV1.0

No surcharges on European orders!
Many other titles In stock.

Phone 0763 262582 NOW!

NEW RELEASES
Neodesk v3 (UK)

B.Spell £14.95 Age 5-8 "First Class" -Atari User.
"Education Value I Sound Samples 9/10" - Monitor Magazine.

B.Spell Construction Set only £5.00 extra!
Maths £14.95 Age 5-8
"Easily The Best Of The Bunch" - ST Format.

Master Time £17.95 - Age 3-11
Possibly The Most Impressive B.Ware Program Yet!

£29.95

Protext v5
C-Lab Creator v3

£109.00
£275.00

C-Lab Notator v3

£459.00

Play Spell £14.95 Age 7+

"I Cannot Recommend Play Spell Enough" - GFA User.

Play Spell+ £19.95 Age 7+

SPECIAL OFFERS

As above, with Animals + Birds Data Discs.

Megapaint II

£79.95

BeckerCAD

£99.00

Small Business Accounts

£59.95

Timeworks DTP + DTP Clip Art Pack

£85.00

All prices include VAT * delivery. Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software.

Melboom Selene* Park, MoatLane, Melboum, Royston, Herts. SG8 6EJ
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability) 1MH

A

*
*

Hisoft Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)... £42.00

Base Two

Prodata

Mark Williams C

Mark Williams C Source Debug.
Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

HIGH QUALITY
FAST SERVICE
VIRUS FREE

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT, a TVB

HOW TO ORDER:
TEL 0763 262582 • FAX 0763 262425 • TELEX 817932

<8gSS»®

i@0m

Billy Bounce
Jump Jack

Advanced Maths Tutor.

"Superbly Illustrated",
"Amusingand Frustrating",

Cheques Payable to B.Bytes
Computer Systems, 19

Penguin

Play Maths 7+ £ ???

"Deserves To Become A

Southfield Road, Hinckley,

Classic"- ST User. £ 14.95

Leics,

Tel (0455) 613377 9-5:30 Mon-Sat.

LE10

Access/Visa/Am Ex.

1UA.

-

TECHNICAL advice

kit which gives you a double-sided drive. How

*

complex is it to fit? Could a mechanically-minded
14 year old do it without causing the premature

Domain program and can be obtained from

death of the ST?

s 0705 266509 - see PD pages, beginning

The answer is a simple yes, provided you

tackle the job with a certain amount of prepara
tion. You need a screwdriver or two (one flat-

bladed, the other philips or cross-headed) to get
the casing off the ST and remove the old disk
drive. A decent pair of pliers (preferably needlenosed) enables you to remove the shielding
without damage, and then it's a straightforward
job of disconnecting the old drive, (remember
ing where the two plugs fitted) and replacing it
with the new drive. Then reassemble the whole

lot and Bob is indeed your Mum's brother.
Michael also asks whether DESKTOP thinks

a word processing package plus a printer would
be a better move than getting a hard drive, and
what are the best choices in both camps?
After much pondering, DESKTOP realises it
can't answer that question directly. It depends
what you really want to do with your ST. Ifyou're
going to be using it to do a lot of documentwriting and printing out, then a hard drive is less
important (at first) than a decent Star printer
and a copy of either ST Writer Elite, Protext or
1st Word Ptus. But if what you really want to do
is save oodles of drawings, programs and
database records, then a hard drive is certainly
the higher priority.
The choice is entirely yours, Michael, but
DESKTOP recommends that you deal with your
single-sided problem first, as should every sin
gle-sided user. Apart from the endless hassles
of disk swapping, the biggest problem is that
sooner or later the software companies are
bound to stop supporting the old-fashioned,
handicapped version of the now-mighty ST.
• Power Computing are on » 0234 270133,
Star on n 0494 471111. 1st Word Plus
(£79.95) comes from Electric Distribution

w 0480 496789, Protext (£99.95) from Arnor

0733 68909. ST Writer Elite is a Public

most PD libraries. One that has it is Softville on

page 97, for others.
• For a round-up of all the add-ons worth
thinking about, see this issue's special
upgrade feature, beginning on page 22

STRETCHING
A POINT
Another of example of Atari's stupidity and
incompetence is highlighted by Rob Chadwick
from Guildford who suffered great pains while
attempting to plug joysticks and mice into his
ST. Why, oh why did Atari put the connections
for these things underneath the keyboard?

picture on his Philips CM8833 monitor. The
simplest way is to use the ST startup program
ACC_SELC which was free on ST FORMAT
Cover Disk 18 (January 1991) and has a 50/60
Hz option.
Robert also asks is it's

safe to run his

monitor at 60 Hz and can he incorporate the
50/60 Hz option in his own programs. Yes and
yes again. You won't hurt your monitor and the
ST has a special register tucked away which
can be written to change sync. The register is
stored at address FF820A (hex) and bit 1 is the

sync flag.

Er, urn, well, there doesn't seem to be a
reason. In fact the very earliest STs (the ones
without TOS on ROM, internal floppies or TV
modulators) actually had the ports on the side
of the casing, in a highly ergonomic and accept
able position. But all that is history now, and
you have only one way of easing this constant
hassle. Microdeal (« 0726 68020) can supply
you with a set of joystick extenders for the
paltry sum of £6.95. These special cables fit
into the joystick and mouse sockets and have
identical sockets on the protruding end. No
more having to lift up the keyboard, spilling
coffee and disks to the four winds. In short, a
dead-useful bit of kit which no ST owner should
be without.

EVERYTHING,
INCLUDING THE
SYNC
Robert Marks from Harpenden writes to ask
if there's a stand-alone program which can
change the ST's monitor sync rate from 50 to
60 Hz, which would produce a clearer, taller

• These insignificant-looking, inexpensive
little bits of wire could end up saving you
more time and trouble than virtually any
other add-on - see "Stretching a Point"

UPGRADE IT YOURSELF (PART ONE)
MOUSE/JOYSTICK
12
6

3

7

4
8

Next up is a tip from Adrian Evans from West

JOYSTICK

Bromwich for those of you who are tired of
unplugging your mouse to put in your other joy
stick. He's designed a Mouse/Joystick Switcher
and sent it in for us to tell you about.

12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9

5
9
9 WAY D TYPE PLUG

•

MM

You need:

a double-pole, double-throw type switch,
a length of cable which has nine or
more insulated wires inside,
two nine-way, D-type plugs,
a nine-wayD-type socket
and a neat little box to put it all into.

PIN CONNECTIONS
1 UP/XB

2 DOWN/XA
3 LEFT/YA
3 RIGHT/YB
5 NOT CONNECTED

All of these can be obtained from most elec

6 FIRE/LEFT BUTTON
7 + 5 VDC

i| •
I

8 GROUND

•! •
1

DOUE

DOUBLE POLE

DOUI
DOUBLE THROW

SWITCH

9 JOY 1 FIRE/RIGHT BUTTON

9 WAY D TYPE SOCKET

TO MOUSE/JOYSTI
CONNECTION ON ST

•
•

•

•

•

Make life easier

for yourself with this
DIY Mouse and Joy
stick Switcher Unit

issue 20-MARCH-9I

12
6

7

3

4
8

5
9

'JO

tronic hobbyist shops or from Maplins by mail
order. Simply solder the wires as indicated in
the diagram at left and mount the switch and the
two plugs inside the box, leaving the socket on
a short length of lead. Plug this into the ST's
mouse port and the mouse and joystick into the
plugs on the box. You never need to remove it
again! Nice one, Adrian.
• Maplins Electronics, PO Box 3, Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 8LR, n 0702 554161 (Sales) or
•" 0702 552911 (Enquiries)
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UPGRADE IT YOURSELF (PART TWO)
sync flag.
Another project to try comes from Dave
Houghton in Mitcham, who's replaced the

£1.30 each. To assemble them, you must first
unscrew your mouse's casing using a philips
head screwdriver and unplug the lead which con

buttons on his tired old mouse and improved
its response for less than three pounds!

nects to the circuit board.

All you need are two lever-type sub-minia
ture microswitches, which you can get from

cuit to the bottom half of the casing (being very
sure you don't touch the other two screws which
are glued in position), and remove the entire

Tandy (catalogue no. 2750016) for around

Remove the two screws which hold the cir

ctO

board. Turn it upside down on something soft
and desolder the two mouse button switches.

Taking your new microswitches, solder a short
length of stiff wire to the Common (C) and
another to the Normally Open (NO) contacts on
each microswitch. Stiff wire helps to support the
switch while it's being soldered in place. Then
cut one-eighth of an inch off the end of each
switch lever, so you can fit the mouse casing
top back on when you reassemble the thing.
Locate each switch position, aligning the
NO terminal to the top left solder pad, where the
old switch used to be, and the C terminal to the
bottom right one. Do the same for the other
switch. Only two of the original four solder pads
are required in each case.
Position the new switches on the centre
line of the old switches with the switch

levers pointing to the top of the circuit
board (the cable end). They must be
positioned approximately one-eighth

of an inch from the top edge of the
board or the top of the mouse can't
be closed. Then solder the wires into

position, ensuring that no other part
of the circuit board or its com

ponents is in contact with the
switches. When everything is
connected and clear of con
u*»*

\\

tact, glue the switchboxes
into place using a layer or
two of epoxy glue. Make
sure you don't get glue on
the levers.
Refit the circuit board into

• Your ST is only as
good as its mouse,
yours tired and
squeaky? Why not

to

frV-V-"

the bottom half of the casing. On the
top half, cut down the plastic part of the but
tons which operate the switches. Do this in

upgrade its ancient,

stages so you don't take too much off at once.

knackered buttons

You can also make small adjustments by bend

using this DIY project?

ing the switch levers slightly. When done, refit

UPGRADE IT
YOURSELF

(PART THREE)
The mysteriously Christian-nameless PJ Ellis
from Swindon has a question and another neat
little project for improving your ST. PJ has a
520STFM and wants to know if he can make it

run Amstrad PC programs (Ugh! What a con

cept!) and work with MSDOS. Yes, is the straight
answer. Silica Shop (a 081 309 1111) are the
UK distributors for ATonce, the hardware PC
emulator. This neat little gizmo costs around
£200, and they do recommend that you get an
engineer to fit it.
As for the tip: it's a SCART lead to connect

your ST to a Sony KV-M14TU television and give
a clear, crisp display using that TV's 'w.
• For the clearest picture, turn to ST
FORMAT. For your viewing pleasure, try
this DIY ST to Sony SCART lead project
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TECHNICAL advice
ability to display pure video signals from your
monitor socket. Apparently it's better than the
standard lead PJ originally bought for this job.
For this project you need:
A SCART plug
Signal diode NA091 or NA095
Two 150 ohm resistors

A 13-pin DIN plug for the ST monitor socket
A length of six-core cable with shielding
These items should all be obtainable from your
local electronics hobbyist shop or from Maplins
Electronics, PO Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6
8LR, »

0702 554161 (Sales) or b

ST TO SCART: PIN-TO-PIN CONNECTIONS
ST DIN PLUG

SCART PLUG

PIN

FUNCTION

COLOUR

PIN

FUNCTION

1

AUDIOOUT

YELLOW

2

AUDIOIN

YELLOW

6

GREEN VIDEO

GREEN

11

GREEN VIDEO

GREEN

7

RED VIDEO

RED

15

RED VIDEO

RED

10

BLUEVIDEO

BLUE

7

BLUEVIDEO

BLUE

9

HORIZSYNC

BLACK

20

HORIZSYNC

BLACK

12

VERTSYNC

WHITE

16

VERTSYNC

WHITE

13

GROUND

SHIELD

4

THEN TO pins5.9,13 AND 1

COLOUR

0702

552911 (Enquiries).
Connect the signal diode to pin 9 of the DIN
plug, noting that you have the marked end fur
thest away from the connection. Join this end of
the diode to pin 12 of the DIN plug with a small
length of wire. At the SCART end, connect a
150 ohm resistor to pins 16 and 20 and join
them together as shown in the diagram on page
130. Then carefully connect each wire of the
multi-core cable, using the diagram for refer
ence. For the connection between pin 13 (DIN)

and pin 4 (SCART) use the screening shield of
the multi-core cable. Happy viewing! stf
WARNING: Don't attempt any DIYmodifications
unless you can handle a soldering iron and know
what you're doing. If you can't tell the difference
between a capacitor and a Crunchie bar and
make a mess of it, it can cost you real money to
get things put right. Note also: any tinkeringyou
do can invalidate the manufacturer's guarantee.

WE WANT YOUR DESKTOP TIPS
Are you the sort of ST owner who just loves tinkering, the sort who can't get
anything working right, or somewhere in between? Whichever you are, DESK

TOP features the best technical advice around, so if you've got a tip, a short
cut, an undocumented feature, a bug - anything you've found that helps you
get more from your ST - or even a technical problem, we want to hear about it!

That way you can share your information with over 50,000 fellow STenthusiasts and possibly even
win a prize of up to £50. And if it's a problem - well, if we don't know the answer, someone will!
Name
Address

Daytime 'phone

My tip is: Games

Desktop

Music

Graphics

Cover Disk

Other

Brief description of tip

Please complete this form and send it, along with your tip, to: DESKTOP,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW.

PLEASE REMEMBER WHEN COMPARING PRICES, OUR PRICES FOR COMPUTER, MONITORS AND PRINTERS INCLUDE COURIER DELIVERY TO MOST UK MAINLAND DESTINATIONS
ATARI 520STFM

ACCESSORIES

ATARI 1040STE

DISCOVERY PACK
ATARI 1040STE BUSINESS PACK INCLUDES

mouse, owners manual, First Basic,

ATARI 1040STE, MOUSE, MANUALS

Neochrome, ST Tour, STOS, Carrier

ST WORD - WORDPROCESSOR
ST CALC - SPREADSHEET
ST BASE - DATABASE

Command, Outrun, Space Harrier, Bomb Jack.
ONLY £279.95

ST GRAPH - BUSINESS GRAPHS
FIRST BASIC, S.T.A.C.

PLUS FREE! Our software pack
comprising: - Wordprocessor, Word
Count, Mail Merge, Spellchecker,
Database, Mono Monitor Emulator,
Spreadsheet, Virus Killer, Your 2nd ST
Manual, eleven games, desk accessories,

DISCOVERY PLUS PACK
Contains all the items in the DiscoveryPack
above, plus!! vinyl computer cover, mouse
mat, twin joystick extension lead, 10 blank
disks. Joystick
ONLY E299.95

INCLUDES OUR FREE STARTER PACK AS LISTED ABOVE

Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124

£159.95
£169.95
£259 95

StarLC10(UK>
Star LC200 Colour (UK)
Star LC24-200 (UK)

£159.95
£219 95
£259.95

Star LC24-200 Colour

£299 95

Citizen 120D
£138.00
ALL PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE CONNECTING LEAD

HYPER PAINT, PRINCE

MOUSE MAT, 10 BLANK DISKS
VINYL COMPUTER COVER
ONLY £449.95

five great programs for small children.

MONITORS

VINYL DUST COVERS

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

Atari 520ST/1040ST

£5.95

Philips CM8833

£6 95

Panasonic KXP1081

£4 95

Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124
Star LC10
Star LC24/10
Citizen 120D

£4.95
£4 95
£4 95
£4 95
£4 95

Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor

£6.95

Philips CM8833 Mk 2 colour monitor
Only £239.95
Inc. Lead and courier
FEBRUARY SPECIAL
Atari SM124 Monitor
£109.95

Inc. Lead and courier

ATARI 520STE

NEW!!

JOYSTICKS

PRINTERS

Atari 520STFM with double sided disc drive,

DISC DRIVES

TURBO PACK
PACK A

Atari 520STE with 1Mb disc drive, mouse,
First Basic, Hyper Paint 2, Music Maker 2,

STOS Game Creator, Anarchy, Blood Money,

Flight Simulator 2
European Scenery Disk
Japan Scenery Disk
Hawaiian Scenery Disk
F19 Stealth Fighter

Impossible Mission 2, Dragons Breath,

£24.95
£10.95
£10.95
£11 95
£20.95

CUMANA CSA354 1Mb
Roctec Drive

....£69.95

ACCESSORIES

Gettysburg
Corporation

ONLY £359.95

INCLUDES OUR FREE SOFTWARE STARTER PACK AS LISTED
FREE WITH ALL ATARI ST COMPUTERS

Up to 14 nights free hotel accommodation
for up to two persons.

,. .£21.95
£17.95

Powermonger
Toyota Celica GT RAlly

£21 95
£17.95

SpeedbaN2
M1 Tank Platoon
Supremacy
Team Yankee
Captive

£17.95
£21.95
£21.95
£22.95
£17.95

Disk Head Cleaner.

..

Forget Me Clock 2..

....£22.95

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

Accessory Pack
Mouse mat, mouse bracket,

• SPECIAL OTTER *_ "

twin extension lead

Ten game software pack
Asterix, Chess Player 2150, Drivin' Force,
Onslaught, Live and Let Die, Skweek,
Pipe Mania, Rock and Roll, Trivial Pursuit
- New, Rick Dangerous
Only £19.99 with any ST
pack purchased from us

£11.45
£12.95
£6.95
£9.95

Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy Megaboard
Konix Speedking
Konix Navigator

£11.95
£20.95
£9.95
£12.95

Cruiser Multicoloured
Cruiser Black

£8.95
£9.95

First Word Plus V.3
Wordwriter
Home Accounts
Degas Elite
STOS
STOS Compiler
STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro Plus
STOS Sprites
Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor
Replay Professional
Quartet
Deluxe Paint
Neo Desk 3
Data Manager Professional
Timeworks DTP

£57.50
£36.95
£17.95
£18.95
£21.95

£13.95
£16 95
£59 95

£10.95
£22.95
£99.95
£39.95
£44.95
£29.95
£32.95
£72.95

Lets Make Series

LATEST RELEASES

Human Killing Machine, Indiana Jones,
Outrun, Super Cycle, Joystick.

Professional
Professional Plus
Cheetah 125+
Cheetah Mach 1

10 Blank DS/DD disks

Airborne Ranger
Carrier Comr"ard

£6.95
£6.95

only £12.95

Baal

£6.95

Never Mind
Grand Monster Sfam
Cloud Kingdoms

£6.95
£6,95
£6.95

SONY BULK DISKS
3.5" DS/DD Disks + Labels

Kid Gloves

£6.95

E Motion
Crack Down

£6.95
£6.95

50 for only £24.95

100loronly £39.95
Fully Guaranteed

£2.95

Greetings Cards
Signs and Banners
Calendars and Stationery
Art Library 1 or 2 (State)

£8.95
£8.95
£8.95
£8.95

Fun School 3 under 5 years
Fun School 3 5-7 years
Fun School 3 over 7 years
Magic Maths 4-8 years
Maths Mania 8-12 years
Three Bears 5-10 years
Better Spelling (8 to 14)
Better Maths (12 to 16)

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17 95
£17.95

Learn To Read with Professor 4-9 yrs £20.95
Prof Looks at Words (4-9)
£13.95
Lets Spell at Home (4-12)
£13.95
Lets Spell at Shops (4-12)
£13.95

MAIL - CENTA

17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830

All prices include VAT and Delivery unless stated otherwise. However, for orders under £10.00 please add a50p handling charge.
Personal callers welcome atourretail shopbutplease bring thisadvert as prices may vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day whenever possible. Cheq
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Tel: 0272

•U.R.D. Software
1 Godfrey Court
Me adway Close

QcP-

m7Z!

' LH l

TW18 2PS

SSS 2pm

FREAKS PUBLIC DOMAIN

Tired of buying PD disks filled with stuff you don't want?
Only get one game or utility on a disk?

Freaks PD are offering disks filled with programs and

&£

files of your choice!!
And each disk is only £2.00 single, £2.50 double

Freaks gives
Full range of Budgie

24 hour turnaround

' LTJ

Tel Nos Mon-Sat: 0784 454214
Mon-Fri 9am-4pm
081 890 3296
We have moved, please note our

software

Virus free disks

Superb value for
money

Environment friendly packaging - All packaging is
recycled!
Send for our free catalogue today (enclose a stamp) from
FREAKS PDL, 29 LEAP VALLEY CRES, DOWNEND, BRISTOL BS16 6TQ

new address

THIS IS A MESSAGE FROM THE No. 1 NURD

HIy welcome to the world of Nurd.
All you have to do is forget the rest
because our top twenty is the best.
So send your money to invest
3.5 DISKS inc LABELS

for ACTION. SKILL or ADVENTURE QUEST.

THE NURDS TOP TWENTY-ONE
(in no order) Plus many more
Please ring for availability
to save disappointment

P&P: 50 disks & over is free. Under 50 disks only CI .50
All prices include VAT. Send Cheques or Postal Orders to

KYC Disks

1. F-19 Stealth Fighter ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦■V*U*W
2. Supremacy.
3. Turrican 2

These disks are 100% error free and fully guaranteed with a 2 for 1
replacement. Send SAE and we will send you a free disk to try.
Limited quantity only. We're sure you will order from us in future.

£18.99

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦I

Telephone 081-870 0469

£16.99
£16.99

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦I
■♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

*LOOK"

£17.99

FORGET THE REST
BUY FROM THE BEST

6* Golden Axe ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦i*i
s **w

7* Team Yankee ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦f*1/♦™9
8* Defender II ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦■*!
#*t™
9* Crash Course ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦t*i
♦ ™™

10« M1 Tank Platoon ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦£20*99
11 ♦ E$+A*T« ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦■*! w*ww

12* Lemmings ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦t»io^y9
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦■*!
m4>ww

14* 4D Boxing ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦!*
1 o*9v

15. Kick Off + Final Whistle (data disk)...£24.99
1 o. Predator 11. ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦.♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦i»i©.arv

1

#♦

Epic...............»..........».......................t'i ©♦ w

18. Gunboat ♦♦♦♦♦...♦...♦♦............................t»io.t™

i y» niig xv**.**.***.**.*.**.***.****.**.**.**.******.**.t*i

'♦ Y

r

20. Speedoall II ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦..♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦».«.....».«««».£1/»yy

21. Panza Kick Boxing...........................£16.99

Please make your cheques/P.O. payable to
Nurd Software.

Same day despatch if in stock. So phone and
chat to the Nurd now.1 We are here to help. Atati

ST Discovery Pack £279.00/Power Pack £369.00.
Plus many other items of hardware.

ES

Open 7days a week from I0am-7pm

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦I

4. Teenage Turtles
5. Captive.............

13* Lynx

2

51 Barmouth Road, Wandsworth, London, SW18 2DT.

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
0784 454214

ATARI PACKS
Atari 520 STFM

Discovery Pack
inc/First Basic, ST Tour, S.T.O.S.
Neochrome Outrun, Space Harrier,
Bomb Jack, Carrier Command

Praxis Music Pack 1040 ST
+ Cubase + Extra Pack/
RRP £1049.99
PRAXIS Price £823.99

Exclusive to Praxis customers for

C269.99

a limited period only

ATARI 520 STE TURBO

(Stockmarket program)

Proshare ST

PACK

Inc Indiana Jones + Last Crusade,

Blood Money, Outrun, Anarchy,
Impossible Mission 2, Supercycle,
Human Killing Machine, Dragon
Breath, S.T.O.S. Hyperpaint 2,
Music Maker First Basic.
£355.99

ATARI 1040 STE EXTRA
PACK

ST Format Review 91%
RRP £49.95
Praxis Price £47.00

Anyone buying a computer

through Praxis this month will be
able to purchase at the special
price of only £35.00 Proshare ST
Microtext adaptor for Proshare

First Basic, S.T.A.C. STE Word,
STE Base, STA Calc, STE, Graph

ONLY £148.93

Hyperpaint. Prince.

International VHF/UHF version

£433.99

ONLY £169.50

Atari Lynx

£157.00

Mega (2) ST
Mono monitor + laser printer +
Proshare ST (free) worth £49.95
Total package worth £1889.98
PRAXIS Price £1559.99

Buy a computer from Praxis,
purchase at these prices below:
RRP

Praxis Price

£550.50

£394.99

Word Perfect £228.85

£147.00

Cubase

We sell a comprehensive range of hardware, software, peripherals, books
and disks for both personal and business use. Please call for details.

How to order

PRAXIS LIMITED

Either call our number with your

Craven House, 14/18 York Road

credit card details or send a

Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS22 4SL

cheque/P.O. to our address.

Mon-Fri: Open till 8pm
Weekends: Open till 6pm

Please make cheque payable to: Telephone: (0937) 580597
PRAXIS LTD.

Fax: (0937) 66043
Prices subject to change without notice.

BjRQi
EaJ
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READER survey

questionnaire
1. How old are you? (please tick)
Under 12 •
13-18 •

19-24 •
25-40 •

41-60
Over 60

Whether this is yourfirst issue ofST FORMAT
or your 21st, we want to hear your comments.
You can help make Britain's top ST magazine

•
•

2. What sex are you?
Male •

Female •

3. How much do you earn a year?
Under £3,000
•
£10,000-£15,000 •

£3,000-£6,000 •

£15,000- £20,000 D

£6,000-£10,000D

Over £20,000

•

what you want it to be - even better!
9. As regards the ST, do you consider
yourself to be -

4. Which computer do you own?
520 ST with single-sided drive*
•

fairly experienced?

a novice? •

•

an expert?•

520 ST with double-sided drive

•

10. Which computer magazines do you

1040 ST
520 STE

•
•

Mega 2 ST
Mega 4 ST

•
•

read? (please give a rating out of ten for each)
ST FORMAT
/10

1040 STE

D

TT

•

Stacy

•

.ZZZZZZ.Z

Mega 1 ST •

If you have any suggestions for other fea
tures, write them in the space provided:

/iff'"

* If you have a second disk drive or upgraded single-sided
drive, please tick the double-sided drive box

14. How many issues of ST FORMAT have
you bought?

/id

15. How many issues of ST FORMAT do

/id""
/i'd

you expect to buy in the next 12 months?

16. How many people read your copy of
5. What hardware do you (a) own or (b)

and non-computer magazines?

ST FORMAT?

intend to buy during 1991?
own
•

Second disk drive
Hard drive

Joystick

intend to buy
•

•

•

•

•

/10
/10

17. What has been your favourite cover on

/id"

ST FORMAT? (Tick the issue number which

11. Rate our regular sections out of ten

Modem

•

•

and indicate whether you want to see more

Memory upgrade

•

•

or less of them

News
Cover Disk
Previews
Game reviews
Public Domain

Printer

•

•

Laser printer
Monitor

•
•

•
•

Scanner/Digitiser

•

•

Mouse

•

•

6. What software do you (a) own or (b)
intend to buy during 1991?
own intend to buy

Word processor
Desktop Publishing

•
•

•
•

Database

•

•

Spreadsheet/Accounts
Graphics
Music software under £70

•
•
•

•
•
•

more same

less

appealed to you most - a reminder of recent
covers can be found on page 136)

ID
2D
3D
4 •

5
6
7
8

•
•
•
•

9 •
10D
11D
12D

13D
14D
15D
16D

Music
Education
Competitions
Desktop
Gamebusters
Letters
Adverts
Hardware reviews

/10
/10
/10
/10
/10
/10
/10
/10
/10
/10
/10
/10
/10

•
•
•
D
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

see more of on future Cover Disks? (tick two)

Software reviews

/10

•

•

•

Game demos

•

Reader programs

•

Graphics utilities
Public Domain software

•
•

18. In issue 18 we gave away a full-price
game and charged only £1 more for the
issue. Would you like to see more two-disk
issues in the future?

Yes •

No D

Comments

19. What sort of programs would you like to

Music software over£70

•

Q

12. What are the main reasons you buy ST

Communications

•

•

Assembler
BASIC

•
•

•
•

FORMAT?(tick only two please)
For the Cover Disk

•

Music programs

•
•

•

•
D

Business demos

Other programming languages •

For the reviews of new products
For our extensive hints and tips

CAD
Educational

•
•

For our tutorials and series
For the adverts

•
•

•
•

7. Will you be buying games in 1991?
Yes •

17D
18D
19D
20D

Other (specify):

For up-to-date news

•

20. Please use this space to make any

For a good general read

•

comments about how ST FORMAT can be

improved.

No •

13. What features would you like to see
8. How much do you use
following?

your ST for the

$

/

/
•

•

Word processing •

Music

•

Graphics

•

•

Games

•

•

Business

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
D
•

Desktop PublishingD
Programming
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Educational

•

•

issue 20-MARCH-91

•

•
D
•
•
•

•
•
•

more of in future issues of ST FORMAT?

(tick only two)
Games features

•

Games round-ups
Serious software comparisons
Hardware comparisons
Interviews and programmer profiles
Tutorials for individual programs
Programming

•
•
•
•
•
•

Music
•
More beginners' introductions to areas of

computing (eg modems, DTP etc)

•

• Now just tear out this page, pop it - or a
photocopy - in an envelope and send it to:

STFORMAT Questionnaire, 30 Monmouth St.,
Bath BA1 2BW. Help us to give you the articles
and Cover Disk programs you want! stf
ST FORMAT 133

ATARIS ARE USELESS!

^%

So you have got an Atari either yourself or your children? Your Atari gives you
hours of fun but do you care for the Atari as much as it cares for you? When
we get dirty we can have a shower and everything is fine again, but when the

Atari gets dirty disaster could strike! If you "let dust or even liquids spill on to
your keyboard, as accidents do happen, you could damage it and it may cost
you a lot to repair! If this happens your Atari could become USELESS! NOW
THERE IS AN ANSWER - We sell plastic covers which are made especially for

the Atari family of computers, moulded so they fit over every key and allow you
to type whilst the cover is on, giving your Atari all the protection it needs. Can
you' afford to be without one? S9.99 incP«rP.

uDISKS 350 An Priresinclude P&P except disks. Please add £2.95

1

iDinere Club
Inltrnnlioral'

HOW TO ORDER
Goods despatched within 24hrs.

1) By phone. 24hrs/7 days 051-9240200. With Access/Visa/Diners Card/

2) By fax. With Access/Visa/Diners Card/
American Express + Valid from + expiry
dates on: 051-931-3857.

American Express.

3) FREE by post: Send cheque or postal order or credit card No + valid from and valid
0 dales to: Unbeatable Prices Ltd, FREEPOST. P.O. Box 5, Liverpool L23 OXH

PUBLIC DOMAIN AND
SHAREWARE
*

Same day service.

Your choice d/s disks.

*

Help and advice.

Large range.

Virus free.

Magazine-style disk catalogue.
Send either disk + S.A.E. or cheque/postal

1

3

2

A
B

ML.

Leeds,
LS6 INP

0532 43ggOS Cioam - SpnO

THE MEGA MIGHTY

DEMO CLUB
THE UK'S ORIGINAL ST DEMO SPECIALIST
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0898 313 586
TRuST P.D.
Quality Public Domain for the ST
_ Utilities

Demo's
Games
Art
Music
Word Pro
STE. Demo's

order for £ 1.00.

HAL COMPUTING
15 Regent Terrace

4

Educational

Clip Art
Programming
Slide Shows

Disk Mags

NEW Commissionware label

Plus over 80 Budgie U.K. games etc.
For free catalogue on disk send a S.A.E. and blank
disk or £1.00 cheque/PO to: TRuST P.D., 18 The Park,
Southowram, Halifax, HX3 9QY. Tel: 0422 341606.

THIS IS

NOT

A

ivllSPRINl

ONLY BY PURCHASING OVER 3 MILLION DISKS
A YEAR CAN WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING
SENSATIONAL PRICES...

Delta Force - Syntax Terror, stunning multi screen demo D/S
Thf European Demo - Overlanders etc 2 x D/S disks. £5.00

Skid Row - The Alliance, 24 screen mega demo 2 x D/S 1 Meg £5.00

Every diskette supplied by

Delirious Demo III - STE only, six screen mega demo D/S
Phalanx - Overdrive, probably the best demo of 1990!!! D/S

Dial a Disc is certified and
tested 100% error free.

The Overscan Demos - Six brilliant fullscreen demos D/S not STE
STE Stereo Soundtrackfr - Not one but twenty D/S disks!!!

P.O.V. Compact Demo Disks now up to No 50 send for details!!!

The Hoby Demo - Works best 1040 machine 1 screen STE only D/S
3D Scroller Demo -1 Meg STE only D/S
Movie STE Demo -1 Meg STE only D/S
Fantasia STE Demo - 1 Meg STE only D/S
Napalm Soldiers Music Disk III - From Finland, Amiga music D/S
Noisetracker V1.5 - The latest version with English Doc's D/S
NEOCHROME V2 - Yes, the new version of the classic!!! D/S

3.5 DSDD 135TPI
50

100

150

200

400

500

£22

£33

£54

£60

£115

£125

Ghettoblastfr - make your own sampled sound demos!!! D/S

3-5" HD

The Lostboys Disk Maggie III 2 x D/S disks £5.00 it's wicked
The Lostboys - Life's a bitch, it is! This isn't!!! S/S

ONLY OUp each

STE Demo Patch - Now you can load the cuddly demo + Whattaheck

5.25" DSDD 5.25" DSHD
ONLY

ONLY

23P each 40Peach

The Carfbfars Cuddly Dfmo - STE owners need the above patch
D/S

The Carebfars Swedish Nfw Year - STE owners need the above
patch D/S

The Carebfars Whattaheck - STE owners need the above patch D/S
The Inner Circle - Decade Demo.. Brilliant British demo D/S
Transbufance Demo - Great multi part Euro demo D/S
Ivor Bigglin!!! D/S1 Meg of RAM, over 18's only

DISK PRICES
1 TO 9 DISKS £2.50 EACH

10 DISKS OR MORE JUST £2.00 EACH
or send a blank disk and a first class stamp.

23 Alma Place, Spilsby, Lines, PE23 5LB.
TEL: (0790)53741
134 ST FORMAT

DISK STORAGE BOXES
3.5" 40 capacity
3.5" 80 capacity
3.5 100 capacity

£2.95
£3.45
£3.95

only if bought with disks
ALL prices include VAT &delivery
OUR PROMISE IS SIMPLE

100% SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK

VISA

DIAL A DISC
203 Southborough Lane, Bromley, Kent, BR2 BAR.
081-467 0131
AH offers subjectto availability. BOE.

HOTLINE NUMBER 0458 74011 •

HOTLINE NUMBER 0458 74011

s«g :c

m

For newcomers and experienced users alike

EMOST
OUT OF YOUR ST
i?'*f*0»

I" •

"The most comprehensive
compilation of ST hints, tips,
cheats and buying guides
ever published!"
G E T THE MOST FROM YOUR ST, written
by FORM/AT Deputy Editor Mark
Higham, reviews the wealth of

software and hardware designed for your ST,
including technical tips and game cheats that
never made the pages of ST FORMAT.

Find out which word processor you really
need to write letters. Track down the trickiest

cheats to the very best games. Discover the
foremost DTP package for laying out
newsletters. Get wise to the finest sequencer
for compiling tracks. Uncover the ultimate
graphics package to design posters. Everything
is put under the microscope in GET THE MOST
FROM YOUR ST.

If you can't afford to buy the professional
packages, how about taking a dip into the

refer to the tips sections and find out how
to get the very most from your software

Public Domain? GET THE MOST FROM YOUR ST

and hardware.

Subjects covered in the book include word

lists all the best PD software across all fields to

help you discover where your interests really lie
without breaking your bank manager's heart.
There's also a comprehensive guide to Britain's
best ST Public Domain libraries.

Butthe book is more, much more, than just
reviews. It also explains all those weird word
processing and DTP terms, describes what

equipment you need to build your own
(remarkably cheap) recording studio and details
the merits of different programming languages.
Then, when you get your software home,

PRIORITY ORDER FORM
Please note that availability of GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR ST is
strictly limited. Order now to save yourself bitter disappointment!

processors, desktop publishing, games,
public domain, scanners, hard and
floppy drives, monitors, printers, graphics,
business, communications, video, education,
programming, emulators and more!
Two optional companion disks accompany

the book. These contain a professional-quality
word processor, one of the all-time best comms
packages, an absorbing game, a virus checker,

brilliant art programs, educational software and
really crucial utilities, stf

Name: (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)
Address:

Postcode:

Telephone:

•

Yes, I would liketo order

copy/copies of

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR STat the recommended price of £9.95.
(Please add £1.45 per copy to cover p&p.j

SAVE £1.50
"1 Yes, Iwould like to order

I enclose a cheque for £ _

I wish to pay by Access/Visa*
("please delete as appropriate)

My credit card number Is:

copy/copiesof GET THE MOST OUT

1—' OF YOUR ST plus two disks atcurrent price of £13.95.
(Please add£1.45 percopyto coverp&p.)

Expiry date:

Signed:

If paying bycheque, please enclose payment with thiscardina sealed envelope addressed to: STFORMAT BookOffer, FREEPOST, Future Publishing Ltd, The OldBarn,Somerton,
Somerset TA11 7BR. (No stamp is neededifthe letteris postedinthe UK.) Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

WE DARE YOU
To ignore this advertisement. Your wealth will be in
serious jeopardy if you do. Don't delay respond today.

3.5" DS DD MAGIC MEDIA
35 DS DD 3.5 plus deluxe box
50 DS DD 3.5 plus deluxe box
75 DS DD 3.5 plus deluxe box
100 DS DD 3.5 plus deluxe box
150 DS DD 3.5 plus 2 deluxe boxes
200 DS DD 3.5 plus 2 deluxe boxes
300 DS DD 3.5 plus 3, deluxe boxes

£21.95
£29.95
£37.95
£42.95
£62.95
£69.95
£99.95

"We are very disappointed at having
missed these, and shall be ordering
the lot" (Elizabeth R) (no relation)

Each issue just £3.45*(issue 18 £4.45*),
Cover Disk and postage included
SORRY ISSUES 1-8 SOLD OUT!

E.-!nto
the

*j£S$t. music

m

BULK BUYERS RING FOR
BRILLIANT PRICES

Magic Media: our own brand of 100% certified product.
Unquestionable quality unconditionally guaranteed.
You cannot buy better.

ACCESSORIES

ISSUE 9

ISSUE 10

ISSUE 11

ISSUE 12

Disk: Conqueror,
Pipemania and
Canvas - three fully
playable demos!Plus

Disk: Wipe Out
playable demo; plus

Disk: Resolution 101

Disk: Megamusic
special, MIDI
sequencer, Starblade
space-trading demo

Raytrace.'

playable demo;
mouse tools; plus
great comms

Turbo SV.

Inside: 30 ST classic

software!

Inside: Mad about

Inside: guideto ST
scanners; cheap ST
networking; secrets

games; education
round-up; complete
surveyof STart
packages

Inside: piracy
special; how to "do"
comms; howyour ST
can spy on satellites

Music; Harlekin;
beginner'sguideto
brilliant graphics
Plus! Freetape!

ISSUE 14

ISSUE 15

Disk:Together for the
first time:fully

Disk: DPaint, Manix
and Daysof Thunder,

ISSUE 16
Disk: Atomic
Robokid and TCB

useable demos of
Yo/anda and Rick

- not one but three

Tracker-two fully

fully useable demos!

useable demos

Inside: Ten pages of
ideas on getting
more from yourSTmaking moneyor
just having fun!

of game creation

Atari External Drive
Universal Printer Stand
Professional Printer Stand

full version of GFA

£59.95
£7.95
£27.95

Quality Mouse Mats

£2.95

3.5" Head Cleaner

£2.95

100 Capacity Lockable Box
Logitech Replacement Mouse

£7.95
£24.95

1000 3.5 Labels
Mouse Pockets

£11.95
£2.95

ISSUE 13
Disk: Battfemaster

playable demo; GFA

SONY 3.5 DISKS

Draft useable demo;

GENUINE SONY DISKETTES
at prices which are simply unbeatable
JUST LOOK AT THESE UNBEATABLE OFFERS
100 GENUINE SONY DSDD 135TPI DISKS
200 GENUINE SONY DSDD 135TPI DISKS
400 GENUINE SONY DSDD 135TPI DISKS
800 GENUINE SONY DSDD 135TPI DISKS
1000 GENUINE SONY DSDD 135TP1 DISKS

reset proof RAM disk
Inside: 15 pages of
gamebusters and
technical tips; Magic
Flypreview; Proxima,

Dangerous
Inside: Why do

Inside: Full, definitive
reviewof DPaint 2,

games cost so much?
Megapaint2- an

plustutorial on
gettingthe most from

the DTP newcomer

instant ST art classic?

the Cover Disk demo

£44.95
£79.95
£159.95

£314.95
£329.95

These diskettes come in Sony outers to prove

authenticity so you can be 100% certain you are

getting the real thing at such LOW, LOW PRICES.
Buy with complete confidence this isthe real thing GENUINE 100%
CERTIFIED SONY DISKS

By overwhelming demand Banx stackable boxes now
available at only
£11.95

M.D OFFICE SUPPLIES

18 CRESCENT WAY, ORPINGTON

jpsi
W \

*

.,:,r:

KENT BR6 9LS

TEL 0689 861400
(All prices include VAT & Carriage)

ISSUE 17

ISSUE 18

ISSUE 19

-220 pages!
Disk: Fully useable
demo of Captive, the

- 220 pages!
Two Disks: Complete
£30 game plusfully

Disk: Champion of

FORMAT Gold winner!

useable demos of

GFA Basic 2, a
complete database

Pius five more

Puzznic, GoldenAxe

and more besides!

complete utilities
Inside: 50 games on

and more besides!

Inside: Get to know

Inside: 50 top games
of 1990; report on

yourST; the STF Gold

the future for Atari

games and software

review; hard drive
and printer round-ups

theRaj; full version of

awards 1990; classic

*UK price only. Overseas prices: Europe £5Restof World £7.
Toorder yourbackissues use the subscriptions order form opposite.

CT

CHOOSE ONE OF THESE TOP TITLES WHEN YOU

smamueRemaS

"-''«#

PfTII
YOURS FREE

You guarantee yourself a copy every month of

Britain's best-selling magazine for ST owners,

Take on the best

teams in Europe

absolutely bursting with all the information you

in a thrilling

need to get the most out of your ST.

simulation

approved by
England's World

Cup hero. With
Empire's soccer

You make sure you get the jam-packed ST FORMAT

game you're on

the winning side!

Cover Disk every month - 1,000K+ of exciting
programs, vital utilities and fully playable demos.

LUS

YOURS FREE

Or, ifyou'rea bit hardup this month..,

STOS is a game-

(but sadly no free software)

player's dream.
Even the non

The Game Creator

Simply complete the coupon below and return to us quick as you like

professional
can write

addictive games

Then phone our
d

on

ask forTrevor Witt and we guarantee you a super-fast and ultra-friendly service.

^

using a simple
language.

IE V • Please enter / renew my subscription to ST FORMAT

Subscribe now

Mychoice of free softwareis (only applies to 12 issues - please tick one only)

and get STOS

D

completely free

STOS

•

GAZZA 2

•

GFA DRAFT 2

Please enter my subscription to ST FORMAT (tick asappropriate)

U UK (12 issues)
• Europe (12 issues)

GFA DRAFT 2
YOURS FREE

GFA

£39.95
£64.55

UK (6 issues)
£19.95
IJ Rest of World (12 issues) ....£89.55

To ensure you get the best possible service all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail

Please also send me the following back issues (see opposite page]
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 (price £4.45) 19 (please circle)
Name....
Address.

Draft 2
Program for the ATARI ST
Post code,

GFA's widely acclaimed Computer Aided
Design package, as featured in demo form

Total payment

My method of payment is (tick your choice)

on Cover Disk 13, is reckoned to be the best

I.

Cheque (make payable to Future Publishing Ltd)

available for your ST. It's a corker!

•

Visa

uuHrww TEE

•

Access

Expiry date

Card No

You can cancel your subscription at any time and we
will refund you for all unmailed issues.

Enclose this coupon (together with your cheque ifapplicable) in the envelope, orifmissing, sendto:

ST FORMAT Subscriptions, FREEPOST, SomertonTAll 7BR

EDUCATION software
each showing a different maths problem. A num

ber appears at the top of the screen and you
must pick the problem which matches that num

ber. It gets easier as you go along.

****

Number Maze

BSoft - KI4, Goodman - GD805,
Pdom-A101

A box contains 140 numbers, two of them high
lighted. Use simple mathematical rules to move

from box to box. Interesting, but confusing,
especially for the young.

DavidJones surveys a ton ofPublic Domau

***

Racecard

•educational softwareforfive to eight

PDQ-EDUC31

A mathematical race game that takes ages to
load. To make your car speed ahead of the
competition, you must answer questions quickly
and accurately. It's a shame the games are far

year olds in the second instalment of
FORMAT'S complete guide

too short, though.

****

RB Maths

7=r

"F^Y

F o r children in the 5 to 8 age range,
there is plenty of commercial educa
tional software, much of it quite pricey,
but not so much in the Public Domain. This is

software which is free for anyone to use, and
which you can obtain from PD libraries for a
nominal service fee. Most of it is specialist
material written for older children, but FORMAT
has ferreted out a fair selection of programs
suitable for 5 to 8 year-olds.

Beware, though: PD libraries are rather devi
ous because they often mix educational material
with games - sometimes harmless recreational
games such as Tic Tac Toe, but at worst
gambling programs such as Roll 'n' Nudge.
BSoft and PDQ are two of the worst offenders.
PD edsoft for the 5 to 8s can help with
basic numeracy and literacy. In the numeracy
category are 11 programs of varying worth. RB

Maths is the very worst. First Maths is by far the
best, with Shipwreck, a mathematical adven
ture, not far behind.
The best bargain must be the demo version
of Softstuff's Things To Do With Numbers.
There are only a few differences between the

Page6-ST114

Simple maths questions on a plain white screen.
Constant interference by stupid comments in
the menus. Absolute rubbish.

STF RATINGS
**
***
****

Urgh!
Probably not
Maybe
Why not?

*****

Go for it!

Shipwreck
Goodman - GD807, STOS PD - SPD27

This is a mathematical adventure game which
appeals to older children. You have to answer

learn by the novel reward screens; when you
add up a set of eggs correctly, for example, you
get to see those eggs hatch into chicks.
Recommended for children of 5 to 6.

*****

Flashcard (Colour Version)

four sequences of questions correctly to finish,
each sequence representing a hazard through
which you must guide the shipwreckee. You can
also change the level and type of questions at
the start of the game. All the sequences are
very well animated and great fun to watch. An
excellent concept, well drawn and superbly ani
mated. Recommended.

Floppyshop - 44C, Goodman - GD804,
Page 6 - ST163, ST Club - EDD9

*****

STOS Maths Test

Okay, but a rather odd program. Large sums
appear on the screen - type in correct answers
and you're rewarded with flashing screens and
animated shapes. Mono version available from

Goodman - GD805, ST Club - EDD5
Tests four main maths functions at various lev

els. Okay, but strange use of colours makes

screen visibility a bit dodgy.

***

ST Club (EDD9). Don't confuse with Flashcards

(see Miscellaneous programs below).

***

STOS Tables Test
Goodman - GD809

Maths Made Easy
Floppyshop - GAM99C,

demo and the commercial release. The latter, at

Riverdene-EDU125

£20, is reasonable value, but you'd be daft not
to buy the virtually identical demo at only £2.
Half a dozen of these programs aim to
improve literacy skills, and most fail. Alphafit
and Kid's Keyboard are just useless. The one
spelling program is reasonable but a little dated,

Ifyou like digitised speech, you may well like the
questioning voice. Otherwise, boring.
*

and uses an unbearable speech synthesizer.

STCIub-EDD10

Two particularly excellent ones stand out from

Colourful program featuring 18 open books,

the crowd - Puzzle, a jigsaw generator, and
Funface, a superb identikit simulation demo.

*

Number Go Round

BSoft- KI4, Floppyshop - GAM78C,
Goodman - GD805, Pdom-A101,

Desk

File

Play

Enables you either to check your tables or have
a test. Nothing spectacular.
****

Things To Do With Numbers
STCIub-EDDIO

There's very little to separate this so-called
demo from the real thing which costs nearly
£20. Three substantial programs: a simple but
beautifully drawn addition/subtraction program,
a time-telling tutor and a coordinates game.
Highly recommended.
*****

Options

J1

Next month we show you how the ST's edu
cational capabilities don't stop halfway through
primary school. There is a wealth of pre-GCSE

^J

material available and with revision and study
aids, a fairly awesome collection of software.

BASIC NUMERACY/MATHS
First Maths
STCIub-EDD9

Simple and stimulating, this colourful program
includes three games. An adult can set the
parameters, and children are encouraged to
138

ST FORMAT

• This is the bright and interesting main

•

menu from the excellent First Maths

at the top of the screen with the problems

In Number Go Round match the number

issue 20-MAKCH-9I

SOFTWARE CITY
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304

Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304S.M |J1E§
ATARI ST SELLERS
A.T.F.2
Afterburner

£16.99
£7.99

Amazing Spiderman

£13.99

Ancient Battles
Atomic Robokid
.AT.
Balance of Power 1990
Barbarians

£16.99
£16.99
NEW £24.99
£16.99
NEW PRICE £7.99

Batman the Caped Crusader

£7.99

Battle Chess
Battle Command
Battlemaster

£16.99
£16.99
£19.99

nkys Scary School
Blitzkrieg May 1940

£6.99
£16.99

Cadaver

£16.99

Captive
Car-Vup

£16.99
NEW £16.99

Castle Master

£16.99

Centrefold Squares

£9.99

Chaos Editor

£9.99

Chaos Strikes Back
Chase H.Q. 2

£16.99
£16.99

ChuckieEgg
Cricket Captain
Daily Double Horse Racing

£13.99
£16.99
£9.99

Damocles
Defenders

£16.99
£13.99

Degas Elite

£16.99

Deluxe Scrabble

£16.99

Deluxe Strip Poker
Dick Tracy
Dizzy Dice
Dragon Flight
Dragons Breath
Dragons Lair2

£9.99
£16.99
£4.99
£19.99
£19.99
NEW £29.99

ST COMPILATIONS

Loom

£19.99

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge

£16.99

M1 Tank Platoon
Manchester United

£21.99
£13.99

Midnight Resistance

£16.99

Midwinter

£19.99

Mike Reid's Pop Quiz
Monty Python

£6.99
£13.99

Mr Do Run Run

Multi Player Soccer Manager

New Zealand Story
£13.99
Ninja Remix
£16.99
Ninja Spirit
SPECIAL OFFER £9.99
Operation Neptune
£4.99
Operation Stealth
£16.99
Operation Thunderbolt
£13.99

NEW £16.99
£13.99

Planetfall

£13.99
£16.99
£16.99
£6.99

Postman Pat
Powerdrome

£7.99
£6.99

Powermonger
Proflight

£19.99
£27.99

Pub Trivia

Red Storm Rising

Dungeon Master
Dungeon Master Editor

£16.99
£6.99

E.S.W.A.T

£16.99

Emlyn Hughes Soccer

£16.99

EDITION ONE

Movie & Indiana Jones Last Crusade

Double Dragon, Xenon, Gemini
Wing and Silkworm

£.19.99

£16.99

POWER PACK
Xenon 2, TV. Sports American Football

Bloodwych & Lombard RAC Rally.

MAGNUM FOUR

U9.99

Afterburner, Double Dragon,
Operation Wolf & Batman the

WHEELS OF FIRE

Hard Drivin', Chase HQ,

Caped Crusader

Turbo Outrun & Powerdrift

£19.99

£19.99

M1NDGAMES

Waterloo, Austerlitx & Conflict in Europe

3.5 40 piece disc box
3.5 80 piece disc box

£16.99

SPECIAL OFFER £6.99
£13.99

£16.99

Renabsance

F16 Combat Pilot

£16.99

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£21.99

Rorkes Drift

£16.99

F29 Retaliator
Falcon Mission Disc 1 or 2

£16.99
£13.99

Saint Dragon

£16.99

1
0.69

PLATINUM

Strider, Black Tiger, Forgotten Worlds &r
Ghouls and Ghosts. £19.99

10
5.99

25
13.99

Mouse Mats

2.99

St & AG Extension Leads

SEGA MASTER MIX

Superwonderboy, Dynamite Dux,
Racer. £19.99

5.99

ST Drive -t-KickOff 2 + Corporation
ST Mouse + Captive

Crackdown, Turbo Outrun & Enduro

HINT BOOKS

SPORTING GOLD

California Games, The Games Winter isr
Summer Edition. £19.99

T.N.T.

Hard Drivin', Toobin, Dragon Spirit,
Xybots&APB. £19.99
FINALE

Paperboy, Ghosts and Goblins,
Overlander & Space Harrier. £16.99

5.00

Champions of Krynn

7.99

Coder lame Iceman

8.99

Colonels Bequest

8.99

Conquest of Camelot

8.99

Curse of Azure Bonds

7.99

Diasonsof Flame
Dungeon Master

4.00
9.99

Heroes of the Lance

4.00

Heioes Quest
Hillsfar
Indiana Jones tne Adventure

8.99
7.99
4.99

Kings Quest I or 2 or 3 or 4
Leisuresuit Larry1 or 2 or 3

6.99
8.99

Mannunter In San Francisco
Misht and Masic 2
Police Quest 2

8.99
5.99
8.99

Satan

£13.99

£6.99

Secret Agent/Sly Spy

£16.99

CHALLENGES

£9.99
£6.99
£16.99

Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warriors
Sherman M4

£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

Fighter Bomber, Super Ski, Kick Off, Pro

Fire Brigade

£19.99

Shoot 'Em Up Construction Kit

Flood
Future Basketball
Football Director 2

£16.99
£16.99
£13.99

Sim City

£19.99

Skidz

£13.99

coupon and send it to:- Software City

Football Manager2 + Exp Kit

£13.99

Speedball 2
Spindizzy Worlds
Spy Who Loved Me
Starglider 2

£16.99
£16.99
£13.99
£9.99

Unit 4, BDC, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN.

Fantasy World Dizzy
Federation of Free Traders
Ferrari Formula One
Final Battle

Formual One Grand Prix

£4.99

Fun School 3 (Under S)
Fun School 3 (5-7)
Fun School 3 (7+)

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Gary Lineker's Hotshots

£6.99

Gauntlet 2
Gazza 2

NEW PRICE £7.99
£16.99

Gemini Wing

NEW PRICE £7.99

Ghosts and Goblins ....SPECIAL OFFER £9.99
Golden Axe
£16.99
Gremlins 2
£13.99

Gunship

£16.99

Hammerfist

£9.99

Hitchikers Guide to the Galaxy
Hong Kong Phooey
Hostages
Imperium
Impossible Mission 2
International Soccer Challenge

£6.99
£6.99
£7.99
£16.99
£6.99
£16.99

Ivanhoe
Jack Nicklaus Golf
James Pond

£13.99
£16.99
£16.99

Jockey Wilson's Darts
Judge Dredd

£6.99
NEW £13.99

Kick Off 2

Last Ninja 2
League Challenge

£13.99

£7.99
SPECIAL OFFER £3.99

Leather Goddesses of Phobos

£6.99

Leisuresuit Larry
Leisuresuit LarryLook for Love
Leisuiesuit Larry3

£24.99
£29.99
£29.99

Line of Fire

£16.99

Silent Service

£16.99
£7.99
.£16.99
£4.99

Team Yankee

£19.99

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles
Thunderblade
Total Recall
Tournament Golf

16.99

NEW PRICE £7.99
£16.99
£13.99

Toyota Celica GT Rally
Tracksuit Manager
Treasure Island Dizzy
Treble Champions

7.99

8.99

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION

All orders send FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fill in the

ORDER FORM (Block Capitals)

Postcode

Tel No

Name of game

Computer

Value

£16.99
£7.99
£4.99
£13.99
£13.99
£13.99
SPECIAL OFFER £6.99
£19.99

Ultimate Golf (Greg Norman)
U.M.S
Verminator
Warhead

7.99

Secrecof Che Silver Biades

Space Quest 1 or2or3

£9.99

Street Hockey
Super Hang-On
Super Off Road Racer
Targhan

Trivial Puisuit
Turrican
Tusker
Ultima 5

Pool of Radiance

Tennis Tour & Stunt Car £19.99

£19.99

SPECIAL OFFER £9.99

Steve Davis Snooker

79.99
34.99

Bards Tale 1 or 2 or 3

NEW PRICE £9.99

Rick Dangerous 2
£16.99
Roadblasters
NEW PRICE £7.99
Robocop 2
£16.99
Rock Star Ate My Hamster
£4.99
Rogue Trooper
£16.99

6.99
7.99

3.5 inch Double Sided, Double
Density with Labels

£4.99

Rainbow Island

£19.99
£4.99

Robocop, Ghostbusters 2, Batman Tbc

NEW PRICE £6.99

Player Manager
Plotting
Populous
Populous New Worlds

Drakkhen
Drum Studio

£19.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

£16.99
NEW PRICE £7.99

Pang
Pinball Magic

Rick Dangerous, P-47 Thunderbolt,
Highway Patrol & Chicago 90

£16.99
£16.99
NEW £16.99
£6.99

Oriental Games
Outrun

EULL BLAST
Ferrari Formula One, Carrier Command,

U&99

£9.99

Murder
N.A.R.C
Never Mind

Question of Sport

SOCCER MANIA

Football Manager 2, Microprose Soccer,
Football Manager World Cup Edition &
Gazza's Super Soccer

£16.99

£16.99
SPECIAL OFFER £9.99
SPECIAL OFFER £9.99

Postage
TOTAL

Welltris

£16.99

POSTAGE RATES - Please add 50p lor post and packaging on all oideis under £5. EEC cuunines add £1 per i
Non EEC Countries add £2.50 per item

Wishbringer
World Championship Soccer

£6.99
£13.99

CARDTYPE

World Class Leaderboard
Xenon

Zany Golf
Zork

£7.99
£7.99

Paying By Cheque - Cheques payable to Sortwute Ciiy

EXPIRY DATE

CREDIT CARD No.

SPECIAL OFFER £6.99
NEW PRICE £6.99

sly3

SIGNATURE

DATE.

EUROPEAN
ORDERS
ACCEP1ED
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EDUCATION software

SPELLING AND LITERACY
BHB|7Ht'ti> „ |, rtbu's si—[ynrersEi ["BWH/Tj

Aiphafit
STCIub-EDDiO

Find letters on a grid. Type in their position. *

Hangman

Kid Publisher v2.1
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BSoft - KI5, Goodman - EDU3,
Page 6 - ST114, Pdom - Al 00,

digitised voice, and Make Spell, a quiz genera

Good, but a poor relation to the later version.
Create pages of text as well as pictures. ****

tor. Would be fine but for the voice.

Goodman - GD809

Kid's Keyboard

Page 6 - ST297

Mastermind-type game. This is supposed to help
you develop logical thinking.
**

Type on the keyboard and get large letters on

Clever Clogs

ST Club - EDD9

screen. Like an introductory WP, except you
can't use <Return> or PRINT the results.

Fun Face Demo

P

• "When are you going to see me?" says
Rebus - good fun but of doubtful value

ST Club - EDD4

MISCELLANEOUS

*
+

PDQ - EDUC31, ST Club EDD5
The popular game transferred to the ST, with a
digitised voice. Good with the sound off. ***
• Psst! Wanna tell the time? In Things To
Do With Numbers, you can learn how

%s

*

***

Wolf and the Kids
This is an odd little graphics and text adven
ture. Mama decides to go out shopping and
she tells her children to stay in the house.
Unfortunately, the kids are in danger from the
Wolf - he's on the loose and very hungry!

BSoft-KI6

Rebus (Colour version)

There are various possible outcomes but you

A super program that introduces Information
Technology, with interesting and often hilarious
results. The only difference between this and the
over-priced commercial release is that SAVE and

BSoft - KI6, Pdom - A131 (Mono version),

can discover them all far too quickly.

PRINT are disabled.

*****

tlMMfl GOMT SflVS:

Produces stories and letters in Rebus-speak a picture of a car followed by a "T" means
CART, and so on. Plenty of pictures and has
PRINT and SAVE facilities.
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fill nllfiV, DON'T OPEN THE
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JUST
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****
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Spelling Made Easy
Floppyshop - GAM99C,

14 •: \t>\m\<i\

Riverdene - EDU148

14 b t:4*v

Consists of two programs, Quizspell, where
you must type in the word spoken by a poor

14 e;t!4!MI

14 ... 14;MI

t

GOING

"I FlM

. 10 n.MOvl

n i l - » simmi

it

**

ST Club - EDD4

14 -

t4*vl

i4 v

t4*il

i0-C3»vl

nini-(.n!»---Fr— '=<

• Plenty of laughs with the Fun Face

tures - you can load others - and has a wide
range of skill levels (from 9 pieces to sort out to
a virtually impossible 324!)
*****

demo - mix up those features and enjoy!

Quiz

• Listen to her, kids, and avoid Mister
Wolf who's intent on some goat burgers

Sensori
BSoft-KM, STCIub-EDD9

Listen to a combination of notes and replay
them on the keyboard. Not very interesting. **

Fun School 2 Demo

Goodman - GD803

Super Sim

Page6-ST187

A quiz generator aimed at younger children but
it's exceptionally awkward to use.
*

Floppyshop - GAM44C, Page 6 - ST163,

Is there anyone with a micro and kids who hasn't
bought the excellent Fun School 21 Unfortu
nately, on this demo you can only watch.
**

STCIub-EDD9

Inferior version of Sensori, if that's possible.

*

Treasure Search
Flashcards

Pdom - G76, STOS PD - DPD15

Pdom-A73

A large, rambling program but an interesting

Probably the poorest quiz game, with badly
written questions on a nearly blank screen.
*

coordinates game. Well drawn screens encour
age you to search for treasure.
****

Jigsaw

Where is it?

Floppyshop-GAM 116C

PDQ-EDUC31

Although aimed at young children, this odd jig
saw generator is far too difficult to use. Loads
of pics but most are unsuitable for children. **

Find five Atari Logos hidden in a small grid.
Zoomaker

Mouse Piano

Floppyshop - GAM44C, Page 6 - ST163
Turns the ST into a simple synthesiser con
trolled by the mouse. You can access 20 voices
***
using the Function keys.
Picture Concentration
STCIub-EDD8

Look for matching pairs of pictures behind 40
closed doors. Too many doors make this game
confusing for the young.
**
Puzzle
PDQ-EDUC38

All of the menus are in French but most are self-

explanatory. In contrast to Jigsaw, this is an
excellent puzzle generator. It contains five pic140

ST FORMAT

*

• Puzzle is an excellent slide-the-squares
game with an enjoyable selection of pics

STOS PD (uncatalogued)
Children must identify animals with simple
yes/no responses, and are then encouraged to
draw various animal pictures. This is a simple
****
but effective program, stf

WHERE TO GO FOR PD EDSOFT FOR KIDS
You can obtain the educational software listed above from these PD libraries. For other PD soft

ware, see FORMAT'S regular PD pages, beginning on page 97, including a full PD library directory.
BSoft, 33 Corsham Road, Calcot, Reading RG3 5ZH
Floppyshop ST, 50 Stewart Crescent, Northfield, Aberdeen ^ 0224 691824
Goodman PDL, 16 Conrad Close, Meir Hays Estate, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST3 1SW
Page 6 Publishing, PO Box 54, Stafford ST16 1DR « 0785 213928
Pdom PD Atari, PO Box 801, Bishop's Stortford, Herts CM23 3TZ = 0279 757692
PDQ, PO Box 38, Eastleigh, Hants S05 5HB
Riverdene PDL, 63 Wintringham Way, Purley on Thames, Berks RG8 8BH
ST Club, 9 Sutton Place, 49 Stoney Street, Nottingham NG1 1LX

STOS PD Library, 78 Merton Road, Highfield, Wigan WN3 6AT * 0942 217044
issue 20-MARCH-91
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Educational

Your Atari ST is

Programmes

the only teacher

Written by experienced
Ul

teachers.

Tel: 0626 779695
Day or evening

79% in ST Format Jan 91

Do you want to see your children use the computer for
something other than shoot-em-ups?

Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick?
Do they get fed up with being killed off while trying to work out

I
which YOU CONTROL

Whatever your age, whatever your subject
- let your computer help you learn.
Subjects include ...

which button does what?

Coombe Valley Software may have what you are looking for
Send SAEfor information ordisc/50p for demos, state (SS/DS)
To:- C.V.S. 18 Nelson Close, Teignmouth, Devon. TQ 14 9NH

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English
History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge,
Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland,
Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic
Reviewed in

WANTED
USE YOUR VOICE
TO OUTDRAW THE
GUNFIGHTER

CASH PRIZES

0898 31 35 97

ST Format (August '90)

87%

jS

Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational
Software designed to help you enjoy learning from your
computer. Ourprograms even allow you to add your
own lesson material.

Write or telephone for a FREE 20-page BROCHURE
of our Educational & Leisure software
Please state your computer type

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406
1X1

i

NfOCHAI. POBox 36 LSI 4TN Col charges 33p Per Min Cheap 44p Per Min All Other Times

•jT'

Please make cheques/P.O's etc

;«&« payable to POST EXPRESS
* POST EXPRESS. (STF)

POST EXPRESS
All prices include VAT& Delivery
All computers are genuine UK specification .

HHILLCREST HOUSE, SUITE 3.
49A VICARAGE ROAD.
.
. LONDON E10 5EF

J TEL: 081518 7494 9am-11pm
is FREE 2 YEAR WARRANTY WITH ANY COMPUTER BELOW ! -,'v

1MB ATARI 1040 STE I 0.5MB ATARI 520 STFM •

HOME/BUSINESS PACK I
Atari 1040 STE

£499.991

Wordprocessor
Database
Spreadsheet
Business Graphics
First Basic
S.T.A..C

£49.951
£49.951
£59.951
£39.951
£49.991
£39.951

Hyper Paint
Prince

£24.991
£24.991

TOTAL RRP

£839.71

|

DISCOVERY PACK

ATARI STFM

£299.991

Bomb Jack

£24.951

Carrier Command ...£24.951
Outrun
Space Harrier
BASIC
NeoChrome
STOS

£24.951
£24.951
£24.951
£29.991
£29.991

PLUS DISCOVERTHE ST
CONTROL ACC
EMULATOR ACC

!j

0.5MB ATARI 520 STE

TURBO PACK

Atari 520 STE .£399.991

8 top quality
Indiana Jones,
Impossible Mission II,
Super Cycle, H.M.K.,
Outrun, Dragons
Breath, Blood Money,
Anarchy, First Basic,
STOS, Music Maker II,
Hyper Paint, Joystick

Phone orwrite for your free catalogue. New computer packs available soon.
Monitors, printers, music peripheralsavailable

with over 700 disks!

Education, Budgie,

Utils, Topshelf, g^

C

A*"

Simply send
50p or blank disc
with SAE to:

Paradise Computers (STPD),

r/

Fax: (0734) 451239

PUBLIC DOMAIN PACKS ONLY £5.50
Demo Pack 1(D/S): Syntax Terror, Overdrive & Decade
Demo Pack 2: Life's A Bitch, Power Demo & Transbeuce

STE Pack: Delirious III, Spectrum Analyser & Aciid
Art Pack: Neochrome Master, Picswitch & Digisynth
Music Pack: Cosh Sequencer V2.3, Sample Converter &Synth 50
Home Utilities: ST Writer Elite, DB Master & F-Copy III

EXCLUSIVE TO RIVERDENE PDL
PAINT MASTER

ST PROGRAMMER

Sections include: Demos,

£J^s

Tel: (0734) 452416

Ever wanted to create 512 colour pictures with ease?
Well here isthe art package to do it, load it as an accessory in
STOS Basic or use it as a stand alone art package, STOS Basic
source code included for displaying your 512 colour pictures
in your own programs. All this for only £14,99.

Brand new Disc Catalogue
from Paradise Computers

WP Etc.

RIVERDENE PDL
30a School Road, Tilehurst, Reading, Berkshire RG3 5AN

You too can program in 68000 assembly language and
STOS Basic with this disk based magazine.
Six issues only £12 (Overseas £18)

FREE PD CATALOGUE ON DISK
(Please state AtariST or Amiga)
when you send a blank disk and SAE to RIVERDENE PDL

9 Westfield Crescent,

ACCESS & VISA WELCOME

Brighton BN1 8JB

WHY NOT VISIT OURSHOP?

N
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COMMS online

ON COMPUSERVE

line noise

CompuServe is an American database with a
massive number of files available for down

loading. There are large sections devoted to

the ST and every month FORMAT lets you
know what's happening on-line in the States.
If you want to subscribe to CompuServe

I This month we kick off with thefirst
part ofa new FORMAT series in
which Andrew Hutchinson shows you how to

ring their free customer service line, « 0800
289458. It costs £19.95 to join, then $21.50
(about £10) for every hour you're on-line.
There are three main Atari forums, the
Arts, Productivity and Vendors' forums. The
first

use your ST to communicate with the world
Y o u ' v e taken the modem out of its box

mediocre package, or pay three quid for an

and plugged it into your ST, but now
you're stuck on what to do next. Your
first priority is definitely to get some comms
software running on your ST. You can do this in
two ways: either pay lots of money for a

excellent Public Domain program.
There really are very few commercial pack

dial modem because they are very cheap. If you
don't, then try and get hold of one.
First, work out who you want to communi

HOW TO LOG ON TO

cate with. There are a few numbers at the end

Okay, so I know what a bulletin board is, but
how do I go about getting on-line with one? Just

fun. You can find a terrific amount of information

in a bulletin board. What's more, there are hun
dreds of ST specific boards offering news on
the ST, Public Domain files and sometimes net
worked (national) message bases. Once you're
logged on you can leave mail, download files
and access information as well.

LOG ONTO ST FORMAT VIA YOUR LOCAL
EURONET BULLETIN BOARD
1.

2.

3.
4.

2400

•

1200 +

about this - the vast majority of boards use full
duplex. This means that both computers can talk

(081)316 7402
(071)733 3992
(071) 930 3903
(081)773 2422
(081)445 6514
(0742) 325 232
(0272) 584 352
(0225)480 103
(0203) 552 590
(0375) 851 046
(0734) 320 297
(021)427 8077
(021)430 3761
(0952) 677 002
(061)864 3295
(0296) 395 935
(0636)815 705
(0707) 263 695
(0622) 890888

2400

My Little Phoney, Oxford,
Lightfingers Place, Bournemouth

Brunei BBS, Bristol, Avon
The Bath TUB, BBS Bath, Avon
Eldorado, Coventry, Midlands

14.

15.

16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.

22.

23.
24.

The Spinning Disk, Grays, Essex
Scary MonSTer, Twyford, Berkshire
ST Brum BBS, Birmingham
The Magic Castle, Birmingham
The Silver Link, Telford, Shrops
Cobra Stretford, Manchester
Internet, Aylesbury, Bucks

Sorcerer's Dungeon, S'well, Notts
STar-Tel BBS, Hertfordshire
Invicta Conference SVS, Hatfield
Bath BBS, Bath, Avon (not EuroNet)

King of the Castle (not EuroNet)

KEY

you can set the figure to 1200, but if you have a

(081)464 2516
(0634) 831 389
(0865) 773 277
(0202) 485 723
(061)429 9803

12.
13.

Vanterm. Store a few of those numbers in the

program's dial directory. Move the cursor over
to "Edit dial directory" and click on it. Then click
on an empty slot and finally click on "Edit."
• You can now enter the name and telephone
number of the board. The display then prompts
you for a baud rate (the speed of data transfer).
This depends on two things - the speed of your
modem and that of the modem you're talking to.
Look at the speed of the bulletin board. If it says
2400 baud, it can accept all speeds up to and
including that number. Thus with a 1200 modem

The Village, Bromley, Kent
The Hotel BBS, Rochester, Kent

Sheffield Alt. Sol. Sheffield

9.

• Power up your ST and modem and load up

Baud

11.

7.
8.

follow these guidelines and you can't go wrong.

Number

10.

6.

A BULLETIN BOARD

Bulletin Board

STun - Euronet HQ, Stockport
Micro-Mola, Plumstead, London
Starbase One, Brixton, London
The Penthouse, Whitehall, London
The Domain, Carshalton, London
The Tavern, Finchley, London

5.

section for on-line news

most interesting programs in this forum is
PERUSE.ARC, a text reader with a built-in
Degas displayer in any resolution. Best new
program in the Productivity forum is TIMDRV
.ARC, a combined screen saver, disk access
indicator and system time clock display.

ages worth looking at and FORMAT strongly rec
ommends that you use a PD program. This
tutorial is based on Vanterm, which appeared on
our Cover Disk 17. I assume you own an auto

of this article to start you off. Once you log on
one board you'll soon discover hundreds more.
A good place to start is with a bulletin board
because they don't charge you to log on to their
computer - computer enthusiasts run them for

• Owning a modem, big or small, gives you
access to the exciting world of comms

includes a

letters such as Z-Wef and ST-Report, which
are very quick with the news. One of the

+-

Denotes 21:00 to 05:00

hours only

2400
2400
2400

2400
2400

2400
2400

2400
2400
2400
1200

#- Denotes 22:00 to 08:00

hours; 1200 baud only

at the same time. With half duplex they speak in

turns. Now simplyhit "F" and press <Return>.
• Nowyou can see the user name and password
sections. These make logging on to a bulletin
board with Vanterm very easy. You can enter
your name here now although you won't know
what your password is until you log on for the
first time. Enter "Y" to confirm that everything's
fine and then press the right mouse button to

2400

return to the main menu. Click on "Config" again

and pull down the menu to "Save Configuration."

2400 R

You're now ready to dial the computer.

2400

• Move the mouse over to "Dial" and click on the

1200#

box showing the computer you want to dial. The

2400

screen changes and you can hear the modem
dial the number. Ifthe line isn't engaged and you
dialled correctly, then you receive on-screen
instructions about logging on for the first time.
That's it for this month, now you know more
about how to get on-line to a bulletin board.
Next issue we show you how to find your way
around one without losing your way. stf

2400
12/75
2400

2400
2400 +

R -

Next enter the duplex setting. Don't worry

9600

V32/HST

(0225) 840 060
(0225) 835 841
(0233) 620228

2400 baud modem then set it to 2400.

Denotes call-back

answering service

You can leave mail for ST FORMAT only on
the Bath BBS - 2400 Baud - = 0225 840060,

and they also have our Cover Disks on-line.
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QUALITY

TELESALES HOTLINES

GUARANTEE

0782 208228
Cheques and PO's torMedia Direct Dept STF
The Railway Enterprise
Centre, Unit 3, Shelton New

All our products carry our full
replacement no quibble
guarantee

All Prices inc VAT

REMEMBER!!!

Please add £2.95 P&P per Order
Next Day delivery £10.00

Road, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire, ST4 7SH.

We only supply Quality

U.K. ORDERS ONLY

Beware of cheap imitations

Fax: 0782 281506

RAINBOW PACK DISKS

(Red, Green, Blue, Yellow,

AMAZING OFFERS ON

STACKABLE STORAGE
BOXES

Orange & White)

3.5" DSDD DISKS

3.5' DSDD (100% error free)
25 DSDD 135tpi
50 DSDD 135tpi
75 DSDD 135tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

£15.45
£29.45
£42.95
£55.95

5.25 DSDD (100% error free)
25 DSDD

£10.45

50 DSDD
75 DSDD
100 DSDD

£18.95
£27.95
£34.95

COLOURS AND QUANTITIES
OF YOUR CHOICE

3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS
All disks 100% cert. & error free
10..

£9.95

25..

£24.45

50..

£47.50

75..

£69.75

100.

£89.95

25 DSDD 135 tpi
50 DSDD 135 tpi
75 dsdd 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

holds 90 3.5'disks

can be stacked horizontally
and vertically
1 off

..£9.00 each

3+
5+

£8.50 each
£8.00 each

THE AMAZING POSSO BOX

SPECIAL OFFER

holds 150 3.5" disks & can be

stacked horizontally or

200 DSDD DISKS &

2 X100 CAP. BOXES

vertically

£81.95

FOR BULK BUYERS
500

inc. Labels

BANXBOX

£10.95
£20.95
£30.95
£39.95

3.5" DSDD 135tpi DISKS

IT

only £15.95

SWITCHES AND CABLES
2 WAY DATA SWITCHES:-

£187.50

750

£269.95

1000

£330.00

SERIAL

£12.95

PARALLEL
E1Z95
PAR. PRN CABLES...£7.95

GENERAL

SONY BULK

LIMITED OFFER ONLY

3.5"DSDD
25

£13.25

50

£24.45

75

£36.95

100

£46.95

200

£89.95

500

£199.95

1000

£369.95

BRANDED DISKS

SONY or VERBATIM
100 3.5" DSDD

only £69.95

50

£12.95

100

£23.95

150

£35.25

200

£45.95

Labels &Envelopes supplied

SYNCRO

50

£22.45

100

£43.95

150

£62.95

200

£79.95

Labels SEnvelopes supplied

EXPRESS I

***

AMIIGA3.5" EXTERNAL DRIVE

£3.95

2 PIECE PRINTER STAND

£6.95

LABELS per 1000

£9.95

£5.50

All the above have lock & dividers

3.5" 10 CAPACITY
or 10 for

£0.95
£7.50

Slimline and very quiet

only £59.95

JOYSTICKS

ATARI 3.51 EXTERNAL DRIVE

Slimline and very quiet

£34.95

£3.95

ATARI DUST COVER

3.5' 50 CAPACITY
£5.00
5.25* 100 CAPACITY....E5.50

Standard 50 or 100 capacity boxes when
purchased with disks

All disks 100% cert. & error free

£1.80

,,£1.80

AMIGA DUST COVER

3.5" 100 CAPACITY

DISK DRIVES
5.25" DSHD DISKS

£1.50

DISK STORAGE BOXES

£1:00 off

***

£2.50

MOUSE POCKETS
3.5" CLEANING KIT
5.25" CLEANING KIT

£12.95

only £59.95

All disks 100% cert. & error free

QUALITY MOUSE MATS

TILT AND TURN MONITOR •STAND

100 5.25" DSDD
5.25" DSDD DISKS

ACCESSORIES

(Requires no external power supply)

only £59.95

£12.95

PRO 5000

NAVIGATOR
KONIX SPEEDSTICK

£12.95
...£9.95

RIBBONS
MEDIA

DIRECT

THE COMPANY THAT PUTS THE CUSTOMER FIRST

STAR LC10 MONO

£3.50

STAR LC10 COLOUR

£6.95

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS LTDj Telephone 24hrs

ANALOGIC
152 Latchmere Road
ANALOGIC
Kingston-upon-Thames
LOGIC

i 7 days a week

! 081-546-9575

Surrey KT2 5TU

' 081 -541 -4671

A

SALES

1. 520 STFM Discovery Pack

(512K RAM) 269.00

2.
3.

(512K RAM) 359.95
(1Mb RAM) 379.95

520 STE Turbo Pack
1040 STE Extra Pack

35" External Disc Drive
With internal built in PSU

Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising
we can offer you high qualify European manufactured
disks at these extremely low prices

59.95

DSDD Q1 n INC VAT

ST UPGRADES

1. 520ST/STFMtolMB

.^-

2. 520 ST/STFM to2.5MB
3. 520 STF to 1MB (DIY Kir)

4. 520 STE lo 2MB (DIY Kit)

TViiJ**^.

5. 520 STE to 4MB (DIY Kit)

.¥fTT

REPAIRS

1.

69.95

^^rrWK
tffJ I'm I•

99.95

198.95

2501 @29p each; 500 +@28p each; 1000 +@27p each

.MEM..

ATARI ST/STE

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

STFM/STE POWER SUPPLIES (service exchange)

*
*

DISKS 0 I U +LABELS

169.95
29.95

SONY 3.5" 38p iSi

All prices include VAT and delivery.
Please call for price quotes on other Atari products.

DSDD BULK

FARMIC ENTERPRISES
75 Chestnut Grove, Coleshill,

Birmingham. B46 IAD
The New Name in Public Domain

For the very bestPD software on theATARI
computer, simply send £1 or 50p
with a blank diskfor a disk catalogue and
find out how you can claim your
FREE PD.

100 Capacity Disc Box.

50 Capacity Disk Box

Mouse Pockets
Printer Stand
PossoBox

Amiga Dust Cover....

WEST LONDON PD
UB10 9DU

BLANK DISKS;
10-49 65p EACH
50+ 60p EACH

All orders are despatched same day and are sent first
class. All cheques and postal orders should be made out
to WEST LONDON PD.
DEMO'S:
DEM 001 Union Demo

SUDESHOWS:
SSP 025 J.M. Jarre Album Covers

DEM 004 The Cuddly Demo

SSP027

Pase 3 Spec 512 pics

DEM 014 The Definative Demo

SSP 024

Animals

DEM 182 Union Intro Compilation
DEM314 Shadow DigrDemo

SSP 060

Pin-Up Girls

SSP 076
SSP 109

Madonna SIideshow
Fractal Slideshow

SSP 106

Paradise Fantasy Pics

DEM 245 Delirious Demo 2
DEM 326 The Run

THIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS
SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES

DEM 266 Automation Intro Comp
DEM 323 Galtan 6
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM

308
325
333
334
340

ART:
ART 008
ART 010
ART 009
ART 003
ART 001
ART 020

Preditor Demo
Overdrive
Walker Demo 2
Decade Demo
The Zuul Demo

11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton,
Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY.

CLIP ART:
CLA001 Collection 1
CLA002 Collection 2
CLA003 Collection3
CIA 008 Faces & Cartoon Chars.

TELESALES HOTLINE

0782 212970

( ST/STE PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE )
£1.50 each for 10 or more (SS/DS) disks
£2.00 each for under 10 (SS/DS) disks
Ring for

SOME OF OUR MOST POPULAR DEMOS

details of all

D_0005 - SOWATT Demo (The Carebears)
D_0010 - STE Jungle Demo (STE only)
D_0011 - STE Soundoff Demo (STE only)
D_0016 - Definitive Demo (The Lost Boys)

our special
offers

D_0018 - The Iron Maiden Demo

1 st class

same-day
despatch

Many many more Including this month's special - The
excellent: - Decade Demo by Inner Circle - £1.50

Send £1 for our disk catalogue/FREE game or blank disk for catalogue only.
Empire Noisetraoker + over 100 samples on 2 double sided disks for just £3.00
0463 -

CALEDONIA P.D.L.

- 225736

250 Oldtovvn Rd, Hilton, Inverness, IV2 4PT

UTILITIES

UTI 010
UTI 050

15 Disk Copiers
File Compacters

UTI 022
UTI 023

ZX81 Emulator
Star Chart

UTI 025

Sozobon 'C Compiler

UTI 027

ZX81 Emulator Files

GAMES:
GAM 024 Quiz Whiz
E. Plan
Colour Burst 2
Fractal Zoom V0.7
AniST
NeochromeVLO
Neochrome Version 2

64.95

Please add £2.85 p&p/next day £6.50. Cheques/POs to

DEM 335 Syntax Terror
DEM 262 An Cool's STE Demo

Atari Dust Cover

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock
Amiga/Atari External Drive

8 Berkeley Road, Hillingdon, Middlesex,
• 1-9 DISKS £2.00
10+ DISKS £1.75

Mouse Mat

PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES

Prices start at just £1.65 per s/s disk.

PRICES:

'

GAM 021 Floyd the Droid
GAM 028 Dungeon Master Help
GAM 029 Arka (Mono)

YOU'VE HEARD THE
TAPE - SEEN THE

VIDEO-NOW TRY

jHpnTqV

THE WORLDS

KAO
1 •' '
MF2DD

I U I r,

sMsflMHsMM

> Double sided

nuFCTmsKsranu
FINEST
DISKS FROM KsflfTW'WWrilB
Mffl^g^M

1Mb capacity

i

I

j

I

i
I

032
038
041
045

Spectral Sorcery
Monopoly V2
Super Breakout (Mono)
Bunny Hunt

GAM
GAM
GAM
GAM

004
035
042
006

Hack
Fruit Machine
Solo
Krabat Chess

PRICES INCLUDE VAT &
FREE DELIVERY ON

ORDERS OVER
I. BRANDED
BOXED£50.00
IN ,0Y,

PHENOMENAL QUALITY 1 MEG COLOURED BULK DISKS FROM KAO
BULK DISKS CHOICE OF8 COLOURS: Blue, Grey, Red, Yellow, Green, Black, Orange, Fog White

GAM 031 Give Us A Break

GAM
GAM
GAM
GAM

=""""=> "="*=•»«"•

1 MEG 3.5" MF2DD BULK 50p
2 MEG 3.5" MF2HD BULK 75p

I

100

£24.00
£35.00

£48.00
£68.00

3.5" + 5.25" POSSO BOXES ONLY £14.00
(Purchases ol 100+ disks will include a 3.5" disk drive cleaning kitfree!)

All above disks are 100% error free &warranted free from defects 8 as suchcarry a 1 for 1 gu
ATARI ST & AMIGA SPECIALISTS

THE FULL CATALOGUE WILL BE SENT FREE ON REQUEST

TEL: 0895 53521
144 ST FORMAT

STAR PRINTERS - LC10 £150, LC200 COLOUR £210, LC24-200 mono £255 LC24-200 COLOUR £290
Send/call phone/fax for free price list. All printers include VAT + FREE printer lead

, K.C.VIDEO, 6 & 8 DONCASTER ROAD, SOUTH ELMSALL,

I

NR. PONTEFRACT, WEST YORKS, WF9 2YZ

TEL: (0977) 649100 FAX: (0977) 643312

GFA BASIC tutorial

with GFA Basic
After last issue's introduction to GFA Basic, James Beswick reveals all
about "sprites"and helps you through FORMAT'S Cover Disk demo
L a s t issue ST FORMAT brought you GFA
Basic 2 free on the Cover Disk, along

'^By James Beswick

1ST Format i

with Part One of our exclusive tutorial.

(Miss that? To order back issues, see page
136.) Now learn more about what you can do
with your ST with Part Two included on this
issue's Cover Disk - see page 43.
While GFA Basic has an impressive range of
drawing facilities (see last issue), no respected
programmer creates his game or demo without
the aid of a drawing package. All the ships,
aliens, people and other objects in any commer
cial game are drawn using art packages. These
pictures of aliens and such are called "sprites."
So, a sprite is a piece of graphical data that you
can move from one place to another.
Unfortunately, dealing with sprites is a tricky
affair. To use one, you must load up the screen
on which it's stored - but there are a great num
ber of art packages and they store pictures in
an even greater number of formats. These
include Pll, PI2 and PI3 (Degas low, medium
and high resolution respectively), PCI, PC2 and
PC3 (Degas compressed), NEO, ART, IFF and
that's just the tip of the iceberg. The simplest

DEMO
THIS

IS

DEGAS

Here are -allthe graphics

The routine
Disk demon

strates this well. PUT comes in this format:
PUT X,

Y,

Sprites

Sprite$

name, ending in a $ symbol - as in "Sprite$."
Once you pick up a sprite, you can put it
down again using the PUT command. This is
issue 20-MARCH-91

did earlier...) with Degas Elite.
If you own Degas Elite, load up the file
GFADEM0.PI1 and take a closer look at all the

strates the GETting and PUTting of sprites - the
logo is a sprite itself. Load the file DEM02.BAS
into the editor and you see that the original file
has undergone many changes - one of which is
the presence of the logo.
The stars have also been altered. Up to
now, there was a fast and thick spray of multi
coloured dots. But this presents several prob
lems. Firstly, it doesn't stop and so eventually
obliterates the screen. Secondly, it's possible

boxes. The white box in the centre of the screen

Y, X2, Y2,

the demo on the Cover Disk (and here's one I

tion of the sprite and spriteS is its unique name.

represents the "GFA Demo" logo. Let's now
replace that box with the actual logo, supplied in

GET X,

the demo.

graphics for the demo. This clearly demon

method is to load the Degas Elite "uncom
pressed" file format. This command in GFA

X and Y are the coordinates for the top left cor
ner, and X2 and Y2 are the coordinates for the
bottom right of the sprite. Each sprite must be
individually recognisable so it must have its own

in

X and Y are the coordinates for the top left posi

• Thanks to FORMAT'S GFA Basic tutorial,
you can a start designing your own demo

Next, find out the coordinates of the top left and
bottom right of your sprites - I always use a
small program in the file SPRITES.BAS. Once
you've got their coordinates, isolate the sprites
on the screen using the GET command:

to be used

before long you could be creating a starburst and manipulating sprites on your own

BACK TO THE DEMO

Void Xbios(6,L:Xbios(3)-32)

FORMAT

• Get straight into GFA Basic! Follow the demo included on this issue's Cover Disk and

The demo we began last issue is still in its
designing stage. So far it draws a frame or
BOX, and places randomly coloured dots in the
middle of the screen until you press a key and
the screen is "wiped out" by a series of black

Basic loads a Pll file onto the screen:
load "filename",Xbios(3)-34

ELITE

GFA DEMO
how you animate objects.
PUT_GET2.BAS on the Cover

^-GFA

! "DV*;*"DU5*

for the dots to place themselves inside the box

WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH YOUR MOUSE
GFA gives you a great deal of control over your
mouse. Are you sick of that arrow as a mouse

pointer? Well, with GFA Basic's DEFMOUSE
command, you have a choice of eight different
pre-defined pointers. Using a more complex
method, you can even make your ownl But for
now, load the file called DEFMOUSE.BAS to
demonstrate this command.
You can also detect where the mouse is on

the screen and whether any of its buttons is
depressed by using another command called
MOUSE. Type somewhere in your program:

X and Y equal the coordinates of the mouse

position (X being the horizontal coordinate and
Y the vertical, as normal). B is a number from
zero to three, showing which of the mouse
buttons are held down. When B equals 0, no
buttons are held down; when B equals 1, the
left button is held down; when B equals 2, the

right button is held down; when B equals 3,
both buttons are held down.

There are many other things you can do
with your mouse, but for now there are two
other commands to remember -

HIDEM and

SHOWM. These hide and show the pointer
respectively, and have no parameters - that is,

you simply type them in, without coordinates.

ST FORMAT 145
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representing the logo, thus obliterating that as
well. And finally, the dots aren't exactly "star

THE FORMAT GFA BASIC DICTIONARY

colours." You don't tend to see purple stars in
the sky - unless there's something very wrong
with your eyesight! So now, the colours are
restricted to the first five of the palette - all
shades of grey, which look more convincing.

BASIC - Beginners All-purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code - Designed in the '70s to
make computer education easier. It began as a
virtually command-less and slow language,
and has developed to very high levels. GFA
version 3 is now an extra powerful language.

CHANGES ARE AFOOT

BOX - Command format: BOX X, Y, X2, Y2.

The only immediate changes you need to make
are these: the key click can still be heard, so
you need to turn it off. Type the following in the

nates for the top left of the box, X2 and Y2 are
the coordinates for the bottom right of the box.

line before the CLS command at the start of the

CIRCLE - Command format: CIRCLE X, Y, R

Draws a box on-screen. X and Y are the coordi

GET - Command format: GET X, Y, X2, Y2,
Sprites. The first four values, or variables, are
identical to those of the BOX command, and
Sprites is the name of the sprite you are
picking up or GETting. See PUT.

HIDEM - This command has no parameters simply type it in to hide the mouse pointer.
INTEGER - For those of you not so involved
with maths, it's a whole number.

Draws a circle on-screen. X and Y are the co

program. Remember that the CLS command
clears the screen. Go to the beginning of the
word CLS, press the <lnsert> key and type:
Spoke &h484,peek(&h484)

of The Operating System (TOS) of the ST. More
on this in the later parts of the tutorial.

ordinates for the centre of the circle and R is

its radius, measured in pixels.

CLS - This command has no parameters: sim

and 2

ply type this to clear the screen.

This all sounds like mumbo-jumbo but it's turning
off the click by rewriting the system's keyclick
control byte. The other change is to turn off the
mouse pointer so it can't be seen - the HIDEM
command does this for us. Simply type in this

COLOR -

Command format: Color Col: This

changes the colour of the screen results for
some commands.

CONDITION - Examples of conditions are: IF
X=2 or IF A$="Hello". Details next issue.

command to switch off the mouse pointer.

DEFMOUSE - Command format: DEFMOUSE

That's it for the time being. If you've backed
up your Cover Disk, you can safely practise all

P - Changes the mouse pointer on-screen. P is
an integer value, between zero and seven,

the commands we've looked at so far, until next

which gives eight different pointers: 0: Arrow,
1: Large X, 2: Busy Bee, 3: Pointing Hand,

month, when we take a look at conditional state
ments, some animation with sprites and more
GFA graphics commands - and of course we
continue with the GFA Demo. Until then, if you
have any problems, however large or small, drop

4: Flat Hand, 5: Thin Crosswire, 6: Thick Crosswire, 7: Outlined Crosswire

FILENAME - A filename can be up to eight
characters long, and has an extension, three
characters long - eg FILENAME.TXT.

us a line at: GFA Tutorial Problems, ST FORMAT,
30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. stf
• Excited by all this talk of sprites and demos?
Want to get the most up-to-date version of GFA
Basic and try it yourself? Turn to page 148 to find
out how you can upgrade to GFA Basic 3

MOUSE - Command format: MOUSE X, Y, B X and Y tell you the coordinates of the mouse
pointer, and B shows which buttons are held
down: 0 = None, 1 = Left, 2 = Right, 3 = Both.
PALETTE - How many colours you can have
on-screen. The ST has a palette of 16 colours.
PARAMETERS - If a command requires
details like coordinates that you must enter,
these are called parameters. Examples are:
MOUSE X, Y, B or COLOR C. Some commands,
like HIDEM, have no parameters.

PARENTHESES - These are (brackets).
PIXELS

-

The small coloured dots which

make up the picture on your TV or monitor.
PLOT - Command format: PLOT X, Y. Places a
dot on-screen. The X and Y coordinates that

you enter show where.
PUT - Command format: PUT X, Y, Sprites See GET.

FORMAT - Techie word for "layout" or "form."
Also, the universe's top ST magazine - but you
already knew that, didn't you?

SHOWM - This command has no parameters simply type it to show the mouse pointer.

GEM - Graphics Environment Manager - Part

can move around the screen.

SPRITE - A piece of graphical data that you

E.S.D.
East Yorkshire/N. Humberside's

leading Atari ST mail order dealer.
ACCOUNTS
S.B.A. extra

Word Perfect

159.91

Font disks/Clip An avail

Phone

S.B.A. plus
System 3
Personal Finance Mgr
Personal Finance Mgr.-t-

165.96
35.27
24.85
34.74

GAMES

PLUS free-holiday voucher).

Most games available with a
release.

CM8833 Mk2 M:>n,;cr
1084SDMonic- ..
Atari SM124 Mon to'
PC Ditto II

249.98
?46.98
Phone
209.00

Phone with your requirements.

PC Speed

237.00

PROGRAMMING

AT-Once
Vortex Hard dr ves

minimum of 20% discount off RRP.

New titles available on day of
BOOKS

Large range please phone, e.g.
ST Basic to C (Abacus)

13.95

ST 3D Graphics Prog. (Ac.) .17,95
ST Machine Language (Ab.)15.95
Tech.Ref.Guides, (comp) ea.17.50

Prog, the 68000. (Sybex)

21.45

Devpac Assembler
Hi-Soft C interpreter
K-Occam
Lattice CV5
Mark Wilhams C

15.95

...

.40.97

Fast Basic (ROM) . ..
Hi-Soft Basic

C Prog. Lang.2nd.ed. (K&R)22.97

Architectural design.

72.66
55.97

36,87
45.62
114.95
96.49

..

Nevad Cobol (Hi-So't).

.

35.95

15 95

CAD3D

1895

PROGRAMMING UTILITIES

Campus Draft.

56 05
57.49
46 85

C-Breeze editor
K-Resource 2

Cyber Sculpt
CyberStudio CAD 3D
GFA Draft Plus 3
Master CAD....

PC Board Designer

Pnone
25 95

168.75

DATABASES &
SPREADSHEETS

20.45
26.95

Pro Sprite Designer

16.93

WERCS Resource editor

21.90

WERCS plus GDOS
35.90
STOS compiler/sprites etc...Phone
GRAPHICS'ANIMATION

65.50

Canvas

12.90

K-Data

37.90

Cartoon Designs

22.31

K-Spread 2(1.3 or 4 Phone) .45.28

COLR object editor

19.93

Prodata (Arnor)

Deluxe Paint

46.27

Degas Elite
D.T.P. & W.P.

1si Word plus

57.90

Calligrapher

Phone

Fleet St-eet Publisher

159 90

Pagest'eam V2

Phone

Protext V4 3
Pretext V5
Text Pro
Timeworks DTP
Wordflar

... 67.86
.98 47
31 50
7t 50
Phone

19.93

Film Director

45.75

Spectrum 512

22.95

S.T.A.C

Clip Art/Design disks

phone

Star/Epson printers
. . ..Phone
Golden IMAGE range
Fhone
Memory Expans cn«
Fhone
Large range ot Joysticks, disks,

disk boxes, etc available e.g.
3•" DS/DD unbranded disks £5.80
for 10, £23.50 for 50.
MUSICS. SAMPLERS
C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Notator
Dr. T'sKCS

275.00
458.00
"99.00

Dr. T's T.ger Cub

.

28.90

Phone

HARDWARE

GL007: ALIEN BLOB

GL024: FLIGHT SIM
GL034; TENNIS SIM

^je
•rie
^

r<e "

GL035: SLALOM, GALACTIC RANGER,
WIDOW MAKER

iV 10 for £10 iV J
GL08C

GLOG2

DUNGEON MAStbK LEVELS
ELVEN CRYSTALS

GL094

INVASION

GLQ96 WIZARDS TOWER
GL099

GL052: EMPIRE BUILDER, JUMPSTER,

FOOTBALL POOLS PREDICTOR

GL1 12 HACK (ORIGINAL VERSION)

LOST TREASURE

GL1 1 9: LEAGUE SOCCER

GL056: ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER

GL1 24

GL059: PACMAN, LASERCHESS,
WINDBALL, ROYALE
GL070: CRIBBAGE, MINI GOLF,

GL130: SNATCH & CRUTCH
GL133 GIVE US A BREAK
GL135 DARKNESS IS FOREVER

PICKPOCKET. QUIZ

CHEQUES PAYABLE
TO:
PD.ST

GLI51

ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM

TOMBS OF DEATH

Send to: PD.ST, 95 ELTON ROAD,
SANDBACH, CHESHIRE CW1 1 9NF.

59.95
99.95
35.95

Sequencer 1

71.95

. .

TCB Tracker

.. Phone
35.95

UTILITIES
Hard drive Turbo kit

24.90

K-Roget

34.90

Mavis Beacon Teach Typing 21,95
Mintx

84.09

Neodesk 3

28.95

PC Ditto

8495

P.I.E. iicondesgne'j .

21.90

Partner ST

36.90

267.49

Tempus2

28.95

520f Turbo Pack

357.49

Turbo ST
Twist

25.95
18.50

Phone

V

ys°p<

21.95
29.95

. .

520"'' Discovery Pk

1040/MegaSTs'TTs

PD DISKS E1.5U
4 for £5

3hone

Replay
Replay Profess.oral
Steinbe.-g Cjbase

READ THIS....

POST

84.90

Dr. T's Omega
K-Minstrel2
Mastersound 2

Quartet

Autoroule

55.63

. 180.47
Jhone

Modems & Scanner

C.A.D.

3D Developers disk

(All ST's come complete with.
Free-ST Basic (Metacomco),

80.96

PD FOR FREE
To claim your FREE PD disc
simply purchase our PD list
for £1.00

Then when you order from us you get

Payment, By phone: Quote your Access/Visa no. & expiry date.
By post:
Send Cheque/Postal Orders or Access/Visa details to:

ONE DISC FOR FREE

Enchanter Software Design
8 Dykes Close, Hessle
N. Humberside, HU13 OBW

-ft A £1.00 credit note will be issued to you
10 CHANDLERS COURT,
EATON, NORWICH,

Enquiries/Orders Tel: (0482) 644254 (9am to 7pm).
Terms: Postage/VAT inc. Most items normally dispatched within 24hrs.
EXPORT/BFPO/EDUCATION orders welcome. Prices, subject to variation.

Jeti

NR4 6EY
COMPUTER
SPECIALISTS LTD

Telephone: (0603) 503382

V/SA

FOR INFORMATION
LEADING TOA
PROSECUTION
& CONVICTION

th|sc^gj^o^sedby ANY INFORMATION ON PIRACY SHOULD

E L SPA
*

*

^>

EUROPEAN LEISURE SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

BE PASSED TO F.A.S.T. (THE FEDERATION
AGAINST SOFTWARE THEFT)

TELEPHONE 0386 833501

PIRACY
IS THEFT

THE LATEST AND GREATEST ST

MAIL

FORMAT

DEVPAC ST HiSoft

GRAPHICS COLLECTION stformat
Keep your issues together in this high qualitybinder with ST
FORMAT printed on the spine.

Amazing two disk PD graphics compilation including
Neochrome, AniST and a host of other graphics utilities,
ncludes fulleight page manual.

Description

Price

Order No

Graphic Cln

£9.99

ST350

PROTEXT 4.3

Microdeal

Description

Price

OrderNo

One Binder

£4.95

ST112

Two Binders

ST1122

£9.00

(A PERSONAL FINANCE

For sheer programmingspeed there's only one choice:
program directly in 68000 assembler language using
HiSoffs Devpac.

Description

Price

OrderNo

Devpac ST

£44.95

ST315

<IP MiG-29 FULCRUM

MANAGER PLUS Microdeal

Domark

This extraordinarily versatile word processor took the ST by
storm when it was released. It has full spell-checking facilities,
mail-merging and ultra-fast text manipulation. Unbeatable.

Based on the original PFM,this new enhanced version is
designed to give you even better contol over your money.

Take the pilot's seat in Domark's first-ever flight simulator. Learn
to flythe world'sfinest fighter plane, then join missions that take
youfrom the Baltic to the Gulf and the Soviet-Chinese Border.

Description

Price

OrderNo

Description

Price

Order No

Description

Price

OrderNo

Protext 4.3

£64.95

ST361

Personal Finance Manager

£29.95

ST359

MiG-29 Fulcrum

£17.99

ST362

HOW TO ORDER...

Want to complete your collection
of the ultimate ST magazine and
its jam-packed Cover Disks?
Postage and packing included!

• Just make a note of the

product name and order number
and fill in the order form opposite
• Or ring our Hotline number on

ST/AMIGA FORMAT

0458 74011

• See page 136 for our
remarkable subscription offer of
FREE SOFTWARE!

ssf-mu

Sorry! Unfortunately we now no longer have
any copies at all of any issue of the late,
great ST/AMIGA FORMAT, the magazine out
of which were born magnificent ST FORMAT
and tatty old wassname, AMIGA FORMAT.

ISSUE

PRICE

ORDER N

ISSUE 1-8'

SOLD OUT

SORRY

ISSUE 9

£3.45

STF09
STF10

ISSUE 10

£3.45

ISSUE 11

£3.45

STF11

ISSUE 12

£3.45

STF12

ISSUE 13

£3.45

STF 13

ISSUE 14

£3.45

STF14

ISSUE 15

£3.45

STF15

ISSUE 16

£3.45

STF16

ISSUE 17

£3.45

STF17

ISSUE 18

£4.45

STF18

ISSUE 19

£3.45

STF19

OFFERS AT THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICES!
See page 136 for
our remarkable

subscription offer of
FREE SOFTWARE

GFA
BASIC
Version °
GFA BASIC

W

DELUXEPAINT ST Electronic Arts

V

V

TCB TRACKER mph

The art package no self-respecting artistshould be without!
DeluxePaint sets new standards for creativity software
enabling you to set new standards for your ST artwork.

Cover Disk issue 16

Description

Description

Price

Order No

TCB Tracker

£36.95

ST358

DeluxePaint ST

•

Price

OrderNo

£44.95

GFA BASIC 3

ST356

Lowcost, high qualitysampled music player. Comes witha
builtin drum machine and a disk full of trendy samples. See

^

GFA

TURRICAN 2

Microdeal

FORMAT GOLD T-SHIRT

Brilliant new FORM/47" Gold T-shirts. Be a truewinner by
wearing the ultimate accolade across your chest.

Description

Price

OrderNo

F. Gold Shirt L

£5.95

ST348

F. Gold Shirt XL

£5.95

ST349

QP

MAS

ASOUND Microdeal

Whether you're an STnewcomer or a seasoned programmer,
GFA Basic 3 hasall the speed, power and versatility you need
to write yourown quality programs.
Description
Price
Order No

Turrican won eightawards and this one promises to be even
better. An action spectacular withoutequal, it contains 12
levels which run to 150screens of unadulterated carnage.
Description
Price
Order No

Alow cost, highquality sound sampler which enables youto
record sound from your cassette or CD player and then edit
the sound in practically any way you can imagine.
Description
Price
Order No

GFA Basic 3

Turrican 2

Master Sound

£34.95

ST363

£17.99

ST FORMAT MAIL ORDER
Name

ST364

£29.95

ST360

No stamp required if posted in the UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man

Description

Price

Order No
• For

Address

overseas

orders call
Trevor for

prices on
0458 74011

Postcode

Telephone

Method of payment: (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque • PO
PO
Credit Card No

Expiry date

TOTAL ORDER

SEND THIS FORM TO: Trevor Witt, ST
Please make all cheques payable in pounds
sterling to Future Publishing Limited.

FORMAT, The Old Bam, Freepost,
Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7PY

DESKJET printer

jet powered spit
After FORMAT'S recent look at Canon's Bubblejetprinter, Peter Crush
examines another ink spitting printer, Hewlett Packard's DeskJet 500
HOW IT WORKS
Conventional printers work by the impact of

pins or daisywheel characters through a rib
bon, like the typewriter. By contrast, inkjet

printers squirt little blobs of ink onto the
paper from a large number of tiny nozzles.
The DeskJet 500 has 50 little ink jets; Its text

output detail is virtually as good as a daisywheel, and its graphics resolution of 300 dots
per inch (dpi) is equivalent to an Atari laser
printer. Although laser printers are twice as
expensive, the quality gap between them and

the latest inkjet machines is now very small.

and the test page in Timeworks DTP takes 12
minutes - using Timeworks on a single floppy
machine takes ages to print whatever printer
I Hewlett Packard's DeskJet 500: a robust and dependable printer that's cheap to run

DeskJet 500 Printer
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £689
FROM: Hewlett Packard
CONTACT. 0344 369369

T h e DeskJet 500 is the third version of
what has become known as the poor

man's laser printer. It looks identical to
the previous models (when you're onto a win
ner, why change it?) but has extra fonts. The
basic design of the machine is like a cross
between a stone doorstep and a laser printer. It
takes up no more room than the average

printer, needing no gap either side since all
controls are on the front. It can even go flat

against the wall because there's no need for
access to the rear either.

The printer takes only single sheets of
paper. Most owners use normal A4 sheets (the
same size as this magazine page) but it also
copes with "foreign" types like US Letter or
Legal. The DeskJet also prints on envelopes,

regardless of their quality or weight. Another
plus is that the DeskJet has inbuilt sheet-feed
ing - when set up, the printer automatically

feeds itself from a bottom tray and ejects the
printed sheets into a top tray.
You have to obtain your own printer lead,
and are spoilt for choice here as the DeskJet
has both a Parallel and Serial printer port neatly
tucked under it. Using a standard IBM printer
lead is usually cheaper
than buying an ST lead.
One particular oddity is
that, once set up, you
must switch the printer
on before your ST.
The results from the DeskJet are just as
exciting as the Canon Bubblejet (reviewed last
issue). The ink gives a solid and very black

you use. It takes only seconds with a PD pro
gram to print out Degas PI3 pictures, so it
seems that the quality of the printer drivers is
more important than the speed of the printer.
This is where the DeskJet scores heavily.
There are plenty of drivers, utilities and other

goodies in the Public Domain which enable you
to get the most from this printer. The DeskJet
500 is compatible with DeskJet Plus printer
drivers. You can only

"Graphics look great - you
need to spendovera grandon
a laserprinter to better them"

black, far superior to any dot matrix printer.
Graphics look great; you need to spend well
over a grand on a laser printer to better them.
And remember you need at least 2MByte of
memory in your ST to even consider using the
Atari laser printer, whereas the DeskJet works
with the humblest ST.

access the extra fonts
built into the DeskJet
500 via software con

trol and in this respect
support from the ST

software community is assured.
Hewlett Packard quote a price of £689, but

even they say you can get it cheaper. If you
look around, you might find it for under £499.
Replacement ink cartridges, including the print
ing head, cost about £15, and these print a
claimed 1,000 pages of draft quality or 500
pages of letter quality. You really can't go
wrong with this printer, and Hewlett Packard
provide a three year guarantee with it. stf

On text, the results are also superb; there

really is no difference between the output from

FORMAT RATINGS

the DeskJet and that obtained from a less flexi

DeskJet 500 Printer/E689

ble Daisywheel printer. Speedwise, a page of
1st Word text takes just under a minute to print

Hewlett Packard/^ 0344 369369

Features

95%

Sturdy, dependable, cheap to run, well supported,
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Letter Gothic
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• This fellow has been scanned in {from
STF 1S] and then printed out as a screen

• The DeskJet 500 prints fine lines and
heavy graphics equally well, plus ail

dump with no noticeable loss of detail

international characters and symbols
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90%

OK - it's not as fast as a laser printer

12

90%

Results

93%

Only a laser printergives better results, marginally

' "

FORMAT VALUE
86%
If it were a little bit cheaper, it might very well
sweep the board

The Competition
Canon's Bubblejetat £399 - STF 17: 90%
issue 19-FEBRUARY-91
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3.5 inch Disks + boxes
For a
stackable/lockable

10
25
50
100

disks
disks
disks
disks

+
+
+
+

10 capacity storage box
50 capacity lockable box
50 capacity lockable box
100 capacity lockable box

Banx high quality
80 capacity disk box

£6i
- £16
- £26
- £45

instead, add £9 to

these prices.
Banx disk box
without disks £12

•!00 disks + two 100capacity lockable boxes - £80x
All disks double sided and guaranteed

Best quality unbranded. disks
5.25 inch DSDD
100% Guaranteed

3.5 inch DSDD
100% Guaranteed

10 + 50padisk

Includes 50 + 45p a disk
labels
100 + 40padisk
and
250 + 35p a disk
postage

500 + 32p a disk
1000 + 30padisk

10
50
100
250
500
postage
1000

Includes
labels
sleeves
and

+
+
+
+
+
+

30padisk
29p a disk
28padisk
27p a disk
26p a disk
25padisk

Other Supplies
Disk Cleaning Kits (3.5 & 5.25") - £2.00
Disk Boxes- 10 capacity - £1.20

- 50 capacity - £6.50

Roll of 1000 3.5" disk labels - £9.00520/1040 ST dust cover - £3.00

Colour/Mono dust cover - £3.50

- 100 capacity - £7.50 Mouse/Joystick 2 metre ext. lead - £4.00^
All prices are fully inclusive of VAT + postage (UK only)

.»:>f

No nonsense - just fantastic value

VISA

*:

D
"UlltP

Cheques/Postal Orders payable to Seven Disk. Or send Access/Visa card numberexpiry date and signature

Seven Disk. (STF). Digswell Water Lodge, Digswell Lane,
Welwyn Garden City. Herts. AL7 1SN
24 hr order line - Tel: 0438 840456

LETTERS

Sounds magnificent

^AAAAAAAAAAAAA. VA-A

^Mi^

En

Recently, I became the proud owner of UBI

Soft's excellent BAT game. I instantly recom

•%

mend it to anyone if only for the excellent sound
card which enhances the music.

to produce a Graphics Card to enable STE
sound capabilities?

'-^M^

Richard Mather

Merseyside
stf At the moment, Richard, UBI Soft have

no plans to release the sound cartridge - which
delivers sounds through an impressive 16 chan
nels - as a separate product. However, they do
intend to release more programs which make
use of the cartridge. The first of these is Music
Master ST, due for release towards the end of
March. If you bought BAT and already own the
sound cartridge, you can pick up Sound Master
for £45 while everyone else has to pay £50.

Write to: Feedback, ST FORMAT,
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA12BW
a calculator accessory (groan), or a virus killer
(anybody lend me a razor blade?).
Steve Lloyd
Kent

In answer to your other query, no-one is
coming forward with a Graphics Card because
there aren't yet enough games and serious
packages which make use of the STE's abilities.

stf Come on, Steve, what do you want us to do
- produce a magazine or fill out an envelope for
every one of the scores of disks that drop on
our mat? It's impossible for us to send letters of
acknowledgment, though if it's absolutely essen
tial that you receive a reply (and I don't see why
you can'ttrustPostman Pat) say so in your cov
ering letter and we'll see what we can do.

Dial-a-game
public. Is this legal or do the software houses

m0

BACK

Watch out for our full review of Sound Master in
the next issue of ST FORMAT.

I have recently heard that there are some com
puter shops that are hiring software out to the

n

11 •

Will UBI Soft ever consider selling the sound
card as an individual product? And is it possible

We aim to fill the Cover Disk with the best

or copy a program from a friend. To new ST
owners, as I remember myself, piracy does not
really seem like theft, but months or years of
a programmer's work can be ripped off in
seconds without the programmer gaining any
benefit at all.
This robs the software houses and the

development teams of the money they've
earned, which in turn leads to less money being
available to spend on software development.
The short-term benefits seem very attrac

tive, but buying original programs protects the
development of your investment and gives you a
prized software collection rather than a grotty

possible programs each month, often related to

box full of instructionless disks.
Tom Black

Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland

features or articles within the magazine. For
example, our AUTO folders feature (on page
105) also has ten programs on the Disk. We
don't forget readers' programs and try to use
them wherever possible, but our aim is always

stf Many computer stores are morethan happy
to let you try out software in the shop, but this

to produce a quality Cover Disk - and if that
means going to the Public Domain then I have
no argument with that.

lose out on revenue because of this practice?
I feel this is an excellent idea as users can

try the new releases before committing large
sums of moneyto programs they don't enjoy.
J. Watson

rarely extends as far as letting you take soft

Eye, eye, Cap'n

ware home to test it out, for obvious reasons -

it would be quite easy for people to abuse the
system and illegally copy the software and man
uals. However, a new sort of try-before-you-buy

scheme is being run by Arcanum O 061 873
7102). They are selling top games such as Cor
poration and Killing Game Show for as little as
£6, but to play them you need to contact
Arcanum for a password each time you play. If

you decide you like the game you can buy the
full, password-less version for £6 off. The
scheme may be extended to serious software
depending on its success.

A slow boat to glory

With so many new ST owners out there, I would
like to take this opportunity to warn new users

m*

about the stupidity of soft-

f_y. i ,_r% ware piracy.
~fz ^\"J S
It is very tempting to

C*^

stt'* purchase pirated software

Norwich, Norfolk

stf A very good point, Tom. Sadly, part of what
encourages software piracy is the availability of
copying programs. Laying your hands on a PD
disk back-up program, popping round to your
mate's house and spending a night exchanging
games may not seem like piracy, butit's exactly
this kind of activity which damages software
publishers most. If only piracy could be eradi
cated altogether we'd see a welcome fall in the
price of ST software, which would benefit every
one. If anyone has any news about software
piracy, contact FAST (The Federation Against
Software Theft) on n 0800 181 502.

STRAIGHT TO THE POINT
if it is possible to upgrade my LC24-10 printer

• Please can you start a new section for
people who are bored with the unprofessional

to a colour version and where I buy It from.

nature of BASIC, and who need help with start

Neil Deamer, Hatfield, Herts

ing in an assembly (or related) language?

- Local computer stores may be prepared to
take your LC24-10 in part exchange for a

Stephen Downing
Launceston, Cornwall

colour version. For our advice on the STB

Being one of the apparent minority who spend
more time using the ST for serious applications

- Bored with BASIC? I don't believe it. It's a

problem, see last issue's DESKTOPpages. (To

wonderfully versatile language and programs

order back issues, seepage 136.)

than for playing games, I was tempted into
sending a couple of programs to you for possi

like GFA Basic are incredibly fast. Still, If you
must have an assembly language article, tune
in next month for our feature on programming
animation in assembly language. The following
month we hope to start a regular assembly

ble inclusion on the STF Cover Disk. I have in
fact sent two disks in now, and have heard

absolutely nothingfrom you in each case.
If you can't respond to readers' disks within
the quoted four weeks then why don't you warn
them to "allow one year for reply," or whatever.
If you receive so many disks why do we only
ever see a mere one or two readers' programs

each month? Surely there must be some very

good material sent in. It might make a nice
change instead of a RAMdisk accessory (moan),
152
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language series, so keep reading.
• Having just come back from a long Christ
mas break I found to my horror the article in
your January edition on faulty STE DMAchips.
1 looked at the serial number on my box for a
red dot but with no luck. Please could you tell
me what to do about this since 1 am consider

ing buying a hard drive. Also could you tell me

• Just a note to express my thanks to Core
Design for their help with many of my difficul
ties playing Corporation. When you consider
the price of current software it's reassuring to
find people willing to"back up" their product in
this way.
Robert Shaw, Rosshire

- Most games software houses run a helpline
service to help gamesters with any difficulties
they encounter in a game. The problems are
monitored so future games can be improved.
Next time you can't get past that end-of-level
monster, give the software publishers a ring.
issue 20-MARCH-91

LETTERS

Shades of grey

ATARI ON THE CASE?

Every month I used to look forward to ST

FORMAT arriving in WH Smith, but after support
ing it from the days of ST/AMIGA FORMAT this
will be probably the last issue I buy. I'm a mono
monitor owner and have got used to the Cover
Disk being mainly filled with low/medium res
programs but looked forward to your reviews
and news of the ST scene. Over the last few

issues I have noticed ST FORMAT becoming
more devoted to the game-player and less to

the serious user. This last issue confirmed my
thoughts. Out of 164 pages I found interesting
reading on no more than 14 pages. I know there
are many new ST owners around after Christ
mas but elementary information should be bal

anced with good serious subjects.
I would like to thank you for the pleasure
you have given me in the past, and I'll keep an
eye on your magazine in WH Smith.
David O'Connell

Derby

stf This month's questionnaire is designed to
give us a better idea of what our readers want

to see both in the magazine and on our Cover
Disk (so turn to page 133 and fill it in immedi
ately!). As to your other comment, the Christ

mas season is traditionally dominated by games
and we could hardly ignore them. This month's
main feature is an in-depth study of ST hard
ware - is that serious enough for you?
As for monochrome programs on the Disk:
obviously we don't want to fill the Disk with
mono programs when most of our readers can

only access a colour monitor. Even so, I could
list at least ten programs on this month's Disk
which run in high res. Ifourquestionnaire shows
there are a high number of readers with mono

monitors, you'll certainly find more mono pro
grams on future Cover Disks.

Pirates on the loose

enjoyed reading the exchange of letters
between Mr Gleadow and yourselves. The
whole thing reminds me of an adolescents'
quarrel. How poor Bob Gleadow must have

STE, only three PD programs In The ST Club
catalogue don't run and I've had trouble with

only one serious package.
But even if there are a small number of

blushed when he wrote about the STE software

Incompatible programs, you know why they

compatibility Issue.

don't run - you knew without the benefit of an

There really is no defence. The best thing
In these circumstances Is to plead guilty and
hope to put the whole embarrassing affair

interview with Bob Gleadow - so how can you
obstinately blame Atari? Could it be that you
daren't hint that the fault lies with pro
grammers who Ignored the "rules" because
ultimately these are the people who pay for

behind you. But valiant Bob sticks to his guns.
"I always take great care," he says, "not to
drink more than the the legal limit before I
step Into my BMW. But on this occasion false
friends Induced me to have one glass too
many, though I had told them in good time
that I was driving." The magistrate is unim
pressed. "But, Your Honour," pleads Bob,

"before I came I'd been driving under the

adverts in your magazine?

Finally, the DMA problem. The only way I
can defend this one Is to say that I have had
my STE and my hard drive (a 32MByte affair
from Third Coast) since last June and they
perform very happily together.
Salvatore Marigliano, Bury

Influence In France for two months and no

body said a thing."
There is some slight evidence in Bob's
confessions that the senior boys in the Atari
Corp gang are starting to get some clue of how

the Apple and IBM boys operate. Let's hope

- Obviously we'd rather Atari could get It right
every time. If they hadn't messed up with the
release of the STE there would be many more

STs In homes by now and more people buying
ST FORMAT. We have no desire to constantly

they get It right so that Atari can hold their
heads high again.
David Alwyn Thomas, London

portray Atari as a band of dumbwits with no
Idea of how to sell water to the Arabs, let alone

• I don't know how any rational reader can fall
to be incensed by your consistent and tire
some belly-aching about Atari in general and

ting away from the fact that they messed up
badly with the STE. Since It's our Job to report
the news we can hardly overlook the problems
they've had. Our news stories have always
stressed who the problems are likely to affect*
and Just because a game-player may not be

the STE in particular. Are you aware that many

first-time buyers are effectively frightened
away from the STE by the fears passed on to
them by some of your less discerning readers?
For the time being, the more persistent of
these first-time buyers will take the safe course
and buy an STFM.

a quality piece of hardware to people keen to
move into computing. However, there's no get

distressed that his STE won't connect to a

hard drive, this Information Is still of prime
importance to a huge number of serious own

ers with plans to upgrade. Do you suggest we

The STE was introduced and found to have

a bug in the Save Desktop routine - okay, big
mistake. It clearly should not have happened,
but can we put the fault In perspective? To the
game-player it doesn't matter a fig. To the seri
ous user, it's an annoyance easily remedied.

Looking at the incompatibility issue - only
about five percent of games won't run on an

play it down?

All new games are now STE compatible,
although there are still problems with some PD
software. Looking on the bright side, in one
sense it's a good thing that there have been so
many problems with the STE - the chances are

that from now on Atari might realise they Just
can't afford to mess up any more.

1read with interest your review of the RoboCop
2 demo. As co-author of this demo, I under
stand that the reviewer has every right to state
his opinion, but it would be nice if he could get
his facts right. The demo has about 14 screens,
not the couple that was stated. Itwas produced
from a trailer of RoboCop 2 which was broad

cast on cable television, not from a pirate copy
of the film, as he stated more than once.

I'm not complaining about the rating, though
for a piece of code that's ten lines long and was
done in about 30 minutes I think it's not too

bad. Perhaps it would be a good idea to have a
section in your magazine where programmers
have the right to reply to your reviews.
Harvey Lodder
Bracknell, Berkshire

stf We apologise for suggesting, even in the

humorous context of our PD section, that you
own a pirated copy of Robocop 2. We're happy
to correct the facts too, though ten lines and
14 screens still seems sparse to us. We wel
come any suggestions for features or series,
but we haven't received enough criticisms from
programmers to fill any more than an odd para

SINGLE-SIDED TRAUMA
• I am writing in defence of my letter published
in STF 19. If single-sided owners are finding It
hard at the moment they'll have a big shock in
the future. As the software market becomes

even more competitive, more games than ever
will be produced on double-sided disks. Here's
how to upgrade In four simple steps:
1. Buy STFORMATand look for the Power
Computing ad.
2. Realise an upgrade can cost as little as
£39,99!

3. Don't purchase your next game.

single-sided drive (with one knackered head)
after a few years' use. I recently replaced it for
less than £50 with an excellent quality Sony
drive from Power Computing, and aside from
the rather sketchy and incomplete fitting
instructions I have no complaints.
It's now possible to upgrade a single-sided
internal drive for the price of a couple of
normal-priced games. There can really be no
excuse for anyone who takes his computer
seriously not upgrading - and anyone who still

4. Order the drive.

has his computer after five years must surely

As you pointed out, single-sided owners
were some of the earliest people to support the

take It fairly seriously.
Ian Livingstone, Inverness

ST so they probably use their ST for things
other than games. If this is the case they can
get away with using only half the number of
disks they already own - surely enough of a
reason to upgrade? Plus of course they can

increasing number of games appearing on
double-sided format only, the need for singlesided drive owners to upgrade couldn't be

also access the other side of the ST FORMAT

more pressing. It's to our benefit that software

-

With most serious software and an ever

Cover Disk.

houses abandon the single-sided format: they

Mark Escreet, Sproatley, Hull

could be In a position to put more Into a game
or serious package without extending it across
several disks. This means they don't have an
excuse to charge more for the extra disks and

graph. Since our reviews are consistently fair,

• As one of the "earliest people to support the
ST," one of the first alterations I made to my

we don't foresee that situation changing - and
the thought of filling a page with compliments
sends shivers down ourcollective spine, stf

cost over £100 at that time for what was unfor

issue 20-MARCH-91

which eventually changed itself back Into a

machine was to Install a double-sided drive. It

tunately a rather poor quality, noisy affair,

it reduces the need for tedious disk swapping.
Scour the ads in ST FORMAT and you're bound
to find amazingly good deals like Power's.
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END bit

twilight zone
It's true, honest
We hear the funniest stories. This

cautionary

tale

comes

from

a

reader, who I'm sure would rather
remain anonymous. He contacted
ST FORMAT to see if we had any
idea why his ST wouldn't work.
After spending ten minutes trying
to get to the bottom of his problem,
we eventually found out what he'd
done. It transpired that Anon had
taken a drill to the back of his ST in
a bid to increase its ventilation -

and
punctured
several
holes
straight through the casing and into
the circuit board.

He was in the process of trying
to install a fan when he realised his

ST was buggered. Sadly, we
couldn't squeeze this useful gem
into our DESKTOP pages this
month. But we'd like to award Mr

Anon the ST Golden Egg Whisk
award for outstanding services to
stupidity in the face of technology.
If you know of any other closet
Egg Whisk candidates who deserve
to come out, as the expression
goes, write and tell us - we have a
comprehensive list of registered
nursing homes and a great range of
super-strong analgesics. Send your
Golden Egg Whisk nominations to:
A Sad ST, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

NEXT MONTH
Thursday 14 March is a day to
write in your diary. Why? Because
that's the day the next issue of ST

We're putting the track on next
month's cor-blimey bulging Cover
Disk too, so don't miss it!

FORMAT hits the shelves - our 21st

•

in fact, so break open the bubbly
and the super big black mamba
condoms. We reckon it's going to
be something really quite special.
What's in it? Glad you asked!
Whether you're thrilled by the
graphics in games, dazzled by the
programming talent which goes
into making sprites or just plain
eager to create your own moving

programs from Double-Click Soft
ware - DC Utilities and DC Desktop.
The latter is an alternative Desktop
treading much the same ground as

visuals, next month's animation
special is the great feature.

Too busy to call your only mother?
Look, we know what it's like in this
modern post-Thatcher high-pressure
business world. Places to see,
people to walk over. But if you've got
the time to read this, you've got the
time to fill in the reader questionnaire
on page 133 of this very issue and

mail it to us at the usual address. It's

the chance you've always dreamed
of - your opportunity to tell us
exactly what you want FORMAT to
be. Do it now and we promise not
to let Maureen Lipman get hold of
your phone number!

wijumni'ii^

We talk to professional graphic
artists about how they draw their
sprites. We interview programmers

We also review two brand new

Neodesk, while DC Utilities is an

essential disk of compression pro
grams and other useful software.
• And of course, there are all your
favourite regulars - news, previews
and reviews of all that's happening
in the ST universe. As usual, we
have a stonking games section,
headed next month by our mam
moth review of Microprose's new
Flames of Freedom, the follow-up to

and find out what it takes to make

MidWinter. ST FORMAT is construct

sprites move (four cans of Grolsch
usually does me) - and best of all,

ing its own mission within the game
so you can be sure that at least
one level's going to be infuriatingly
addictive. We'll also have pages
and pages bursting with unmissable
technical and games tips, the usual
gargantuan grab of PD software

we've got a special ST FORMAT
program on the Cover Disk so you
can make your own animations.
After devouring next month's spondacious issue you can impress your

Microprose
Microshop

74-75
124

friends with the kind of animation

and the most authoritative ST edu

72
26
121
56

found in games like Space Ace and

cation section anywhere. All this

Dragon's Lair 2.

and so much more besides.

Bell Music

Microsmort
Microtext
Miditech
Mirrorsoft

Best Prices

MJC Supplies

126

Of course that isn't all we've

Brighton Computer Supplies
Byte Back

MPH
MT Software
Music Motrix
Naksha
NBS
•JBS

146
96
121
42
101

got next month. Assuming there

1st Choice (Leeds)

3rd Coast Technologies
Analogic
B Bytes

104,

26. 1

B. Soft

1

Caledonia

Cambridge Computers
Care

Nurd Software

Combe Valley
Compo Software
Computer Bitz
Computerwise
Datel
Demo Club
Dial A Disc

Ocean
Official Secrets

94
1
1

Digicom
Digita International
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charge). Just turn to page 136.
Whatever method you choose - I
prefer the Immelmann - we'll see
you here again on 14 March, stf
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our 21st issue:

To make sure you get your hands
on next month's well-trendy canoe er, issue - fill in this form and hand
it to your newsagent. Alternatively,
join our swelling ranks of sub
scribers and guarantee yourself an
issue of ST FORMAT in tip-top con
dition for each and every one of the
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particularly malevolent God, these
promising gems should make it into
• There's a very special interview
with music-genius Neil Palmer who
co-wrote Smooth Operator with
Sade and has lately been seen
hanging around with Halo James.
He's produced a song especially
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AMERICA'S
TOP SECRET
WEAPON
Super-charged super-fighters who
risk all defending America against
the world's deadliest forces.
A combat unit of indomitable

strength and courage.
Arescue team of unparalleled
skill and daring.
THE BEST OF THE BEST
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A non-stop, action-packed
arcade style thriller based on
the heroic missions of the

world's most elite, superbly
trained commando unit...
the U.S. NAVY SEALS.

You have a number of perilous
missions to complete. Outmanoeuver the enemy, destroy
hostile missile sites and rescue

the hostages.
You begin with the briefing
you may end with a victory.,
it's the middle ground
that hurtsl

ORION PICTURES CORP.
©COPYRIGHT 1990

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED
6 CENTRAL STREET
MANCHESTER M2 5NS
TEL: 061 832 6633
FAX: 061 834 0650

NO-ONE HAD THE GUTS UNTIL NOW!
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Arcade action and a BIG finish. Infiltrate the criminal underworld - your mission is to see
THEONE 90% "...YOU LUCKY PEOPLE! ...You can kill to the tune ot a hard' soundtrack,

or delight to the sound of a splendid array ot effects."
G+VG 91% "...Its sheer addictive nature simply grabs you by the throat and refuses to let go.
,.. Everything you'd expect from the coin-op is there, ...The whole thing flows
along so easily that you'll be addicted."

SPECTRUM • AMSTRAD * COMMODORE
CBM AMIGA • ATARI ST
OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED

6 CENTRAL STREET • MANCHESTER • M2 5NS
TEL: 061 832 6633 • FAX: 061 834 0650

out and destroy the king pin of the MR BIG CORPORATION • ifyou get that far.
You'll have to outwit his enormous army of bodyguards... gangs of charisma-bypas

W^ patients in trench coats, the bullet brain with the build of arhinoceros and the
^^^jw^. breath of adung beetle, packs of vicious canine yappies, the psychotic clown

^ with an evil sense of humour •you'll die, but not laughing! Then there's the
"^ gas guzzling cadillac jock -acool specimen, elbow hanging on the door rail,
V^ aserious looking piece in his hand and ready to.blow you away as he rolls
^^^ down main street leaving you coughing lead.
^.^V^ It's not all bad!... You've got achopper to back you up, amean,
^^

^

shiny street machine, some heavy metal hardware and some

pretty neat moves. And what about the king pin... did Isay
he was Mr. Big? No, he's MR BIG!

